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I Introduction 

In 2010, Istanbul was crowned by the European Union as the “Cultural Capital 
of Europe,” together with Pécs, Hungary and Essen-Ruhr, Germany. Following 
some scandal and resignations, Mehmet Güntekin, Director of the Istanbul State 
Classical Turkish Music Choir was appointed as the Director of the music program. 
During the year 2010 numerous events, festivals and concerts took place in Is-
tanbul, including the first Yorgo Bacanos International Ud-Festival, the First Interna-
tional Istanbul Opera Festival, a harp concert series, the Festival of Youth Choirs of 
the Boğaziçi University and the Contemporary Music Sonic Festival.1 The main fo-
cus of the “Cultural Capital of Europe” program was not “European culture” in 
Turkey, but rather the culture of the Ottoman Empire, or more precisely, its con-
temporary cultural heritage (i.e. that culture which meets European orientalist 
expectations). Major parts of the festival budget were invested in the renovation 
of historic Ottoman buildings and in the music program, many concerts pre-
sented Ottoman-Turkish music. The concert series, Music of Istanbul’s Architecture 
(İstanbul Mimarisinin Müziği) featured Mehmet Güntekin’s Istanbul State Choir for 
Turkish Classical Music,2 with Ottoman-Turkish music performed at historical ve-
nues; another concert series with the ensemble Bezmara was dedicated to the 
400th anniversary of Ali Ufukî’s birth. Other projects were intended to have an 
impact of greater longevity. Under the art directorate of Doğan Dikmen, the 
classical edition of Ottoman art music, Darü’l-Elhân Külliyâti, printed in the early 
Republican era, was re-edited into four DVDs, containing replica of the nota-
tions together with new recordings of the pieces (Dikmen & Türk Musikisi Vakfı 
2010). A collection of 70,000 notations of Turkish music was made available 
publicly available on the websites of the Turkish Music Foundation and the Istanbul 
State Classical Turkish Music Choir. Finally Cüneyd Kosal’s archive and library, 
consisting of more than 80,000 notation sheets and around 120 notation books, 
including autographs of several famous musicians from the late nineteenth and 
twentieth century, was bought for the Islamic Research Center Library (ISAM). 
Some of the book series edited as part of the program included music history; 
for example the memoirs of Neyzen Süleyman Erguner (b. 1957), a book on mu-
sicians of Istanbul written by Mehmet Güntekin himself and two volumes on 
Armenian music in Istanbul.3 Noteworthy was also the publication in English of 
books on makam and on traditional Turkish instruments, as well as an edition of 
folksongs collected in Istanbul between 1936 and 1951 in a fieldwork project by 

                                                                                          
1 Istanbul 2010a, b; Hein 2010; Öner 2009. 
2 Meanwhile: Choir for Classical Turkish Music of the Presidency of the Republic (Cumhur-

başkanlığı Klasik Türk Müziği Korosu). 
3 Erguner 2010, Güntekin 2010; Kerovpyan & Yılmaz 2010; Bora 2010 
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the Ministry for Education.4 Even the reconstruction of the laterna, the barrel pi-
ano, popular among the Greek population of Istanbul around 1850-1920 re-
ceived financial support from the Istanbul 2010 program (CD Pera Güzeli Later-
na, 2010). The eminent Armenian music scholar and composer, Gomidas was 
honored on the 140th anniversary of his birth and 75th anniversary of his death, 
in several events organized by Istanbul’s Armenian community. Islamic music 
occupied a particularly important role in the program, for example with more 
than 50 publicly held performances of Mevlevi (an Ottoman mystic brother-
hood) sema ceremonies.5 During Ramadan a separate program offered concerts at 
venues such as the historical Feshane and the Bağlarbaşı Culture Center Garden (Is-
tanbul 2010c). Another series reconstructed the historical tradition of enderûn 
terâvihi, religious singing during Ramadan (Şahin & Kemiksiz 2010), while Jazz in 
Ramadan featured internationally renowned Muslim jazz musicians. This festival 
has been performed on an annual basis since. 

However, many of the concerts included original, sometimes even bizarre 
programs or ensembles without any obvious or direct historical predecessor. On 
November 22 for example, I attended a concert in the historic pavilion, Sepetçiler 
Kasrı (located at the entrance of the Golden Horn), entitled, An Italian in Istan-
bul: Callisto Guatelli Paşa. During the first part the Tahir Aydoğdu Ensemble played 
instrumental interpretations of şarkı (urban songs) of the late nineteenth century, 
performed on kanun, ney, kemençe, tanbur, cello and daire. More interesting, how-
ever, was the second part: Again şarkı by nineteenth century composers such as 
Şevki Bey, Rıfat Bey, Karabet Ağa and Giriftzen Asım Bey, but now harmonized 
by the then director of the Ottoman court orchestra, Callisto Guatelli (1819–
1900) and published by Hacı Emin Bey (1845-1907). Surprisingly these songs 
were not performed in their notated form for piano, but rather on kanun and 
guitar – hence they were rearrangements of historically reconstructed arrange-
ments of Ottoman art songs (CD Küçükay & Aydoğdu, 2006). 

Actually the creation of new “hybrid” ensembles, arrangements or repertoires 
is far from new in Turkey. Popular Ensembles such as İncesaz, Yansımalar and 
Kardeş Türküler (all founded in the 1990s) are known for their combinations of 
Western and Ottoman or Anatolian instruments. In recent years several Turkish 
ensembles also tried to cooperate with Western symphony orchestras or chamber 
orchestras. In 2010, however, when I tried to attend as many concerts as possible, 
I realized that “hybrid” music has become the mainstream music in Turkey. After 
a period of excitement and curiosity, I became tired of this general obsession 
with hybridity. Even entirely convincing new ensembles, arrangements or com-
positions were soon replaced yet again by new concepts on a subsequent concert 

                                                                                          
4 This fieldwork was conducted by Muzaffer Sarısözen, Halil Bedii Yönetken and Rıza Ye-

tişen; Şenel 2010; Aydemir 2010; Altınay 2010. 
5 One special concert presented Islamic sufi and Byzantine music together: Terirem/ 

Terennüm with the groups İncesaz and the Romeiko Ensemble. 
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or CD. Notwithstanding a few stable ensembles, almost every concert or new 
CD in Turkey today presents a new mixture or music performed by a new type 
of ensemble: a trio with kemençe, bass and cello; a combination of Ottoman and 
Baroque music in the form of a fictional opera from Handel; a concert with 40 
ney-flutes, or a duo of bağlama and Iranian kamanche (bowed fiddle) and many 
others. In recordings of popular folk music the use of keyboards, electronic 
drums and bass has been almost obligatory since at least the 1990s. Combina-
tions of bağlama and guitar are also common practice today, similarly bağlama 
and ney or bağlama and kemençe. Today, even Turkish composers of contemporary 
international music often use instruments and/or musical elements from tradi-
tional music. 

I 

This book describes the story of the extremely vibrant musical life of Istanbul in 
the early 2000s. It describes the confusing, contradictory and individualized mu-
sicscape in Turkey around the turn of the twenty-first century, including its pre-
history throughout the twentieth century and sometimes beyond. One focus lies 
on the recent tendency towards disintegration of musical traditionals into inter-
nationalism and multiple musical hybrids. Instead of a tendency towards unifica-
tion and standardization, intense Western influence has caused Turkish music to 
open up to the point where it becomes difficult to see any common foundation. 
However, the stylistic diversity mainly concerns arrangements and performance 
styles and far less, new compositions. Turkish music has expanded, both geo-
graphically and in terms of musical variety; yet its main traditional repertoire has 
been exhausted, and is hardly perpetuated by new compositions. As Bülent Ak-
soy (2008: 220) pointed out: “Ottoman Music has not seen the rise of important com-
posers since the 1950s.” 

For the analysis of more or less traditional music in Turkey today, a range of 
theoretical frameworks could be applied, including globalization, glocalisation 
(Robertson), cross-cultural, trans-cultural (Welsch), hybrid (Pieterse), creole 
(Hannerz), third space (Bhabha), cultural collage or bricolage (Slobin).6 Since the 
1980s the developing theoretical discussion has turned away from essentialist 
concepts of culture as coherent units. However, the overwhelming trend in the-
ory writing impedes a rational approach. A detailed discussion of related theories 
would fill a book by itself (of course many such books have been written), while 
the recent consensus tends to the opinion that all cultures are “hybrid” (trans- or 
cross-culture) anyway. 

                                                                                          
6 To mention just a few important writings, see Kim 2016; Siebert 2015; Utz 2014; Greve 

(2002) 2016; Pieterse 1995; Featherstone 1995; Robertson 1995; Kartomi & Blum 1994; 
Welsch 1992; Slobin 1992; Abu-Lughod 1991; Bhabha 1990; Hannerz 1987, 1989. 
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However, if we follow the results of postcolonial studies, like those of Stuart Hall and 
Homi K. Bhabha, who stated a fundamental hybridity as the starting point of all cul-
tural processes, then we realize that the term “cross-cultural” is in fact tautological. For 
every culture, in whatever form it may be constituted otherwise, is in essence “cross-
cultural” and by no means “mono-cultural. (Kim 2016) 

Meanwhile, no serious contemporary academic discussion argues for the existence 
of essential cultural units, such as the West, Turkish culture, East Asia etc. (Kim 
2014). In this situation theoretical approaches as mentioned before increasingly 
lose their analytical and differentiating quality; while the growing use of them in 
popular discourse weakened them further (Solomon 2015: 319; Lo 2000: 156). 
Today, public (and partly also academic) discourse tends to the use of either hy-
phenated terms, such as European-Turkish, Ottoman-Turkish; or composite ex-
pressions based on the metaphor of “post” or “beyond”, an approach beginning 
with concepts such as post-modern, post-structural, or recently, post-migrant. For 
several years while working on this book, I considered “post-traditional music” as 
an appropriate term for the musical situation in Turkey at present. Sofia Kompo-
tiati told me that she had used the expression “post-traditional music” in her 
(Greek) Ph.D. thesis (Music, Identity, Globalization and Nationalism in modern Turkey, 
University of Athens, 2005), in particular for groups such as Baba Zula. However, 
already the term “tradition” provokes serious theoretical problems (Coplan 1993). 
Since Eric Hobsbawm’s eminent book, at least in academic contexts, the word is 
hardly understood separately from his concept of “invented traditions” (Hobs-
bawm & Ranger 1983). Of course numerous aspects of contemporary Turkish mu-
sic could easily be described as “invented traditions” in Hobsbawm’s sense, for 
example the Arel-Ezgi-Uzdilek pitch system, saz orchestras or today’s mehter (Jan-
issary) bands. In the Turkish context, however, the term “tradition” would be used 
in its more general meaning. In Turkey expressions like “gelenek” and “geleneksel” 
(tradition, traditional) are common in daily use and also in reference to music, 
e.g. geleneksel halk müziği (traditional folk music) or geleneksel Türk müziği (tradi-
tional Turkish music). This notion of “tradition” is hardly discussed in Turkey, 
though in many cases of obviously invented or at least recently transformed mu-
sic traditions, one might be tempted to refer to this widespread approach as 
“imagined traditions.” In a general sense, however, “tradition” might further im-
ply an opposition to “modern” and the title therefore indicates a eurocentric, or 
even culturally imperialist position. The western “world music” market for exam-
ple regularly refers to “traditional music,” excluding all kinds of traditional West-
ern music (such as opera, string quartet etc.). Here exotistic associations are quite 
obvious and often even intended, and a notion of “timelessness” as being implicit 
to the term “tradition,” impedes a sources-based historical approach. 

The actual title of this book, “makamsız” attempts to focus the idea of “post-
traditional” on music. In a strictly musical context makamsız means “without 
makam,” hence “without the traditional melodic concept called makam.” It is 
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borrowed from a composition by Evrim Demirel and a CD containing this 
composition. However, the term “makamsız” as used by both Evrim Demirel and 
myself, goes beyond its direct musical-technical meaning to be understood as a 
metaphor which emphasizes the consciousness of a bygone musical tradition. 
The notes on the Evrim Demirels CD read: 

The title makes clear that Evrim Demirel is acutely aware of his own cultural heritage in 
how he conceives and perceives his work. All five pieces [of the CD] refer quite em-
phatically to his background, Turkish elements having been woven into the music. 

In this sense both expressions “makamsız” and “post-traditional” (which I ulti-
mately decided to omit), share a common meaning: a musicscape in which tradi-
tions are more or less abandoned, though not completely destroyed, and whose 
fragmented elements still, in some way, influence and possibly even dominate 
most artistic music in Turkey today. At the same time the use of the term ma-
kamsız instead of the more general (and problematic) “(post-) traditional” em-
phasized the focus on music and aesthetics. 

For the analysis of artistic music in Turkey today, however, yet another category 
seems to be much more appropriate, that is “individual”: individual musicians, in-
dividual music pieces, individual life experiences, identities and approaches to mu-
sic, individual musical projects, individual CDs and concerts, even individual con-
cepts of music theory, conferences or research projects. A general theory of 
individualization as a social process was put forward by Ulrich Beck as early as 
1983. Beck describes the dissolution of social classes, family models, gender roles 
and other social forms in Western industry societies after the Second World War as 
a consequence of an individualization of the labour market. The main aspects are 
the expansion of education and the need for personal selection within it; further 
mobility, particularly concerning work; and growing competition, which forces in-
dividuals to develop personal abilities and profiles (Beck 2007). In 2001, Abu-
Lughod proposed an ethnography of the particular. In fact, individuals had already 
became a particular focus within ethnomusicological studies. As a result of their 
analysis of ethnomusicological monographies published between 1976 and 2003, 
Ruskin & Rice (2012, 316) realized that “the study of individuals is now a norm in the 
discipline.” Almost half of the books in the main parts of the study focused on in-
dividual musicians as innovators of a given musical tradition, as prominent key 
figures, as musicians “normal” or “typical” for a tradition, or even as non-
musicians, usually anonymous auditors. However, this growing focus on individu-
alization has hardly been theorized in musicology or even in cultural studies. The 
concept of religious individualism, proposed by Martin Fuchs and Jörg Rüpke, is 
at least close to what I have in mind here. We simply replace the terms “religion” 
and “religious” by “music” and “musical:” 

A focus on processes of religious individualization puts the experiences and activities of 
individuals center stage: how individuals interact with religious ideas and institutions; 
engage with religious practices; choose options and take decisions; critically reflect on 
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their experiences, their being, their positionalities and their leeway for action, and on 
their relationships with larger reality; and how they develop new religious practices and 
new religious ideas. More specifically, the eyes are on such constellations in which the 
individual personality becomes a central focus of religious activities (which does not 
mean that this would have to apply to all actors in a given social context). There may be 
different shapes and grades of individualization in a given context, as also not all di-
mensions of individual agency encountered here must necessarily congregate around 
one mode of individualization. Viewed this way, ‘religions’ appear not so much as uni-
fied, but rather as diverse, complex and unruly. (Fuchs & Rüpke 2015: 324) 

Similar to the persistence of discreet religions, musical styles (hence “traditions”) 
such as classical Turkish music, bağlama of the Arif Sağ school, or Romantic pi-
ano music as well as political, aesthetic, religious and other discourses continue 
to exist – even in a growing number. However, hardly any musician nowadays 
would perform or compose exclusively in one style, and if they did, then only 
for a limited period of his or her life. In addition, the approach to “traditions,” 
or whatever is understood by that again differs across individuals. My under-
standing of individuum hence also appeals to Heiner Keupp’s concept of patch-
work identities (Keupp 1999). Musical traditions in contemporary Turkey, to put 
it in other words, are seriously disintegrating. 

In the case of Turkish music several factors lead to this individualization: A 
growing rate of and importance of migration and international mobility; the 
availability of almost all Ottoman-Turkish, Anatolian and global musical styles, 
instruments and other elements via media; the increase of cross-cultural encoun-
ters and experiences; the opening up of identity discourses. To summarize, all 
the elements which have long been discussed under the headlines of globaliza-
tion or glocalization. 

The perception of a culturescape which mainly consists of individuums and 
disintegration, rather than of stabile traditions, poses serious challenges for eve-
ryone involved, that is musicians, the audience, media, managers, venues and 
culture politicians. The main risk is that the audience might become bored, both 
by purely traditional music (now perceived as old fashioned and simple) and by 
the overheated and incomprehensible totality. The general atmosphere of com-
merce and entertainment in Turkey today anyway promotes the attraction of 
popular music while artistic music (of any style) is losing its prestige and appeal. 

In fact music in Turkey has experienced a dramatic fall in its political impor-
tance. The ideologization of music, the political project of the early Republic pe-
riod to “Westernize” Turkish music and at the same time to strengthen its na-
tional “roots,” which were supposed to be “Turkish folk music,” has lost most of 
its force. Over the course of the last few decades, it became possible to appreci-
ate traditional Ottoman-Turkish music without being perceived as an enemy of 
the Republic. In contemporary Turkey, Western music is established enough to 
allow its younger musicians to re-encounter traditional music too. Hüseyin Sad-
eddin Arel’s (at that time clearly nationalistic) idea of a unity of “Turkish music,” 
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today, has become at least partly a reality and partly lost its former ideological 
baggage. Within the great ideological and political debates of recent years (over 
the sale of alcohol, the headscarf, the struggle against the Fethullah Gülen net-
work, issues of democratic rights, independence of the judiciary, the Kurdish is-
sue, relations with the European Union etc.) the field of music did not play any 
role at all. Only some well-known polemicists such as the pianist and composer, 
Fazıl Say or the (music) historian, Murat Bardakçı initiated occasional and short-
lived public discussions on music. In his column in the daily Habertürk, on No-
vember 8, 2010 for example, Murat Bardakçı forcefully claimed that the Kemalist 
musical reforms (inkılâb) had been a complete failure. Over the following weeks 
violent responses appeared in blogs, on Facebook, or on the nationalist website 
OdaTV. Murat Bardakçı’s most prominent opponent became Cihat Aşkın, at 
that time Director of the State Conservatory for Turkish Music at the ITÜ (Bar-
dakçı 2010; Aşkın 2010). Similarly Fazıl Say regularly initiates public discussions. 
He is known for his harsh criticism of popular music (in particular of arabesk) 
and his polemics against the AKP. 

While there is hardly any serious debate in Turkey on what I would call an 
aesthetic crisis of Turkish music, there are endless debates in musicological pub-
lications, at conferences and panels, on basic concepts of Turkish art music, in-
cluding pitch system, makam and notation. There is an obvious struggle to main-
tain or even to establish standards within a growing chaos. These attempts to fix 
(at least partly) and standardize Turkish music and its education have existed 
since at least the early Republic of Turkey. They have (and this is the second ar-
gument of the present book) overall completely failed. 

The difficulties inherent in perceiving and understanding an individualized 
musicscape also affect researchers (who of course also work as individuums), in-
cluding the present one. The main problem here is the challenge in creating a 
narrative of this incoherent field, even more problematic if this narrative tries to 
integrate a historical dimension. Though the present book will also include some 
short personal stories of individual musicians, an apparently random selection of 
individuals for closer attention would of course not form a convincing narrative 
(Stock 2001). 

The general approach of this book is the search for precursors of the present, 
or predecessors of elements prevailing today, rather than a historical march from, 
say, the late nineteenth century till today (as for example Paçacı 1999; Aksoy 
1985; Oransay 1973), while trying to understand each period according to its 
own values and conditions. The primary aim of this book is to understand the 
present. However, no linear structured narrative is able to describe this process of 
individualization. Of course the writing of a history of a given discourse or issue 
(e.g. Turkish nationalism, or the violin etc.) is still possible (according to the avai-
lability of relevant sources). A general periodization however, is difficult. No new 
period will be described here, nor the end of a former one; rather the musical 
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situation in Turkey (in particular that in Istanbul) at present, together with a 
plethora of fragments of prehistory. These fragments are disunited, highly diverse 
strips of prehistory, some of them only beginning in the 1990s, others going 
back to the early nineteenth century. The dominance of the individual does not 
signify a new period whose inception might be dated, but rather has developed 
in a long, complex and from the 1990s, intensifying process. 

The 1990s in fact, represent a crucial period for these changes in Turkey, as 
these years followed the general political, social and cultural decline of the 
1980s, caused by the military coup on September 12, 1980. The 1980s in general 
were marked by structural adjustment, economic liberalization, and privatiza-
tions. The deregulation of the media began in the early 1990s. On a global level 
of course the collapse of East European Socialism, the fall of the Berlin wall in 
1989 and the ensuing “new order,” caused deep changes in the world’s political 
and economic landscape. In Turkey this affected relations and business with Rus-
sia and the Central Asian Turkic Republics. In Turkey musical life grew again 
during the 1990s, and the decade became a fairly creative period, during which 
some new important music groups, musicians and musical approaches emerged, 
including Kardeş Türküler, Erkan Oğur, Bezmara, and Ince Saz. At the same time 
some influential books, in particular on Ottoman music history, were published, 
including Cem Behar’s analysis of the traditional meşk education and transmis-
sion (1989), Owen Wright’s edition of Cantemir’s edvâr (1992), and Walter Feld-
man’s groundbreaking book, “Music of the Ottoman Court” (1996). The record 
label Kalan music, founded in 1991, released numerous widely unknown histori-
cal recordings of Turkish art, folk and western music as part of its “archival se-
ries.” In 1993, the “Copenhagen Criteria” of the European Union seemed to 
open Europe to the possibility of full Turkish membership, at the same time call-
ing for (among other issues) the “protection of minorities” as a condition for 
Turkey’s membership. In particular the late 1990s and early 2000s were domi-
nated by a liberal multicultural discourse and many ethnic and religious minori-
ties in Turkey formed new identities, and sought to revive their cultures. 

Many of the described changes occurred simultaneously and with various in-
terrelations. In addition, most of the musical changes in Turkey which have be-
come important recently had already begun much earlier, though the scope of 
this prehistory differs according to musical styles and socio-cultural context. De-
spite the suggestive subheading (“On the Eve of Kemalist Turkey”), I do not per-
ceive this process as a result of Kemalism or of its failure. The historical roots of 
this disintegration of musical traditions go beyond the Republic of Turkey and 
Turks as a people, and are spread over a large international area. On the contrary, 
I suggest that the impact of Kemalism and in particular that of the person Mus-
tafa Kemal on contemporary musical life in Turkey is widely overestimated. 

Another challenge in writing this book is the extremely broad field it has to 
deal with. For instance it is impossible to track all developments over their full 
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international remit, including for example Iran, Azerbaijan and Georgia. Simi-
larly the almost endless musical hybrids in Turkey stretch all possible strategies of 
description, and the field of music theory in Turkey today is full of extremely 
complex and sensitive issues, whose description would alone fill a book. 

Another limitation should be highlighted. The focus of the present book is the 
recent developments in the field of artistic music, in particular in Istanbul (as the 
main musical center of Turkey). The economic dimension of music, and con-
nected with it the huge and dynamic world of popular music in Turkey is beyond 
its scope. I will focus on music that in any way perpetuates or reflects elements of 
Anatolian folk music and / or urban Ottoman-Turkish music. Purely Western mu-
sic, as also performed and composed in Turkey will not be discussed here. 

Finally I can only try to describe the situation as perceived by a foreigner. About 
thirty years after my first visit to Istanbul and after nine years of regular residence 
in the city, I actually don’t feel a stranger anymore. Nevertheless, I did not grow up 
in Turkey, Turkish is not my mother tongue, and I am not a musician. 

II 

This book is the result of several years of practical experience with Turkish music, 
followed by historical and theoretical research. After completing my book on 
German-Turkish musical life in Germany more than fourteen years ago (Greve 
2003), I was working on practical issues, such as the integration of the bağlama 
into the annual German music competition Jugend Musiziert (Youth Making Mu-
sic), or giving training programs for cross-cultural competency and music educa-
tion. From 2005 I was in charge of the re-organization and management of the 
first regular study course of Turkish music outside of Turkey, at the World Music 
Academy, Codarts Rotterdam in the Netherlands. Together with the academy’s artis-
tic director, Leo Vervelde, and the artistic director of the Turkish music program, 
Kemal Dinç, we developed and tested curricula for bağlama, improved and ex-
tended them, and enlarged the program with further instruments such as Turkish 
percussion, voice or ney, with Kudsi Erguner as master teacher. In order to com-
pensate for our lack of experience in teaching Turkish music, we invited the musi-
cologist Melih Duygulu from Istanbul as a regular guest teacher and musicians 
from Turkey such as Erkan Oğur and Barış Güney gave additional lessons in ad-
hoc workshops. Official cooperation was established with the State Conservatory 
for Turkish Music of the Technical University Istanbul (ITÜ). Later, I mirrored the 
first steps of some music academies in Germany (Berlin, Cologne, Mannheim) to 
prepare comparable programs for bağlama and other Turkish instruments. 

The more I learned about music education in Turkey, the more I realized that 
even in Istanbul, teaching traditional music in an institution of predominantly 
western origin was a difficult and much debated issue. A professional education 
in Turkish folk music singing for example, is without any historical model and 
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only a few decades ago would have attracted no interest. Whoever had a beauti-
ful voice (or was supposed to have one), would simply sing. The only exception 
was the aşık tradition: In several Anatolian regions young men could accompany 
well-known aşıks for a number of years (as their çıraks) and learn by more or less 
intentional imitation. The traditional education for Turkish art music (meşk) ne-
ver separated theory, practice, repertoire and performance techniques as western 
academies do, but rather taught music in a holistic approach. 

In 2013 the Landesmusikrat Berlin, an umbrella organization for music in Ber-
lin officially announced the bağlama as Instrument of the Year 2013. While working 
at the Orient-Institut Istanbul, I took part in the organization of workshops, con-
certs, a congress for bağlama teachers in Berlin and finally the first symposium on 
bağlama in Germany, again in cooperation with the State Conservatory for Turk-
ish music of the ITÜ (Çiftçi & Greve, forthcomming 2017). In 2006 the Berlin 
Philharmonie concert hall assigned me to the new concert series, Alla Turca.7 The 
basic idea of the series was to organize joint concerts with excellent examples of 
both traditional musicians from Turkey and international non-Turkish musicians. 
Over a period of five years I took part in planning and organizing these concerts, 
experienced multiple communication problems and sometimes overwhelming 
musical encounters. 

In 2008, I moved to Istanbul, henceforth traveling regularly between Istanbul, 
Rotterdam and Berlin. Working for two outstanding music institutions, Codarts 
Rotterdam with its (at that time) unique World Music Academy, and the Philharmonie 
Berlin, provided me encounters with the best musicians in Turkey. Finally, a posi-
tion as Research Fellow at the Orient-Institut Istanbul began in 2011, giving me 
the opportunity to systematically analyze the confusing situation of (post-) tradi-
tional music in Turkey. Back in the field of musicology – but now in Turkey – I fol-
lowed academic discussion in conferences and workshops, took part in the organi-
zation of some of my own and worked on the editing of some related books.8 At 
the same time I tried to observe Istanbul’s musical life over several years, develop-
ing contacts with musicians, musicologists and producers. 

Moving from small and peaceful Berlin to Istanbul in 2008 confronted me 
with the daily experience of a megalopolis. Since the mid-twentieth century Is-

                                                                                          
7 Initially together with Shermin Langhoff and in communication with Vladimir Ivanoff, 

Director of the ensemble Sarband, later only in cooperation with the Director’s assistant, 
Sara Braun. 

8 Conference “Writing the History of ‘Ottoman Music’,” in cooperation with the State Con-
servatory for Turkish Music in 2012; “Hören Sie – Erfahrungsaustausch Deutsch-Türkischer 
Musiktherapie” on music therapy (Istanbul 2012); “Erstes Bağlama Symposium in Deutsch-
land” on the bağlama, in cooperation with the Landesmusikrat Berlin and the Universität 
der Künste Berlin; “Transfer and Diversity” (Berlin and Istanbul, 2014); “Integrative Ap-
proaches to Contemporary Cross-Cultural Music Making” (Rome, 2016) in cooperation 
with the German Historical Institut Rome and Bahçeşehir University Istanbul. Kalaitzidis 
2012; Greve 2015; Jäger, Olley & Helvacı 2016; Yıldız 2016; Çiftçi & Greve 2017. 
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tanbul has rapidly expanded in size and population. In 1960 it had 1.5 million 
inhabitants, in 1984 (during my very first visit there) it numbered about 5.5 mil-
lion, today the official figures declare some 15 million residents, with an un-
known number of unregistered inhabitants. During these decades the population 
structure also changed dramatically, and today the vast majority of Istanbul in-
habitants are of Anatolian origin. Beginning in the 1950s, migrants from Anato-
lia settled in improvised gecekondu neighborhoods, which with time became regu-
lar parts of the city. A second wave of immigration arrived during the 1980s and 
early 1990s, propelled by the terror of the Kurdish PKK and the civil war of the 
Turkish army against them. In the 1990s the high-risers of Maslak signaled a new 
phase of urban concentration (Esen 2005). 

During these years Istanbul’s character changed “from a typical Third World sprawl 
to a global city” (Keyder 2010). Together with growing tourism, Istanbul became at-
tractive for international business, arts and science. 

There is no doubt that Istanbul’s success in capturing a share of the global dazzle is due 
in large part to the world economy, since the 1980s, favoring the resurgence of the me-
tropolis: this was a period in which the control and management functions of global ca-
pital shifted to the great cities of the world and those sectors which are specifically ur-
ban gained ground. (Keyker 1999b: 26) 

In the early twenty-first century the international hype over Istanbul changed the 
image of the city to Cool Istanbul (so declared the title of Newsweek, August 29, 
2005).9 During my initial years in Istanbul I was constantly besieged by visitors 
from Germany or the Netherlands. Almost everybody seemed to be attracted by 
the rising metropole of Istanbul. International media regularly wrote on Istanbul, 
and the city itself began to perceive itself as an international center rather than 
part of an imagined periphery. Within Turkey, Istanbul was always a central hub 
for IT, design, mode, media and music (Enlil & Evren 2011), and similarly for 
political, social or culturally alternative movements or underground arts (e.g. hi-
phop, LGBT, comics). The gezi movement in the summer of 2013, protesting ini-
tially against the destruction of the gezi park at the Taksim square, with its striking 
creativity, demonstrated a strong Turkish civil society and was perceived, at least 
internationally, as a culmination of this cool Istanbul – however, also as the be-
ginning of its forced decline. 

III 

This book is composed of three essays focusing on three factors of central im-
portance to Turkish music today, that is: internationalisation, historisation and 
hybridisation. These three aspects are interrelated to a degree that even the se-
quence of reading might easily be changed. In the end, I decided to begin with 
                                                                                          
9 Göktürk, Soysal & Türeli 2010: 1; Özkan 2014. 
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internationalisation in chapter II mainly because this point includes my own po-
sition as an observer from more or less the outside. At the same time this chapter 
will recall the situation of music life in Turkey today, in addition I tried to in-
clude all important aspects of globalization as necessary for an understanding of 
today’s Turkish (post-) traditional music. Chapter III will deliver the prehistory 
of this recent musicscape, though not plainly described in a historic narrative, 
but rather as a short recapitulation. The main emphases will be on changes in the 
perceptions of the past as a precondition to understanding the present. This 
chapter therefore deals with historiographic concepts and sources, popular narra-
tives of music history, and historical reconstructions and revivals. Chapter IV fo-
cusses on the music itself, hence on the musical consequences of the develop-
ments described before. In a basically systematic approach several strategies of 
musical hybrids will be described in their respective historical development, loo-
king back from the present rather than following a historical continuum. The 
fifth chapter is intended as a short reflection on the question of how this un-
precedented musical expansion could have happened within an authoritarian 
state and society such as the Republic of Turkey. 

The publication of this book falls in a period of fundamental change in Tur-
key. The “New Turkey” of President Recep Tayyip Erdoğan and the ruling AKP 
turned away from the Kemalism, which dominated the state for most of the 
twentieth century. The story of this book hence seems to end around 2016. After 
the Gezi riots, and in particular after the general elections of 1 November 2015, 
the political athmosphere in Turkey changed dramatically. Current political dis-
cussions are dominated by debates over the renewed rise of Turkish nationalism 
and Islam, the distrust of the AKP government towards the EU and the USA 
(also spread by the major media outlets), a growing political censorship, numer-
ous terror attacks and war in Syria and Iraq, discusions about a political reorien-
tation from the West towards Rusia and the Eurasian Shanghai Pact, and even a 
possible break with the EU. The consequences of these state-level developments 
for music and musical life are not clearly visible yet. In particular since the failed 
coup on July 15, 2016, and in the context of widespread political arrests of op-
position groups and journalists, a possible economic crisis and the change to-
wards a presidential system where political power is concentrated in a single per-
son (that of President Recep Tayyip Erdoğan), music life in Turkey seems to be 
substantially reduced. The thrilling athmosphere of the early 2000s with its al-
most overheated creativity gave way to a general feeling of depression and inse-
curity. Today, Beyoğlu is losing its central position in the cultural life of Istanbul, 
while many intellectuals and artists have moved to neighborhoods such as Ni-
şantaşı, Beşiktaş or Kadıköy. The dengbêj house in Diyarbakır, the symbol for the 
revival of Kurdish music has partly been damaged during the fights between 
PKK fighters and the Turkish army in 2016. 
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In parallel to these political developments the concept of this book changed 
several times; while simultaneously new individual musical projects constantly 
appeared (and often disappeared again after a short time). However, it is impor-
tant to reiterate the crucial point that many apparently recent tendencies were in 
fact already discernible even before the founding of the AKP, or even before the 
early Republican period, i.e. the tendency to combine and intermingle “musical 
traditions.” During the 1920s and ‘30s, Ottoman-Turkish musical traditions in 
particular were forced to struggle against the impact of Kemalism. Today, in the 
early twenty-first century, while a post-Kemalistic political atmosphere is growing, 
again musicians are under political observation, though the AKP barely exhibits 
any explicit music policy (yet), and in general seems hardly interested in music at 
all. On May 3-5, 2017 the Ministry for Culture and Tourism organized a much 
discussed council on music (III.Millî Kültür Şûrâsı Müzik Komisyonu), and even 
announced plans for the foundation of a University of Music, possibly a model 
for further political influence on music and music education in Turkey. This un-
clear situation might be reminiscent of the founding years of the Turkish Repub-
lic, where only ten years after the founding of a new Turkey a serious cultural pol-
icy was implemented. Today, the political project of Recep Tayyıp Erdoğan’s 
“New Turkey” still lacks a vision concerning music. We therefore do not yet know 
when – or if at all – a new and distinct musical period will be established in Tur-
key (or within any broader framework), nor how long this present period of tran-
sition will continue. Even the end of political Kemalism, though highly ad-
vanced, has not yet been completed and might be reversed at least to some 
degree. It is possible that President Erdoğan, once he has secured power, might be 
tempted to repeat Mustafa Kemal’s mistake and overestimate his ability to influ-
ence and adjust what he imagines to be the appropriate music for his country. In 
the worst case imagineable then, for a given period of, say, one or two decades 
music life could be partially blocked or dominated by state control and ideology. 
In particular “Islamic music” could gain further importance over the coming 
years, with for example the growing popularity of the ney over the last ten years as 
a potential indicator of this development (Senay 2015a). “Islamic music” as a 
concept, however, is hardly less ideological than its “Turkish” counterpart, and 
similarly unclear concerning its musical implications, as might be seen for exam-
ple in the German-based rap group, Sert Müslümanlar or interpretations of the Ko-
ran and ilahis on piano (as by Tuluyhan Uğurlu). A complete roll-back to Otto-
man music traditions is hardly imaginable anyway. A purely ideological approach 
to Ottoman history and its music, would have no chance of convincing serious 
Turkish musicians. Historical research on Ottoman music has already advanced 
too far for simply ideological or political approaches. Further, the tradition of 
meşk on a large scale, crucial for Ottoman music, has disappeared, most probably 
to a irreversable degree, and even after a potentially forced shut-down of conser-
vatories in Turkey the mainly private-based meşk could not be revived simply by 
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order of the state. Western music on the other hand, is widely established in Tur-
key (though less than in Europe). Even if the new state would withdraw its finan-
cial support for institutions such as orchestras and operas, musicians, composers 
and most importantly the audiences will not change their musical preferences 
simply to follow political directives. 

Opening the focus again to an international perspective, we might perceive 
the situation of (post-) traditional Turkish music as only one case within the 
phenomenon of world-wide music globalisation. If no serious global disaster 
(such as a global economic crisis or even a war) harms, decimates or even deletes 
the field of culture, cultural globalisation will most likely continue anyway, and 
together with it the individualization of music – whatever a single government 
might do. Also in Turkey the extent of globalisation with its medialisation, mi-
gration and general mobility is probably irreversible. Turkish musicians abroad, 
in Europe, Greece, the USA and elswhere, are much less effected by the political 
and psychological situation in Turkey anyway. Also “New Turkey” is internation-
ally active (Aksoy 2009), possibly with a changing focus on Russia, Arabic coun-
tries, and in general Asia. Even in Africa Turkey tries to push back the influence 
of the Fetullah Gülen movement and expand its own influence and trade. The 
worldwide decline of physical music albums (CDs and audio cassettes) and their 
replacement by digital availability of music online will further open the interna-
tional musicscape. 

In this larger context, the specifics of the Turkish case are merely colored by 
local factors, that is the structure of its traditional music and music life, and, 
most importantly its particular structure of nationalism and the Kemalist cultural 
policy during the early twentieth century. The individualization of the field of 
music, however, might be understood as a general, international and cross-
cultural development of the late twentieth and early twenty-first century. 
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II International Turkish Music 

During my work for the Berlin Philharmonic concert hall I cooperated regularly 
with the Istanbul-based booking agent Rıza Okçu, the owner and director of the 
agency Stage Art, which specialized in Turkish traditional music. I once com-
plained to him about my ever growing collection of phone numbers (German, 
Turkish and Dutch). He laughed and opened a small box, which he carried in his 
jacket. It contained at least 40 SIM cards. Rıza took out one after the other, loo-
ked at them and explained; this is for Belgium; this for Sweden; this must be 
Bosnia, this is Spain, this Greece, Finland, the UK, etc. 

Today, Turkey is deeply connected to the global world – politically, economi-
cally, through its media, in the arts and many other fields. Actually for Istanbul, 
this situation is far from new, as Çağlar Keyder put it, “unlike other global cities, Istan-
bul has always been a world city.”1 As the capital of the Ottoman Empire for centu-
ries, Istanbul was an international metropolis, which attracted visitors from both 
Islamic and European countries, in addition to numerous waves of migration and 
refugees (Erdoğan & Kaya 2015). In the field of music, Iranian musicians were par-
ticularly active at the Ottoman court until the seventeenth century, with intense 
musical exchanges between Arab countries and Istanbul emerging later, in particu-
lar with Cairo during the nineteenth century (Behar 2006; Feldman 1996: 39-44, 
65-67; 2015). Long-standing and close contacts also connected Istanbul and 
Europe, fostered by a range of agents, including travellers, embassies and the Ital-
ian and Levantine communities in Galata / Istanbul. 

One can also conclude that the majority of European musical instruments which had 
been incorporated into common musical circulation in Turkey (such as the violin, the 
viola, the viola d’amore, the clarinet or the European lauta) came predominantly 
through the channel of the Venice-Istanbul connection. (Aksoy 2010: 65) 

We know about Western operas, Italian musicians, concerts, church music and a 
Società Operaia Italiana in Istanbul. In the other direction, for example, the colas-
cione (an instrument similar to the Turkish bağlama) was adapted in Venice and 
Padua already in the sixteenth and seventeenth century (Baydar 2010; Aksoy 
2010; And 1989). The first known Turkish opera and operetta composer Dikran 
Çuhacıyan (1836-1898) received his musical training in Milan. 

In the first half of the nineteenth century, political relations developed fur-
ther, and a cosmopolitan lifestyle including European culture and entertain-
ments, emerged in particular in Istanbul’s Galata and Pera districts. Also Euro-
pean musicians began to travel to Istanbul, for concerts or even longer residence. 
By the 1890s, non-Muslims constituted the majority of the city’s population 

                                                                                          
1 Keyder 1999b: 3. This could similarly be said about Thessaloniki / Selanik and Iz-

mir / Smyrna, see Kaliviotis 2002 / 2013. 
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though in 1914, after the arrival of refugees from the Balkan Wars, the portion of 
Muslims increased to 55 percent.2 Non-Muslim minorities in particular devel-
oped good contacts with Europe, for example the Ottoman Jews were part of the 
Paris-based Alliance Israélite Universelle, founded in 1860. Around the mid-1870s, 
the Greek “Literary Society of Constantinople” came into contact with French 
composers and musicians (Erol 2009: 204f). “At the beginning of the twentieth cen-
tury, the Ecclesiastical Music Society members became interested in investigating their com-
mon musical heritage with Russia and got into contact with Russian musicians.” (Erol 
2009: 279) During the Hamidian era Bohemian and later Russian musicians ar-
rived in Istanbul and Izmir, influencing the entertainment music market too 
(Alimdar 2016: 183; Fuhrmann 2009; Deleon 1995). 

During the twentieth century however, and in particular at the turn of the 21st 
century, the level of internationalisation increased to an unprecedented degree. 
Several factors led to this development. First, the sharp rise of migration and 
travel inside Turkey and later, to and from Europe (Castles & Miller 1993; Dün-
dar 2014). Beginning in the 1960s, transnational migration and growing interna-
tional markets deeply changed the economic and cultural landscapes worldwide. 
As a result there was an increase in the influence of the growing Turkish diaspora 
on the musical life of Turkey. Second, the relations with Turkey’s neighbouring 
countries improved, and they also began to influence Turkish musical life. Third, 
the emergence of so called “world music,” a new transnational musical field 
which increasingly interacted and mingled with the music scene inside Turkey. 

This chapter will describe the internationalisation of Turkish music, hence the 
emergence of new international musical projects, collaborations between musi-
cians, pedagogical practices, as well as the consumption of music. After a scetch 
of the situation in Istanbul around 2010, I will dwell upon the emergence of a 
public music live in Istanbul and Turkey as a precondition of the later interna-
tionalization. The following parts analyse the international migration and its 
consequences for Turkish music and the intensifying musical relations between 
Turkey and its neighboring countries. The last part deals with the implementa-
tion of Turkish music in the emerging Wolrd music scene and market. 

Istanbul – the Global Music City 

No reliable figures are available on cultural activities and musical preferences in 
Turkey, neither in the past nor the present. We do not know exactly what kind of 
music is popular within different social groups, nor the amount of music pro-
duction of the numerous popular and artistic musical styles in Turkey. In a sur-
vey on cultural activities conducted in 2006, Turkish citizens reported that they 

                                                                                          
2 Keyder 1999b: 10; Christian population in 1914: 450 000, however in 1927 dropped to 

240 000. 
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watch an average of 63 hours of television per month, while time spent on con-
certs, museum visits and other artistic performances averaged just 30 seconds.3 In 
Turkey today, much more important than live music, is the listening to music on 
CDs, the internet, television (in particular music channels such as Kral TV, 
Dream Türk, Number 1, Number 1 Türk, Powertürk, TRT Müzik etc.) or on radio. 
During the first half of the year 2009 more than 50 million CDs were sold in 
Turkey, more than in Italy or Spain, which does not include downloads and pi-
rate copies (Yazıcıoğlu 2010: 241). Since then, however, the CD market world-
wide collapsed due to the possibility of copying and downloading music from 
the internet – a common practice in particular in contemporary Turkey. This 
commercial music is clearly dominated by Turkish popular music with its nu-
merous styles. 

At the same time Turkish cultural life is still concentrated in Istanbul. In 2009 
ten percent of all Turkish theatres and twenty-five percent of all cinemas were 
situated in Istanbul (Ada 2009: 99). Let us take a short glance at Istanbul’s music 
venues of the early 21st century. In contrast to the media industry which had 
been located in Babıâli since the1870s, but from 1980 left the centre of Istanbul 
and moved to the Ikitelli district (Yücesoy 2011), the musical life of Istanbul is 
still concentrated at the very heart of the city. It thrives particularly in the tradi-
tional entertainment neighbourhood Beyoğlu, with its restaurants, bars, clubs, 
recording studios, türkü bars (folk music bars), rock bars, discos, and night clubs 
(Bates 2008: 137ff; Beken 1998: 32ff); but also in Beşiktaş, Şişli and much less in 
Fatih, Üsküdar or Kadıköy. Besides the well-known concert halls such as Cemal 
Reşit Rey concert hall, İş Sanat, Borusan Müzik Evi, Süreyya Opera, Babylon, Ghetto, 
Nardis Jazz Club, Akbank Sanat, Barış Manco Kültür Merkezi, Garaj Istanbul (the 
well-known Atatürk Kültür Merkezi has been closed since 2008), the abundant 
music scene in Beyoğlu around İstiklal Street (the former Haymatloz, Hayal Kah-
vesi, Peyote, The Mekan) offers numerous venues for all kinds of music ranging 
from Anatolian folk music and jazz to heavy metal. Some of these venues focus 
on particular styles, such as western music (e.g. İş Sanat), world music (Babylon),4 
avant-garde (Borusan Müzik Evi), or Jazz (Nardis, IKSV Lounge). Others offer a 
wider repertoire, for example the prestigious Cemal Reşit Rey concert hall. In addi-
tion the five conservatories of Istanbul need to be mentioned (ITÜ, Mimar Si-
nan GS University, Istanbul University, Yıldız Technical University, Haliç Uni-
versity), in addition to numerous private music schools, studios and music 
associations. 

The main reason for this geographical concentration is Istanbul’s disastrous 
traffic situation, which makes peripheral areas simply difficult to access. The si-
tuation is self-perpetuating as the intensity of cultural life in the centre makes it 

                                                                                          
3 www.turkstat.gov.tr/icerikgetir.do?istab_id=171 (accessed December 15, 2015). 
4 Babylon was twice voted among the best 100 jazz clubs of the world (2002 and 2004) by 

the music magazine, Down Beat. (Değirmenci 2013: 19, fn 47) 
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attractive for national and internationals tourists. Over the last several years the 
centre of Istanbul has undergone a strong process of gentrification (in particular 
the districts of Beyoğlu, Galata, Tophane, Balat and Tarlabaşı), and areas such as 
the historical peninsula, the area around Taksim square and Galata have turned 
into a kind of open air museum, attractive only to hotels and representatives of 
national and international companies. The AKP-controlled (Justice and Devel-
opment Party / Adalet ve Kalkınma Partisi) municipality tried to break the mo-
nopoly of the central area, and during the last few years several cultural centres 
have opened in other neighbourhoods (some of them administrated by CHP), 
most of them offering mixed cultural programs of all genres and traditions.5 

In addition to these regular venues, throughout the year a growing number of 
music and other festivals attract tourists and local audiences. The main actor is 
the private Istanbul Foundation for Culture and Arts (Istanbul Kültür Sanat Vakfi, 
IKSV) founded in 1973 (and financed by its main sponsor Dr. Nejat F. Eczade-
başı and others), which organizes a number of important festivals, including the 
Istanbul Müzik Festivali, Istanbul Film Festivali (since 1982), the (arts) Biennale (sin-
ce 1987), Istanbul Tiyatro Festivali (since 1989) and the Istanbul Jazz Festivali (since 
1994). Beginning in 2004 IKSV became active internationally, with festivals in 
European cities,6 and occasionally even organizing music and other conferences 
such as the International Modal Music Congress (1985) or Contemporary Performance 
in Turkish Music (1988). In addition other private festivals take place over the 
year, many of them during the summer and focusing on popular music, for ex-
ample Rock’n’Coke since 2003, or the Pera Festival, which offered a mixed pro-
gram. In autumn 2012 the 5th International Body Music Festival took place in Be-
yoglu, organized by the Istanbul-based ensemble KeKeCa together with Crosspulse 
(USA). Public street festivals include Hidrellez (since 1997), which takes place in 
Ahırkapı in May and features Roman music from Istanbul and Trakya, as well as 
several local festivals (Ada 2011; Erdoğan 2011). From 2010–2013 the first of 
May was celebrated peacefully in the Taksim square, including a concert of left 
wing musicians and groups (e.g. Timur Selcuk, Kardeş Türküler, Grup Yorum and 
others). After 2013, on the eve of the gezi protests, the meeting was forbidden 
which resulted in riots. 

Nevertheless, traditional Ottoman-Turkish music today is in a difficult posi-
tion. Only during the month of Ramadan does the state sponsor numerous con-
certs with religious art music (Stokes 2013), while during the rest of the year such 
concerts often attract less people in the audience than musicians on stage. Sev-

                                                                                          
5 E.g. Caddebostan Kültür Merkezi, Bülent Ecevit Kültür Merkezi, Atakent Kültür Merkezi, Al-

tunizade Kültür ve Sanat Merkezi, Cem Karaca Kültür Merkezi, Başakşehir Kültür Merkezi, Emir 
Efendi Kültür Merkezi, Erdem Bayazit Kültür Merkezi, Sultanbeyli Kültür Merkezi, Tuzla Idris 
Güllüce Kültür Merkezi and others more. 

6 E.g. Berlin 2004, Brussels 2004, London 2005, Stuttgart 2005, Amsterdam / Rotterdam 
2007 and 2012; Russia 2008; Vienna 2008 and 2009, France 2009 and 2010. 
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eral state ensembles offer high quality concerts for a shrinking audience, as well 
as a regular income for many traditional musicians. Such musicians, instrumen-
talists in particular, often depend on the international market, and try to build 
up a personal international network. 

Official biographies of Turkish traditional musicians as presented on CD cov-
ers, concert programs, as information on websites or by their booking managers, 
regularly describe an impressive number of countries in which the respective art-
ist has already performed. In addition numerous international musicians, reflect-
ing a wide range of musical styles, are mentioned as former musical partners. For 
example the biography of the ud player Yurdal Tokcan: 

Yurdal Tokcan was born in Ordu, on the Black Sea Coast of Turkey in 1966. He is a 
1998 graduate of Istanbul Technical University’s Turkish Music Government Conserva-
tory. While completing his Masters program there, he joined the faculty as an ud in-
structor. In 1990, he joined the Culture and Tourism Ministry’s Istanbul Government 
Music Ensemble under the artistic direction of Tanburi Necdet Yaşar. As a member of 
this ensemble, Yurdal performed in France, Holland, Belgium, and Spain. He is a mem-
ber of the Istanbul Fasıl Ensemble and the Istanbul Tasavvuf Music Ensemble, and a 
founding member of the Istanbul Sazendeleri (Musicians of Istanbul), a group dedicated 
to presenting Turkish instrumental works. Tokcan has participated in many recording 
sessions and has performed internationally, in Germany, France, Belgium, Netherlands, 
Spain, Greece, Japan, Turkmenistan, Israel, Tunisia, Lebanon, USA, Bosnia, and North-
ern Cyprus. 
As a soloist, Tokcan performed in the Netherlands with the Amsterdam Percussion 
Group and Chamber Orchestra in a program entitled European Music Around Oud, 
and with the Tekfen Philharmonic Orchestra in Turkey, the United Kingdom, France, 
Germany and Belgium. (…) 
Tokcan represented Turkey in several international festivals and celebrations, including 
the 3rd International Oud and Lavta Festival in Dresden, Germany and the 2002 Inter-
national Oud Meeting in Thessaloniki, Greece (along with oud players Ara Dinkjian, 
Simon Shaheen, Haig Yazdjian, and Omar Bashir). In 2003, he performed at the Oud 
Festival in Jordan, gave two concerts at the Arabic Music Festival at the Cairo Opera 
Hall, and performed during celebrations of the 2003 Turkish Year in Japan. Tokcan was 
invited to perform in Kudus in a pan-Mediterranean music festival (along with Selim 
Güler, Ross Daly, Zohar Fresko and Yinon Muallem). He has performed with the Mer-
can Dede Ensemble in various festivals, including the Akbank International Jazz Festival 
in Istanbul. (…)7 

Turkish folk music in Istanbul on the other hand, is alive and full of vitality, per-
formed in numerous türkü bars, at concerts and privately at home. Many young 
people learn how to play a little bağlama or folk dancing, others play Turkish folk 
tunes on guitar. A deep change in the traditions of folk music, however, has been 
prompted by the migration towards large cities, in particular to Istanbul, Ankara, 
Izmir, Adana or Diyarbakır. Many Anatolian villages nowadays are almost emp-

                                                                                          
7 Promotional biography of Yurdal Tokcan (2012). Since the release of this version of his bi-

ography Yurdal Tokcan added several international projects, CDs, and concerts to this list.  
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ty, at least during the winter. Turkish folk music has therefore become predomi-
nantly urban music. Just as with art musicians, folk musicians also focus on in-
ternational experiences in their biographies. 

Western music is deeply established in Turkey today. In several Turkish cities 
opera houses and symphony orchestras exist, the school education on music 
normally focuses – on whatever level – on Western music and music theory. Most  
well-known international orchestras, conductors and soloists have already given 
concerts in Turkey (mostly in Istanbul). As an example, the year 2013 saw the 
following performers in Istanbul: pianists Martha Argerich and Katia and 
Marielle Labèque; violinist Gideon Kremer, Itzhak Perlman, Christian Tetzlaff, 
and Joshua Bell; the New York Philhamonic; baritone Thomas Hampson; com-
poser Krzystof Penderecki; and tenor Roberto Alagna, just to mention the most 
well-known Western musicians (Ivanoff 2013). Western music in Turkey, from its 
earliest incarnations, was deeply influenced by migration and international ex-
change. The most well-known Turkish musician in this field is Fazıl Say (b. 1970), 
who studied piano in Ankara and Düsseldorf (Germany). His international career 
began in 1994, when he won the international “Young Concert Artists” competi-
tion in New York. As a regular guest at leading festivals and orchestras aroung the 
world, Say has performed on all continents, together with conductors such as 
Kurt Masur, Itzhak Perlman, Shlomo Mintz and Yuri Bashmet. 

The audience for contemporary Western music in Turkey is even smaller, at the 
same time even more international. Some of the professors for composition, Ah-
met Yürür or Hasan Ucarsu, studied in the USA, many others in Europe. Several 
Turkish composers are still based in countries such as Germany or the Netherlands 
(for example, Meliha Doğuduyal, Füsun Köksal, Zeynep Gedizlioğlu, Mahir 
Çetiz). 

World music first became known in Turkey during the 1990s. Turkish musi-
cians began to sing music from the Balkans, from Central Asia or Arabic coun-
tries, Latin music and others.8 The cultural hype surrounding Istanbul attracted a 
growing number of international musicians to Istanbul. On the Istiklal Street 
(similar to other European cities) musicians and groups from Europe, Iran, Peru 
and many other places of the world came to play for tourists. Today Tango, Fla-
menco, Salsa, African Dance and many other international music styles are per-
formed in Istanbul, in smaller venues but also at the frequent world music con-

                                                                                          
8 Some examples are the album Düğün ve Cenaze by Sezen Aksu (Plaza, 1997) including 

compositions of Goran Bregovic (Stokes 2010: 137), the cover version of usbek singer Yul-
duz Usmanova by Candan Erçetin (Yalan, on her album Çapkın, Topkapı 1997) or a rai 
song from Faudel Beloua in a Turkish version sung by Levent Yüksel (Hayrünnisa on the 
album Adi Menekşe, Plaza, 1998). In 2000 the album Pasaporte Latino. Latin türküler (DMC, 
2000) was anounced to be the first Turkish Latin-Pop; the first known Turkish Reggae band 
Sattas was foundet in 2004, their first album was released in 2012. In 2000 Sezen Aksu re-
leased an album together with the Greek singer Haris Alexiou. 
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certs in the Cemal Reşit Rey Concert Hall.9 In addition international music fes-
tivals bring music of different styles to Turkey, for example “International Ney 
Meetings” organized by MediMuses and Süleyman Erguner in 2003, another one 
by Kudsi Erguner in 2007,10 an “International Istanbul Ud Festival” in 2010,11 or 
the International Kanun Festival in 2012 and 2015.12 During the annual “Mystic 
Music Festival” in Konya numerous international musicians and ensembles per-
form all kind of religious music to the highest standard. 

Most Turkish musical institutions, both private and state, are well connected 
to other international music bodies. The State Conservatory for Turkish Music of 
the Technical University Istanbul (DTMK) for example, the most important in-
stitution for the education of Turkish music, has an extended network of interna-
tional partnerships, reaching from Europe and North America to Asia, in particu-
lar to Central Asia. Several of its teachers have international experience. Cihat 
Aşkın for example, Director from 2008-2012, graduated with an MA and PhD 
from the Royal College of Music and the City Univercity of London respec-
tively, and has performed with numerous international well-known musicians. 
Aşkın’s then Vice Director, the late musicologist and kanun player Şehvar Beşiro-
ğlu, did research at Harvard University in 1999. The conservatory organized nu-
merous cooperative projects and concerts with institutions in Sweden, Azerbai-
jan, the Netherlands, Japan and other countries. On the other hand, only a few 
non-Turkish musicians are members of the teaching staff of the DTMK.13 

In 1999 an adjunct to the DTMK, the “Center for Advanced Studies in Music”, 
MIAM (Müzik İleri Araştırmalar Merkezi), was founded. Equipped with an excellent 
international library and a tone studio, the MIAM offers English-language MA 
and PhD programs in music and musicology. Academic teachers were recruited 

                                                                                          
9 See for example Abtuman 2012, an article in The New Yorker on İnci Turan, Istanbul’s first 

African dance instructor. In 2010 several concerts presented international encounters, e.g. 
the Istanbul meeting of Turkish-Japanese drums; another one featuring foreign Istanbul-
based musicians including Yinon Muallem (Israel), Brenna MacCrimmon (Canada), Na-
thalia Mann (New Zealand), Bob Bear (USA), Ruth Hill (Greece), Arslan Hazreti (Iran), 
Laurent Clouet (France), Chris Moser (Switzerland). Since 2010 an annual international 
Flamenco festival takes place in Ankara. 

10 Including many international musicians such as Muhammed Mosavi, Mohammed Ali 
Kaini, Hasan Nahit, Ali Jihad Racy, Qadry Serour, Mahmoud Effat, Sabir Siblini, Rascid 
Zeroual, Mosoud Jahed. 

11 Directed by Necati Çelik, 25. – 31. October, with workshops and concerts with musicians 
including Elia Khoury, Georgios Marinakis, Haig Yazdjian, Josef Tawadros, Kyriakos Ka-
laitzidis, Münir Nurettin Beken, Naseer Shamma, Omar Bashir, Perikles Tsoukalas. 

12 Other international festivals where for example the “Swiss Festival” in October 2014 (in-
cluding a course for Alphorn), or the “Ruhaniyat” Sufi & Mystic Music Festival, presented 
by the Mumbai-based cultural organization Banyan Tree at Istanbul Technical University, 
Istanbul on 17 May, 2014. 

13 E.g. the American perkussionist Jarrod Cagwin, who had learned south indian drumming 
in Ontario, and conducted several field studies in the Middle East and North and West 
Africa; https://jarrodcagwin.wordpress.com/biography/ (accessed Feburary 26, 2015); or 
Sandra Sindsch, German barock oboe player. 
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from the United States and the UK.14 Its director was initially the American-
Turkish composer Kamrân İnce (b. 1960; Memphis) together with Cihat Aşkın, 
and since 2015 Şehvar Beşiroğlu has fulfilled this role. In addition international 
musicians and musicologists regularly offer workshops at the MIAM. 

Conferences in Turkey, including those on music, are often keen to include 
international guests (though the number of these non-Turkish speakers is often 
limited to a few individuals).15 Participation at international conferences is high-
ly esteemed among Turkish scholars, and even smaller Anatolian universities of-
fer generous financial support to enable their teaching staff to participate in con-
ferences abroad. Since at least the 1970s a number of foreign musicologists, 
anthropologists and historians come regularly to Istanbul for research trips of 
varying lengths (e.g. Eugenia Popescu-Judetz, Irene Markhoff, Kurt and Ursula 
Reinhard, Owen Wright, Eckhardt Neubauer, Walter Feldman and Ralf Martin 
Jäger, not to mention the numerous doctoral students). Both international and 
Turkish scholars are highly interested in long term cooperation and exchanges. 
Even musicologists working on Anatolian folk music, leave Turkey from time to 
time for longer stays abroad; in 2015 for example Süleyman Şenel travelled to 
the United States and Erol Parlak to the UK. 

Today, some Turkish ensembles have members from several countries, includ-
ing Sarband, Pera, Hezarfen and Metin Kemal Kahraman. Even if all musicians are 
based in Istanbul their numerous individual concert trips abroad require coordi-
nation to allow for mutual rehearsal time and concerts. Eliot Bates describes the 
production of the album “Yıldızlar Kuşandık” by Grup Yorum in 2006 as follows: 

The creation of arrangements was managed by the two de-facto project arrangers – Inan 
Altın in Istanbul, and Ufuk Lüker in Köln, Germany – and group and studio musician 
performances were recorded at three professional studios (ZB and Sistem in Istanbul and 
Per Sound in Köln), mixed at three studios, and finally mastered at Monoposto, a Ger-
man mastering facility. Up until the mastering stage, music charts, lyrics, mixes (on CD-
R, flash drive, and mp3 players), session files (on hard disk and DVD-R), and ideas were 
continuously circulated between spaces. (Bates 2008: 128) 

Several international programs currently support student exchanges, for example, 
Erasmus, Marie Curie fellowships, “Cultural Bridges”, “Civil Society Dialogue: 
Istanbul 2010” or the Al Farabi Program (covering Islamic countries). 

In 2009, nearly 36,000 Turkish students, academics, and artists went to the EU not only 
to improve their professional skills but also to experience living in a different country, 
to interact with its people and to understand its culture. (…) In addition, around 4,000 

                                                                                          
14 For example Michael Ellison, Tom Solomon, later Robert Reigle, Pieter Snapper, Paul 

Whitehead, Reuben de Latour, Jane Harrison and Amy Salsgiver. 
15 In addition to the already mentioned International ney and ud festivals in Istanbul, in 

2012, an international Kanun Symposium and Festival was organised by the State Conser-
vatory for Turkish Music of the ITÜ, with performances of a number of non-Turkish musi-
cians including Mohammed Saadaoui (Algeria), Manolis Karpathios (Greece), Julien Ce-
lalettin Weiss (France), Jamel Abid (Tunesia), Anahit Valesyan (Armenia).  
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Erasmus students from the EU now come annually to do their year abroad in Turkey. 
(Pierini 2011: 160) 

Some non-Turkish NGOs and institutions offer international cultural, academic 
or political programs in Istanbul, including the British Council, Cervantes Insti-
tute, French Cultural Institute, Goethe Institute, Italian Cultural Institute and 
the Turkish-Japanese Association. The ensemble Bezmara for example, was insti-
gated and supported by the French Research Institute in Istanbul (Institut Français 
d’Études Anatoliennes, IFEA), and for many years the ensemble used to rehearse 
in their rooms. The Turkish Ministry of Foreign Affairs runs a number of Turkish 
cultural centres abroad, in particular the “Yunus Emre Institutes.”16 

According to official statistics in 2013, a total of 456,506 foreigners lived regu-
larly in Turkey, among them 135,726 (29.7 percent) citizens of the European 
Communıty (Kaiser 2013: 224), In Istanbul alone, 135,018 foreigners (35,677 
European citizens) were resident (Balkır & Kaiser 2015). Some are married to 
Turks, some Turks with German citizenship, businessmen, or retirees (in particu-
lar around Alanya) (Kaiser 2013: 228). A recent trend is the so-called transmigra-
tion of German-Turks of the second or third generation to Turkey, for improved 
economic opportunities. In addition, for many years the number of foreign tour-
ists in Turkey has grown steadily, for example German tourist numbers have risen 
from 67,000 (1984) to 2.5 million (1997) to 5.58 Million (2015). In 2006, “In 
2006, 19,8 million foreign tourist visited Turkey and income was 12,5 billion USD, 
which is nearly 1/7 of Turkeys export.” (Sarı 2010: 2) Today Turkey is also a transit 
country as well as a destination for refugees (İçduygu 2015), and several waves of 
refugees have entered Turkey, including from Bulgaria in 1989, and Kurds from 
northern Iraq in 1991. In 2016 about 3 million refugees from Syria, Iraq, Afgani-
stan and many other countries were residing in Turkey. 

Among the foreigners, some musicians (and musicologists) for one reason or 
another moved to Istanbul, including Julien Weiss (kanun player, in 2005), Stefan 
Pohlit (composer, 2007), Ulrich Mertin (viola, co-director of Hezarfen Ensemble; 
2008), Bob Beer (baglama, main translator of Kalan Müzik, 2000), Sandra 
Sindsch (oboe player, 2011), several teachers at the MIAM as mentioned before, 
Jarrod Cagwin (percussionist), and Yinon Muallem (percussionist, 2002). The 
perception of foreigners in Istanbul can range from almost exotic fascination to 
suspicion of them as potential foreign agents (according to one of the many con-
spiracy theories popular in Turkey). Sometimes I felt unclear about how I was 
perceived, yet I never experienced openly expressed reservations or suspicion to-
wards me as a contemporary orientalist. Turkish naturalization is a difficult and 
lengthy process which only a few foreigners achieve. 

                                                                                          
16 Berlin, Frankfurt, Sarajevo, Tirana, Cairo; to be opened in Algeria, Belgium, Brazil, France, 

India, Spain, Japan, Kosovo, Libyi, People’s Republic of China, Russia, Serbia, Spain, the 
UK and the USA. 
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Stefan Pohlit: 

Today, I see Istanbul more as the centre of the last eleven years, in the sense that we all 
end up at a place, where we, due to our active structures of personality and thoughts be-
long to at best. From 1993–1999 the central city in my life was Paris. (…) Actually I was 
always travelling in the Arab world, and in 1999, as a backpacker on my way to Jordan, I 
came for the first time to Istanbul. It was Islam, in particular Sufism which fascinated 
me. From 2000 on I learned Arabic, as an amateur with good success. (…) At that time I 
found a perfect teacher in Sandeep Bhagwati to help me develop this interest. In 2003 I 
received a fellowship from the Landesstiftung Baden-Württemberg for another stay abroad, 
which I planned to spend in Jerusalem. Due to the growing troubles in Israel at that 
time, I decided to change my residence to Turkey with the help of already existing con-
tacts. Officially I was a student of Nevit Kodalli (1924-2009) in Mersin, but in fact I 
spent most of the time traveling to Eastern Anatolia or in Istanbul. My Turkish friends 
helped me a lot, most of the time I stayed at the conductor Murat Kodalli. (…) In Is-
tanbul I was introduced to Ottoman music by Cihat Aşkın and Şehvar Beşiroğlu, who 
still today, together with Ruhi Ayangil, advise me on my PhD thesis [completed in 
2011]. In 2006, it became evident that for a permanent position I had to do a doctorate, 
and I searched for an appropriate place for my PhD study. Instead of continuing my vis-
its to London (with musicologists such as Owen Wright or John Baily), I found myself 
in Turkey. Again several aides became decisive, in particular musicologist and composer 
Yığıt Aydın, who at that time was a PhD student in Marburg (Germany). Actually I ne-
ver had a serious interest in becoming a composer in Turkey. I use to see it as a place for 
my research, in a kind of blend of Parsifal and Indiana Jones.17 

Following the Gezi protests in 2013, Istanbul’s image as a “cool city” became tar-
nished by pictures of police violence, accusations of corruption against leading 
politicians, extensive purges and the direct intervention of the government in the 
justice system. In 2015 both the government and the Kurdish Terror organisation 
PKK declared the cessation of the peace process, which had brought peace to the 
country for the past four years. As a result, violence from both sides returned, in 
particular to South-eastern Anatolia, and a series of suicide bombs in 2015 and 
2016 in Ankara and Istanbul almost put a stop to tourism. 

The Emergence of Public Music Life 

The precondition for the international scope of Istanbul’s musical life in the ear-
ly 21st century is the development of a public music life in Turkey during the 
nineteenth and twentieth centuries. Beginning in western Ottoman cities, in 
public concerts, music schools and academies, almost all kind of music became 
available for growing parts of the population. Similarly media, including printed 

                                                                                          
17 Pohlit, born in Heidelberg (Germany), studied composition with Wittinger, Brandmüller, 

Müller-Siemens and Wolfgang Rihm. He began teaching in Karlsruhe, in 2008 at the con-
servatory in Ankara, later at ITÜ. He graduated with PhD on Jelal ed Din Weiss at MIAM, 
at present he lives in Izmir. Interview von Moritz Eggert, in: http://blogs.nmz.de/badblog/ 
2011/02/25/in-der-fremde-1-stefan-pohlit/; Bad Blog of Musick, 25.2.2011. 
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booklets and books on music, radio, television and eventually the internet, be-
came commonplace public spaces. In the late twentieth century this public Turk-
ish music even expanded its reach beyond Turkey’s borders to become interna-
tional. While in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries almost all Ottoman 
musicians we know about today lived in Istanbul, contemporary Turkish musi-
cians are distributed evenly between Ankara, Paris or Athens, and listeners of 
Turkish music can be absolutely anywhere on the planet. 

Already in Ottoman times makam-based music was partly a public affair. As in 
particular Cem Behar (2012: 52ff) pointed out, Ottoman music was much more 
than a court tradition but rather an urban music, practiced in several Ottoman 
cities, including Istanbul, Bursa, Edirne, Selânik, Izmir or Diyarbakır. Long be-
fore the first concert halls, music was accessible to almost everyone in meyhanes 
and çalgılı coffeehouses, schools, and at dervish lodges (tekkes) of brotherhodd 
such as Mevlevi, Halvetiyye, Gülşeniyye, Kadiriyye, and Cerrahiyye. The educa-
tion system in Ottoman-Turkish art music (meşk) also depended solely on the 
student’s acceptance by a master, and numerous examples show that even musi-
cians of lower social status could fashion a musical career. 

More specifically, meşk, apart from its private form (meşk-i hususi), was also practiced 
publicly (meşk-i umumi) in the various müzik cemiyets (music societies) and meşkhanes 
(practicing houses), that were located either in the religious houses of Sufi orders, such 
as the Mevlevi, or in the palaces of the Ottoman elite (Behar 1998: 52–53). 

Singers might initially receive their education as koran readers or muezzins, from 
any good müezzin or hafiz. In some cases this humble beginning opened the way to 
a career as a singer of art music, even to the Ottoman court. 

The concept of commercial public art music, however, only reached Turkey to-
gether with Western music in the early nineteenth century. “Before the arrival of 
European influences, a raised platform was never used as a stage by these performers.” (And 
1976: 135). From 1840 theatre pieces and operas were performed in the famous 
Naum Theater,18 the Dolmabahce Saray Tiyatrosu which was opened in 1859 (and 
burned down in 1863) (Ölmez 2008:26; Emre 2006:124), after 1881 at the Tepebaşı 
Bahçesi (Petit-Champs) and at the Taksim Bahçesi. Most of the early local protagonists 
in this process were non-Muslims, in particular Greeks and Armenians, the latter 
playing a particularly central role in the development of Ottoman theatre. 

During the later nineteenth century the first public concerts of traditional art 
music similar to the European model took place in coffeehouses in Istanbul 
neighbourhoods Şehzadebaşı, Vezneciler and Beyazit. Around 1900 only a few 
concert halls existed in Istanbul (Baydar 2010: 267ff; Alimdar 2016: 238ff, 358ff), 
most of them in Pera (today’s Beyoğlu), including the French and Italian theatre 
Concordia, the “Municipal Garden” (Jardin Municipal) and “Municipal Theatre” 
(Theatre Municipal), the Tepebaşı Tiyatrosu (called Petit-Champs), the Odeon Tiyatrosu; 

                                                                                          
18 Yöre 2011; Aracı 2010; Ölmez 2008:26; And 2004. 
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and the venues of Teutonia and Union Francaise. In addition concerts took place in 
some associations’ rooms or at consulates (Baydar 2010: 269). From 1908 concerts 
were organized in theatres, where, in contrast to coffeehouses, the audience came 
solely to listen to music (Alimdar 2016: 377ff; Greve 1995: 71ff). Famous concerts, 
which would later become models for many others were Tanburi Cemil Bey’s con-
cert at the Moda Apollon Theater on November 19, 1920; and the legendary concert 
of Münir Nurettin Selcuk at the French Theatre (Fransiz Tiyatrosu) on February 22, 
1930 (O’Conell 2013: 109ff; Paçacı 1999: 326f; Beken 1998: 99). Regular concert 
halls, however, remained rare, and until the 1960s, concerts (of both Western and 
Turkish art music) regularly took place in cinemas, in popular gazinos (music night-
clubs or restaurants, though often with good musicians) or at the state radio sta-
tion (radio evi) (Aytar & Parmaksızoğlu 2010; Beken 1998). Only from the mid-
twentieth century did the Turkish state eventually begin to build opera and concert 
halls. Today concerts of Turkish music are usually organised similarly to Western 
classical concerts. Program books have become standard, at least for serious con-
certs of Turkish art music, containing biographies of composers, historical explana-
tions, lyrics of performed songs and possibly with explanations and translations of 
less well-known Ottoman expressions. 

In addition to concerts, public access to art music was facilitated by the accel-
erating development of media, beginning with printed scores, books and journals 
(Paçacı 2014: 31). 

During the Tanzimat period, relevant publications covering music theory (such as Ha-
şim Bey, 1864) and music biography (such as Hızır İlyas Ağa, 1857) were disseminated in 
the form of monographs and articles. With the expansion of music education outside of 
the imperial court after 1876, there was a concomitant increase in music publications 
especially in the areas of theoretical discourse (for example Cağatay, 1895) and historical 
research (for example Midhat Efendi, 1885). Further, music dictionaries (such as Kazım 
Uz 19894/95), music methods (such as Töre 1885) and music anthologies (such as 
Konuk, 1899) were published to address the didactic requirements of an amateur audi-
ence. In addition to the propagation of musical scores in popular publications (like 
Kadın) or by popular publishers (like Şamlı Iskender), journals like Malumat (for music 
theory), Şehbal (for music history) and Peyam (for music criticism) catered to a growing 
intellectual interest and yet also engendered a burgeoning critical appraisal of alaturca. 
(O’Connell 2013: 142) 

From 1875 on notation sheets were printed in Istanbul, as well as books on mu-
sic and teaching books on instruments or music theory. Around 1900 the first 
practical method books for auto didactical studies of instruments were pub-
lished, beginning with translations from French, for example at the end of the 
nineteenth century Alaturka Keman Muallimi (“Alaturca Violin Teacher”) by Ke-
manî Zafirâki, Ud Metodu (Ud Method) by Hafiz Mehmed, Selanik 1318 (1901) 
(Alimdar 2016: 326ff; Pacaci, 2010: 154, 159; Oransay 1973: 1501f). Some of 
these early publications were obviously written in the environment of early mu-
sic associations (cemiyetis) and focused on popular instruments such as violin or 
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ud, which were played mainly in coffeehouses.19 Method books for ud in particu-
lar, would be written throughout the twentieth century.20 Around the same time 
the first general books on music were printed in Istanbul, including Tanburî 
Cemil Bey’s (1871/73-1916) Rehberi Musikî (Guide to Music, 1902) or Mu’allîm 
Ismâ’îl Hakki Bey’s (1866-1927) Solfej Nota Dersleri (Lessons on Solfège and Nota-
tion, 1341/1925). In this period a number of shops in Istanbul already offered 
printed scores, practical method books and other books on music (Pacaci 2010: 
31f). Significantly later, method books for Ottoman art music instruments were 
published, including tanbur, kanun and kudüm,21 and eventually method books 
for cümbüş and folk music instruments such as davul or kaval.22 Until more re-
cently only the ney remained limited to direct lessons; Süleyman Erguners ney 
method was published as late as 1986.23 Since the 1980s, several books have been 
published focusing on the conducting of choirs.24 Also method books for the 
Anatolian long-necked lute baglama began to be published only from 1959 on 
(after some few exceptions most books in fact were written beginning in the late 
1980s; Akdağ 2017). Most of them actually consist of collections of scores, pre-
ceded by short explanations of staff notation, tuning systems, playing techniques 
and sometimes regional styles (tavir). Only recently have more elaborated me-
thod books been written, for example by Erol Parlak (2001, 2005) or the one 
published by Arif Sağ and Erdal Erzincan (2009). 

Similarly a number of books have been published on music theory aimed at 
autodidactic studies on music. While around 1900 it was difficult to gain sub-
stantial knowledge of music theory, today a couple of books offer basics on Turk- 

                                                                                          
19 Alimdar 2016: 314ff. Further method books for ud include: Hafız Mehmet Efendi: Ud 

Muallimi, 1901 (Kalender 1978: 23); Ali Salahi (1878-1924): Hocasız ûd öğrenme usûlü, Is-
tanbul 1910 (H. 1326), Ali Salahi: İlâveli ûd mu’allimi, Istanbul 1924 (H. 1346); Abdülkadir 
[Töre, 1873-1946]: Usûl-i Ta’lîm-i keman, 1331 H (1915); Şerif Muhiddin [Targan] began to 
write another method book for ud which remain uncompleted (Cevher 1993: 17-21); Fahri 
Bey [Kopuz, 1882-1962]: Nazarî ve Amelî ud dersleri, ²1336 H (1920). 

20 S.Erten: Ud Metodu, Istanbul 1956; Iskender Kudmani: Ud Metodu, Istanbul n.Y.; Hacı 
Kadri Şençalar: Ud Öğrenme Metodu, Istanbul 1974, ²1978; Onur Akdoğu: Ud Metodu, Izmir 
1991. 

21 S. Ezgi: Tanbur Metod (uncompleted), 1.part in: Musiki Mecmusası 17, 1949; Laika Karabey: 
Tanbur kılavuzu, in: Musiki Mecmuası, p. 23 ff , 1950; Ümit Mutlu: Kanun Metodu (c. 
1980s); Ahmed Lütfü Taşçı: Kanun Öğrenme Metodu, Elazığ Musiki Konservatuvarı Derneği 
[1980s]; Haluk Recai Menemencioğlu: Kemençe hakkında Etüd, Istanbul 1970; Sadun Aksüt: 
Tanbur Metodu, Istanbul 1971, ²1994; Emin Akan: Tanbur Metodu, Eylül Üniversitesi, 
DTMK yayınları, No 89, Izmir 1989; M.Hurşıt Ungay: Türk Musikisinde Usuller ve Kudüm, 
Istanbul 1981. 

22 Z.A. Cümbüş: Cümbüş Metodu; Salim Ağırbaş: Davul Metodu; Burhan Tarlabaşı: Kaval 
Metodu 1988. 

23 Behar (2012: 109f) mentions earlier attempts for written ney methods, e.g. by Ziya Santuri 
(1868-1954), Emin Yazıcı (1883-1945), Hayrı Tümer (1902-1973), Süleyman Erguner (1902-
1953) and Ulvi Erguner (1924-1974). Burcu Karadağ: Meşkte Ney Eğitimi. Teaching the Ney 
with the Meşk Method, Istanbul: Pan 2013. 

24 Saip Egüz: Koro Eğitimi ve Yönetimi, Ankara 1981. 
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ish music theory together with lists of makam and usul, ranging from specialized 
and detailed books (e.g. Onur Akdoğu’s “What is a Taksim and How to make 
it?”, 1989b; or Alaaddin Yavasca’s book on composition of Turkish art music, 
2002), to introductions or simple prints of popular şarkı combined with short 
explanations of the use of makams.25 

The first known music journal of the Ottoman Empire was Kınar Haykakam 
published in the 1860s by Nikoğos Taşcıyan and Kapriel Yerenyan (Paçacı 2010: 
180), From 1910 on Saz u Söz by Âfet Efendi followed. While Western concerts 
were reviewed regularly in late Ottoman newspapers, critics of alaturca music 
were only rarely published (O’Connell 2013: 143ff). It was only from the mid-
twentieth century that discussions of music and the aesthetics of this music were 
debated publicly by writers, musicians and theoreticians in daily newspapers or 
in journals such as Musiki Mecmuası (since 1948), Türk Musikisi Dergisi (1947/49), 
or Musiki ve Nota (since 1969). 

Around 1900, 78rpm records entered the Turkish market, again at first in Istan-
bul, for both Western and Ottoman-Turkish art as well as for popular music.26 
Numerous international record companies (including Odeon, Beka, Lyrofon, Fa-
vorite, Grammophone Co / His Masters Voice, Columbia) produced records of 
taksim, peşrev, saz semai, gazel, şarkı, semai, mani, or marches, but also several more 
or less hybrid entertainment music styles, including kanto, polka, tango or ma-
zurka.27 With the introduction of the gramophone, which eliminated the direct 
contact between audience and musicians, a new perception of music emerged in 
Turkey. A music listener could now hear his selected music where and whenever he 
preferred, of course depending on whether he was able to buy the record disc. 

The impact of sound recordings were multiplied by mass media such as radio 
or television, which followed slightly later. In 1927 the Company for Radio Tele-
phone (Türk Telsiz Telefon Şirketi) broadcasted the first radio programs in Turkey. 
On the radio, in addition to live concerts, it was mostly records that were broad-
casted. The combination of different types of music made a significant contribu-
tion to the spread of music styles and to the dissolution of divisive social boun-
daries. In 1939 Ankara Radyosu began its service, which motivated many 
musicians to move from Istanbul to Ankara – though most of them returned in 
1950 when Istanbul Radyosu was founded. Several local radio stations followed 
later, culminating in the nationwide network TRT (Türkiye Radyo ve Televisyon Ku-

                                                                                          
25 E.g. Muallim Ismail Hakkı: Türk Musikisi (1919, ² 1959); Emin Ongan: Türk müziği solfej 

metodu, Izmir n.y.Ö Hüseyin Sadeddin Arel, Arel, Nazariyati Dersleri (1943-48, ²1991); Ka-
radeniz 1965, ²1984; Özkan 1984; Emin, Bedia & Hakan Ünkan, Türk Sanat Musikisinde 
Temel Bilgiler, 1984; Türk Sanat Müziği Makamları ve Örnekleri, n.y.; Zeki Yılmaz: Türk Mu-
sikisi Dersleri, Istanbul ²1988 (1973).  

26 Alimdar 2016: 233ff; Ünlü 2004; Akçura 2002; Seeman 2002: 211ff; Greve 1995: 146ff; 
Strötbaum 1992. 

27 Seeman 2002: 227; Beken 1998: 47; Strötbaum 1992. For the record industry and its ef-
fects on music, see Racy 1977. 
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rumu) founded in 1964 (Kocabaşı 1980). The first Turkish television programs 
were broadcast in 1954 (Istanbul) and 1966 (Ankara) respectively, a regular pro-
gram began in 1969. Beginning in the late 1950s the radio began to conquer 
Anatolia, and during the 1970s it was the television. 

In the years 1954-55, the record company Grafson Plak introduced the 45rpm 
technology into Turkey (Seeman 2002: 243). However, it was the introduction of 
audio cassette technology in the 1970s which made music available for almost 
everybody, everywhere in Turkey, even outside of Istanbul and other major cities. 
As a result even Anatolian music became commercially attractive for producers 
of cassettes. “During the 1960s, owners and producers increasingly turned to regional 
artists to serve regional markets outside of urban centers.” (Seeman 2002: 247). From 
the early 21st century onwards, the internet gradually facilitated access to all kind 
of music worldwide. 

Following the coup against Abdulhamid II in 1908, there was a liberalization 
of education in general, which also affected musical education in Istanbul. It 
gradually opened to a broader audience, facilitated in particular by the founda-
tion of new music schools, for example Musikî-i Osmanî or Dârü’l Mûsikî Osmani. 
In 1914 the municipal theatre academy Darü’l Bedâyi opened, including a music 
department; three years later this department was enlarged. Under the name of 
Dârü’l Elhân (House of Melodies) it became the first music academy in Turkey. 
During the First World War further private music schools opened (e.g. Dârü’t 
Tâlim-i Mûsikî), offering education, organizing concerts and printing notation. 
During the second half of the twentieth century further music associations were 
founded, now also in other cities (e.g. Gaziantep 1952, Afyon 1955, Kastamonu 
1960s). In 1986 Turkey there existed about two hundred music institutions, state 
and municipal conservatories or music associations (Say 1985: 1226). 

Teaching methodologies and didactics, however, did not change immediately. In 
fact meşk was practiced in most cemiyetis, at the Ankara Radyosu, and partly even at 
the state conservatories founded in the late 1970s. During this later period, which 
saw the establishment of radio, TV, music academies and state ensembles, the first 
trade union of musicians was even founded (Türkiye Müzisyenler Sendikası), as well 
as an association of Turkish composers and lyricists (Türk Bestekâr ve Güfte Yazarları 
Derneği). Since the 1980s further institutions have been founded, including the So-
ciety for Music Copyright Mesam (Musiki Eseri Sahipleri Meslek Birliği) and the Soci-
ety of Music Producers Mü-Yap (Musiki Yapımcıları Derneği). 

Beginning at the latest in the 1950s, Ottoman-Turkish art music began to ex-
pand over Anatolia, with a peak during the 1970s and 1980s, when in several cit-
ies new state choirs and conservatories were founded. In 1959, the Symphony 
Orchestra of the State President (CSO) (Cumhurbaşkanlığı Senfoni Orkestrası) with 
its director Hikmet Şimşek, gave concerts in Anatolian cities for the first time, 
including Sivas, Malatya and Diyarbakır (Okyay 2009: 118 ff). In 1959 Nazife 
Aral Güran founded the Diyarbakır Filharmoni Derneği, in 1965 the “Music Soci-
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ety of Diyarbakir” followed. On the other hand numerous musicians from 
Southeast Anatolia moved to Istanbul to become successful musicians, even of 
Ottoman-Turkish music (from Urfa and Gaziantep for example Necdet Yaşar, 
Alaeddin Yavaşça or Ihsan Özgen). Most migrants, however, brought folk music 
from rural Anatolia to Istanbul, where it began to merge with urban music styles. 
Only after the 1960s did Anatolian folk music become international – with the 
noteworthy trailblazers of the Anatolian Armenians, who had already migrated 
to the USA in the 1890s and took their music with them. Today, a huge number 
of türkü bars in all major Turkish cities regularly offer folk music. 

A final example for the ongoing process of public availability of music might 
be the Alevi renaissance, beginning in the 1980s, which transformed the once 
hidden cem ceremonies to public, regular services and huge festivals. Commer-
cially successful religious Alevi songs even came to dominate the Turkish folk 
music market since the 1980s, for example the cassette series Muhabbet. 

The Turkish Diaspora 

Migration 

International migration away from Turkey to a great extent began in the nine-
teenth century, and reached its peak in the second half of the twentieth. It led to 
the establishment of ever growing transnational spaces, which also deeply af-
fected the field of music.28 

During the nineteenth century the first waves of migrants left the Ottoman 
Empire. Between 1820 and 1920 about 1.2 million people departed for the Ame-
ricas, in particular the USA. Most of them were Armenians and Arabs, with an 
additional approximately 50,000 Turks (Karpat 1995: 233). From the late 1880s 
until the genocide of 1915, tens of thousands of Ottoman-Armenians escaped to 
the United States, to Russia and to neighbouring countries of the Ottoman Em-
pire. After the failed revolts of 1925 and 1929 several groups of Kurds flew to 
Georgia, Lebanon, Russia, or America. 

In addition, since the late nineteenth century Turkish students, some of whom 
would later became influential in Turkey, also started to enrol at European Uni-

                                                                                          
28 Within the extensive literature on Turkish migration, most of the existing musicological re-

search concerning the music of the Turkish diaspora engages with the situation in Ger-
many (Yavuz 2014, Nevin Şahin 2009, Wurm 2006, Greve 2003, Uysal 2001, Öztürk 2001, 
Kaya 2000, Schedtler 1999: 125-136, Reinhard 1987, Baumann 1985, Anhegger 1982) and 
Austria (Saglam 2017). As for other European countries, only a few case studies have been 
published for Belgium (Liselotte Sels 2014), Sweden (Lundberg 1994, Hammarlund 1993), 
the United Kingdom – in fact London (Tkachenko 2009) – though further research does 
exist on the Turkish diaspora of North America (Hall 1982) and Australia (Marett 1987). 
The first international conference about music in the Turkish diaspora took place in Vi-
enna in 2007 (Hemetek, Saglam 2008), Berlin 2013; Çiftçi & Greve 2017; Documentary by 
Müjde Yazıcı: Gurbetin Sesi: Das ist Musik (2013). 
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versities. Saffet Bey [Atabinen] (1858-1939), for instance, who lived in Paris in 
1876, later became the conductor of the Ottoman court orchestra (mızıkay-ı 
hümâyûn) in 1908. The eminent Ottoman-Armenian musicologist and composer 
Gomitas Vardabet studied from 1896-1899 in Berlin, and even published several 
articles in German. Later, back in Istanbul he became the most influential Arme-
nian musician, his influence persisting until today. With the genocide in 1915 
his career in Turkey ended brutally and he left for Paris to remain in hospital for 
the rest of his life.29 Another student in Germany was Musa Süreyya Bey (1884-
1932) who studied in Berlin at the beginning of World War I and later became 
the director of the Dârü’l Elhân (Istanbul Conservatory). In 1917/18 the mızıkay-ı 
hümâyûn together with its conductor, Osman Zeki Üngör (1880-1958), did a first 
concert tour throughout Europe, performing in Vienna, Berlin, Dresden, Muni-
ch, Budapest and Sofia. During the 1920s the musicologist Mahmud Ragıb Ga-
zimihal (1900-1961) and the musician and composer Mesut Cemil (1902-1963) 
again studied in Berlin, while the musicologist Halil Bedii Yönetken (1901-1968) 
learnt in Prague. In 1924, the ud and cello player Şerif Muhiddin Targan (1892-
1967) travelled to New York, where he met among others the pianist Leopold 
Godowsky (1870-1997), as well as the violinists Jascha Heifetz (1901-1987) and 
Fritz Kreisler (1875-1962). Targan gave successful concerts on both ud and cello. 
Only in 1934 did he return to Istanbul (though from 1936 till 1948 he taught in 
Bagdad) where he remained until his death in 1967 (Cevher 1993: 5ff). 

The number of Turkish musicians with international experience grew during the 
early Republican period. The new Turkish state offered grants for Western oriented 
Turkish musicians to study in Paris, Wien, Berlin, Prague or Budapest (Şarman 
2005; Oransay 1983: 1520). In 1948 the so-called “wunderkind law” (harika çocuk-
lar yasası) facilitated several young musicians to study abroad (including violinist 
Suna Kan, pianists Idil Birit, Selman Ada and Gülsin Onay, Kahramankaptan 
1998: 214). Almost all Turkish composers of this period received their musical 
education in Europe, including the so-called Turkish Five (Türk Beşler): Cemal Reşit 
Rey (1904-1985), Ahmet Adnan Saygun (1907-1991), Ulvi Cemal Erkin (1906-
1972), Necil Kazim Akses (1908-1999) and Hasan Ferit Alnar (1906-1978). Saygun’s 
Yunus-Emre-Oratorium was later successfully performed abroad – in Paris (1947) and 
in New York (1958).30 More than 20 years after his studies, Necil Kazim Akses re-
turned to Europe, than as cultural attaché in Bern, Switzerland (1954) and Bonn, 
Germany (1955-1957) (Başeğmezler 1992). 

In 1935 the German composer Paul Hindemith (Hindemith 2013; Pack 1977), 
then official advisor charged with building up Western musical life in Turkey, in-
vited German musicians such as Eduard Zuckmayer and Ernst Praetorius to An-
kara. A few years later refugees from Nazi Germany became music teachers in Is-

                                                                                          
29 Begian 1964; Kuyumjian 2010; Yıldız 2016; Bilal 2013. 
30 For performances abroad see Refiğ 1997: 52f. 
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tanbul and Ankara. Until the 1950s German musicians remained influential in 
the Western musical life of Turkey. Consequently, and until the 1960s, this influ-
ence encouraged many young Turkish music students to begin or continue their 
studies in the homelands of their teachers. From 1950-1957 the later historian 
and music historian Yılmaz Öztuna studied in Paris (Akdoğu 1990: 11f). 

From an international perspective between the foundation of the Turkish Re-
public in 1923 and the 1950s, music in Turkey remained closed and isolated. It 
was only towards the end of the 1940s that Turkey began to open up again, be-
coming a member of NATO in 1952 and hence part of the political “West”. In 
the course of the political rapprochement with the USA during the 1950s, North 
America again (mirroring the late nineteenth century) became attractive for Turk-
ish (Western) musicians and composers as a study trip destination.31 While most 
of these composers returned to Turkey after their years abroad, after the 1950s a 
few remained in the USA. From 1959 Bülent Arel for example, studied with a 
grant of the Rockefeller Foundation at the new “Columbia-Princeton Electronic 
Music Center” in New York. 1962 he returned to Turkey and tried for two years 
to set up a studio for electronic music at the Middle East Technical University in 
Ankara. In 1964, Arel returned to the US, became a teacher at Yale University 
and from 1971 a Professor of Composition at the State University of New York. 
In addition he directed the university’s associated studio for electronic music.32 
Kamran Ince was born in 1960 in Montana (USA) as the son of a Turkish father 
and an American mother. He studied in Izmir, but primarily at the Oberlin Con-
servatory and at the Eastman School of Music. In 1999 he was appointed as Di-
rector of the “Center for Advanced Studies in Music” (MIAM) at the ITÜ Istan-
bul.33 The tanbur master Necdet Yaşar (b.1930) was appointed artist in residence 
of the University of Washington in 1972/73 and 1979 and also inspired the 
foundation of the Turkish Art Music Society in Britain (Pohlit 2011: 4). In his 
PhD thesis Frederick W. Stubbs mentions his first lessons with Niyazi Sayın in 
New York in 1980, and again in 1983 and 1986 in Boston (Stubbs 1994); Eliot 
Bates began to learn ud with Necati Çelik in 1993 in Turkey and continued in 
1994, 1995 and 2000 in California. 

The 1960’s marked a new era of Turkish emigration to Europe. Several factors 
might explain the enormity of this new type of migration: The strong economic 
growth in Western Europe, the immense losses in its male population during 

                                                                                          
31 Köksal, Nemutlu & Şenürkmez 2015; Ali 2002; Karpat 1995; Altschiller 1995: 1364. 
32 Similarly Ilhan Mimaroğlu came in 1955/56 with a Rockefeller grant to New York, studied 

at Columbia University and became a student of Vladimir Ussachevsky and Edgard Varèse. 
In 1968 he worked at the Groupe de Recherches musicales in Paris, and again in 1971/72. Later 
Mimaroğlu moved to New York where he remained until his dead in 2012.  

33 Founder and President of “Atlantic records,” one of the most important music producers 
of the USA, was Ahmet Ertegün (1923-2006), son of a former Turkish ambassador to the 
USA. His brothers Nesuhi Ertegün (1917 – 1989) and Arif Mardin (1932 – 2006) also wor-
ked at “Atlantic Records”.  
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World War II and finally the Cold War, which blocked access to countries in East-
ern Europe who had supplied workers for Central and West Europe in the past. In 
this context many central European countries began to recruit workers from 
Southern European countries such as Italy, Turkey, Yugoslavia and Spain. Turkey’s 
economy at that time was still weak and unemployment rates high, prompting re-
cruitment agreements with Germany and the UK (1961), Austria (1964), the Neth-
erlands (1964), Belgium (1964), France (1966), Sweden and Australia (1967), Swit-
zerland (1971), Denmark (1973) and Norway (1981) (Perchinig 2008). The majority 
of these “Gastarbeiter” (guest workers), as they were called in Germany in these 
early years, came from rural areas of Anatolia, although many of them had lived in 
Turkish cities before their migration to Europe. In this first period in particular, 
many Turkish workers aimed to save as much money as possible for a later return 
to Turkey, or to send to family members who remained in Turkey. 

The history and structure of migration differed from country to country. In 
the UK for example, most Turkish migrants came from Cyprus rather than from 
mainland Turkey (O’Connell 2008). Switzerland never signed a recruitment 
agreement with Turkey and hence migrants came either undocumented or as po-
litical refugees. In many regions migrants of particular regions of origin concen-
trated as a result of the chain of migration. In Belgium for example, the majority 
of Turkish migrants came from the western Anatolian province of Afyon, a re-
gion hardly represented among migrants to any other European county. In the 
small Northern German city of Celle almost all migrants were Kurdish Êzidî 
from Southeast Turkey (Sels 2014: 175-176; Greve 2003: 159ff). 

Around 1973 most European countries ceased to recruit Turkish workers. The 
following years saw minimal employment migration to Arabic countries such as 
Libya und Saudi Arabia, Iraq (1981-1990), and from the 1990s onwards to the 
states of the CIS (Unbehaun 1995). In Europe 1973 marked another turning 
point: Turkish workers who suspected that the legal channels of family unifica-
tion could soon be stopped, called upon their families to follow them – others 
decided to turn back to Turkey. From the late 1960s onwards, therefore, a regular 
Turkish family life began to develop in Europe, with slowly improving housing 
conditions and the establishment of entrepreneurial activities such as kebab take-
aways, Turkish grocery shops and small handicraft enterprises. As part of this 
process of establishment taking place throughout the 1970’s, a Turkish enter-
tainment market also began to emerge, including music restaurants and gazinos. 
Here amateurs, emerging semi-professional and professional musicians played 
and sang folk music, and later also arabesk and taverna music. From the 1970’s 
onwards Turkish weddings became a lucrative market for professional musicians 
in Europe. 

European-Turkish life became diversified. While in the 1960s almost all Turks 
in western Europe had been unskilled workers, at least from the 1990s onwards 
European-Turks occupied almost all professions and social strata. Initially most 
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migrants came to Europe with the idea of returning to Turkey. However only 
some of them put this plan into practice. Many others postponed their return 
again and again, and ultimately gave up their plans completely. While for most 
Turkish migrants their time in Europe was perceived as a period of transition, a 
longing for a glorified past in Turkey began to develop. Since the end of the 
1960s this desire for a far-away home found its expression in arabesk (Stokes 
1992; Güngör 1990). Also in Turkey, arabesk emerged together with the increas-
ing internal migration to the major cities. Among European-Turks it became the 
most popular music, spread by the new musical tapes that made recorded music 
affordable even for poor migrant families. 

Concurrently with the migration of Turkish workers, Turkish musicians also 
arrived in Europe with a strong interest in contact with the European music sce-
ne. Paris in particular, launched the international careers for the diverse Turkish 
musicians of Tülay German (1966) and Timur Selçuk (1964–1975), the rock 
group Moğollar (late 1960s), the ney player Kudsi Erguner (since 1975) and the 
bağlama player Talip Özkan (since 1977). 

After the military coup in Turkey on September 12, 1980, a number of intel-
lectuals and artists escaped to Europe, in particular to Germany, Sweden and 
Switzerland. They included the musicians, Selda Bağcan, Melike Demirağ, Sanar 
Yurdatapan, Fuat Saka, Sümeyra, Nizamettin Arıç, Cem Karaca, Şiwan Perwer 
and Zülfü Livaneli. Some of these refugees returned to Turkey after the political 
situation improved, for instance Cem Karaca, Sümeyra, Nizamettin Arıç, Melike 
Demirağ, Sanar Yurdatapan, Selda Bağcan, and Zülfü Livaneli. Others, including 
Sümeyra, Fuat Saka and Şiwan Perwer stayed in their new home countries. Sear-
ching for international political solidarity with the persecuted in Turkey, these 
musicians gave concerts at political events, often together with politically active 
German and other non-Turkish musicians. 

Since the 1980s the size of the Turkish populations in Europe has remained 
more or less constant, with a slow increase due to birth rate. A Turkish diaspora 
has emerged in Europe, more or less adapted to the local daily life and at the 
same time strongly connected to Turkey. According to the Turkish Ministry of 
Foreign Affairs, today more than 5 million Turks live abroad, around 4 million 
of them in Europe.34 However, official statistics do not include the many natu-
ralised people of Turkish origin and their children and grandchildren, who may 
only have one Turkish (or naturalised) parent. Three quarters of European Turks 
live in German speaking countries with the majority in Germany itself. Nominal 
Turkish minorities live in the USA, Canada, Australia as well as in some Arabic 
and Central Asian countries (de Tapia 1995, Unbehaun 1995). 

Today the structure of the Turkish population differs significantly in all these 
countries. In countries such as Germany, Austria or the Netherlands, second ge-

                                                                                          
34 www.mfa.gov.tr (accessed May 15, 2015.) 
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neration Turks are the dominant group. In Switzerland or Sweden there is a 
much higher percentage of Kurdish and Turkish refugees (Coggins 1995). In ad-
dition complex migration movements are still ongoing. Refugees, visting stu-
dents and marriage partners come from Turkey to Europe, while retired workers 
of the first generation or people of the second generation, with a high level of 
education move to Turkey or to other countries. 

Transnational Connections and Music 

Transnational connections between Turkey and Turkish migrants in Europe are fa-
cilitated by and reinforced through travel, as well as by media (Glick-Schiller 1997; 
Pries 2010; Faist 2000). Newspapers such as Sabah, Zaman, Hürriyet, Milliyet or 
Türkiye are present in almost every central European city, although many younger 
European-Turks of the second generation prefer newspapers in German, Dutch, or 
French. In the early 1980s, Turkish videos and video-shops boomed in Europe; in 
1984, about one hundred Turkish video shops existed just in Berlin. One year later 
the first German-based Turkish TV channel, TD 1, started broadcasting, and in 
1990 the national Turkish television channel TRT INT was broadcast via the Ger-
man cable network. In 1992 TRT Avrasya (in 2002 the name changed to TRT 
TÜRK) was launched, intended to target the Turks of Central Asia, i.e. Kazakhstan, 
Uzbekistan, and Kirgizstan. In 1992, the acceptance of private channels in Turkey 
together with the development of satellite technologies resulted in rapidly growing 
Turkish TV exposure in Europe. Several major TV channels from Turkey estab-
lished partner channels in Europe (Euro D, Euroshow, atv-INT), some of them still 
active today. In 2005, more than a hundred Turkish TV channels were available in 
Europe, several channels of TRT, private commercial programs, music channels 
(like Kral TV), channels from special Anatolian regions (such as Karadeniz TV) or 
religious channels (Berliner Institut für Vergleichende Sozialforschung 2005). Some 
of the bigger channels have studios in Germany, a few minor channels are mainly 
produced in Germany (TD 1 in Berlin, Kanal Avrupa in Duisburg, Düzgün TV in 
Lünen, Yol TV in Köln, Su TV, TV 10). A unique case is the Kurdish Roj TV and its 
successors under different names, broadcasting initially under the name Med TV 
from Belgium and later officially from Denmark (Hassanpour 1997: 246). Radio 
programs from Turkey, also available in Europe via satellite or internet, never 
matched the importance of television. Europe-based radio stations include Metro-
pol FM (Berlin and Southwest-Germany) or London Turkish Radio (Londra Türk 
Radyosu) (O’Connell 2008; Tkachenko 2009). 

During the 1980s and 1990s the most striking peculiarity of Turkish-European 
music life was the overwhelming production of CD’s (in earlier times MC’s) by 
Euro-Turks. Already since the 1960s music records, tape cassettes and later CDs 
were imported from Turkey to Europe. In 1963 Yılmaz Asöcal established the 
tape company “Türküola” in Köln, which dominated the German market over 
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many years. In addition several minor and small Turkish tape companies rivalled 
for this market. Many European Turkish amateur musicians invested significantly 
in producing CDs, dreaming of becoming famous in Turkey. However, only a 
few European-Turkish musicians actually succeeded in this approach, for exam-
ple Özlem Özdil or the group Yurtseven Kardeşler (Germany). By far most of these 
CDs by European-based Turkish musicians contain Anatolian folk music, 
whereas Turkish pop remained the domain of professional producers in Turkey. 
CDs with arabesk or Turkish art music were also rarities. On the other hand, be-
fore the beginning of the rise of religious Islamic music in Turkey in the 1990s, 
recordings of ilahi and Mevlevi music were produced almost exclusively in Euro-
pe, mainly by international companies. Many of the folk music recordings by 
European-based Turkish musicians were made in Europe, at the Turkish Studios 
which existed in many European cities. The music managers selected and ar-
ranged the songs and organized guest musicians. Only the production and dis-
tribution were usually done in Turkey due to its higher prestige. Over decades 
the production of European-Turkish musicians provided an important income 
for the Turkish music industry. However, many inexperienced amateur musicians 
also lost a lot of money in this process and remained unknown, with nothing 
but a bad experience and a bunch of unsold copies of their own CDs. 

Families in Europe and Turkey maintain intense contact via regular phone 
calls or internet chats. Anatolian villages became connected to the telephone 
network, later cell phones further facititated personal communication. From at 
least the year 2000, the internet became the most important transnational media. 
Music is transferred via youtube, numerous private websites or blogs or social 
networks such as Facebook. At the Eurovision Song Contest for instance, candi-
dates from Turkey regularly received higher scores from countries with large 
Turkish communities.35 

The second crucial factor for transnational connections is the growing feasibil-
ity of travel. Since the 1970s a major part of the European Turkish population 
have spent their summer holidays in Turkey, to enjoy the beach and to meet rela-
tives and friends. Inversely, Turkey-based businessmen, politicians and musicians 
regularly visit Europe, for periods of hours, days or even many weeks. Family 
celebrations like weddings, circumcisions or funerals and also private business 
matters frequently lead to travel between Europe and Turkey. European Turkish 
pensioners often live in two countries, staying six months in one home and six 
months in the other. Travelling has become cheap and easy, although flight pri-
ces to Turkey differ widely between European countries and cities. Whereas 
flights from Germany are quite cheap, in particular outside the holiday seasons, 
flights from France, the Netherlands or Great Britain are more expensive. 

                                                                                          
35 Solomon 2007. In 2013 Turkey withdrew from the contest. 
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Increased transnational interaction also became noticeable with regards to the 
production of music. Studio musicians fly from Turkey to Europe, singers and 
groups come to record in Istanbul. Moreover, various Turkey-based musicians, in-
volved in all sorts of music, regularly give concerts in Europe. For young musicians 
in Turkey it has become common to stay for some time in Germany or another 
European country. At the same time, Turkish-European associations and busi-
nessmen regularly invite musicians from Turkey. Many popular singers in Turkey 
have in the past worked for a long time in music restaurants in Germany, for ex-
ample Mahsun Kırmızıgül and Özcan Deniz in Berlin, or Ceylan in Munich. 

Over four decades Turkey has thus remained an important point of reference 
for Turks in Europe. All official Turkish holidays are also celebrated in Europe; 
all major banks and companies, all Turkish political, religious, social or eco-
nomic organisations have some kind of representation in Europe. In the field of 
music, however, the Turkish state, remained almost inactive, with the exception 
of some cultural centres (Türk Kültür Merkezi, Türk Evi, recently Yunus Emre En-
stitüsü) which are affiliated with the Turkish state. 

The developing transnational connections changed the attitude of European 
Turks towards Turkey. The first generation tended to compare their daily lives in 
Europe with an idealised picture of Turkey they had left. Also in European-
Turkish music life, this attitude prevailed until at least the 1990s: instruments, 
even strings, were not considered as good as when they have been bought di-
rectly in Turkey. Since the 1980s, however, the nostalgic longing for a lost home 
became increasingly obsolete. New developments in Turkey concerning ideologi-
cal and political issues, as well as changes in the language immediately lead to 
similar developments within the European Turkish diaspora. Every innovation in 
Turkey, every political bent, new fashion, ideas or debates today appear in the 
Turkish European communities immediately. Similarly new musical styles, in-
struments or songs are instantly adopted in the diaspora. 

During the 1980s, Arif Sağ and the bağlama group Muhabbet became popular 
in Turkey and impressed a whole generation of young bağlama players to prefer 
the short-necked bağlama over the traditional long necked variant; similarily in 
Europe this shorter bağlama soon displaced the long necked instrument. When 
musicians such as Arif Sağ, Erdal Erzincan and Erol Parlak developed the so cal-
led şelpe playing technique (without plectrum), young bağlama players in Europe 
competed over who would master it first in their country of residence. Since at 
least the 1980s a number of well-known folk singers and bağlama players were (or 
still are) based in Europe, for example, Güler Duman or Neşet Ertaş. Since the 
1990s in many cities all over Europe, and in Germany in particular, private Turk-
ish music schools primarily offer bağlama lessons, and many also regularly in-
vited famous musicians from Turkey for workshops and master-classes. 

Growing transnational connections are also obvious in the rise of classical 
Turkish music (klasik türk müziği) in Europe, again during the 1980s. Only in the 
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mid- and late 1970s did the Turkish state lift its rejection of the Ottoman musical 
heritage, and began to support choirs and orchestras for classical Turkish music 
as well as to found conservatories. Soon after the foundation of the first state 
choirs in Turkey, the first private Turkish choirs in Germany also emerged. Sub-
sequently, music graduates from Turkey came to Europe – most of them by mar-
riage – and improved the general musical level of this musical tradition. Most 
members of these choirs, as well as of folk music choirs, were amateurs, who be-
gan to make music without substantial knowledge of Turkish music traditions. 
Some choirs are attached to associations, culture centres or consulates, others 
just meet privately. Similar to the private Turkish music schools, the growing mu-
sical life for Turkish art music in Europe attracted numerous musicians from 
Turkey, to travel for concerts, workshops or recordings to Europe. 

Similarly, the rise of Kurdish and slightly later Zaza nationalism since the 1980s 
and 1990s developed almost in parallel in Turkey and Europe. For the develop-
ment of Kurdish and Zaza culture and literature in particular, the influence of the 
European diaspora can hardly be overestimated. Many well-known Kurdish musi-
cians live in Europe, such as Şivan Perwer, Nizamettin Arıç, Ciwan Haco, Naso 
Rezazi or Temo. The music of Dersim (today Tunceli), a province in eastern Anato-
lia inhabited mainly by Alevi Zaza, developed mainly as a diaspora culture (e.g. 
Mikail Aslan, Ahmet Aslan, Kemal Kahraman, Ferhat Tunç, Yılmaz Çelik) (Greve 
& Şahin 2017; Skalla 1999). In the 1980s most Kurdish and Zaza music cassettes 
were produced in Europe and secretly distributed in Turkey. In addition recordings 
were published by Unesco Edition and other international labels (Reigle 2013). 
Only after 1991, when the ban of Kurdish language in Turkey was lifted, did most 
Kurdish, Zaza and other non-Turkish music productions moved to Istanbul. 

Comparably important was the influence of the European diaspora on the re- 
naissance of Alevism and Alevi music in the 1990s. In almost all European cities 
Alevi associations became important centres for Anatolian folk music. Most Euro-
pean Alevi associations offer bağlama lessons, some also have folk music choirs or 
dance groups. For musicians and music managers Alevi centres and festivals offer 
networking opportunities. Since 1994 huge annual Alevi festivals in Europe, in-
cluding concerts of numerous Alevi singers, remember the deaths in the massacre 
in Sivas. In 2000 the German Federation of Alevi Associations organised the “Saga 
of the Millennium” in Cologne (Director: Necati Şahin, musical conductor: Zafer 
Gündoğdu), a monumental event with 1246 bağlama players from all over Ger-
many.36 Two years later the concept was repeated for the first time in Turkey. 

Transnational spaces affected not only religious or political discourses, but also 
musical styles, genres or singing and playing techniques. In the 1990s, a musical 
youth culture emerged in Turkey for the first time, connected with a new music 

                                                                                          
36 Almanya Alevi Birlikleri Federasyonu 2000. On October 5, 2002 a similar concert was or-

ganized in Istanbul. 
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style (pop müzik) and supported by the still new private TV channels (Solmaz 
1996). Again, the new culture was immediately transmitted to Europe, in the heart 
centres of large cities (hence away from the suburbs) new clubs opened (Çağlar 
1998: 49). It was in this context that both Turkish and international record com-
panies made their first serious attempts to facilitate the international marketing of 
popular Turkish music. For a number of Turkish pop stars of the 1990s, part of 
their public image was the fact that they grew up, or even still lived in western 
Europe (or North America); for example, Bendeniz in Switzerland, Ragga Oktay 
from the Netherlands, Tarkan and Rafet El Roman from Germany. Numerous 
Turkish pop groups from Germany similarly tried to succeed on the Turkish music 
market, ignoring the German audience.37 From the mid-1990s several international 
labels tried to expose the European market to compilations of Turkish pop mu-
sic.38 At the same time Turkish labels tried to connect themselves with the interna-
tional market. The main challenge to this cooperation, however, was the large gap 
between the respective price levels in Turkey and Europe. The most successful in-
ternational singer was Tarkan in 1998, when his first international album was re-
leased containing songs which had already been released in Turkey earlier.39 At the 
same time some European-Turkish musicians succeeded in the European pop 
business. In 2000 Mousse T. (Mustafa Gündoğdu), living in Hannover (Germany) 
wrote the international hit “Sex Bomb” for Tom Jones; and in 2003 Sertab Erener 
wan the “Eurovision Song Contest” with the song, “Everyway That I Can“. The 
film “Crossing the Bridge,” by Fatih Akın (Hamburg, Germany), was produced in 
2005, directly after his prize-winning film, “Gegen die Wand” (“Head On”) made 
Istanbul famous as a cutting edge centre for Rock and Hip-Hop. 

The first Turkish popular music which emerged completely in Europe and was 
only later exported to Turkey, was Turkish rap. Alread in the 1980s hiphop became 
popular among European youngsters of migrant background (Elflein 1997). Many 
identified themselves with Afro-Americans in the US and perceived hiphop as an 
articulation of the identity of discriminated minorities. Even the first ever rap song 
with German lyrics (“Ahmed Gündüz”) was published by a Turkish-German rap 
group, that is Flash Family (Verlan & Loh 2000: 134). Simultaneously in Germany 
the first Turkish rap songs were written. In 1991 in Nuremberg the rap group, 
“King Size Terror” released the album “Bir Yabancının Hayatı“ (“The life of a for-

                                                                                          
37 E.g. Hakan: Naz Yapma (Inter Müzik, 1998); Tamer: Renkler (Raks, 1998); Elgin: Elgin (Raks, 

1998); Kimbunlar: Dağlar Kızı Reyhan / Atabari (Prestij, 1999); Grup Yade (Berlin): Işte Yade 
Geldi (Prestij, 1999). 

38 Şıkıdım. The Best of Turkish Pop (Universal, 1999); Şıkıdım 2 (Universal, 2002); Pop Turk-
ish. Les Plus Grands Artistes Turc de la Pop Orientale (Atoll/EMI, 1999); Bodrum nights. 
The Finest of Turkish Pop (BMG, 1999); Turkish Suprême (PolyGram, 1999); Süper. The 
Best of Turkish Dance and Pop Music (BMG, 1994). 

39 Tarkan: Tarkan (Istanbul/Polygram, 1998). In Belgium, Norway, Portugal and the Czech 
Republic the single topped the charts, in the Netherlands and France receiving no.3, in 
Switzerland No	5, in Russia Tarkan became the most-sold foreign musician.  
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eigner”)(Elflein 1997: 289). Four years later, in 1995, the group Cartel (Nürnberg, 
Kiel, Berlin) achieved anunexpected succes in Turkey.40 The hype around “Oriental 
Hiphop” lasted only for a short time in both Germany and Turkey. The next gen-
eration of German-Turkish rappers (such as Kool Savaş) became mainstream in 
Germany, but with English or German lyrics.41 

Turkish Music as European Music 

The serious integration of Turkish artists into mainstream European media and 
public cultural institutions began in the early 2000s, with Turkish actors, speakers 
and commedians in private German (and other) TV channels. Today, Turkish ac-
tors feature in most German daily soaps, reality and casting shows. In 1999 the 
Turkish-German group “Sürpriz” represented Germany at the “Eurovision Song 
Contest,” and at the millenium party the Turkish-Swiss singer Erkan Akı sang at 
the Brandenburg Gate in Berlin. In other arts Turkish artists have also integrated. 
In literature for example, writers of Turkish origin writing in German, such as 
Emine Sevgi Özdamar, Feridun Zaimoğlu and Yadé Kara have won some of the 
most prestigious awards for German literature. In 2004 Fatih Akıns film “Gegen 
die Wand” (Head on) was awarded the Golden Bear at the Berlin International 
Film Festival (Yavus 2014). 

The integration of non-commercial Turkish musicians into Europe’s cultural 
life, however, has progressed more slowly and haltingly. The success differs wide-
ly, less between European countries but rather between musical styles. Western 
oriented musicians, composers, singers, instrumentalists and conductors do not 
usually encounter difficulties integrating into European orchestras, music acad-
emies or music schools. Betin Güneş, for example, was born in 1957 in Istanbul, 
and studied piano and composition at MSÜ in Istanbul with Ilhan Usmanbaş 
and others. In 1980 he moved to Cologne as a Fellow of the German DAAD to 
continue his studies of composition (with Joachim Blume and Günther Fork), 
conducting and trombone. His “Symphonie Orchestra Köln,” founded in 1983, 
regularly performs contemporary music of Turkish composers (Greve 2003: 325). 
Other Turkish composers based in Europe include Zeynep Gedizlioglu (Berlin) 
or Meliha Doğuduyal (Amsterdam). 

For musicians of Anatolian folk music or Ottoman-Turkish art music, how-
ever, the situation was completely different. Their music was predominantly per-

                                                                                          
40 Cartel (Spyce/Mercury, 1995). 
41 Hip-Hop shows in an exemplary way the change of identity discourses among youngsters 

with a migration background who were (and still are) turning away from any formal na-
tional identity in favour of a European or global identity. See Greve & Kaya 2004; Greve 
2003; Verlan & Loh, 2000:134; Elflein, 1997. Orthodox Islamic identity discourses also ha-
ve an impact on music products, such as for instance the genre of the so-called Green Pop, 
with Yusuf Sami (London) or HipHop groups like Sert Müslümanlar (Hard Muslims; 
Frankfurt a.M.) (Solomon 2006). 
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ceived in Europe as a social issue, rather than artistic, and over decades tradi-
tional Turkish music was excluded from state education and concert halls. 

The growing fear of Islamic terror following the September 11, 2001 attacks on 
the World Trade Center in New York, changed the attitude of many Europeans. 
This fear prompted a growing awareness of the lack of knowledge about Muslim 
minorities, their daily lives and ultimately also about their music. In 2005 
UNESCO issued the “Convention on the Protection and Promotion of the Di-
versity of Cultural Expression” as a binding international legal instrument, fol-
lowed in 2006 by the “2. Berliner Apell” of the German Music Council entitled 
“Those who don’t know their own will not be able to recognize the other” (“Wer 
das je Eigene nicht kennt, kann das je Andere nicht erkennen”). In Europe musical diver-
sity became an important issue for articles in newspapers, journals and books.42 

In the following years public institutions in both Germany and the Nether-
lands made noticeable efforts to incorporate Turkish music (Greve 2007). The ba-
sic idea in most cases was to begin with the largest group of immigrants, that is 
with Turks, and to proceed with other minorities later. First attempts were on the 
level of single institutions, initiated mostly by individual protagonists. Only in 
2014, with the conference, “Transfer and Diversity. Music and Transcultural Prac-
tice: Turkey-Germany” held in Berlin and Istanbul, was there a first attempt to 
conceptualize and evaluate the experience made in the Turkish-German musical 
exchange.43 

A first milestone for concerts with Turkish music in established European con-
cert halls, was Arif Sağ’s Concert in the Berlin Philharmonie concert hall in 1995, 
followed only one year later by another concert at the same venue with Arif Sağ, 
Erdal Erzincan and Erol Parlak. Since about 2000 European concert promoters 
have increasingly tried to attract Turkish and non-Turkish audiences to Turkish 
music. The Amsterdam-based agency Kulsan for example, organised ambitious 
Turkish concerts in many important concert halls in Holland for almost 30 years. 
Today their office is situated in the prestigious Muziekgebouw aan `t Ij in Amster-
dam. In Germany more and more festivals with Turkish music take place with of-
ficial financial support, including – as one of the first – “Berlin-Turkey without 
borders. Cultural encounters with Turkey” (“Berlin Türkei. Grenzenlos. Kulturelle 
Begegnungen mit der Türkei“) in 1998. In 2004 the London management com-
pany, Harrison & Parrot in cooperation with the Istanbul Culture and Art Foun-
dation organised the festival “Şimdi Now” in Berlin. Directly preceding the deci-
sion of the EU concerning Turkey’s official candidacy for the EU, the event was 

                                                                                          
42 Bachir-Loopuyt 2013: 339ff. Congress of the German Music Council 2005: Musikland 

Deutschland. Wieviel kulturelle Vielfalt wollen wir? (“German Music Country. How much cul-
tural diversity do we want?”). 

43 Organized in the framework of the “German-Turkish Year of Science 2014, in cooperation 
with Humbold University Berlin, Landesmusikrat Berlin, Center for Advanced Studies in 
Music (MIAM) of the ITÜ Istanbul, Orient-Institut Istanbul and others. 
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almost an application to join Europe. In 2005 a similar festival, “Şimdi Stuttgart” 
took place in Southern Germany, in 2009 in Vienna, and since 2006 is hosted 
regularly as “Turkey Now” in Amsterdam and Rotterdam. Other festivals with 
Turkish culture took place in 2001 in Munich, 2003 at the Kemnade (near Bo-
chum), 2004 in Karlsruhe and 2005 in Bochum (Hoffmann 2007). During Au-
tumn and Winter 2015/2016 an encompassing “Turkish Arts Festival” was organ-
ized all over Belgium by the Europalia festival management. 

In 2007 Berlin witnessed almost simultaneously the beginning of two concert 
series including Turkish music: “Alla Turca – a Cultural Dialogue“ (Alla Turca – 
Ein Kultureller Dialog) in the Philharmonie Berlin, and “Sound Cultures/Sound of 
Cultures“ (Klang Kulturen / Kültürler Sesi) by the “Rundfunk-Sinfonieorchester Berlin” 
in cooperation with the private “Conservatory for Turkish Music Berlin.” In 2010 
the “Komische Oper” opera house in Berlin started a program called “Selam Op-
era!” to attract Turkish audiences (Komische Oper Berlin 2014; Yavuz 2014). In 
particular the state of North Rhine-Westphalia tried to integrate Turkish music 
into public institutions, especially in the run-up to the “European Cultural Capi-
tal Essen 2010.” In this context, among others, the festival “Melez – Festival der 
Kulturen” (Festival of Cultures) took place. Essen and the Ruhrgebiet area explic-
itly emphasized its national and ethnic diversity in its application. During recent 
years the number of Turkish music and cultural festivals in Europe has grown 
further, and Turkish musicians regularly perform their music in all the main 
European concert halls (Greve 2008). 

As early as the 1970s discussions began in several European cities on the inte-
gration of Turkish and other migrant children into the regular school system, and 
as part of this also on an appropriate music education for schools. Today a vast 
literature exists on cross-cultural music education. While in the 1970s Turkish 
music was perceived as “foreign” music, the distance decreased over the years. 
Teachers learnt about Turkish music in special education programs and books, 
audio cassettes and records were published as teaching materials (Merkt 1993: 
145; Fohrbeck 1983). 

In Germany and the Netherlands the first efforts to integrate the education of 
Turkish music were made by municipal music schools. In numerous music 
schools in Germany and the Netherlands, today, Turkish music has become a 
well-established part of the regular teaching program,44 while in smaller towns, the 
topic of intercultural integration is still a distant vision, often linked with fears 
and stereotypes. In 2000, the popular nationwide German music competition 
“Jugend Musiziert” (Youth Makes Music) started in Berlin with an annual competi-
tion for bağlama at regional level, and the federal state of Nordrhein-Westfalen fol-
lowed four years later. In 2015 a nationwide bağlama competition took place in 

                                                                                          
44 At the École Nationale de Musique de Villeurbanne (Lyon), Marc Loopuyt offered a program 

for the short-necked lute ud combining Turkish and Arabic art musics. 
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Germany for the first time. From 2005 until 2010, North Rhine-Westphalia sup-
ported bağlama courses at municipal music schools in the framework of the pro-
ject, “Bağlama for Everyone” (Bağlama Für Alle/ Herkese Bağlama) (Fließ 2008: 34). 
Within the frameworks of this project, bağlama courses have been financially sup-
ported by the state at municipal music schools since 2005. The project “Every 
Child an Instrument” (Jedem Kind ein Instrument, JeKi) supported elementary 
schools in North Rhine Westphalia to offer instrumental lessons, including those 
for bağlama. JeKi also initiated the development of an official curriculum for 
bağlama lessons at municipal music schools. Written in German on the basis of 
existing curricula for guitar and other instruments, the curriculum was adapted for 
bağlama by a group of regional bağlama teachers and didactic experts from JeKi, af-
ter regular discussion meetings over one year in 2009/2010.45 Later also a teaching 
book for bağlama was edited again in German (Yıldırım 2013). Meanwhile an in-
troductory book on the bağlama in Dutch and a couple of bağlama teaching books 
are available in English or German.46 

Until recently only European music academies remained as institutions which 
completely blocked the integration of traditional Turkish music (Neuhoff 2017). 
The earliest music academy which eventually opened up to Turkish and other 
non-Western instruments was the “World Music Academy,” part of the conserva-
tory in Rotterdam (today: Codarts) (Vervelde & Greve 2008). In 2000, for the first 
time outside of Turkey, a regular study program of Turkish music began. Initially, 
Talip Özkan (Paris) served as Musical Director, the basic courses of the program 
were held by lecturers from Rotterdam, in particular by Nahim Avcı. After inter-
nal difficulties, the program restarted in 2006 with Kemal Dinç (Cologne), Alper 
Kekeç (Amsterdam) and later Kudsi Erguner (Paris). Codarts still offers both Ba-
chelor and Masters level programs for Turkish folk and art music with bağlama, 
voice and percussion as main subjects, as well as for Ottoman-Turkish art music. 
Students are mostly Turks who have grown up in the Netherlands and Germany 
and who are interested in an accredited Bachelor degree in their country of resi-
dence. In its first years students from Turkey also enrolled, but later changes in 
the regulation of university fees for non-European citizens blocked this group. In 
addition a number of Greek students enrolled. 

During recent years some European music academies have begun to include at 
least a few lessons on Turkish music, including SOAS London and the Sibelius 

                                                                                          
45 Organized by Jeki, NRW Kultursekretariat and Landesverband der Musikschulen NRW (Ver-

band deutscher Musikschulen 2012). For two meetings guests from Turkey were invited, 
musicologist Melih Duygulu, and Erol Parlak. 

46 De Zeeuw2009; Erzincan & Sağ 2013; Parlak 2011; Yusuf Caner: Benim Bağlama / Meine 
Bağlama, Duisburg Verlag Hubertus Nogatz 2009; Özgür Ersoy: Lehrbuch für Bağlama, Ber-
lin: Ries & Erler 2013; Kenan Tülek: Şelpe Lehrbuch (in preparation); Kemal Dinc: Kelebek in 
Konzert. Rhythmische Übungen für die Musikpraxis mit Kindern. Already in the 1980s some me-
thod books for Bağlama were published in Germany, most remained widely unknown 
though, e.g. by Attila Yakut in 1987; Sabri Uysal (1989), Sadık Ziypak (c. mid 1990s).  
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Academy Helsinki. Regular workshops on ney have been given by Kudsi Erguner 
and his former student Giovanni de Zorzi, at the Ethnomusicology department of 
the Conservatory “Cesare Pollini” of Padua (Italy) since 2002; since 2005 similar lec-
ture workshops are held at the Institute for Intercultural Music Studies (IISMS) in 
Venice; and since 2008 at the Conservatory “Arrigo Pedrollo” of Vicenza, partly also 
in Palermo (de Zorzi 2008). In Germany only after 2010 did a few universities and 
music academies accept the importance of such programs to improve intercultural 
skills. At the Berlin University of the Arts (Universität der Künste, UdK) regular 
courses on Turkish music have been held since 2000 by the private music school 
“Conservatory for Turkish Music” (Konservatorium für Türkische Musik Berlin) of the 
late Nuri Karademirli.47 In 2013, the UdK officially accepted bağlama as a main 
subject instrument for music teachers’ education. In 2014 Erdal Erzincan held a 
first summer school master class at UdK Berlin, which has since continued annu-
ally with various teachers. Some other German music academies (including Co-
logne, Wuppertal, Hannover, Hildesheim and Rostock) also plan to open up to a 
broader cultural spectrum, some of them including Turkish music. In 2015 the 
music academy Cologne, in cooperation with the Landesmusikakademie NRW of-
fered a certificate program for bağlama teachers. In the same year the Mannheim 
Pop Academy in cooperation with the private music school “Orientalische Musi-
kakademie Mannheim,” offered Bachelor programs for bağlama, ud and “oriental 
percussion”. Finally Turkish music has been discussed in several international con-
ferences in Europe since 2007, including in Vienna, Berlin, Heek (Germany), and 
Ghent (Belgium).48 In 2013 the Berlin Music Council selected the bağlama as the 
“instrument of the year” and organized numerous workshops, concerts and two 
conferences, and commissioned a composition for bağlama and orchestra by Si-
nem Altan. 

Old Neighbors 

Having seen the impact of migration (in particular to Europe) on Turkish music 
we will now continue with the much older international relations between Tur-
key (or the Ottoman Empire) and its neighboring countries. Over the last dec-
ades, and in particular since the 1990s, joint musical projects involving musi-
cians from Turkey and its neighboring countries have substantially increased. 
This includes both neighbors with an existing, historical relationship (e.g. Iran) 

                                                                                          
47 In return the UdK gave lessons on Western music theory at the Music Academy for Turkish 

Music. 
48 Hemetek & Sağlam 2008; DVD Baglama: Ersten Bağlama-Symposium in Deutschland / Manu- 

facturing of a Bağlama with Carvel-Built Body, Ethnologisches Museum Berlin. Staatliche 
Museen zu Berlin 2014. Çiftçi & Greve 2017; November 7, 2014 congress Die Bağlama im 
Kontext von Pädagogik, Musikschule, Jugend musiziert und Konzertwesen (“The Bağlama in the 
Context of Pedagogy, Musik Schools, Jugend Musiziert (Competitions) and Concert Busi-
ness“, Heek, Germany. 
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and those which were in the past part of the Ottoman Empire (e.g. Greece or 
Bulgaria). It even also includes countries, such as Armenia and Israel, which were 
founded by former Ottoman minorities. Though the history of political and cul-
tural relations between these countries and Turkey differs widely, in general the 
collapse of the Ottoman Empire (along with the Russian and the Habsburg Em-
pires) in the First World War, led to heightened nationalization and the founda-
tion of nation states in former parts of the Empire (as well as in its neighboring 
countries). In the early twentieth century this growing nationalism prevented 
deeper cultural exchanges with the (similarly nationalistic) Republic of Turkey. 
Over decades most of these new nation states denied the common traits of their 
musical traditions with Ottoman traditions. 

With few exceptions, Balkan narratives of national memory interpret the multi-ethnic Ot-
toman past anachronistically as a struggle between the repressive Turkish culture and the 
suppressed national cultures of the non-Turks or non-Muslims. (Pennanen 2008: 128) 

The rich Ottoman musical heritage was rather perceived as particular national 
culture, which entailed a corresponding negation of its impact on the Balkans 
and in the Levant, 

[i]n the Balkans, that culture had many branches; a large part of the music café reper-
toire in Greece before the Second World War consisted of Ottoman popular pieces and 
new compositions in that style. Other Ottoman-influenced traditions are Greek rebetika, 
Macedonian čalgiska muzika, Bosnian sevdalinke, the older strata of gradski pesni or staro-
gradske pesme (old town songs) of Bulgaria, Macedonia and Serbia, and the correspond-
ing styles of Albania, Kosovo and Walachia. (Pennanen 2008: 129; cf. Samson 2013) 

Similarly, 

the Greekness of indigenous cultural practices that drew significantly upon Eastern tra-
ditions – such as Greek shadow theatre, the café-aman and later on the rempétiko – has 
been called into question throughout the twentieth century. (Kallimopoulou 2009: 16) 

In contrast in Turkey, musicians from the Balkans for instance, remained impor-
tant in popular music such as in the entertainment scene of Beyoğlu. 

Both the collapse of Eastern European socialism and more recent changes in 
Turkish foreign policy opened the way for a new mutual interest and openness. 

Against the background of the ‘new order of things’ occasioned after the 1989 events in 
the Balkans, the question of legacy – the influence a previous political and cultural ar-
rangement has on its successors – comes to center roughly around two poles: the cur-
rency of the socialist and the Ottoman past. (Pennanen, Poulos & Theodosiou 2013: vii) 

While the so-called Neo-Ottomanism, which operated on a political level (con-
nected in particular with the then foreign minister Ahmet Davutoğlu) aroused sus-
picion, at the same time all over the Balkans a great number of Turkish TV series 
were aired, indicating a parallel and growing interest in cultural heritage (for exam-
ple, Magnificent Century). In 2010, the Turkish government established a “Presi-
dency for Turks Abroad and related Communities”, attached to the prime ministry. 
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For practical reasons I will devide the countries to be discussed here into three 
parts, that is Muslim countries, reaching from Central Asia over Iran to the Ara-
bic world; than Greece as a particular and important case; and finally Israel and 
Armenia, where in addition to the contemporary countries large international 
diaspora communities have to be taken into acount. 

Muslim Neighbors 

Iran and Central Asia have a particularly strong historical connection with early 
Ottoman music and the origin of Anatolian folk music is often assumed to be in 
Central Asia.49 Musician-researchers such as Mahmut Ragıb Gazimihal, later 
Rahmi Oruç Güvenç and Erol Parlak searched for Central Asian instruments 
comparable to those in Anatolia. Recently the Mahoor Institute of Culture and 
Art in Tehran released several CDs focusing on the common Persian-Ottoman 
musical heritage. For example the CD “Ajamlar. An Anthology of Pieces by Persian 
Composers and their Contemporaries at the Ottoman Court from the sixteenth and seven-
teenth Century,” compiled and arranged by Ârash Mohâfez (2013), included com-
position as preserved in the collections of Cantemir and Ali Ufukî, ascribed to 
Persian composers. 

More recent musical collaboration with Iranian musicians, however, is rare 
and only a few musicians try to bridge Iranian and Turkish music. Today the in-
ternationally most well-known Iranian musician is the kamanche player, Kayhan 
Kalhor, born in1963 in Tehran of Kurdish origin.50 In 1982, at the age of 18 he 
spent 6 months in a hotel in Istanbul, before he embarked to Italy and the Uni-
ted States. Since 2002 he has been based in Tehran again. His first album was re-
leased by the American Label, “Traditional Crossroads.” With the help of the 
young musician Ulaş Özdemir (b. 1976, Kahramanmaraş), who had done field-
work in Maraş and among Ahl-Haqq in Iran,51 Kayhor encountered the famous 
bağlama player Erdal Erzincan. Their meeting led to numerous joint concerts, 
two CDs and one DVD with “improvisations based on Persian and Turkish music.”52 
Ulaş Özdemir also participated in some of their concerts, in addition to pro-
                                                                                          
49 In Turkey often it is ignored that for example, Celaleddin Rumi (Mevlana) was born in 

Balkh (today Afghanistan) and that all of his poems are in the Persian language rather than 
in Turkish.  

50 Kalhor for example has cooperated with the Kronos Quartet and Yo-Yo Ma’s Silk Road 
Project; Yedig 2007. 

51 Özdemir studied Political Sciences and was awarded his master and Ph.D. degrees in Eth-
nomusicology at Yildiz Technical University Istanbul. His Ph.D. thesis addresses alevi zakir 
musicians in Istanbul. Over the years he has worked at Kalan music. He published the 
book Su diyar-i gurbet elde on Aşık Mücrimî in 2007; CD Bu Dem / This Breath, Kalan, 2008; 
CD Ulas Özdemir: Ummanda. Maras Sinemilli Deyisleri, Kalan 1998. Together with the en-
semble Forabandit he has released two albums (www.ulasozdemir.com). 

52 Linear notes to the CD, Erdal Erzincan & Hayhan Kalhor, The Wind, ECM 2006; DVD 
Erdal Erzincan & Kayhan Kalhor: Life in Tehran, Kalan 2012. 
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grams with other Iranian musicians, including Ali Akbar Moradi, Sussan Dey-
him, Mamak Khadem and the Montreal based Iranian group Niyaz.53 In Istanbul 
the Azeri-Iranian singer Cavit Mürtezaoğlu, born in Tebriz and raised in Baku, 
became popular in the early 2000s, within the scene of Kardeş Türküler for his 
singing technique workshops. Later Mürtezaoğlu, together with the singer Feryal 
Öney and other musicians from Kardeş Türküler developed the project, “From 
Tabriz to Taurus / Tebriz’den Toros’a.”54 Siavash Shahani (b. 1972), another Iranian 
musician, released a CD together with well-known Turkish musicians, including 
Göksel Bakdagir, Eyyüp Hamiş and Muammer Ketençoğlu.55 

Other Iranian musicians involved in Turkish music are the two brothers Kiya 
Tabassian (setar, voice) and Ziya Tabassian (percussion). Based in Canada, they 
are members of the Ensemble Constantinople, together with Pierre-Yves Martel 
(viola da gamba), Didem Basar (kanun) and others. The ensemble plays European 
Renaissance and Mediterranean music. Both are also members of Kyriakos Ka-
laitzidis’ ensemble En Chordais, and both have taken part in several projects in-
volving Turkish music, e.g. Çeke çeke – Goute à goutte (2010): Love songs from 
Anatolia and Persia, with Özlem Özdil and Sinan Celik.56 

In contemporary Istanbul several Iranian musicians offer lectures on Iranian 
music, for example the Hunya Bahar Müzik Kampi (2015); or the Khonya Persian 
Music Camp Summer 2015 (setar, tar, shoorangiz) in Sazköy, Düzce, about 230 
km from Istanbul, with Hossein Vali. 

Several Arabic countries, which today are independent states, were once part of the 
Ottoman Empire, including Syria, Lebanon, Iraq, Jordan, the Arabic Peninsular 
and wide parts of North Africa. Arab minorities, on the other hand, are still living 
in Turkey, mainly in the regions of Adana, Antakya, Şanlıurfa, Mardin and Siirt. 
Ottoman genres such as peşrev, saz semaisi and taksim are still performed in particu-
lar in Egypt and other North African countries (Feldman 1990/1991). Unfortu-
nately, interactions and mutual influences between music in the Ottoman Empire 
and in the Arabic provinces have hardly been researched (Maraqa 2015). We know 
for instance about Mevlevi lodges in the Balkans, in Syria, Iraq, Egypt or Medina, 
but almost nothing about their music. In the nineteenth century several important 
musicians from Istanbul travelled in particular to Egypt, e.g. Zekai Dede (1824-
1897), Aziz Dede (1835-1905), Ahmed Celalleddin Dede (1835-?) and Giriftzen 
Asim Bey (1852–1929). Even the folk singer Âşık Dertli spent ten years in Cairo 
before he came back to Istanbul (Çiftçi 2011). In 1908 Neyzen Tevfik (1879–1953) 

                                                                                          
53 Later the kaval and fretless guitar player Sinan Cem Eroğlu became member of Niyaz. Ali 

Akbar Moradi & Ulas Özdemir: The Companion, Hermes Records 2007. 
54 CD From Tabriz to Taurus / Tebriz’den Toros’a, Cavit Mürtezaoglu & Feryal Öney, Kalan 

2012. 
55 CD Derya, Kalan 2014. 
56 CD La Sublime Porte / The Sublime Port, 2009 mit Mercan Dede, Mısırlı Ahmet, Kyriakos 

Kalaitzidiz. 
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escaped to Egypt for political reasons and only returned in 1913. In is uncertain 
how Mısırlı Ibrahim Efendi acquired his nickname Mısırlı “from Egypt” – he had 
spent time in Egypt before 1923, and gave concerts in Egypt later in the 1930s 
(Jackson 2013:187, fn 67). In 1932, Rauf Yekta and Mesut Cemil Tel traveled to the 
famous congress on Arabic music in Cairo (Özyıldırım 2013:19-27). 

During the early Republic, several Turkish musicians went to Arabic countries to 
build up education programs or simply for concerts. Violinist Haydar Tatlıyay 
(1890–1963) spent seven years in Aleppo and Egypt, Serif Muhiddin Targan (born 
1892 as son of the last Ottoman Emir in Mecca, d. 1967) helped to found the 
Baghdad Conservatory in 1934, and stayed until 1948. Mesut Cemil Tel (1902-
1963) worked at the same institution from 1955-1959, also the violinist Cevdet 
Çağla (b. 1902), Necdet Varol, and the kemençe player Cüneyd Orhon, who, in 
1961 came at least for a few months (Aksoy 2009: 121). Refik (1893–1964) and Fa-
hire Fersan (1900-1997) were founding members of the Conservatory of Damascus 
in 1948 (Bardakçı 1995: 47ff; Özyıldırım 2013:96ff) and Ruşen Ferid Kam (1902-
1981) was active in the reconstruction of the Cairo Conservatory in 1967. In addi-
tion a number of musicians regulary traveled to Egypt (and other arab countries) 
for concerts (Özyıldırım 2013). On Turkish musical activities in Lebanon I unfor-
tunately do not have any information. 

During the 1930s and 1940s Egyptian music films became popular in Turkey 
(Özyıldırım 2013: 137ff), from 1938 on with Turkish songs, performed by singers 
such as Münir Nurettin Selcuk or Sadettin Kaynak. Kaynak’s fantezi style is said 
to have been inspired by early recordings of muwashshahat and adwar in Egypt.57 
Both, Egyptian film music and fantezi later became main sources for Turkish ara-
besk music (Stokes 1992; Özyıldırım 2013:213ff). 

In recent times, however, there are few examples of joint Turkish-Arab musical 
productions,58 with the few exceptions facilitated by French-Arabic relations. The 
French kanun player Julien Jâlal Eddine Weiss founded his “Al-Kindî Ensemble” 
in 1983 in Aleppo, and he later moved to Istanbul to play with important Turk-
ish musicians. Kudis Erguner – based in Paris – also performed together with 
Arabic musicians.59 The folk music group, Kardeş Türküler, with their focus on 
the numerous Anatolian languages and religions also performed Arabic songs. 

                                                                                          
57 Stokes 1992; Racy 1977; For the early Arab recording industry see the podcasts, recordings 

and transcriptions available on the AMAR Foundation’s website (www.amar-foundation. 
org/podcasting/). O’Connell 2017. 

58 For example a concert on December 5, 2011 in Doha, Qatar entitled “Magic Lutes,” in-
cluding the Qatar Philharmonic Orchestra, Erdem Şimşek (bağlama), Mısırlı Ahmet (per-
cussion), Nevcihan Özel (tar), Teodosii Spasow (kaval) and Debanjan Bhattacharjee (sarod). 
In 2012 a concert at the Cemal Reşit Rey concert hall presented „Sufi hymns from Anda-
lusia to Istanbul“ performend by Ender Doğan and Rachid Gholam.  

59 Another concert took playce on October 25, 2011 at the Cemal Reşit Rey Concert hall, Is-
tanbul entitled Şark Bülbülleri (“Nightingales of the East”) including the singers Ghada 
Shbeir (Beyrouth) and Meliha Gülses. 
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Political and cultural relations between Turkey and Azerbaijan only became tense 
after the collapse of the Soviet Union, and Azerbaijan’s subsequent independence 
in 1991. Both Azerbaijan and Ottoman music historians perceive Abdülkadir 
Marâghî (d. 1435) as their main ancestor, and we know of several Azerbaijan mu-
sicians at the Ottoman court (Inalcık 2010: 47ff; Agayeva 2006). Contemporary 
Azerbaijan art music, however, is nearer to Iranian than to Ottoman music, both 
in performance style and musical structure. The main instruments are frame drum 
(def), long-necked lute (tar), bowed fiddle (kemenche), all similarly in use in Iran, 
Armenia and East Anatolia (Djani-Zade 1998). After the Second World War the 
Azerbaijani singer Resid Behbudov became famous, giving celebrated concerts in 
Iran, Turkey, India and even in South America. 

Folk music of North Eastern Anatolia shares many common traits with Azer-
baijan folk music. The Turkish city Kars is situated near to the Armenian and Ira-
nian borders, and many Azerbaijanis live in the province (as well as Kurds and 
Caucasians). In the nineteenth century Kars was besieged three times by Russian 
troops (1828, 1855 and 1877). The Russian occupation of 1878-1918 in particular, 
caused migrations both from the region westward and from the east to Kars. “Be-
cause of geographical proximity the ashiks in the northeast, especially those in the province of 
Kars were always in close contact with the aşıks of Azerbaijan. When the province of Kars 
became a part of the Russian territory (1878-1981) it was especially easy for the aşıks in 
Kars to travel to Azerbaijan and exchange ideas with aşıks there.” (Erdener 1995: 32) 
The most important of them was Aşık Şenlik (mid-nineteenth century – c. 1912) 
who traveled to Baku, Tblisi and Yerevan in order to meet other aşıks (Artun 
2009: 334; Erdener 1995: 32). As a result the Azerbaijan tradition of duet songs 
also spread in Kars and Erzurum.60 “Today, the historical connection of aşıks in north-
eastern Turkey with Azerbaijan ashiqs and Azerbaijan culture still continues.”61 Similarly 
close relations exist between Kars and Iğdır, and Azerbaijan-Nakhchivan (Salo-
moni 2014: 149). Today Baku has its Jazz and nightclub scene and since 2005 
even an international Jazz festival. 

The migration from Azerbaijan to Turkey had already begun in the late nine-
teenth century, but today the numbers of migrants are still low (Ünver 2015). 
Nevertheless a number of Azerbaijani musicians – mainly western musicians – left 
the country. In many Turkish conservatorys Azerbaijani teachers found better 
economic conditions than in their home country. Teachers at the Bilkent Conser-
vatory (Ankara) include Elhan Bakihanov, Naile Mehdiyeva, and Server Ganiyev. 
Similarly in many other Anatolian cities, for example in Erzurum you find Rauf 

                                                                                          
60 Finally in 1966 also to Konya; Erdener 1995: 30ff; Reinhard & Pinto 1989. 
61 Erdener 1995; In particular in the east of Azerbaijan aşıks are accompanied by long-necked 

lutes (saz) but also with double reed instruments, balaban. Meanwhile the tradition is even 
mixed with the art music (mugan), though the vocal techniques do differ. From the 1930s 
onwards, Soviet propaganda declared ashiqs as proletarian, and mugam as bourgeois. Just as 
in other Soviet republics, also in Azerbaijan great orchestras of folk instruments emerged, 
which performed songs of the asiq or praises of Lenin or Stalin. 
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Kerimov, Cavid Asadov and Ayna Isababayeva (since 1999); in Eskişehir Prof. Dr. 
Zohrab Adigüzelzade (d. 2012); in Kayseri Afak Caferova (since 2000).62 Applica-
tions to Turkish institutions are facilitated by the almost common language and 
the high standard of Azerbaijan education, in particular in Western music. 

Frangiz Alizadeh (b. 1947, Baku) for example, studied piano and composition 
in Baku until 1972. In 1989 she was awarded her PhD and shortly after, began to 
teach contemporary music and orchestration. From 1993 to 1996 she directed the 
choir at the Opera of Mersin (Turkey) and subsequently became Professor for pi-
ano and music theory at the conservatory Mersin. At the end of 1998, Frangis Ali-
zade returned to Baku and one year later she became composer-in-residence at 
the Internationale Musikfestwochen Luzern (Switzerland). Eventually, in 1998, she 
left for Germany, initially equipped with a DAAD fellowship, later living there as 
freelance composer. 

Ilyas Mirzayev (b. 1961) is the son of the well-known Azerbaijan composer 
Musa Mirzayev. He studied composition in Baku and Moskau (with Cevdet Ha-
ciyev, Edison Denisov and Alfred Schnittke). In 1992 he moved to Istanbul, 
where he now lives (Arna 2006). His jazz compositions combine classical, tradi-
tional and pop elements. His symphony entitled “Sufi” was written in coopera-
tion with the Turkish ney player, Ercan Irmak, as was the concert for ney in 2002.63 

Among internationally active traditional musicians the mugam singer, Alim 
Qasimov (b. 1957) must be included. Since the 1990s Qasimov has traveled for 
festivals and concerts to Europe and the United States, and his albums have gai-
ned top positions in world music charts. Qasimov has cooperated with musicians 
from Mongolia and Mali, with Yo-Yo Ma and eventually with the Kronos Qar-
tett.64 In Turkey he has given concerts together with Derya Türkan and Erkan 
Oğur. 

In Turkey the most successful Azerbaijan pop musician is probably Sami Yu-
suf. He was born in 1980 in Teheran, where his grandparents had fled from Baku 
in fear of the Red Army. Yusuf now lives in London. His religious pop songs in 
English, Arabic, Persian, Azerbaijan and Turkish are popular all over the Islamic 
world, including in Turkey. 

Greece 

Probably most intense, but also most sensitive are the relations between Turkey 
and Greece. Due to the long history of close contacts beginning in Byzantine 

                                                                                          
62 I would like to thank Nejla Melike Atalay for this information. 
63 Premiered by Tekfen Philharmonic Orchestra, conducted by Saim Akçıl at the Interna-

tional Music Festival Istanbul. Later it was performed in Ankara, Bursa, Izmir, Thesassalo-
niki, Baku, Cypris, Kasachstan, Kirgisistan and Uzbekistan. 

64 The promotional biography of Alim Qasimov mentions a great number of other interna-
tional cooperative projects.  
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times, the musical traditions of Turkey and Greece are deeply connected with 
each other. In his recent book Kyriakis Kalaitzidis filled a total of 4,200 pages 
with post-byzantine notations originating from between the fifteenth and early 
nineteenth centuries, containing songs from the Constantinople-Phanariot tradi-
tion (most well-known Petros Peloponnesios) and Ottoman art music.65 

The material, although appearing heterogeneous at first sight, must be seen in the con-
text of the psaltic world’s regard of Eastern music as being akin and familiar. According 
to their aesthetic and knowledge, the psaltai and scribes understood Eastern music as 
part of their Byzantine and post-Byzantine heritage. (Kalaitzidis 2012: 310) 

In particular from the eighteenth century on, Greek musicians worked at the Ot-
toman court; its most important theorist, Dimitrie Cantemir (1673–1723), son of 
the voivode Constantin Cantemir was educated in Greek church music before he 
came to Istanbul. Already during the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries several 
Greek scholars compared Greek modes (echo) and Ottoman makams – important 
books include Euterpe (1830) and Pandora (1843/46). A number of printed Greek 
music collections were edited in the Ottoman Empire. The few Ottoman ud mak-
ers of the late nineteenth and early twentieth century that we know about, were 
either Greeks such as Manol (Manolis Venios), or Armenian such as Onnik Kari-
byan (Bates 2011: 36). In Istanbul popular instruments such as lute (lavta) or ke-
mençe were played mainly by Greeks, including the family Kyriazis, that is Lavtacı 
Andon (d. 1925), Lavtacı Civan (d. 1910) and Lavtacı Hristo (d. 1914) (Élias 2012: 
23). Folk music on both sides of the Aegean Sea still exhibits basic similarities in 
terms of instruments, forms, dances (in particular the zeybek / zeibekiko) and songs. 

As part of the population exchange that Turkey and Greece agreed upon in 
1922 (involving about 1.2 million Rums (Ottoman Greeks) and more than 
400,000 Turks),66 many Greek as well as some Jewish and Armenian musicians left 
Constantinople / Istanbul or Smyrna / Izmir to Greece. These included Stella 
Chaskil, Roza Eskenazi and Marika Ninu, who dominated the Greek popular mu-
sic scene for over a decade (Kallimopoulou 2009: 24). In Greece rembetiko 
emerged as a new music style similar to urban Ottoman music, from which a 
great number of historical recordings exists (Yiangou 2005). During the dictatorial 
rule of General Ioánnis Metaxás (1936-41), this music was censored and declined 
in the late 1930s. Until 1955, however, several musicians continued to travel from 
Greece to Turkey. For example in the 1930s and 1950s, the Armenian ud player 
Agápios Tompoúlis and Jewish singer Roza Eskenazi toured and recorded in Tur-
key (Pennanen 2004: 8; Kallimopoulou 2009: 25). 

                                                                                          
65 Erol 2015; Apostolopoulos & Kalaitzidis 2015; Kalaitzidis 2012; Bardakçı 1993; Brandel 

1989. 
66 Even before 1922, a large-scale migration began from the Ottoman Empire to Greece. 

Pennanen 2004: 6; Macar 2015; Dündar 2014; Andrews 1989: 142-147.  
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Post-1922 history writing [in Greece], as it turned its interest to the Greek-Orthodox 
populations of the Ottoman Empire, adopted a rather nostalgic approach. (…) The 
phenomenon [of Greek voluntary societies in Constantinople and Asia Minor] was seen 
as describing the struggle of the unredeemed Greeks of Asia Minor, fighting against des-
potism and ignorance, and at the same time competing with the nationalism of other 
groups. (Erol 2009: 50) 

Constantinople remained a symbol for the “megali Idea”, the nationalistic vision 
to re-conquer Istanbul / Constantinople and form a Greek state encompassing all 
territories with Greek populations (or minorities). Izmir / Smyrna on the other 
hand became the symbol for its failure (Zelepos 2010). 

In Turkey at that time Christians remained central in the entertainment sector 
in Istanbul. 

Until the middle of this [20th] century, the most well-known performers in the piyasa 
(market) were Armenians and Greeks. (…) Some of the Armenian piyasa musicians men-
tioned in the sources were Nubar Tekyay, Kemani Aleksan, Udi Serkis, Tatyos Efendi, 
Udi Afet, Garbis, Karekine, Lavtacı Ovrik, Udi Hırant, Hırant Lusikyan, Bimen Şen and 
Agyazar, and famous Greek musicians included the Bacanos brothers, Vasilaki, Nikolaki, 
Kemani Andon, Lavtacı Andon, and Kemençeci Anastas. (Beken 1998: 155) 

The Wealth Tax of 1942, however, divided the citizens of Turkey between Mus-
lims and non-Muslims – the latter had to pay higher taxes. In particular the po-
groms against Greeks in Istanbul on September 6 and 7, 1955 led to the emigra-
tion of many Istanbul Greeks. The Cyprus crisis 1964-1965, and finally the 
Turkish occupation of North Cyprus in 1974 brought Turkish-Greek relations to 
a low-point. In Istanbul, Greek and Armenian musicians were replaced by gyp-
sies from Adana or Izmir. Also in Greece the transmission of Ottoman-Greek 
music was increasingly abandoned (Kallimopoulou 2009: 8). 

A revival of this Greek-Ottoman musical tradition began only in the 1970s – the 
following description is mainly based on the Ph.D. thesis of Eleni Kallimopoulou 
(2009).67 After the end of military dictatorship in Greece (1967–1974) a debate on 
the nature of Greek identity, and, politically over the membership of the European 
Economic Community (EEC) arose –and eventually in 1981 Greece entered the 
EEC as full member. Part of this debate was the question of the possibility of in-
corporating the Romioí (pl of Romiós, i.e. Byzantine and Turkish Christians) and 
Byzantine into the dominant Western-oriented Greek identity. 

In this context, during late 1970s Greece, a revival of rembetiko began, and 
78rpm records of the 1920s were released, along with written song collections or 
autobiographies of rempétes.68 Greek writers now began to suggest a more inti-
mate link between “Smyrnaic rempétiko” and “Turkish music” (Kallimopoulou 
2009: 27). Similarly paradosiaká (pl. from: “traditional”) emerged, an urban musi-

                                                                                          
67 Cf. also Kalaitzidis 2005; Erol 2017. 
68 Kallimopoulou 2009; Greve 1995: 83-85; Dietrich 1987: 10ff; Holst 1979: 24ff.  
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cal style, which led to an importation and appropriation of a number of “East-
ern” instruments. 

The novelty of the use of Eastern instruments such as sázi and the oúti (...) cannot be 
overstated. In the late 1970s and early 1980s even getting to know about such instru-
ments was hard, let alone finding one. (Kallimopoulou 2009: 28) 

The paradosiaká revival brought a number of these forgotten instruments, now la-
beled as “oriental” (anatolítika), “Byzantine” (Vyzantiná) or “Smyrnaic” (Smyrnáika) 
back to Greece, including oúdi (ud), tampourás (=sázi, saz), kanonáki (kanun), L´yra 
polítiki (Lyra of Istanbul), klasik kemençe, actually still played as Crete viole, (kritiki 
lyra), néi (ney), tampour (tanbur), and laoúto polítiki (laoúto of Istanbul, lavta).69 In 
Greece a syncretic musical idiom emerged, which drew from a variety of folk and 
urban styles and repertoires of Greece and Turkey, and also incorporated new 
compositions, improvisation, and experimentation with the playing technique of 
the Eastern instruments (Kallimopoulou 2009: 85). 

In this context Ross Daly (b. 1952) became the most influential musician of the 
revival (Kallimopoulou 2009: 58ff). Of Irish origin, Ross Daly began to learn sitar 
at an early age. During the 1970s, he traveled to India, Afghanistan and later to Is-
tanbul (to learn from Ihsan Özgen). In 1975 he settled in the village of Houdetsi, 
20 km south of Iraklion, the capital of Crete.70 Daly plays an impressive number 
of instruments, including tanbur, bendir, yaylı tanbur, klasik kemençe, ud, kudüm, 
lavta, but also Greek laoúto, Crete lyra, Afghan rabab, Indian tabla and sarangi. 
From 1982 on, at the age of thirty, when paradosiaká was more or less in full swing, 
he began to organize the annual “Labyrinth Musical Workshop,” which became 
one of the most important centers for modal music in Europe.71 Over the years 
numerous Greek, Turkish, Azerbaijan, Arabic, Iranian, Indian and Afghan musi-
cians gave lectures for international students, for example on makam (Derya 
Türkan, Sokratis Sinopoulos), Bulgarian singing technique (Tzvetanka Varime-
zova), Afghan rabab (Daud Khan Sadozai), ney (Ömer Erdoğdular), Iranian tar 
(Hamid Motebassem), bağlama (Erdal Erzincan), Irakian maqam (Anwar Abu 
Dragh), Greek clarinet (Alexandros Arkadopoulos) and others. In 2007 the Laby-
rinth Music Workshop already encompassed 27 seminars.72 

Over the years several music ensembles emerged out of the workshops, unit-
ing prominent musicians of different modal music traditions. For example, the 
“Labyrinth Modal Ensemble,” which combined Greek and Turkish traditions; 

                                                                                          
69 Élias 2012: 57ff; Kallimopoulou 2009: 3. 
70 Also Ross Daily’s collection of more than 250 musical instruments of modal music tradi-

tions are stored there. 
71 www.labyrinthmusic.gr 
72 In 2012 for example, lectures included Erkan Ogur (fretless guitar and kopuz); Murat Ay-

demir (tanbur and makam); Derya Turkan and Socratis Sinopoulos (kemençe); Ömer Erdoğ-
dular (ney); Ahmet Erdoğdular (Ottoman singing); Cihan Türkoğlu (saz); Yurdal Tokcan 
(ud), Göksel Baktagir (kanun). 
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later, Seyir with the Turkish ud player Yurdal Tokcan, kanun player Gökçen Bak-
tagir, Ross Daly (lyra), Kelly Thoma (b. 1978, lyra) and the Israeli percussionist 
Zohar Fresco. Ross Daily himself made numerous records with both his own 
compositions and traditional arrangements, together with several international 
ensembles and musicians, including Jordi Savall, Eduardo Niebla, Huun Huur Tu, 
Habil Aliev, Dhoad Gypsies of Rajasthan, Mohammad Rahim Khushnawaz, Trio 
Chemirani, Adel Selameh and many others. In summer 2004 Ross Daily was Ar-
tistic Director for the cultural program of the Olympic Games for the Olympic 
city of Heraklion on the island of Crete, entitled "Crete, Music Crossroads." The 
concept of international music workshops in a village atmosphere was later 
adopted by others, for example in Vollos, a small village in Mount Villion; or 
another one in Agios Lavrentios since 2007.73 Recently also in Turkey a music vil-
lage was founded near to Fethiye (Müzik Köy Fethiye). 

Parallel to the revival of music, musicological research facilitated increasing 
awareness of the Ottoman-Greek past and its music. 

In the 1990s, as a result of the turn in the theoretical orientation of Greek historians, the 
communities of Asia Minor began to be studied on the one hand with a focus on the 
question of identity, belonging etc. and on the other, through analyzing cultural repre-
sentations and discursive formations. (Erol 2009: 50f) 

Musicologist Simon Karás (1903-1999) studied ancient Greek, Byzantine and 
post-Byzantine music, and later he also conducted fieldwork in Greece on folk 
music. Karás propagated the idea of continuity from ancient Greece to the Byz-
antine period until today. Under this schema, even the music of Muslim popula-
tions followed Greek traditions (Kallimopoulou 2009: 35ff). From the 1980s 
onwards, a number of comparative treatises or/and musical compilations, written 
in the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries by Romioí chanters of Istanbul 
were reprinted in Greece. They treated comparatively ecclesiastical music and so-
called exoterikí mousikí (secular Ottoman music), hence echos and makam. (Kalli-
mopoulou 2009: 40) Other Greek scholars also emphasized a supposed Byzan-
tine origin of instruments known in Turkey, including tampourás (saz), tanbur, or 
kanun (Kallimopoulou 2009 , 53ff). As far as I know the earliest reconstruction of 
the phanariot repertoire (still without reconstructing instruments or the use of 
Ottoman instruments) are the three CDs, “Pandora. Music of the Post-Byzantine 
High Society”, 1991–1993, directed by Christodoulos Halaris (who previously 
also reconstructed Byzantine secular music and even ancient Greece music).74 

                                                                                          
73 http://www.music-village.gr/en/music-village (accessed August 24, 2015). In summer 2012 

lectures included taxim with Socratis Sinopoulos; Ottoman music and yaylı tanbur with 
Evgenios Voulgaris; Minor Asian song and dance, with Katerina Papadopoulou (song), 
Socratis Sinopoulos (Ensemble direction), and Christianna Katsarou (dance). 

74 CD Christodoulos Halaris: Pandora. Music of the Post-byzantine high Society, Vol. II, Orata, 
Athens (n.y.) 
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Travel between Turkey and Greece was, however, still rare. In the 1980s Turkey 
was almost taboo for Greeks, though the political situation did improve slowly. 
Rare exceptions of direct musical contacts at that time were for example, the co-
operation of the Greek composer Mikis Theodorakis and the Turkish singer 
Zülfü Livaneli (Kallimopoulou 2009: 114). At the same time (late 1970s and ear-
ly 1980s), the violinist Senih Ündeğer came to Athens as one of the first Turkish 
musicians.75 

It was the Bosphorus Ensemble directed by Ihsan Özgen which opened the 
door for closer musical cooperation between both countries. The ensemble was 
formed by Nikifóros Metaxás, who had been in Istanbul in 1984 to study the re-
lationship between Greek and Turkish music; actually the group mainly per-
formed in Greece rather than in Turkey (Kallimopoulou 2009: 120; Erol 2017). 
In 1987 Bosphorus produced its first LP entitled “Romioí Composers of the City 
[i.e. Istanbul]”, recorded in Istanbul, but produced and published in Greece (Kal-
limopoulou 2009: 118f). One year later Metaxas organized the first concerts of 
Bosphorus in Athens, Thessaloniki and Heraklio, followed by further concerts in 
1989 and 1990 in Athens, some of whom later were released as CDs.76 The con-
certs each attracted two to three thousand visitors– much more than would have 
been possible in Turkey at that time (Kallimopoulou 2009: 9; Feldman 1989). 

Bosphorus caused a sensation among the people of Athens and Thessaloniki already in-
volved in the revival and would, in the late 1980s, provide the final spur to a more di-
rect exploration of Turkish culture. (Kallimopoulou 2009: 113) 

Mihalis Holevas (ney, yaylı tanbur and tarhu player, teacher at Codarts, Rotter-
dam): 

I was in the concert in Athens. Ömer [Erdoğdular] was one of the musicians playing 
from the Turkish side, and many Greeks and Sokratis (Sinopoulos) were there. It was a 
very interesting event to see at that time. Bosporus was at that time a huge event for 
Greece. (Interview, December 14, 2011, Rotterdam) 

These first live concerts were purely instrumental, to avoid difficulties caused by 
the different languages, while instrumental music was also preferred by the 
“world music” audience in general (see below). The performance was innovative, 
also by Turkish standards. Instruments included one kemençe, three ney, ud, ka-
nun, two tanbur, cello, panflute, bendir/davul/kudüm, and three singers. During 
their concerts the ensemble also performed music by non-Greek composers, in-
cluding composition by Ihsan Özgen on Alevi poems (Âşık Veysel, Pir Sultan 
Abdal), zeybek, popular tunes of Istanbul, and a Mevlevi ayın. Emphasis was pla-

                                                                                          
75 Kallimopoulou 2009: 28. Accordung to Kyriakos Kalaitzidis (personal information), until 

the 1960s Turkish musician were occasionally invited to Thessaloniki.  
76 CD Vosporus: Romioi Synthetes tis Polis, EMI 1998; CD Bosphorus in Athens, United 

Nations High Commissioner for Refugees, 1990; CD Osmanli Imparatorlugu’nda Müzik. 
Music in the Ottoman Empire. Live 31 May 1990 Herod Atticus. 
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ced on individual and group improvisation, as had been introduced by the trio 
of Niyazi Sayın, Necdet Yaşar and İhsan Özgen in the late 1970s – early 1980s 
(Poulos 2005: 139f). 

Subsequently additional projects with Ottoman music took place in Greece. 
For example by Ross Daly in the early 1990s, with a program including the mev-
levi bayatı ayın by Mustafa Dede (mid-seventeenth century), with mainly younger 
Greek musicians playing Ottoman instruments. Only recently, however, have 
Greek singers (especially from Thessaloniki) also gone to Turkey to study specifi-
cally Ottoman-Turkish vocal techniques (Kallimopoulou 2009: 10). 

During the 1990s several young paradosiaká musicians became formidable pro-
fessional performers (Kallimopoulou 2009: 147ff). The Thessaloniki based en-
semble En Chordais became active internationally. En Chordais was founded in 
1993 by the ud player Kyriakos Kalaitzidis (b. 1969, Thessaloniki) and specialized 
in Mediterranean and Byzantine music (regularly inviting leading Turkish guest 
musicians). Kyriakos Kalaitzides’ family is of Pontos (today the Turkish Black Sea 
Coast) and Capadokia origin; he studied Byzantine music and musicology, and 
learned ud. Kalaitzides published a teaching method for ud (1996), wrote many 
of the extensive liner notes for their CDs77 and became Artistic Director of the 
broad project of MediMuses, including research and study, re-composition and 
promotion of elements of the Mediterranean musical heritage.78 Part of the pro-
ject was the edited series, “Works of Great Mediterranean Composers”, including 
among others, music of Kemânî Tatyos Efendi, edited by Vassilis Tzortzinis; 
Tanbûrî Cemil Bey (1871–1916), edited by Necip Gülses (2005) and Zakharia 
Khanendeh (eighteenth century), edited by Kyriakos Kalaitzides (2005). Fur-
thermore, international meetings took place, including an International Oud 
Meeting in Thessaloniki (2002), International Qanun Meeting in Beirut (2003), 
International Ney Meeting in Istanbul (2003), International Percussion Meeting 
in Tunis (2004), International Violin Meeting in Amman (2004), International 
Voice Meeting in London (2005) and an International Lute Meeting in Athens 
(2005), all of them including prominent Turkish (and other) musicians. 

Kallimopoulous describes the 1990s as a period of indigenization and musical 
hybridization (Kallimopoulou 2009: 133ff). Periklís Papapetrópoulos, a former 

                                                                                          
77 CDs Yorgos Bacanos / Yiorgios Batzanos (1997), Zakharia Khanendeh (2001). Guest Turkish 

musicians include Süleyman Erguner, Melihat Gülses, Necip Gülses, Vahit Anadolu, Özer 
Özel, Neva Selda and Özgen and others. CD Music of Asia Minor and Constantinople (Oco-
ra 2008). CD En Chordais: Tanbûrî Isak, 2004. 

78 European Union Programme: Euromed Heritage II MediMuses Project – Action for the 
History of Music of the Mediterranean Corpus Series with works of Great Mediterranean 
Composers, encompassing 11 concerts, 7 International Music Meetings, 75 Visiting Lec-
turers, 6 CDs in the Great Mediterranean Masters series, 6 CDs in the Great Mediterra-
nean Composers series, 6 Anthologies with works of Great Mediterranean Composers, 2 
Workgroups, 10 Workshops, / 3 Symposia / 2 Volumes for the History and Theory of 
Mediterranean Music. 
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student of Ross Daly, for example, arranged traditional Greek music for saz, in-
cluding music from Crete (where the boulgarí, a small, long-necked lute similar to 
the saz occurs), Peloponnese and other regions. Tuning and finger techniques 
remain according to the Anatolian tradition, ornamentation according to the 
Greek one (Kallimopoulou 2009: 152). 

Already from 1988, secondary education music schools were founded with a 
curriculum including Greek traditional music; many of its teachers were influ-
enced by Karás (Kallimopoulou 2009: 48ff; Apostolopoulos 2005: 482). 

Mihalis Holevas: 

I started with this (Greek-Ottoman) music at first in Musical High School, the first mu-
sic high school that was established in Greece. It was in Athens, Peleni, and was founded 
in 1988. I was in the second generation of students in 1989. In that high school (…) we 
would have daily music courses on Byzantine music, traditional Greek music, Ottoman 
music, musicological issues, Western music harmony and theory, and three individual 
classes per week on three instruments. We had to pursue piano lessons, and tambura, the 
Greek equivalent for saz. That was compulsory for the first three years, and we could al-
so add an extra instrument of our choice. (…) We had a lot of teachers. Some of them 
were students of Ross Daly or other musicians. I was studying kanun at that time, and 
my teacher was an Armenian from Istanbul, who is now working in Istanbul, Her name 
is Anje Sagopyan. There were people from Greece, who had studied abroad, in Turkey, 
or in the Arab countries. (…) Turkish musicians were not there because not many Turk-
ish musicians connected with Ottoman music were in Greece. There were Greeks con-
nected with us that had studied in Turkey, but they were not living in Istanbul. They we-
re coming back and forth and having lessons with people like Salih Bilgin, Fahrettin 
Çimenli or Sokratis. (…) Every class year had one hundred students in it. When we had 
six classes in total at the high school, that means around six hundred students. 

(Question: What do all these peoples do when they graduate?) 

Well, good question. With these musical high schools and other high schools that came 
into existence – there are now something like 36 music high schools all over Greece – 
they have both normal classes and musical classes. They either became teachers, or they 
became professional, because nowadays there is a need for that music. (Interview, De-
cember 14, 2011, Rotterdam) 

A short time after the success of Bosphorus in Greece, around 1993, the Turkish 
label Kalan Music began to release historical recordings of rembetiko music from 
Greek, followed with a CD of historical recordings of Pontos Greek Songs from 
the 1930s; a set of five CDs with 78 rpm recordings from Orfeon-Odeon (1914-
1926) of the then protopsaltos from the patriarch of Constantinople, Iakovos Naf-
pliotis, and finally a reconstruction of the laterna tradition in 2010.79 From the 
late 1990s several music groups from Turkey rediscovered Greek music of west-
ern Anatolia or Constantinople / Istanbul, for example the popular group Yeni 

                                                                                          
79 MC Remebetika; Rembetika II „Izmir ve Istanbul’dan Yillanmis Sarkilar“ 1996; Songs of Pontos. 

Recordings of 1930s, Kalan 2003. Further recordings of Pontos Greek music (made by Nikos 
Michailidis) was published by Güvercin (2013): Selanik’tan Trabzon’a Köprü. 
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Türkü. In particular after the 1999 earthquake in Izmit and the direct Greek aid 
for the victims, the atmosphere between Turkey and Greece improved, which 
had an impact on musical exchanges. Today Turkish musicians including Meh-
met Erener, Erdal Erzincan, Yurdal Tokcan, Salih Bilgin, Ömer Erdoğdular and 
Necati Çelik frequently travel to Greece for workshops or concerts. 

Mihalis Holevas: 

(Question: Nowadays it is not so unusual that Turkish musicians perform in Greece?) 

Especially after Ross’ workshops, after Labyrinth there are so many good Turkish musi-
cians coming back every year, and we make concerts for them every year. 

(…) Now it is easy, because there is so much notation, if you go to websites like ney-
zen.com you get everything notated by makam, then all the books of the TRT are of 
course known in Greece. There are Greek books on Ottoman music notation. And there 
are many people transcribing stuff from recordings. And I think there is the same more 
or less going on in Turkey. (Interview, December 14, 2011, Rotterdam) 

Today, a great number of excellent Greek musicians are active in the interna-
tional field of Ottoman-Turkish music, for example. 

Alexandros Papadimitrakis (ud, lavta); 
Sokratis Sinopoulos (b. 1974, lyra, lavta);80 
Martha Mavroidi (voice, lavta; Élias 2012: 63); 
Periklís Papapetrópoulos (sazi, lavta); 
Sophia Lampropoúlou (kanun) (Kallimopoulou 2009: 179ff, 183); 
Markos Skoulios (ney, ud); 
Evgenios Voulgaris (yaylı tanbur); 
Michalis Holevas (yaylı tanbur, ney, tarhu);81 
Harris Lamprakis (ney);82 
Katerina Papadopoulou, percussion; 
Hrístos Barbas (ney, kaval, b. 1980; Kallimopoulou 2009: 193f). 

In addition there are also some musicologists, such as Miltiadis Pappas,83 or Ky-
riakos Kalaitzidis. Buzuki Orhan (Orhan Osman) was born in Germany of a Tur-
kish family who had lived in Greece.84 

                                                                                          
80 Élias 2012: 61f; CD Letter from Istanbul, Golden Horn Records, Istanbul 2001, together 

with Derya Türkan; later also published in Greece (Melodiko Karavi, 2002).  
81 Student of Ömer Erdoğdular in Crete and Kudsi Erguner in Italy and Rotterdam, since 

2011 teacher at Codarts Rotterdam; 
82 Harris Lambrakis plays ney since 1991 and since then he has worked with numerous well-

known artists and participated in numerous albums in Greek and international discogra-
phy as a performer and composer. In 2006 he founded Harris Lambrakis Quartet and re-
corded the album Théa (2010). Since 2000 he has been teaching ney in conservatories in 
Athens.  

83 Ph.D. thesis at the state conservatory of the ITÜ on the theory book of Apostolos Konstas 
(1820).  
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Meanwhile, a growing numbers of mutual concerts and recordings with both 
Turkish and Greek (and possibly other) musicians deal with the musical heritage 
of almost the whole area, including Istanbul / Konstantinopolis, Izmir / Smyrna, 
Saloniki / Selanik, Cyprus, or even the Princes Islands near Istanbul:85 

– CD Bospohorus: Balkan Düşleri (Ada, 1996) with Turkish and Greek art songs, 
folk songs. The Art Director is Nikiforos Metaxas. 

– CD Kırıka: Kaba Saz (Baykuş 2008). 
– CD Kudsi Erguner Ensemble, From Phanar to the Ottoman Court (Equinox, 

2008): Turkish and Greek musicians interpreting compositions from Greek-
Ottoman composers such as the Zaharya /Zaccarias (d.1730), who was both 
cantor at the Phanar Patriarchate and singer in the palace of Ahmed III; Ilya 
Efendi, Petraki Lampadarios and others, performed in the traditional Turkish 
art music style. 

– Tatavla Keyfi: an international Istanbul-based group which performs rembetiko 
songs from Istanbul, Smyrna and Piraeus, founded in 2008. 

– CD Vasiliki Papageorgiou: Ellino Tourkika (Kalan 2009), again Nikiforos Meta-
xas as Art Director. Turkish Art and Anatolian music. 

– Katerina Papadopoulou, CD Kıyı / Aktes (Akustik Müzik 2009), instrumental 
music, musical director was the Turkish ud player Yurdal Tokcan; mainly well-
known Turkish musicians around the ensemble “Istanbul Sazendeler”. 

– The Galata Spirit, music group founded in 2012 in Istanbul, specialized in 
Greek composers form Istanbul.86 

Armenia and Israel 

Both Armenia and Israel could be seen as Turkey’s neighboring countries and 
even more as new homes for former Ottoman minorities. Until the early twenti-
eth century Jewish composers and musicians could live and work in Istanbul 
without serious problems. Well-known Ottoman-Jewish composers are for exam-
ple, Tanburi Isak (1745-1814) or Isak Varon (1884-1962). The emigration of Ot-
toman Jews began in the early years of the Republic. The general Turkish nation-
alization, the pogrom in Trace 1934, and the Wealth Tax (varlık vergisi) in 1942 

                                                                                                                                                                                                                          
84 http://www.orhanosman.net/bio.html (August 15, 2015) 
85 Muammer Ketençoğlu (who had worked on music from the Balkans before) in his CD 

Smyrna Recollections (Kalan, 2007) interpreted songs of the Izmir region of Turkish, Greek 
and Jewish traditions. The liner notes document the interwoven repertoires.; CD Music of 
Cyprus, Kalan 2007; CD Yarınistan / Vassiliki Papageorgiou / Taner Öngör: Bizim Adalar, 
Ak 2014; CD Dilek Koç: Souvenir de Salonique, General Music / Sony 2015. 

86 www.facebook.com/TheGalataSpirit (August 24, 2015); members of the group are Geor-
gios Marinakis (ud, artistic director), Katerina Papadopoulou (percussion), Stathis 
Koutouzos (percussion), Aris Siskakis (crete kemençe, violin),Fotini Kokkala (cello). 
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forced many to leave the country, to the USA, to South America, and from 1948 
to Israel.87 

In the early 1930s, following a decade of musical flourishing, some Jewish hazanim, 
highly valued by their communities, began to leave Turkey. Algazi immigrated to Uru-
guay through Paris (1933), Benaroya to Switzerland, then Seattle, Washington (1934), 
and Moşe Kordova to Palestine (before 1935).88 

During the past two decades antisemitism in Turkey rose (in 2003 the Neve Sha-
lom and Bet Israel Synagogue in Istanbul were bombed), while relations between 
Turkey and Israel, in particular under the rule of the AKP deteriorated. Eventu-
ally the war in Gaza, the following Israeli blockade of Gaza and finally the 
deadly confrontation of the Turkish ship Mavi Marmara with Israeli commandos 
in 2010 brought the relations to a low for the following five years. 

Among the worldwide Sephardic-Jewish diaspora many musicians still practice 
music of the Ottoman-Jewish heritage. When Necdet Yaşar came to the US in 
the early 1970s to teach at the University of Washington, Seattle, 

[h]e met the late Samuel Benaroya, who was born and raised in Ottoman Edirne in the 
early twentieth century, emigrated to Seattle through Switzerland in 1952, and was serving 
as hazan (prayer leader, or cantor) at one of the two Sephardic synagogues in the city. 
(Jackson 2013: 17) 

Necdet Yaşar later remembered the encounter in an interview which he gave in 
2006: 

Later I saw him beat a long usul (rhythmic pattern). He beat devir kebir. I was surprised. 
He beat a long usul on his knees, Ottoman-style, meşk usuls, and he recited a piece for 
me. He really surprised me. He beat usuls incredibly well. (Jackson 2013: 18) 

The percussion player Zohar Fresco was born 1969 in Israel to a family of Otto-
man descent. He became enamored with Oriental music, played in particular dar-
buka and frame drums (such as bendir and riqq) and began to play with older musi-
cians who had immigrated to Israel from Arab countries, as well as with 
internationally well-known musicians including Phillip Glass, Glen Velez, Zakir 
Hussain, and Noa. In addition, he became a teacher and head of the Oriental per-
cussion department at the Jerusalem Music Academy.89 His playing techniques in-
clude influences of Arabic, Indian, Persian, and Turkish music, as well as Jazz.90 At 

                                                                                          
87 Bunzl 1989; recordings of the singer Bienvenida Aguado (b. 1929 in Çanakkale, later mi-

grated to Israel) are on the CD Judeo-Spanish Songs from Eastern Mediterranean (Inedit, 1994); 
Victoria Rosa Hazan, b. 1898 in Turkey, migrated in the 1920s in the USA and continued 
to sing judeo-spanish songs (Cohen 1999). 

88 Serroussi, introduction to Maftirim (Istanbul: Gözlem 2009); Jackson 2013: 62; Ishak El 
Gazi (b. 1889 in Izmir) for example was cantor in Izmir and from 1923 in Istanbul, in ad-
dition he also recorded Ottoman art songs. In 1933 he left for Paris, 1935 he moved from 
France to Uruguay where he died in 1950 (Seroussi 1989). 

89 www.zoharfresco.com (accessed May 23, 2016). 
90 www.zoharfresco.com/ (accessed September 29, 2016). 
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the ud Festival in Jerusalem in 2009, a concert for three ud plus percussion was or-
ganized (among others), featuring Yurdal Tokcan, the American-Armenian Ara 
Dinkjian and the Christian-Arab from Israel, Taiseer Elias, together with Zohar 
Fresco.91 

Since the 1970s Sephardic folk music has also attracted growing attention, ini-
tially in particular among collectors, musicians and scholars in Israel (e.g. Israel 
Katz, Judith Cohen, Susana Welch-Shahak and Edwin Seroussi).92 “Turkish Jewish 
cultural productions in general, and religious music in particular, participate in worldwide 
transnational trends today” (Jackson 2013: 137) In Turkey since the late 1980s, in 
particular Jak and Janet Esim as well as the group Los Paşaros Sefaradis are known 
for their Sefardi songs. Several musicians from Israel stayed (or still stay) in Is-
tanbul, for example the singer and musicologist Hadass Pal-Yarden. The percus-
sionist Yinon Muallem came for the first time in 2000, later he studied ud in Is-
tanbul and recorded several CDs together with Turkish musicians.93 

Turkish-Armenian relations are overshadowed by the ongoing political-historical 
discussion on the genocide of Armenians in 1915/1916. Already during the nine-
teenth century many Armenians left the Ottoman Empire, most of them for 
North America (Karpat 1995). With the massacres of 1880, 1895 and 1915/1916 
the numbers of refugees rose. In American cities such as Chicago and New York 
an Armenian music scene emerged with music night clubs and Armenian record 
companies (Gronow 1981: 5; Arzruni 2001: 97). Preceding the First World War 
however, the majority of Armenians lived within the borders of the Ottoman 
Empire, until the events of 1915/1916 in which most of the Ottoman-Armenians 
were killed. In Turkey about 60000–65000 remained, mostly in Istanbul, in addi-
tion to an unclear number of converted and Turkified or Kurdified Armenians in 
Anatolia (Özdogan et al. 2009: 462). 

The USA has welcomed on the numerous occasions, the Istanbul based Udi 
Hrant (Udi Hrant Kenkülyan, 1901-1952), an Armenian ud player who survived 
the genocide in Konya and later became a successful musician in Istanbul in the 
1950s and 1960s (Bilal 2013: 18f). Throughout the later 20th century Armenian 
musicians from around the world occasionally visited Istanbul (Bilal 2013: 30). 
When the Armenian percussionist, singer and composer Arto Tuncboyaciyan 
moved from Istanbul to New York in 1981, he soon found local Armenian musi-
cians, including the ud player Ara Dinkjian. Ara Dinkjian’s father Onnik Dinkjian 

                                                                                          
91 www.youtube.com/watch?v=wAPlgkmuNYo (accessed September 29, 2016). 
92 Jackson 2013: 204, fn10; As an example for an edition of field recordings see Susanna 

Weich-Shahak (ed.), Judeo-Spanish Songs for the Life Cycle in the Eastern Mediterranean. (An-
thology of Music Traditons in Israel), The Hebrew University of Jerusalem. Jewish Music 
Research Center, including sefardic songs from Ottoman Juwish traditions.  

93 Çelik 2013; in 2002 Muallem recorded an album together with Istanbul sazendeleri; CD 
Yinon Muallem: Klezmer for the Sultan; Oriente Music 2005; CD Yinon Muallem: The Way 
it is, Kaf 2008; since then he has published almost one new CD per year. 
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was born 1929 in Paris, where his family had fled to from Diyarbakır / Dikranagert. 
At an early age Onnik Dinkjian moved to the USA, and became a singer both in 
the church and of Armenian folk songs (Yıldız 2016: 127ff; 2012). Arto Tuncboya-
ciyan’s (b. 1957 in Istanbul) family came from Sivas (Central Anatolia), but mi-
grated to Istanbul in the 1950s (Yıldız 2016: 150). In 1998 Arto Tuncboyaciyan 
went to Armenia where in 1999, he formed his “Armenian Navy Band” (Yıldız 
2016: 157). 

Contemporary Armenia is hence only one of several countries were the Otto- 
man / Turkish Armenian Diaspora lives. Today, of an estimated 7.5–8 million Ar-
menians worldwide, only 2.5 million reside in Armenia, the rest in Russia, United 
States, Europe (in particular in France), Canada, and other countries. Armenia it-
self became part of the Soviet Union in 1936, and hence fell under the strong in-
fluence of the Russian-Soviet cultural politics and aesthetics (Berkman 2012). The 
importance of Radio Yerevan, with its regular Kurdish music programs for Kurdish 
music in Turkey can hardly be overestimated. 

Radio Yerevan started broadcasting a program in Kurmanci in 1955. Part of the program 
was devoted to music, and the voices of Kurdish Dengbêj performing from Yerevan be-
came famous throughout the region. The radio had an enormous influence on the evol-
ving awareness of Kurdish language and culture, and the Dengbêj played an important ro-
le in this. The tradition became less local, people heard songs from many regions. 
(Hamelink 2016: 26; İnanç 2016) 

In the Republic of Turkey the genocide left a deep gap in the country’s musical 
life. In many Anatolian cities, as well as in Istanbul or Izmir, Armenians had 
been important musicians, in particular instrumentalists. Still the 1920s several 
Armenian musicians had lived in Istanbul (Bilal 2013: 26), for example Edgar 
Manas (1875-1964), who was one of the teachers of Hüseyin Sadettin Arel. Ar-
menian producers and instrument makers also played important roles. They were 
among the first Istanbul jazz musicians in the 1920s, and featured prominently 
in other parts of its entertainment world up to the upper middle class, (Bilal 
2013: 27). 

In Turkey in general, however, the genocide and most Armenian culture (ex-
cept for church music) remained a closed issue over decades. Most Anatolian 
Armenian music was destroyed and forgotten. The eminent composer and musi-
cologist Gomitas Vardabet (1869-1935), who was active only until 1915, became 
a symbol for the genocide, and his musical work remained dominant within the 
Armenian communities abroad, in Turkey and in Armenia. Notation collections 
by Armenian scholars, in particular the five volumes of Mihran Toumajan was 
never translated into Turkish (nor any other language).94 

                                                                                          
94 Toumajan 1972; for armenian sources of the (later) nineteenth and twentieth centuries, see 

Bilal 2013. 
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After many years of avoiding the open display of Armenian identity within broader Tur-
kish society, in favor of a more introverted community life, the Armenian community 
began making its voice heard from the mid-1990s on. (Yıldız 2016: 68) 

It was mainly the internationalization, in particular contacts with Armenia and 
Armenians in the USA, which began to challenge the public amnesia. 

My informants spoke of their surprise when they realized the existence of secular, non-
sacred Armenian music, via records imported from Beirut, Soviet Armenia or other dias-
pora communities. Recordings by musicians such as Hovannes Badalyan, Tatul Altunyan, 
Khachadur Avedisyan, Parsegh Ganachyan, Aram Khachaduryan, Rupen Matevosyan, 
Ophelia Hampartzumyan and Edgar Hovhannesyan, who were trained under the Soviet 
system, have been the determining models influencing the developing musical aesthetics 
of Istanbul’s Armenian community since the late 1960s. They began collecting records of 
Armenian songs, learned to sing them, and realized that the Armenian world was not 
confined to Istanbul. It may sound absurd at first, but many people were not even aware 
of the existence of Eastern (Soviet) Armenia. As a result of those records, the borders of 
Armenian ethnicity broadened for Turkey’s Armenian community of Turkey, leading to 
cultural interaction with other Armenian communities in the late 1960s. (Yıldız 2016: 71) 

The independence of Armenia in 1991 also implied the opening of its borders. Be-
tween 1988 and 2005 nearly a million Armenians left the country, most of them to 
Russia, the EU and the United States. About 10,000 Armenian citizens live in con-
temporary Turkey (Salomoni 2014: 125f). The assassination of the Armenian-
Turkish journalist Hrant Dink broght the issue of Armenian-Turkish relations back 
on the political agenda. In 2008 Abdullah Gül was the first Turkish President who 
visited Armenia, officially invited by Armenias President Serzh Sargsyan to attent 
the soccer match of both national teams for the qualification for the World Cup. 
Today the private Hrant Dink Vakfi supports travel between Turkey and Armenia 
for artistic or academic purposes. Several Armenian musicians regularly give con-
certs in Turkey, most famous is the duduk player Djivan Gasparyan (b. 1928), who 
has performed in concert with Kardeş Türküler95 and who released a successful CD 
together with Erkan Oğur. Another duduk player, Suren Asaduryan, realized a 
common project together with the group Yansımalar.96 

New Markets: “World Music” 

The following large part will describe the expansion of Turkish music into the 
emerging field of “world music”. Partly this development might be seen as paral-
lel to the migration from Turkey to and the ongoing integration of Turkish music 
in Europe, but also numerous musical projects as decribed in the previous part 
(“Old Neighbors”) at the same time are part of the “world music”. 

                                                                                          
95 CD Erkan Ogur / Djivan Gasparyan: Fuat, Kalan 2001. 
96 CD Yansimalar & Suren Asaduryan: Serzeniş, 2000; 2010 concert program Barışa Çiçekler. 
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Since the 1960s European and American jazz musicians became interested in 
music of non-European origin, beginning with North Indian art music (for exam-
ple the 1976 group Shakti with guitarist John McLaughlin, L. Shankar on violin, 
and Zakir Hussein on tabla); followed by Arabic, African, Brazilian and other mu-
sic culture.97 The label “world music” was introduced by some record companies 
in 1987 for all kinds of music which is neither European nor North American 
(Bachir-Loopuyt 2013: 4; Frith 2000). In 1989 the former rock singer Peter Gabriel 
founded the first label specializing in world music, Real World, and other labels 
followed later. In 1991 German radio journalist Johannes Theurer initiated the 
“European World Music Charts,” selected by an international group of radio 
journalists. The term “world music” was often criticized for several reasons (which 
will not be discussed here; cf. Peres da Silvia 2017). From 2006 on the West-
German radio channel Funkhaus Europa skipped the term in favor of “global pop”. 
Four years later, the German music competition, the “Creole Award for World 
Music from Germany” (“Creole Preis für Weltmusik aus Deutschland”) was re-named 
to the “Creole Award for Global Music from Germany” (“Creole Preis für globale 
Musik aus Deutschland”) (Bachir-Loopuyt 2013). 

Though obviously still characterized by a certain degree of exoticism, world 
music differed from the orientalism of the seventeenth until the nineteenth cen-
turies at least in one important aspect: in the later 20th century it was musicians 
of non-European origin themselves who presented their music to European and 
American audiences rather than, as before, European orchestras playing “oriental” 
or “alla turca” music. Already at an early stage, world music festivals such as Peter 
Gabriel’s WOMAD-Festival or Serif Khasnedar’s “Festival des Musiques Tradi-
tionelles” in Paris brought non-European musicians and ensembles to Europe. To-
day, the European Forum of Worldwide Music Festivals EFWMF represents 45 
world music festivals Europe wide.98 A number of journals (including the “Global 
Rhythm”, “Folker!”, “Blue Rhythm” and “Songlines”) inform their readers about 
traditional music from all over the world. 

Turkey and Turkish music only later entered the field of world music. While 
the first edition of The Rough Guide to World Music for example, did not mention 
Turkey at all, the second, enlarged edition (1999) included a comprehensive arti-
cle by the musicologist Martin Stokes.99 During the early years of “world music” 
Turkish musicians were hardly active in the field. In 1999, only one exhibiter 
from Turkey (among a total of 150) was present at the most important fair for 

                                                                                          
97 For an overview on world music literature in relation to Turkey, see Değirmenci 2013: 4-

14. 
98 www.efwmf.org (assecced January 6, 2015) 
99 Broughton, Ellingham & Trillo, 1999: World Music. The Rough Guide, Bd. 1, London: 

Rough Guides; including as part of Middle East (rather than Europe): Martin Stokes: Tur-
key: Sounds of Anatolia (pp. 396-410), a encompassing overview; Harold Hagopian: Ar-
menia: The Sorrow Sound (pp. 332-337); Eva Skalla, Jemima Amiri: Kurdish Music: Songs 
of the Stateless (pp. 378-384). 
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world music, WOMEX (“Worldwide Music Expo”; Greve 2003). Thirteen years 
later, in October 2012 in Thessaloniki, the WOMEX opened with an official con-
cert entitled My Sweet Canary, dedicated to Roza Eskenazi (c. 1895-1980), the leg-
endary rembetiko singer who was born in Istanbul to a sephardic family in the last 
years of the twentieth century, later moving to Thessaloniky in her early child-
hood. The concert featured musicians form Greece, Turkey and Israel together, 
including the singers Mehtap Demir, Mor Kabasi, Savina Yannatou. At the fair it-
self numerous Turkish groups and exhibiters were present, such as MUYAP (Pho-
nogram Producers Collection Society representing several labels100), MESAM, 
MSG (Musical Work Owners Society of Turkey), MUYORBIR (Music Performers 
Society of Turkey), the groups Café Aman Istanbul, Arifa (The Netherlands) and 
Gevende; in addition some record distributers and booking agencies offered Turk-
ish music.101 The Womex-CD (Charmworks, 2012) contained Turkish ensembles 
such as Café Aman, Kardeş Türküler, Mercan Dede, Şivan Perwer, Ahmet Aslan, 
Omar Faruk Tekbilek, and Gulistan Perwer. 

Over the last years several festivals in Europe focused on music from Turkey, 
including: 

– Festival Alla Turca. Musique de Turquie, October, 2012, Genève, Switzerland. 
– Babel Med Music, March 2013, Marseille, France (the 9th World Music Forum), 

Director: Sami Sadak. 
– Festival De Orient, September 2014, Deventer, the Netherlands. 
– Schleswig-Holstein Musik Festival, 2011102 
– Bodenseefestival: Türk Kültürü 2013 

Initially only a few Turkish pioneers entered the new market, in particular the la-
bels Kalan Müzik and Doublemoon. Kalan was founded by Hasan Saltik in 1991, 
and produced left wing groups like Grup Yorum, but also music of Kurds, Zaza 
and other minorities.103 In an interview Kalan’s owner Hasan Saltik related: 

The turning point was my visit in Germany in 1992. In their music market, I saw the al-
bums of Tanburi Cemil Bey, Udi Hrant, and many other Turkish masters, the recording 
of whom were reproduced from the gramophone records by an American label. We 
asked ourselves why we should not do such things. (Değirmenci 2013: 36) 

                                                                                          
100 Ada Müzik, Kalan Müzik, Doğan Müzik, Mert Müzik. 
101 Pasión Turca: a booking agency in Madrid, representing Aynur, Baba Zula, Mercan Dede, 

Burhan Öçal, Galata Dervishes, Gevende, Ilhan Erşahin, Istanbul Calling, Kolektif Istanbul, 
Selim Sesler and others; Molpé music: a record distribution representing Gül Hacer Toruk 
(France); Titi Robin; Ajs music, a record distribution in Turkey. 

102 Including numerous prominent musicians such as Pera Ensemble, Fazıl Say, Sarband, 
Marc Sinan & Dresden Symphony Orchestra, Aynur; Selim Sesler; Burhan Öcal; Gülsin 
Onay and Ferhan & Ferzan Önder. 

103 In his book Koray Değirmenci (2013: 36) describes the rise of world music in Turkey, and 
the rise of Turkey within the world music. 
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Kalan’s CDs are produced with extensive booklets, written by specialists (see be-
low), including English translations (only MC and CDs produced in Kalan’s first 
years were not fully translated). Doublemoon was founded 1998 as an offshoot of 
Pozitif Music (Değirmenci 2013: 23-34), which organized festivals such as the Efes 
Pilsen Blues Festival (1990), Akbank Jazz Festival (1991), later Rock ‘n Coke Is-
tanbul, and Fuji Film World Music Days.104 

From the 1990s onwards, many European-based Turkish musicians and man-
agers also became active in world music, in particular those of the second gen-
eration of migrants, who were familiar with European orientalism, and tried to 
meet those expectations even in their name, e.g. “Dervish Kulturmanagement” (Bo-
chum) or “Oriental Media Network” (Berlin). Also many music groups or solo mu-
sicians trying to attract a non-Turkish audience were naming themselves more or 
less ironically as “oriental,” such as for instance the groups Orient Express, Orient 
Connection or Orientation (all Berlin; Greve 2003: 390). However, it was as late as 
2011 that for the first time a group with Anatolian music (Kavpersaz) won the 
German Creole world music competition. 

World music led to the emergence of a plethora of individual musicians and 
ensembles, among them also many who performed more or less Turkish music. 
Roughly five approaches might be identified, which will be described in the fol-
lowing parts: Islamic music as world music; rhythmic music in particular the 
asymmetric Anatolian rhythms; cross-cultural encounters; early music; and con-
temporary western music. 

Islamic Music as World Music 

The music of the mevlevi already roused the interest of European travellers al-
ready in the nineteenth century. Most travelogues and early tourist guides until 
the 1920s recommended the public ceremonies of the “whirling dervishes,” in 
particular those of the Galata lodge.105 After the abolishment of the mystic 
brotherhoods in Turkey, international interest persisted. From the 1960s interna-
tional tours began to bring musicians of the mevlevi heritage to Europe and Ame-
rica.106 The American musicologist Karl Signell performed together with highly 
regarded mevlevi-musicians in Istanbul during the 1970s.107 The ud-player and  
 

                                                                                          
104 Doublemoon was awareded by WOMEX and World Music Charts Europe (WMCE), 

ranked among top twenty labels in the world in 2007, chart toping albums: 800 by Mercan 
Dede, Taksim Trio, Trakya Dance Party by Burhan Öcal and Trakya All Stars (2007), Breath by 
Mercan Dede. (Değirmenci 2013: 49, fn 29). Doublemoon was the first Turish label with a 
catalog in Apple’s iTune and Napster. (Değirmenci 2013: 26). 

105 Feldman 1996:203; Aksoy 2008a; Greve 1995:266ff. 
106 Kişmir 1967; Kudsi Erguner 2000; Süleyman Erguner 2010. 
107 For example Aras Quintet: Mevlana Instrumental,Aras, c. 1970, with Akagündüz Kutbay, 

Doğan Ergin, Karl Signell, Fahrettin Çimenli and Nezih Üzel. 
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composer Çinuçen Tanrıkurur remembers a tour through the USA in 1994, 
where to his surprise, he met two American ney- and tanbur-players (Tanrıkorur 
1998). As mentioned before, until the 1990s most recordings with sufi music 
were produced in either Europe or the USA (Greve 1995: 299f). During the early 
1990s in Turkey instrumental (and later also vocal) versions of ilahi and ayın were 
released, directed by Nezih Üzel and including the participation of Kudsi and 
Süleyman Erguner. To attract an international audience most of the cassettes had 
both Turkish and English titles.108 Among the mevlevi group Çağdaş Mevlana 
Aşıkları Topluluğu of Dede Hasan Çıkar, which in the 1990s for the first time in-
cluded women in its sema performance at the former lodge in Galata, also a fe-
male American and a Japanes sema dancer took place (Görgün 2000; Vicente 
2007: 235). Currently one spiritual leader of the mevlevi, Kabir Helminski, lives 
in the US.109 Today dozens of ney makers produce instruments in Istanbul and 
ney lessons are available via internet all over the world. A number of non-Turkish 
ney players are active in the field of world music, including Harris Lambrakis 
(Greece), Giovanni de Zorzi (Italy),110 Christos Barbas (Greece), Mihalis Holevas 
(Greece, The Netherlands), Maren Lueg (London). Until today world music 
shops offer music from Turkey, in particular “Sufi Music” (Senay 2014; 2015). 
Similarly concerts with Sufi music attract much more interest from European 
audiences than even the most famous Turkish folk music singers. 

Internationally one of the most well-known Turkish musicians (himself a hard 
critic of the commercialization and popularization of the mevlevi tradition) is the 
ney player and composer Kudsi Erguner (b. 1952). His grandfather Süleyman Er-
guner (1913-1955), was müezzin at the Sultanselim mosque, student of Sadettin 
Kaynak and later one of the best ney players of his generation. His son (Kudsi’s 
father) Ulvi Erguner (1924-1974), also became famous as a ney player. During the 
1940s Süleyman Erguner’s house in Istanbul was an informal centre for musi-
cians of traditional late Ottoman art music. Later sufi musicians would meet in 

                                                                                          
108 MC Nezih Üzel: Ilahiler (Sufi Music), Kent, late 1980s; further audio cassettse were pub-

lished under the name of Erguner Toplulugu, e.g. Sufî Music. Türk Tasavvuf Musikîsi, Kalite, 
early 1990s. Beginning in the mid 1990s the repertoire was enlarged, e.g. MC Nezih Üzel: 
Mevlana Rubailer. Selected Masterpieces of Mevlevi Music, Kent, early 1990s; MC Zikir. Islamic 
Ritual Music, Kent, 1993; MC Tekbir, Durak, Naat ve Salatlar. Islamic Religious Music, Kent, 
1993; MC Klasik Bektaşi Nefesleri / Bektaşi Hymns, EMI-Kent, 1995. 

109 http://sufism.org/kabir-camille/kabir-and-camille-helminski-threshold-society-founders-2 
(accessed September 27, 2016). 

110 Giovanni De Zorzi: Musiche di Turchia, Mailand: Ricordi 2010; De Zorzi 2005. Giovanni 
De Zorzi received a DÉA (Diplome d’Étude Approfondi) with EHÉSS (École des Hautes Études 
en Sciences Sociales) of Paris in 2001 with his thesis on Le ney dans la Turquie contemporaine. 
Situation actuelle d’un instrument ‘passéiste’. (“The ney in contemporary Turkey. Actual Situa-
tion of a ‘Traditionalist’ Instrument”). He currently teaches ney flute at the Conservatory 
“Arrigo Pedrollo” of Vicenza and organizes regular seminars with Kudsi Erguner at the Isti-
tuto Interculturale de Studi Musicali Comparati, Venedig. 
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the Özbeklerin Tekkesi in Üsküdar.111 In 1944, Süleyman Erguner took part in the 
inaugural broadcast of Radio Istanbul, continuing to perform in the first regular 
radio programs throughout the 1950s. After his death, Ulvi Erguner continued 
to host the music meetings that his father had established. In 1967 he became 
the Director of Art and Folk music at Radio Istanbul, where he directed choirs 
and for the first time included religious Ottoman music in his programs. Kudsi 
Erguner, having grown up with Ottoman-Turkish music, went to Paris in 1975 at 
the age of 23 (Erguner 2000). Already in 1970, a group of Istanbul mevlevi musi-
cians had played at the Théâtre de la Ville in Paris, and had toured to the UK and 
America in the following years. Kudsi Erguner soon discovered the European in-
terest in Sufi culture and music. Over the years he gave concerts all over Europe 
and America, at all major concert halls and festivals, and edited up to 100 al-
bums, in particular for French labels such as al sur, Inedit – Maison des Cultures du 
Monde, Arion und Ocora (Senay 2015; Erguner 2000; Greve 2003: 395). Notewor-
thy are his regular ney courses in Venice and Vicenza (Italy) organised by his 
former student Giovanni De Zorzi (Kudsi Erguner speaks Italian, English and 
French fluently).112 Since 2011 Erguner is teaching at Codarts, Rotterdam. 

The scope of Kutsi Erguner’s musical activities is impressive, and only a frac-
tion can be included here: He recorded parts of the soundtrack for the Peter 
Brooks Film, “Meetings With Remarkable Men” (1979) and of Peter Brooks’ the-
atre piece and film, “Mahabharata” (1989); in the 1980s, together with Peter 
Gabriel he took part in creating the soundtrack for Martin Scorsese’ film The Last 
Temptation Of Christ. During the 1990s, together with Nezih Üzel, Süleyman Er-
guner, Hasan Esen and others he released several albums with religious Islamic 
music including ilahi, ayın and taksim.113 In the same period he composed two 
ballets, Neva with Carolyn Carlson for the Théâtre de la Ville de Paris (1991) and Le 
voyage nocturne with Maurice Béjart for the Théâtre des Champs-Elysées (1997). In 
1997/98 he took part in a production of Mozart’s, “The Abduction from the Se-
raglio” at Salzburger Festspiele. Since the mid-1990s Kudsi Erguner played together 
with jazz musicians, including saxophonist Christof Lauer, tuba and serpent 
player Michel Godard, guitarist Nguyên Lê, and later with the trumpet player 
Markus Stockhausen;114 he worked with Indian musicians, string quartets, Fla-

                                                                                          
111 In this environment a generation of excellent musicians grew up, including the ney players 

Niyazi Sayın and Selami Bertuğ, the singer and composer Alâeddin Yavaşça, and Nevzat 
Atlığ, who in the 1980s would become one of the most influencial art musicians in Turkey. 

112 De Zorzi 2008; most students are Italians, many of them former saxophone and transverse 
flute players. 

113 CD Osmanli Davullari, 1992; CD Ferahfezâ Mevlevî Ayini, 1992. CD Sufi Music of Turkey, 
1990 with Suleyman Erguner, Mahmoud Tabrizi Zadeh, Bruno Caillat; CD The Turkish 
Ney, 1990 with Salih Dede and Süleyman Erguner; CD Whirling Dervishes from Turkey, 
1991, with Kemal Evren, Tugrul Inancer, Aram Kerovpyan, Muzzffereddîn Ozak, Hafiz 
Kemâl Ozmutlu, Mahmud Tabrîzîzade. 

114 CD Ottomania. Sufi-Jazz-Project, Act 1999 with Christof Lauer (Saxophon), Derya Turkan 
(kemençe), Michel Godard (tuba, serpent), Mehmet Emin Bitmez (ud), Yves Rousseau (dou-
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menco musicians, the Hilliard Ensemble and many others.115 In July 2016, Kudsi 
Erguner was officially declared the UNESCO Artist for Peace. 

In Istanbul Kudsi Erguner presented a project called “Ilahiname” (“Book of 
Hymns”) which brought together Greek, Armenian, Jewish and Muslim liturgical 
music of Istanbul; in another project in 2008 he composed Goethe’s, “West-
Östlicher Divan” in Ottoman style but sung in the original German language. In 
addition he produced numerous CDs with traditional Ottoman-Turkish art mu-
sic without any cross-cultural element. Many successful contemporary Turkish 
musicians owe their international careers to him, for example Derya Türkan, Ha-
kan Güngör, Aziz Bahriyeli and Yusuf Bilgin. On the other hand, a number of 
Turkish musicians today criticize Kudsi Erguner on the basis of musical argu-
ments and personal envy. 

In contrast to Kudsi Erguner, his younger brother Süleyman Erguner never 
left Istanbul for an extended period. In 1975, he was accepted to the TRT İstan-
bul State Radio and Television as a ney player. In 1980, he started teaching ney 
and music theory at the İstanbul Technical University Turkish Music Conserva-
tory. In 1997 Süleyman Erguner completed his Ph.D. on the history of Turkish 
mystical music at Marmara University. In 1995 he became the leader of the İs-
tanbul Mevlevi Ensemble (founded in 1980). Currently, he is teaching in various 
universities and in the “Süleyman Erguner Ney Atölyesi,” and he gives international 
and national concerts. Süleyman Erguner wrote the first method book for ney, 
published in 1986 with a new edition in 2002. In 2007, he worked as the artistic 
and the administrative director of an international Ney Festival held in Istanbul, 
with the support of the European Union. Further music groups and albums pre-
senting at least partially “Sufi Music” include Yansımalar, with ney player Aziz 
Şenol Filiz, the album Zikr by Okay Temiz together with ney player Aka Gündüz 
Kutbay (1989), or the cooperative project of Süleyman Erguner and Butch Mor-
ris in 1992 (Senay 2014: 418). 

Turkey also benefited financially from the international interest in Islamic mu-
sic. “Whirling Dervish Ceremonies are now being performed in restaurants, bars, at open-

                                                                                                                                                                                                                          

ble bass), Hakan Güngör (kanun), Bruno Caillat (bendir, zarb, tabla), Necib Gülses (tanbur), 
Mark Nauseef (drums); Islam Blues, Act 2001 with the jazz gitarrist Nguyên Lê and turkish 
musicians including Yunus Balcıoğlu (voice), Derya Turjan (kemençe); CD Gazing Point, 
2003, with Markus Stockhausen and Mark Nauseef; CD No Matter, 2008, with Markus 
Stockhausen. 

115 Some examples include CD Kudsi Erguner & Xavier Bellenger: Ney et Kena. Conférence de 
Roseaux (Ocora, 1984); CD Music from the Arabian Nights, Air Mail Music 1991, with Bru-
no Caillat, Tabrizi Mahmoud Zadeh; Mahmoud Tébrizizadeh & Kudsi Erguner: Oriental 
Dreams, Sunset Playa 1991; CD L’Orient de l’Occident. Tasavvuf’dan Flamenko’ya, Topkapı, 
1995 with Yusuf Bilgin (voice), Mehmet Emin Bitmez (ud), Tamer Pınarbaşı (kanun); Enri-
que el Extremeño (voice), Salvador Gutiérrez (gitar), Pedro Soler (gitar), Bruno Caillat 
(percussion); CD Taj Mahal, Equinox 2001, with Bruno Caillat (zarb), Renaud Garcia-Fons 
(bass) , Hakan Güngör (kanun), Sultan Khan (sarangi), Fazal Qureshi (tabla), Derya Turkan 
(kemençe), Ken Zukerman (sarod). 
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ing ceremonies, circumcision feasts, in hotel lobbies and in many tourist venues” (Uyar & 
Beşiroğlu 2012: 145; Senay 2014: 419). According to Vincente (2007: 106), the 
“Mevlana Cultural Centre” in Konya, which opened in 2004 with numerous ex-
hibitions, symposia, public performances and out-door sema performance spaces, 
tries to “serve as a sort of headquarters for the lucrative Mevlana pilgrimage and tourism 
industry.” The centre is furthermore connected with the “Mystical Music Festival” 
which presents international religious music from different religions every Sep-
tember (Vicente 2007: 284ff; 295ff). “Visitors are mainly from Europe and North 
America, but during the 2004 Mevlana Festival pilgrims arrived from all four corners of 
the earth.” (Vincente 2007: 286; Sarı 2010) The number of domestic and foreign 
visitors to the Mevlana museum rose from nearly six hundred thousand in 1985 
to 1.5 million in 2004, and two million in 2006 (Vicente 2007: 118). Further-
more, Mevlana was the subject of several operas and orchestral and choral works, 
including the Mevlana Oratorio of Ali Doğan Sinangil (1973), and two other 
works entitled Mevlana Oratorio were composed for Mevlana’s 800th birthday in 
2007 (Vicente 2007: 288ff; Lewis 2000: 616ff). The libretto of a Mevlana opera 
by Robert Willson and Philip Glass is based on Collman Barks, “Essential Ru-
mi”. For the same occasion the municipality of Istanbul sponsored the edition of 
eight CDs with Mevlevi Ayin-i Şerif (Uyar & Beşiroğlu 2012: 145). 

Sheik Nail Kesova (b.1939) was accepted as Mevlevi by Hafiz Sadettin Heper 
and studied music with the semabaşı Ahmet Biçan Kasaboğlu. From 1970 to 1982 
he was semazen, becoming postnişin or dede in 1994. Since 1995 he conducted 
numerous workshops, concerts and sema performances in Europe, managed by 
the German based world music management Alba Kultur.116 In 2003, he was in-
volved in the music for the French film, “Monsieur Ibrahim” by Francois Du-
peyron, based on the novel by Eric-Emmanuel Schmitt and produced in coop-
eration with the International Mevlana Foundation as part of a research project 
for the UNESCO program, “Masterpieces of the Oral and Intangible Heritage of 
Humanity: The Mevlevi Sema Ceremony” (October 2004). 

Many CDs produced in the context of world music, however, combine sufi 
(and other religious) traditions with new age sounds (the most well-known is the 
CD series Buddha Bar).117 The most well-known musicians with this approach are 
US-based Omar Faruk Tekbilek and Montreal-based Mercan Dede (Arkin Ilıcalı, 
aka Arkin Allen) (Senay 2015). Mercan Dede’s albums Su (2004) and 800 (2007) 
reached at the top of the European World Music Charts. They are among his to-
tal eight albums, many of which focus on sufism, including “Sufi Dream” (1998) 

                                                                                          
116 CD Galata Mevlevi Musik und Sema Ensemble: Lost in Ecstasy, Heaven and Earth 2005; 

CD The Music of Islam, Vol. 9, Mawlawiyah. Music of the Whirling Derwishes, Celestial 
Harmonies 1997 and other CD in this series more.  

117 Vicente 2007: 228ff; Uyar & Beşiroğlu 2012: 145f; Derğirmen 2013: 93-107; e.g. CD Des-
tination: Istanbul, Dynamic/Bar de Lune 2006; CD Buddha Bar: Oriental Lounge, 2006; 
CD Minor Empire: Second Nature, Z Yapim, 2014.  
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or “Journey of a Dervish” (1999). He uses “taksim-like ney improvisations as in 
neyname (The Book of the Ney) from Seyahatname to zikr-like passages in Semaname 
(The Book of Sema) from the same album and Nar-i Cem (Fire of Communal Union“ 
from Nar.” (Vicente 2007: 274) 

Successful in particular in Germany and Austria, though again with a com-
pletely different approach was Oruç Güvenç. With his music therapy, based on 
Central Asian shamanism and the Islamic heritage of music therapy, he has de-
veloped a large network of former students and followers. Both in Turkey and 
Europe he has organized numerous workshops, concerts and symposia. Together 
with his wife Aziz Güvenç (who is of German origin) he published three books 
in German and numerous booklets in Turkish. 

World Rhythms 

In order to facilitate an international perception of worldwide musical traditions, 
world music has tended to prefer (though not exclusively) either vocal music 
based on European languages, or dance-like music with a strong emphasis on 
rhythm. Among the first musical styles from Turkey which met this expectation 
was the instrumental music of the Roma. The West German Broadcaster WDR 
produced a CD with the clarinet player Mustafa Kandıralı in the 1980s and in 
1991 Kandıralı played at the New Jazz Festival Moers (Germany).118 Later he 
worked with Okay Temiz. 

Among the first Turkish musicians active in world music, many in fact were 
percussionists. Their experience with the asymmetric Anatolian aksak rhythms, 
unusual in Western music, but loaded with discourses of Anatolian or Turkish 
identity gave them a particular competence, which turned out to be highly inter-
esting for European musicians. Once inside the world music scene many Turkish 
percussionists learnt to play other non-Western percussion instruments including 
conga, djembe or berimbao. Most successful in this field were artists such as Okay 
Temiz in Sweden and Burhan Öçal in Zurich. Okay Temiz migrated to Stock-
holm in 1967 and began to play with jazz musicians such as trumpet player, Don 
Cherry and pianist, Dollar Brand. During the 1980s Temiz returned to Turkey 
but continued to work with international artists, for example in a dance project 
with Roman Bunka and Grace Yoon, with African musicians and with the Indian 
Karnataka College of Percussion.119 

Burhan Öçal (b. 1953, Kırklareli) became a drummer in his youth, playing 
jazz, international beat and rock, but also dance music of the Roma (although 
not being Roma himself). In 1977 he left Turkey and stayed until the end of the 

                                                                                          
118 CD Mustafa Kandirali & Ensemble: Caz Roman, Network Medien 1992 (recorded 1984). 
119 Seeman 2002: 340, see for example MC Okay Temiz – Karnataka College of Perkussion: 

Mishram,Raks, 1997; MC Okay Temiz & Group Zourna: Karşılama, Ada, 1997. 
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1990s in Zurich. During the 1980s he played with numerous jazz musicians, in-
cluding Werner Lüdi, Pierre Favre, Urs Blöchlinger, Joe Zawinul, Maria João and 
Steve Swallow. Later Öçal was a member of the group, “Family of Percussion” of 
the Swiss percussionist Peter Giger, and played in George Gruntz’, “Concert Jazz 
Band”. During the 1990s Öçal turned to Turkish musical traditions, stylistically 
based on a range of forms from Anatolian folk music to art music of the sufis.120 
After his return to Turkey he founded the “Istanbul Oriental Ensemble,” to-
gether with Roma musicians, which was successful particularly on the interna-
tional stage, with numerous concerts and several albums. 

Other musicians of Roma music from Turkey were also present on the world 
music market (Değirmenci 2013: 60ff; Seeman 2002: 322). Canadian singer 
Brenna Mac Crimmon began to learn music from the Balkans; later she stayed 
in Turkey, and cooperated in particular with the Roma musician, Selim Sesler (b. 
1957, Kesan, Thrace).121 Together with the musicologist Sonia Tamar Seeman, 
Brenna McCrimmon formed the group Karşılama (Encounter) whose first album 
was released in Canada in 1998 and one year later in Turkey by Kalan Music 
(Derğirmen 2013: 61). Selim Sesler’s subsequent album was again released by 
Kalan, entitled “Kesan’a Giden Yollar“” with the English subtitle “Regional and 
Roman (Gypsy) Music from Trace”(1999) (Derğirmen 2013: 63). The album con-
tained a book on daily lives, customs, and ceremonies in the Kesan region. Fol-
lowing the release of these albums Selim Sesler moved his publishing company 
to Doublemoon Records, hence transforming from a “local” musician to “world 
music” (Derğirmen 2013: 63). During this time he also played in the Fatih Akıns 
films, Gegen die Wand (“Heat on”, 2004), and “Crossing the Bridge” (2005). His 
next album at Doublemoon, Oğlan Bizim Kız Bizim was entitled “Anatolian 
Wedding.” It reached international markets in 2006 and contained music from 
different regions of Turkey, not necessarily Roman. 

Koray Değirmen commented that this rise of Roma music and in particular 
that of the Turkish clarinet (girnata), signalled a “gentrification of girnata” (Der-
ğirmen 2013: 58ff). During the first decade of the 21st century several companies 
emerged that manufacture the instrument to a high quality and at equivalent 
prices – until about a decade ago, the girnata had still been produced solely by 
local manufacturers (Derğirmen 2013: 59). In 2006 an article in the Guardian 

                                                                                          
120 CD Burhan Öçal & Classical Ensemble of Istanbul: Orient Secret, L’Empreinte digitale, 

1998; CD Burhan Öçal: Demedim-mi, Musique savante et musique soufi,Amori, 1995; CD 
Burhan Öçal & Istanbul Oriental Ensemble: Sultan’s Secret Door, Network, 1997; CD Bur-
han Öçal & Pete Namlook: Sultan – Osman, PW, 1998; CD Burhan Öçal & Seda Oriental 
Band: Seda Oriental Band, Konnex, 1998; CD Burhan Öcal: Turkish Folk Music Vol. 1, 
Soundways, 1992; CD Burhan Öçal & Istanbul Oriental Ensemble: Caravanserai, Network, 
2000; CD Burhan Öçal & Jamaaladeen Tacuma, featering Natacha Atlas: Groove alla Turca, 
Double Moon, 2000. 

121 CD Brenna Mac Crimmon & Selim Sesler: Karşılama, Kalan 1998; Brenna MacCrimmon: 
Kular Misafiri, Kalan 2009. 
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called Selim Sesler one of the greatest clarinettists in the world, eventually even 
“the Coltrane of the clarinet” (Derğirmen 2013: 60). Today the most successful 
Turkish clarinettist is Hüsnü Şenlendirici (b. 1976, Bergama). His father Ergün 
Şenlendirici has been involved in many international projects within Okay Te-
miz’s “Magnetic Band.” In the early 2000s Hüsnü Şenlendirici played in several 
internationally successful groups including Laco Tayfa and “Brookly Funk Essen-
tials;” his first solo album Hüsn-ü Klarnet was released in 2005. From 2007-2009 
the Taksim Trio (with Ismail Tunçbilek bağlama, and Aytac Doğan, kanun) gave 
numerous international concerts. In an interview with Koray Değirmen in 2007, 
Hüsnü Senlendirici stated: 

I have a Greek bassist who is a doctoral student at Berkeley, a drummer from Canada 
who also attends Berkeley, a clarinettist from Macedonia who is of Turkish decent, a 
Turkish kanun player, and finally a Macedonian percussionist. (Derğirmen 2013: 53) 

In 1997 even Turkish pop singer Sezen Aksu cooperated with Goran Bregović for 
her album, “The Wedding and The Funeral” (Düğün ve Nenaze), featuring the 
Macedonian Roma brass band Kočani (Seeman 2002: 351). 

Cross-Cultural Encounters 

The international world music scene’s postmodern, eclectic character (and often 
orientalist exoticist naivety) makes it fertile ground for the theme of cross-
cultural encounters. Many festivals initiate, promote and sometimes almost force 
musicians to play together with others of completely different musical traditions 
(for a concert program at the Berlin Philharmonic concert hall the present writer 
participated in this approach). At world music academies such as in Rotterdam 
or Helsinki / Malmö, most students are primarily interested in musical cross-over 
rather than in deeper studies of one single tradition.  

Of course not all of these encounters are successful or convincing, either mu-
sically or in terms of personal understanding. Implicit rules for improvisation 
differ widely between music cultures (as far as a concept of improvisation exists 
at all) and only experienced musicians are able to maintain their own musical 
language on a high level while listening openly and with respect to another mu-
sic culture, while also finding a common musical way. Vladimir Ivanoff, Director 
of the ensemble Sarband for many years, told in an interview: 

It took years and years until the European musicians were able to play – badly – Turkish 
music. The crucial point for European musicians is the intonation. It is difficult to in-
ternalize the makam system, as long as one has not be born and grown up with it, and 
even more, when you play together with highly qualified musicians. (...) In the end our 
home remedy that crystalized over the years was that: the more Western the Western 
musicians remain and the more Eastern the Eastern musicians, the better the coopera-
tion works. Meanwhile I keep away from actual cross-over trials as I once tried to realize 
them from time to time – for example by letting a shawm play the irak peşrev. You skate 
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on thin ice and accept compromises on both sides, actually this is not nice. (...) Every-
thing else, these musical compromises, that is often very tough and in general not very 
productive.122 

On the other hand, such encounters open up a wide field for musical experi-
ments. The earliest and still most wide-spread encounters happened with the par-
ticipation of Western jazz musicians, who were experienced in improvisation 
(Tekelioğlu 2011; Meriç 1998). Important Turkish musicians in this approach are 
Kudsi Erguner (CDs Ottomania 1999; Islam Blues 2001) and Erkan Oğur. In Kudsi 
Erguner’s respective projects the Ottoman-Turkish part in general is strong, and 
the musicians almost switch from Ottoman to jazz music rather than blend both 
together. Several Ottoman-Turkish art musicians later worked with similar ap-
proaches, for example kemençe player Ahmet Kadri Rizeli (known for his mem-
bership in Sarband) with a Turkish jazz quartet. 

Erkan Oğur on the other hand unites jazz and Anatolian music within himself 
as a person: as fretless guitar player he is mainly a jazz musician, who played 
with numerous international well-known jazz musicians,123 or in his own group 
Telvin; with kopuz however, he is a successful performer of Turkish folk songs 
(most well-known is his duo with Ismail Demircioğlu [bağlama]). Similar combi-
nations of jazz and Turkish music had already been tried by Turkish jazz musi-
cians, for example with the album “JazzEastern” – an “Osman Ismen Project,” 
including musicians such as Ercan Irmak (ney, zurna, mizmar) and Halil Karadu-
man (kanun) (Columbia 1998). 

Other projects have tried to bring together Turkish and Flamenco music (Da-
we & Eroğlu 2013). On his last two CDs the ud player Mutlu Torun partly plays 
ud using Flamenco playing techniques, which he learned in Spain from Pepe 
Rodriguez, Rafael Nogales and Nino Ricardo.124 However he has also written a 
saz semaisi for classical guitar.125 Ahmet Aslan learned Flamenco Guitar in Rot-

                                                                                          
122 Interview with Vladimir Ivanoff April 30, 2000 in Berlin. CD Sarband: Cantico, JARO, 

1990; CD Music of the Emperors, JARO, 1992; CD Llibre Vermell de Montserrat. Medieval Pil-
grim Songs from Spain, JARO 1994; CD Sepharad. Songs of the Spanish Jews in the Mediterranean 
and the Ottoman Empire, BMG, 1995; CD Sephardic Songs. In the Hispano-Arabic Tradition of 
Medieval Spain, JARO, 1996; CD Fallen Women. Women as Composers and Performers of Medie-
val Chant, JARO, 1998; CD L’Orient Imaginaire: Yehudi: Jewish Music from the Seraglio, 
Teldec, 1996; CD Gerusalemme Liberata, Teldec, 1999; Alla Turca, Teldec, 1999; CD Fantasies 
from Hindoostan, Teldec, 2000; CD Danse Gothique: Music by Satie & Machaut, JARO, 2000. 

123 E.g. MC Istanbul Connection with Erkan Oğur (fretless guitar), Dick de Graaf (saxophon), 
Baki Duyarlar (piano), Ruben van Rompaey (percussion), Erdal Akyol (double bass), Joost 
Kroon (drums), Kalan 2006. 

124 http://www.muziksoylesileri.net/cms/index.php?option=com_content&task=view&id=22 
 4&Itemid=45 (20 August 2015) 
125 Bulusmalar, 2001. From Spain’s flamenco to the horon of Blacksea: Flamenco Alaturka is a com-

mon project of Spain and Turkey with Spanish and Turkish dancers and musicians, per-
forming with a synthesis of Flamenco and Turkish local music, accompanied by an orches-
tra formed of Flamenco and Turkish musical instruments. 

 http://www.dailymotion.com/video/x9xtmm_flamenco-turkoetnik34_creation 
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terdam and adapted its picking technique for bağlama. Further combination of 
flamenco guitar and bağlama include: 

– Arif Sağ & Gerardo Nuñez Flamenco group, which performed in concert in 
2002 in Istanbul (Kalkan 2004: 191ff); 

– Erkan Oğur (kopuz, fretless guitar), Ismail Altunsaray (bağlama, voice), Paco 
Peña, Flamenco guitar), Miguel Ortega, (voice), performed in concert in Ber-
lin, 2009; 

– Erdal Akkaya (bağlama) & Jeronimo Maya (Flamenco guitar), concerts and CD 
in 2914.126 

Some projects involving larger ensembles: 

– Kudsi Erguner: Tasavvuf’tan Flamenko’ya / L’Orient de l’Occident, concert at the 
Summer Festival Barcelona, 1995.127 

– Sufi Müzik’ten Flamenko’ya / From Sufi Music to Flamenco, initiated by Kulsan 
for a concert series in the Netherlands in 1999128 

– On her CD Hevra / Together (2013) the Kurdish singer Aynur Doğan cooper-
ated with several Spanish musicians, the arrangements of the songs were writ-
ten by the Spanish musician, Javier Limón using among others Flamenco gui-
tars together with tembur (a small version of the bağlama) in Tunceli/Dersim, 
Flamenco voice, piano.129 

Other Iberian or Latin music styles have also been combined with Turkish music, 
for example: 

– Fado singer Ana Moura together with Turkish folk singer Gülay, held a con-
cert in Bursa in 2008; 

– Fado singer Katia Guerreiro and Ahmet Aslan (contemporary songs from Der-
sim), held a concert in Berlin in 2010 

– “Ederlezi – Turkey in Madrid,” music project by Eva Monro and Aurora Mon-
tero together with Turkish and Spanish Dancers and Musicians performed in 
Madrid in 2014.130 

– “Turquía Latina – From philharmonic Bolero to Istanbul Tango” (Vom philhar-
monischen Bolero bis zum Tango aus Istanbul) concert with Bolero Berlin & Incesaz 
in Berlin in 2009; 

                                                                                                                                                                                                                          

 http://www.facebook.com/video/video.php?v=53189702220 
 http://www.dailymotion.com/video/xa1gr4_isil-reina_creation 
 http://www.dailymotion.com/video/xa192f_one-night-in-ghetto_music 
126 CD Erdal Akkaya & Jeronimo Maya: Endülüs & Anadolu Buluşmalar, 2014. 
127 CD Kudsi Erguner: Tasavvuf’tan Flamenko’ya / L’Orient de l’Occident, Al Sur 1995. 
128 CD Sufi Müzik’ten Flamenko’ya / From Sufi Music to Flamenco, Kalan 2000. 
129 CD Aynur: Hevra / Together, Sony 2013. 
130 Ederlezi promotion video: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PeqjoIHSZjo 
 Ederlezi Serkan Polat & Eva Monro :	https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3F2UiCSRuvM 
 Ederlezi Turkish Ritm Show:	https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CdLps2v_O1w 
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The search for unusual sounds in world music have resulted in a growing num-
ber of cross-cultural encounters which bring together several non-Western musi-
cians without any Western participation. Examples include Turkish-Yiddish 
groups such as Katakofti, a common project of De Amsterdam Klezmer Band & the 
Galata Gypsy Band, initiated by Kulsan in Amsterdam in 2002.131 Çiğdem Aslan 
for example, is an Istanbul-born singer, with Kurdish Alevi background. In Istan-
bul she initially sang rebetiko, sephardic and other music from Turkey. In 2003 
she moved to London (to study at Goldsmith’s College) and joined the Dunav 
Balkan Group, and in 2008 she joined the Klezmer group She’Koyokh.132 

Other encounters including Turkish-Indian music: 

– CD Kudsi Erguner: Taj Mahal (2004) 
– Süleyman Erguner gave a concert in Berlin in 2008 together with Ali Rıza Şa-

hin (hafız), Murat Cemalettin Necipoğlu (hafız), Alev Erguner (kanun), Selim 
Ergen (Indian sarod), Gürkan Özkan (tabla, bendir);. 

– “Hindistanbul” with Mısırlı Ahmet (percussion), (Egyptian) Roman Bestion 
(piano), Özgür Abbak (guitar), Neyveli S. Radhakrishna (violin); concert in Is-
tanbul in 2012. 

Turkish-Japanese collaborations include: 

– “Ney-Zen,” a project of Kudsi Erguner (ney), Akikazu Nakamura (shakhuhachi), 
Michiyo Yagi (koto), Maki Isogai (koto), Hakan Güngör (kanun); Bruno Caillat 
(percussion); concerts and CD from 2002–2009. 

Eventually a few ensembles emerged which include a complete mix of instru-
mentation: 

– Group Forabandit with Sam Karkienia (mandolonchelle, voice), Ulaş Özdemir 
(bağlama, voice), Bijan Chemirani (zarb, percussion). This group has been 
playing Occitan and Anatolian songs with Persian percussion since 2009.133 
Further cross-cultural Turkish world musicians include, just to name some ex-
amples from the Netherlands, the percussionist Sjahin During,134 Mehmet Po-
lat, 135 and the group Arifa.136  

Even the Turkish ensemble Kardeş Türküler was perceived internationally as a 
kind of cross-cultural group, singing in several languages and combining songs of 
different Anatolian ethnic and religious groups. Since 1998, the group has taken 
part in a variety of tours, festivals and other activities all over Europe. 
                                                                                          
131 CD De Amsterdam Klezmer Band & Galata Gypsy Band: Katakofti, Kalan 2003. 
132 Her debut album was released in 2013: Mortissa, Asphalt Tango Records.	 
133 CD Forabandit, Buda Musique 2012; Port, Buda Musique 2014. 
134 CD Sjahin During: Afro Anatolian Tales, Doublemoon 2008. 
135 CD Mehmet Polat: Desire, Reinmusic 2011; CD Mehmet Polat: Desire, Reinmusic 2011; 

Mehmet Polat Trio: Next Spring, Brussels: Homerecords 2014. 
136 CD Arifa: Anatolian Alchemy, Mundus 2012. 
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Western classical musicians are more rarely involved in comparable encoun-
ters. As part of the program at the Berlin Philharmonic concert hall several cham-
ber ensembles of the Berlin Philharmonic Orchestra played together with Turkish 
ensembles, as well as the a-cappella vocal quintet Amacord with the chamber en-
semble of the State Choir for Classical Turkish Music Istanbul (director Fatih 
Salgar) in 2009. This concert was even repeated in Istanbul as part of the pro-
gram, “Cultural Capital of Europe” in June, 2010. In 2008 the famous baritone 
Thomas Quasthoff sang together with Turkish folk singer Sabahat Akkiraz (who 
had already cooperated with Jazz musicians in London in the 1990s).137 In the 
same year Derya Türkan Minstrel’s Era trio (kemençe, cello, double bass) met the 
viol quintet Sirius Viols (Director, Hille Perl); in 2009 Burhan Öçal’s Istanbul 
Oriental Ensemble played with the percussion ensemble of the Berlin Philhar-
monic Orchestra. In all these cases the musicians exchanged some easy notations 
of songs beforehand, none of them saw this encounter as a major part of their 
concert. During the joint rehearsals differences of mentality occasionally became 
obvious – the Western musicians being used to rehearsing over long periods and 
focussing on details of interpretation, and then avoiding changing them; while 
the Turkish musicians were much more flexible in their interpretation or even 
the selection of their repertoire. 

Early Music and Music of the Middle East 

The movement of historically informed performance of early Western music 
(mainly of the Middle Ages, Renaissance and Baroque) led to several large and 
extensive music projects combining Western and Middle Eastern musicians. The 
pioneer of this idea was the ensemble, Sarband founded in 1986 by the Bulgar-
ian-German lutenist and percussionist, Vladimir Ivanoff and the Munich based 
ud-player Mehmet Yeşilçay.138 Mehmet Yeşilçay (b. 1960) came from a family of 
sufis in Istanbul, which had close contacts with well-known sufi musicians, in-
cluding (his oucle) Seyyid Nusret Yeşilçay, Kani Karaca, Aziz Bahriyeli and Ali 
Gülses. He himself lived in Germany from the age of eight, and later became a 
student of Çinuçen Tanrıkorur, meeting musicians such as Ahmet Doğan, tanbur 
player Necip Gülses, Mustafa Doğan Dikmen, kanun-player Mehmet Ihsan Özer 
and kemençe-player Ahmet Kadri Rizeli.139 

                                                                                          
137 During the mid-1990s she was the first Turkish folk music singer who entered the interna-

tional world music market, for example at the London Jazz Festival, with concerts in Fran-
ce, the Netherlands and Brazil. She cooperated with world msuic groups such as Orient 
Expressions.  

138 Similar approaches already on the LP Kecskes Ensemble: Ancient Turkish Music in Europe, 
Hungaroton, 1984.  

139 Greve 2003: 427; Interview with Mehmet Yeşilçay August 28, 2011 in Istanbul; www. 
sarband.de. 
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Ivanoff, as with many other musicians of early music, combined historical re-
search with practical performance from an early stage of his career. In order to 
improve his understanding of monophonic music, Ivanoff contacted Turkish, 
Iranian and Arabic musicians in Germany, including Mehmet Yeşilçay and Fadia 
El-Hage, a Lebanese singer who studied singing at the Richard-Strauss-
Conservatory in Munich in the 1980s. Sarband’s repertoire consists of early mu-
sic from both Europe and the Middle East. The CD, Music of the Emperors (1992) 
for example, contains music from the courts of both Frederick II of Sicily (1272-
1337) and the Central Asian Emperor Tamerlan (d. 1404). In 1998, as part of the 
memorial year for Hildegard von Bingen (1098-1179), the Fallen Woman project 
combined Arabic-Byzantine vocal traditions with poems and music by Hilde-
gard von Bingen, and music of the Spanish codex Las Huelgas (c.1300). Sarband 
have an additional two albums with Sefardic music from Middle Age sources as 
well as from oral tradition in the Balkans, Turkey and North Africa. They were 
released in 1995 und 1996, demonstrating how important traditional Turkish art 
music had become as part of the ensemble’s repertoire. The style of the CD, “Ye-
hudi – Jüdische Komponisten am Osmanischen Hof” (Jewish Music at the Ottoman 
Court) does not differ substantially from a (high quality) production of Istanbul 
art music. Later the musical encounters of Sarband became more experimental. 
In Alla Turca, Sarband combined musical reconstructions of notated sources of 
Ottoman music with music created before the European alla turca imaginations 
of the eighteenth and nineteenth century.140 In Danse Gothique (2000) the en-
semble arranged songs from Guillaume de Machaut (c.1300-1377) and piano pie-
ces by Erik Satie (1866-1925) for both European early music and Ottoman-
Turkish instruments. A later project picked its storry from the visit of an Otto-
man delegation to Prussia 1763-1793, covering music form c.1700-1850. Together 
with the “Berliner Barock Solisten,” Sarband gave music concerts with music of the 
court of Frederick II, including composers such as Louis Ferdinand or Johann 
Joachim Quantz.141 It is noteworthy that over decades only a very basic verbal 
communication between the Arabic, Turkish and the European musicians was 
possible, since both Vladimir Ivanoff ’s Turkish and his main Turkish partner 
Ahmet Kadri Rizeli’s English is limited (only Ihsan Özer speaks German). 

After the year 2000, personal reasons prompted the separation of Mehmet Ye-
şilçay and Vladimir Iwanoff. As a result, today two ensembles with a comparable 
aesthetic and repertoire exist, Ivaoff ’s Sarband, and Yeşilçay’s Pera Ensemble, 
founded in 2005 together with Ihsan Özer. Pera has performed in numerous 

                                                                                          
140 CD L’Orient Imaginaire: Alla Turca, Teldec; including reconstructions following Giovanni 

Battista Donà: Della letteratura de’ Turci, Osservazioni (...), Venice 1688; Charles Blainville: 
Histoire générale, critique et philologique de la musique, Paris 1767; Giovanni Battista Toderini: 
Letteratura Turchesca, Venedig 1787 and others more. 

141 CD Concerto Köln &Sarband: Dream of the Orient. Deutsche Grammophon 2003. CD 
Concerto Köln & Sarband: The Waltz. Ecstasy and Mysticism, Archiv Produktion 2005.  
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concert halls and festivals142 in cooperation with ensembles such as Hesperion 
XXI and Concerto Köln. Pera’s most extensive project was the fictive Handel opera 
“Armida,” a collage of music from several Handel operas and historical Ottoman 
court music. “Trialog – Music for One God” combined Assyrian and Baroque 
church music, with music by Ali Ufukî, Zekai Dede, Itrî, Hâfız Post, Praetorius, 
Pergolesi and others. 

Meanwhile a number of projects or ensembles tried to combine European Ba-
roque, Renaissance or Medieval music with Ottoman music. Similarly to Sar-
band, an historical approach was applied solely to the European part (using his-
torical instruments such as viola da gamba or harpsichord), but the Ottoman 
music was mostly performed in contemporary Turkish style.143 These include: 

– The Ensemble Musica Historica, which was founded in Budapest in 1988 by 
Rumen István Csörsz (b. 1974) who sings, and plays koboz, duda, zurna, cello, 
percussion, jews’ harp, bağlama, lute, violine, and flute. The group has devel-
oped its interpretation through the study of classical and early music, as well as 
traditional music from Hungary and Eastern Europe, their repertoire includes 
Solakzade (sic), Ali Ufukî, Balassi Bálint (1554–1594), Wathay Ferenc and oth-
ers.144 

– Since 1998 the Montreal (Canada) based ensemble Istanbul, directed by Kiya 
Tabassian (who is also a member of the Greek ensemble, En Chordais), has per-
formed medieval and renaissance European music, but with the Iranian lute se-
tar as the leading instrument (along with gamba and percussion).145 The CD Ter-
res Turquoise (2004) is dedicated to Turkish music, including Judeo-Spanish 
romances, Ottoman art music, and music from Salonika, Izmir and Alexandria. 

– Izmir Baroque was founded in Izmir by double bass (and viola da gamba) play-
er Bülent Oral and (Baroque) violinist Hakan Özaytekin. The ensemble plays 
music of the European and Ottoman courts from the sixteenth until the first 
half of eighteenth century on original instruments, e.g. Jean Babtiste Lully, 
Gazi Giray Han, Claudio Monteverdi, Ali Ufukî etc. Members include Atilla 
Oral (voice, baroque flute), Erica Fossi (harpsichord), Şehvar Beşiroğlu (kanun, 
çenk), Mehmet Rafik Kaya (rebab) and Hüseyin Tuncel (percussion). 

– “Three Alla Turca Baroque Pasticcios,” played by Guitarist Melih Güzel on his 
album Sounds of Anatolia (Aura, 2000). 

                                                                                          
142 E.g. at Händel Festspiele Halle, Schleswig Holstein Music Festival, Festtage Alter Musik 

Innsbruck, Rheingau Musikfestival, Berliner Philharmonie, Kölner Philharmonie, Konzer-
thaus Dortmund, CRR Istanbul and many others.	 

143 In February, 2012 for example in Venice a “Festival di Musica Balcanika Dimitrie Cantemir“, 
including Jordi Savall & Esperion XXI (Spain), Ensemble Meragi (Italy), Ensemble Bezmara 
(Turkey) and Ensemble Anton Pann (Rumänia). 

144 www.musicahistorica.hu/inndex-eng.html (accessed March 19, 2014). 
145 Their first CD was Musique du Moyen Âge et de la Renaissance, Atma Classique 2001. 
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– The Cantemir Ensemble with Ihsan Özgen (kemençe) and Linda Burman-Hall 
(harpsichord), combined European Baroque and Ottoman music, and also 
contemporary compositions, including Lou Harrison: “In Honor of Prince 
Kantemir” (1996), for kemençe, baroque viola, viola, kudüm, tambourine; Yalçın 
Tura: Andante (a movement of his Concerto per kemençe, tanbur, harpsichord, 
early guitar, baroque flute, baroque violin, viola, 2000). They also perform ori-
entalizing European Baroque, including pieces by composers such as Thomas 
Shwo (1738), Marin Marais (1725) and Jean-Baptiste Lully (1670); further a 
“Moldavian Dance: Syrba“ and collective improvisations. Instruments include 
Baroque gamba, Baroque violine, Baroque flute, lute, tanbur (Murat Aydemir), 
and kemençe (Neva Özgen).146 

– Ensemble Galatia was founded in 2003 in Ankara by F. Kaan Bahadir und Sel-
cuk Dalar. The group plays medieval music, including Cantigas de Santa Maria 
(Spain, thirteenth century), Cantigas d’Amigo (Portugal, 1220-1350), Llibre Ver-
mell de Montserrat (Katalonia, fourteenth century), but also Sefardic songs, Ital-
ian songs and dances, muwashshahat (Arabic-and Alusian poetry eleventh-
twelfth century) or Abd al-Qadir Merâghî. Among the instruments used are 
kanun, ud, lavta, setar, santur, ney, kabak kemane, kudüm, bendir, def, as well as 
vielle, rebec, setar, psaltery and recorders.147 

– CD Les Fin’Amoureures: Marions Les Roses. Chansonss & Psaumes de la France à 
l’Empire Ottoman (Alpha 2005). A French trio composed of two viols and one 
singer interprets Franch folk and renaisance music, maronite and landino mu-
sic and one psaum as notated by Ali Ufukî. 

– The CD, From Byzantium to Andalusia by Oni Wytar’s Ensemble in 2006 (Na-
xos), played Mediterranean, Christian, Jewish and Islamic music of the Middle 
Ages, including Italian Laude (from the Laudario di Cortona, thirteenth cen-
tury), hymns by Yunus Emre (Bir Gece Muhammed’e, Ey Dervisler, Ey Kardesler”), 
Andalusian Judeo – Sephardic romances, Christian-Arabic music from Syria, 
music of the “Andalusian school” in Morocco, and Christian-Spanish music 
from the Llibre vermell de Montserrat (fourteenth century). 

– “Itri in the East, Bach in the West” (Doğu’da Itri Batı’da Bach), a concert in Is-
tanbul in 2010 with Göksel Baktagir, Yurdal Tokcan, Selim Güler, Emrullah 
Sengüller (cello), Eyüp Hamış (ney) and Ümit Atalay (percussion) 

– Osmanlı Barok Müziği (“Ottoman Baroque Music”, Kalan, 2011) was a project 
of the harpsichord player and expert on (European) Baroque music, Leyla Pı-
nar, realised in 2011. The repertoire included music in Istanbul as notated by 
Europeans visitors such as Ch.H. Blainville, G. Toderini, F.J. Sulzer, as well as 
compositions notated in Dimitir Cantemirs edvâr, or contemporary compos-
ers from much later sources (up to TRT notations). In the liner notes Leyla 

                                                                                          
146 CD Cantemir Ensemble, Golden Horn Records 2004. 
147 CD Ensemble Galatia: Ortaçağ Şarkıları / Medieval Music from 13th – 15th Century, 

Kalan 2013. 
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Pınar writes: “We don’t know how the works of this composer (Ebubekir Ağa) – a con-
temporary of Händel and J.S.Bach – or composers such as Hafiz Post, Mustafa Çavus, 
were performed; in my view they should be interpreted in the context of research findings 
as well as the globalism of the Baroque world.” Leading instruments in this ap-
proach are the harpsichord, in addition to the bass recorder, Baroque trumpet, 
singers (including the counter tenors Kaan Buldular and Celal Eldeniz), ke-
mençe and Ottoman-Turkish percussion. Notably the singers use Western voice 
technique including vibrato in the style of Baroque opera arias. 

– Alla Turca Kollektif was founded in 2011.148 At that time German Baroque obo-
ist Sandra Sinsch moved to Istanbul, where she teaches early music at the Is-
tanbul Technical University Turkish State Music Conservatory. One of the en-
sembles projects was “Bach in Istanbul – The oboe in the Serail”. The press 
text reads: 
1709: The Ottoman Empire was giving protection to King Charles XII when he had to 
flee from his Russian enemies. Together with the king came also an oboe player, Johann 
Jacob Bach, Johann Sebastian Bach’s younger brother. Records show that Bach has per-
formed concerts for the Sultan and Ottoman intellectuals. There are also references 
that the oboe entered into the Muzika-i Humayun (the ensemble of the Ottoman Empire 
Palace “Saray”) in the eighteenth century along with the other Western instruments that 
we use in the program. We invite you to join us on our journey through the old Istanbul 
on the eve of the Tulip period, during which the Ottoman Empire lived an intellectual 
Renaissance inspired by foreign trends. The music of Bach’s environment will meet the 
sounds of the Imperial palace, the Janissary Band, the lodges of the Whirling Dervishes 
and also the music of Istanbul’s baroque expat community. Works from the Ali Ufkî 
collection, Tanburi Mustafa Çavus, Zurnazen Ibrahim Ağa, Johann Sebastian Bach, 
Jean-Philippe Rameau, Giuseppe Toderini and others. 

– Ney and Cello, was a concert in Istanbul 2012 with Eric Maria Couturier and 
Kudsi Erguner. 

– Bab-i Saadet, was a concert in 2012 at the Istanbul music festival, featering the 
Kudsi Erguner Ensemble and the Doulce Mémoir Ensemble with European and 
Ottoman music of the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries. 

– Camerata Baroque Opera Ensemble (Opera Barok Topluluğu) with Sintem 
Doğan (harpsichord), Burak Ayrancı (cello), Ceren Dik (flute), Burak Kayan 
(violine). 

 – Passage (by Imago Mundi), Ottoman art songs combined with troubadour 
songs and Telemann, Ottoman-Turkish art music singer Mustafa Doğan Dik-
men and lute player Sofie Vanden Eynde. 

– CD Bach & Itrî (Kalan, 2013), a project with Ertan Tekin (duduk), Murat Ay-
demir (tanbur) and Çağ Erçağ (cello), combining Ottoman art music and Jo-
hann Sebastian Bach (e.g. Flute Sonata in E flat major No. 22 BWV 867, tran-
scription in D minor). 

                                                                                          
148 http://en-allaturca.weebly.com/ (August 24, 2015). 
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– Bach’tan Dede Efendi’ye, was a concert program in 2014, including the cello 
quartett Cellistanbul, pianist Hakan Ali Toker and the ney player Burcu Kara-
dağ. 

Probably the most well-known concert and CD project in this field was Jordi 
Savall’s interpretation of notations transmitted by Dimitrie Cantemir.149 The 
Spanish conductor and viola player Savall (b. 1941), one of the major figures in 
the field of early European music, came across Cantemir’s collection in 1999 
during a project on Isabella of Castile.150 In Owen Wright’s 1996 edition he 
found a reliable and readable source for the notation. Savall’s realisation of se-
lected pieces, included his international ensemble Hesperion XXI,151 and a num-
ber of well-known Turkish musicians, including Kudsi Erguner, Hakan Güngör, 
Murat Salim Tokaç, Yurdal Tokcan, Derya Türkan and Fahrettin Yarkın. Savall se-
lected three anonymous compositions from the Cantemir collection, one by 
Cantemir himself, and three by his contemporaries Baba Mest, Edirneli Ahmed 
and Neyzen Ali Hoca. Later, in order to reflect the cosmopolitan character of 
Ottoman court culture, Savall added some Jewish-Sephardic songs (La rosa enflo-
rece, Maciço de rosas, Sépharade, as collected by Alberto Hamsi, which were far 
from Ottoman court tradition) as well as Armenian songs, the latter from Gusan 
Ashot (1907–1989) and Sayat Nova (1722–1795). Instead of forming an historical 
Ottoman fasıl cycle, Savall hence constructed a completely free composition of 
pieces. Similarly in the instrumentation Savall included instruments of different 
provenience and historical periods, such as the kemençe (which was never used at 
the Ottoman court), ud (which was not in use in Cantemir’s time), santur (in fact 
played at the court in the sixteenth century), the duduk, the double-reed instru-
ment of Armenian folk music and of course the European gamba. In order to 
emphasize the musical form Savall changed the instrumentation between stanza 
and refrain – a practice foreign to the Ottoman tradition. Jordy Savall’s free and 
unhistorical handling of Cantemir’s notation was much discussed and criticized 
among Turkish musicians: the change to the tempered pitch system, the fast 
tempo, his embellishments, transpositions, even changes of modes, which com-
bined to allude more to Spanish Renaissance rather than Ottoman court music. 
Still, due to his international success a second album with a similar concept was 
devised, though only Hakan Göngör, Murat Salim Tokaç and Fahrettin Yarkın 
contributed again.152 

                                                                                          
149 CD Hesperion XXI & Jordi Savall: Istanbul. Dimitirie Cantemir, 1673-1723, Alia Vox 2009, 

with Hakan Güngör (kanun), Yurdal Tokcan (ud).  
150 CD Orient-Ocident 1200 – 1700, Alia Vox 2006. 
151 Haïg Sarikouyoumdjian (Armenia), ney, duduk; Dimitri Psonis (Greece), santur; Driss El 

Maloumi (Marokko), oud; Pedro Estevan (Spain), percussion; Jordi Savall, vièle à archet, lira, 
rebab. 

152 CD Hesperion XXI & Jordi Savall: La Sublime Porte. Voix d’Istanbul 1430-1750, Alia Vox 
2011. 
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World Music in Contemporary Western Art Music 

In order to understand the huge potential of avant-garde music from Turkey, it 
might be helpful to take a quick glance at other contemporary arts. Some eleven 
years ago I interviewed the young video artist, Fikret Atay, who at that time was 
completely unknown internationally and was on his second trip abroad passing 
through Berlin. In the age of 26 he had débuted at the Istanbul Biennial one 
year before, and to his great surprise had been invited to exhibitions in Kassel, 
Berlin and Paris, and even to London, Los Angeles, and Sydney. At amazing 
speed an artist from the southeast Anatolian city of Batman was catapulted into 
some of the most important museums of the world. The main catalyst for this 
amazing success was obviously the Istanbul Biennial. While state art academies 
in Istanbul initially taught purely conservative concepts of art, from 1987 the Bi-
ennial brought the international innovative scene to Istanbul, and consequently 
connected formerly isolated Turkish artists to the international art scene. 

In 2008, some months after I had moved to Istanbul, I experienced the Istan-
bul Biennale for the first time. The opening event was spectacular. A huge venue 
(the Depo at Tophane), packed full with important international guests, artists, art 
critics, sponsors, and scholars. Small talk in English, German, Turkish and many 
other languages abound. The Biennial was as one of the most important interna-
tional exhibitions for contemporary art in that period. During the early 2000s, in 
particular in Tophane and Beyoğlu some new art centres opened, financed by 
Turkish sponsors, in addition to private galleries for Turkish and international 
contemporary art.153 Several art fairs took place in Istanbul over recent years, in-
cluding Artist Sanat (held annually, 265 artists in 2009); Artistanbul (held irregu-
larly, 180 artists in 2009); Contemporary Istanbul (an annual event, in 2011 it was 
held in the Lütfi Kirdar congress centre with more than 500 artists,); Art Bospho-
rus Sanat Fuarı (held annually, 101 artists in 2011); Art Show (held annually, 43 
artists in 2011).154 In 2009/2010 contemporary Turkish art sold better than classi-
cal art for the first time ever. On November 15, 2009 the most expensive work 
(by Burhan Doğançay) fetched 2.2 million Turkish Lira. In 2009 Sotheby’s organ-
ized its first ever auction solely for contemporary Turkish art (Erten 2010: 20). 

Comparably successful during recent years was Turkish contemporary litera-
ture, in particular after 2006, when Orhan Pamuk was awarded the Nobel Prize 
for Literature. In 2008, Turkey was the visiting country at the Frankfurt Book Fair 
(the world’s largest and most important trade fair for books). Meanwhile all im-

                                                                                          
153 In Beyoglu around the Istiklal Street for example Aksanat (Akbank), Salt Galata (Garanti 

Bankası), Salt Beyoglu (Garanti Bankası), Yapı Kredi Bankası (publishing house, galery), Arter 
(Vehbi Koç Foundation). Several privately owned museums for contemporary art include 
Sakıp Sabancı Museum (2002), Istanbul Modern (Eczadebaşı; 2005); Pera Museum (Koç, 
2005), Tütün Deposu (Anadolu Kültür). 

154 Bakbaşa 2011; anonymus: Sahne Çağdaş Sanatın, Radikal 24.11.2011. 
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portant Turkish writers have had their work translated into European languages. 
Even earlier, beginning in the 1990s, Turkish film makers (including Nuri Bilge 
Ceylan, Zeki Demir Kubuz, Semih Kaplanoğlu, Reha Erdem and Kutluğ Ata-
man) gained an international reputation. In 2008 Nuri Bilge Ceylan was awarded 
with the Best Director Award at the Cannes Film Festival for his film Üç Maymun 
(“Three Monkeys”); in 2011 with the Grand Jury Prize for Bir Zamanda Anado-
lu’da (“Once Upon a Time in Anatolia”); and in 2014 with the Golden Palm for 
Kış Uykusu (“Winter Sleep”). In 2010 Semih Kaplan won in Berlin with the Gol-
den Bear for Bal (“Honey”), just to mention a few examples. 

The discrepancy between the international success of Turkey’s avant-garde art, 
literature and film scene and the international profile of Turkish music, with its fo-
cus on “traditional” Turkish music, is striking. The prestigious Istanbul Music Festi-
val hardly attracts any international audiences. It presents important international 
orchestras and musicians of classical European music, but only a few contempo-
rary Turkish composers such as Fazıl Say or Kamran Ince), which could attract the 
curiosity of foreigners. In the international Western music world only a few Turk-
ish composers are known, for example, Fazıl Say, Kamran Ince, Ilhan Mimaroğlu, 
Bülent Arel, Ilhan Usmanbaş etc. 

Over recent decades however, cross-cultural interest has grown, including 
among Western contemporary musicians (Utz 2015). This openness by Western 
composers of course has its roots in the exoticism of the nineteenth century, which 
grew even further in the early twentieth century when composers started to look 
beyond the boundaries of their own conventions. Claude Debussy (1862-1918) 
tried to emulate the sound of the Javanese gamelan orchestras by means of Western 
instruments; Béla Bartók (1881-1945) researched the folk music of his own native 
Hungary, then studied Romania and beyond. Several composers searched for uni-
versalism in music, for example Karlheinz Stockhausen (1928-2007) in Hymnen 
(1965). North Indian music was particularly influential for composers such as La 
Monte Young (b. 1935), Terry Riley (b.1935) and Philip Glass (b. 1937); later 
György Ligeti (1923-2006) was inspired by African music. In addition several com-
posers have worked with microtonal music, e.g. Alois Hába (1893-1973), Ivan 
Vishnegradsky (1893-1979), Harry Partsch (1901-1974), La Monte Young and many 
others. Composers like Lou Harrison (1917-2003) wrote for Javanes gamelan en-
sembles since the 1970s. Today, Western avant-garde music is both composed and 
performed almost worldwide, including by composers from Asia, Africa or South 
America.155 

One pioneer of cross-cultural encounters with contemporary Western music 
was the Kronos Quartet, founded in 1973 by David Harrington in Los Angeles. 
The ensemble began with interpretations of works by experimental composers 
such as George Crumb, Philip Glas, Terry Riley, Henryk Mikolaj Górecki and 
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others. On the more conventional side, the quartet also played arrangements of 
jazz pieces by Ornette Coleman, Charles Mingus or John Zorn, and later even 
Pop and Rock, including Jimi Hendrix. In 1992 the CD, “Pieces of Africa” was 
released with music of African composers, in 2002, “Nuevo” with Mexican mu-
sic. Over the years Kronos cooperated with numerous non-Western musicians 
and composers, including the chinese pipa (lute) player Wu Man, Bollywood sin-
ger Asha Bhosle, Inuit singer Tanya Tagaq or the Romanian Gypsy band Taraf de 
Haïdouks. As part of these efforts Kronos encountered the makam based music of 
the Middle East. For the CD, “Night Prayer” (1993) the Azerbaijani composer 
Firengiz Alizade (Franghiz Ali-Zadeh, born 1947 in Baku) composed the piec,e 
“Mugam sayagi,” which actually was her first composition which dealt with Azer-
baijan muğam. The piece, however, does not include any traditional melody or 
muğam structures but rather is a free composition of melodic layering with short, 
expressional melodies. In 2005 the Kronos Quartet devoted a whole CD to the 
composer.156 Kronos’ later CD’s, “Floodplain” (Nonsuch 2009) and “Rainbow” 
(Nonsuch 2010) were devoted to musicians of the Middle East and Central Asia, 
including arrangements of Egyptian, Iraqi and Iranian songs, Indian ragas, Turk-
ish and Kazakh instrumental pieces and Greek rembetiko. In 1999 Turkish percus-
sionist Burhan Öçal composed the piece, Dance of Rhythm for the quartet.157 The 
main arranger of the quartet, however, was the New York trombone player and 
composer Jacob Garchik. 

In 2008 Kronos embarked on an intense collaboration with the traditional 
Azerbaijan singer Alim Qasimov. Qasimov selected appropriate songs, most of 
them well-known twentieth century songs, written by Western educated composers 
such as Cahangir Cahangirov (1921–1992) and Şəfiqə Axundova, but also the fa-
mous Getme, getme (“Don’t Leave, Don’t Leave”) by the tar player Səid Rüstəmov 
(1907–1983). Recordings of these songs as performed by Qasimov’s traditional en-
semble (including kamança [bowed stringed instrument], tar [lute], balaban [dou-
ble-reed instrument] and def [frame drum]) were sent to New York to Jacob Gar-
chik, who wrote a version for a string quartet, adding some new sections, partly in 
late romantic harmony and partly in motoric ostinati allusion to Philip Glass. The 
music therefore went through a double transformation: from composition to free 
arrangements, including improvisation and from there back to fixed, pre-
composed pieces. During the rehearsals in San Francisco the Azerbaijan musicians 
usually played without notation and hence changed the interpretation each time, 
while the string quartet tried to maintain conformity to the notation.158 

                                                                                          
156 CD Mugam Sayagi: Music of Franghiz Ali-Zadeh, Nonesuch. 
157 A version for orchestra is recorded on the CD, Burhan Öçal & Istanbul Oriental Orches-

tra / Züricher Kammerorchester: Concerto Alla Turca, Universal Music 2006. 
158 http://kronosquartet.org/projects/detail/alim_qasimov_ensemble (accessed April 28, 

2016).  
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Several international ensembles followed the cross-cultural approach of the 
Kronos Quartet, including Yo-Yo Ma’s Silk Road Project (founded 1998), or the 
Dutch Atlas Ensemble. In 2001 Silk Road commissioned the piece, Eski Istanbul’un 
Arka Sokaklarında (“In the Side Streets of Old Istanbul”) from Hasan Uçarsu; in 
2014 the ensemble cooperated with Aynur Doğan. The Atlas Ensemble (and acad-
emy) was founded in 2002 in Amsterdam by the Artistic Director of the Nieuw En-
semble, Joël Bons, and consists of members of the latter group in addition to (re-
volving) musicians from several Asian countries including China, Iran, Azerbaijan, 
Armenia, Turkey and others. In 2004 Evrim Demirel wrote Four Folksongs from Ana-
tolia for the ensemble. Another cross-cultural ensemble from the Netherlands, Zig-
gurat, was founded in 2003 by the composer and saxophonist Theo Loevendie. 
Loevendie, an expert on Turkish art music, became a composer later in his career. 
Inspired by the Atlas Ensemble he started this latter ensemble, which combines in-
struments and musicians from different traditions, such as an erhu from China, a 
kanun, an Armenian duduk, a viola da gamba and his own soprano saxophone. 
Evrim Demirel’s composition Makamsız (“without makam”, 2005) was written for 
Ziggurat. In 2006 the Nederlands Blazers Ensemble developed another project with 
the singer Aynur Doğan, and compositions / arrangements by the American-
Turkish composer Kamran İnce.159 In Istanbul the Hezarfen Ensemble is the best 
and most active ensemble for contemporary Western music, including Turkish in-
struments. 

A number of music festivals in Europe have included cross-cultural contem-
porary music in their programs, e.g. 

– “Music of the Centuries” (“Musik der Jahrhunderte”) in Stuttgart/Germany has 
been running since 2005. 

– Congress “Microtonality: Practice and Utopia”, Stuttgart, 2011.160 
– Music Festival MaerzMusik, Berlin 2013 with the focus, “(Um)Brüche: Türkei. 

Levante. Maghreb”.161 
– Yakamoz Festival Turkish Music and Culture Today (“Türkische Musik und Kul-

tur Heute”), Hannover/Germany, 2011.162 

                                                                                          
159 CD Turquoise, NBE. In 2004 the CD Zeikekiko. The Greek Concert (NBE 014) was released in 

cooperation with Greek musicians. See also the project of the New York based string quar-
tett Brooklyn Rider with the Iranian Kamanche player, Kayhan Kalhor, CD Silent City, World 
Village 2008. 

160 With papers by Michalis Cholevas (Rotterdam) and Julien Jalâl Eddine Weiss (Istanbul). 
161 Including Hasretim by Marc Sinan; Erdem Helvacıoğlu & Ulrich Mertens: Planet X; sound 

installation by Cevdet Erek; Ensemble Adapter and Hezarfen; a concert with early Turkish 
and Arabic composers for electronic music and a symposium on New Music in Arabic-
Turkish mediteranean. 

162 Including Alper Maral, Murat Coskun & Ensemble Fisfüz, Fazıl Say & Borusan Quartett, 
Taner Akyol; Burhan Öcal; a symposium entitled “New (?) Music at the Bosphorus – 
Germqan-Turkish Perspectives” (Neue (?) Musik am Bosporus – deutsch-türkische Perspektiven). 
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– Music festival Kreuztanbul (composers from Kreuzberg, a neighbourhood in 
Berlin) and Istanbul), annual from 2007-2009163 

– Music festival “Sound art Istanbul” (Klangkunst Istanbul), Zurich, 2012.164 
– Project of the Komische Oper Berlin opera house over several years, “Turkish. 

Opera can do that” (“Türkisch. Oper kann das”), later “Selam Opera”, including 
the commission for a children’s opera from Taner Akyols: “Ali Baba and the 
Forty Thieves” (“Ali Baba und die 40 Räuber”), 2012, libretto Çetin Ipekkaya 
and Marietta Rohrer-Ipekkaya. 

– The festival Akzente in Duisburg/Germany 2009 included a workshop (with 
commissions for compositions) for two composers from Duisburg together 
with two Turkish composers (Gerhard Stäbler, Kunsu Shim, Can Aksel Akın 
und Ahmet Altınel). 

– The conference, “Rewriting of Turkish Traditions” was held at Codarts, Rotter-
dam in 2007 with composers and musicians from the Netherlands, Germany 
and Turkey. 

– “Global Music. Contemporary Expression” was an international composers 
competition organized by the Association for New Music, Brandenburg/Ger- 
many (Internationaler Kompositionswettbewerb des Brandenburgischen Vereins Neue 
Musik e.V.) in 2007. Candidates submitted a composition of up to 15 minutes, 
for a chamber ensemble plus either sheng (chinese mouth organ), bağlama, ajaeng 
(korean zither) or soprano voice or electronics. The advisor for bağlama was Ta-
ner Akyol. 

This still emerging musical field is characterized by intense cooperation between 
composers, musicologists and musicians. Similar to practitioners of early music, 
where musicians often conduct historical research, a number of composers have 
published books or articles on post-colonial contemporary music. Some Western 
composers include: 

– Swiss composer Klaus Huber (b. 1924, Bern, Switzerland), a former professor 
at the music academies of Basle and Freiburg. He became interested in Arab 
music once his academic career had already finished. With the Second Gulf 
War of 1990/1 and the image of an aggressive Islamic world being propagated 
in Western news, Huber started to explore Arab literature. Huber composed a 
chamber cantata entitled, “Die Erde dreht sich auf den Hörnern eines Stiers” 
(“Earth turns on the Horns of a Bull”) for a Sufi-singer, three Arab instrumen-
talists, viola, guitar, and electronics. He premiered with the participation of 

                                                                                          
163 In 2008 presenters were Mısırlı Ahmet; Erdal Erzincan; Taner Akyol Trio; İlahn Mimaroğlu, 

Pieter Snapper; Metin Kemal Kahraman; Mercan Dede; Alper Maral; Erdem Helvacıoğlu. In 
2009, Alper Maral, İlhan Mimaroglu, Onur Türkmen, Stefan Pohlit, Kudsi Erguner & Mar-
kus Stackhausen, Renaud Garcia Fons, Alexander Hacke & Brenna McCrimmon. 

164 Presenters were Baba Zula, Tuna Base (electroacoustic world & visuals), Metin Ülkü (pi-
ano), Aynur Dogan. 
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the ensemble, Al-Kindi in 1994 at the Tage für Neue Kammermusik in Witten 
(Germany). Here as well as in several subsequent works makam is used by Hu-
ber simply as tone material.165 

– Amsterdam based composer and saxophone player Theo Loevendie (b. 1930) 
cooperated with the well-known kemençe player Ihsan Özgen;166 in 1995 he 
composed Six Turkish Folk poems. 

– During the project, Into Istanbul in 2008, supported by the Siemens Arts Pro-
gram, the composers Mark André, Beat Furrer, Samir Odeh-Tamimi and Vla-
dimir Tarnopolski stayed in Istanbul for several weeks. The compositions they 
wrote during this time were later performed by Ensemble Modern.167 

– Palestinian composer Samir Odeh Tamimi (b. 1970, Tel-Aviv) was active for 
several years in ensembles for traditional Arabic music, before he studied mu-
sicology in Kiel, Germany and composition with Younghi Pagh Paan and 
Günter Steinke in Bremen. 

– In 2009, American composer Christopher Trapani wrote a piece for the French 
kanun player, Julien Jalâl Ed-Dine Weiss (Pohlit 2011: 182). 

– The German-Turkish-Armenian guitarist and composer Marc Sinan (b. 1976) 
composed “Hasretim – Journey to Anatolia” in 2010, including video re-
cordings from traditional Turkish musicians together with newly composed 
contemporary music for orchestra; his subsequent project was Dede Korkut 
(2015) with music from Central Asia, and eventually Komitas (2016). The pro-
jects were realized in cooperation with the Dresden Symphony orchestra, plus 
guest musicians from Turkey and Central Asia respectively. 

– Israel Neuman (b. 1966) wrote “Normal Mode” for Chamber Orchestra and 
Electronics in 2010 in Iowa, using microtones as employed in Turkish music 
(though no other Turkish musical influence is discernible) 

– Helmut Zapf (b.1956), Albedo IX (2003) for bağlama, flute, clarinette, horn and 
piano 

Finally some Western, non-Turkish composers are (or were) based in Istanbul, in-
cluding Pieter Snapper (b. 1967), Michael Ellison (b. 1969) and Stefan Pohlit (b. 
1967).168 Since 2016 the Istanbul based Hezarfen Ensemble, in cooperation with 

                                                                                          
165 Pohlit 2011: 197ff.; Utz 2014: 69ff; www.klaushuber.com.  
166 CD Inspirations, Kalan 1995, the basis of most of the pieces is religious Ottoman music 

(nefes, ilahi, saz semai) including free jazz improvisations. 
167 Mark Andre: üg; Beat Furrer: Xenos; Samir Odeh-Tamimi: Cihangir; Vladimir Tarnopolski: 

Eastanbul. 
168 Michale Ellison composed (among others) a Turkish Concerto for Turkish instruments, cello 

and orchestra (2008). Ethnomusicologist and saxophone player Robert Reigle is active 
mainly in spektral music aktiv. Reigle & Whitehead 2008, Stefan Pohlit wrote his Ph.D. 
thesis at the MIAM Istanbul after having completed his study in Germny (with Wolfgang 
Riehm among others), and taught composition and music theory at the ITÜ. Over the 
years he conducted research on Ottoman music and some of his compositions are related 
to it, e.g. Ikaros (2006) and Der zerrissene Orpheus (2006) both for orchestra.  
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the University of Bristol conducts a five year research program on the interaction 
of contemporary music and traditional Turkish music. 

Non-Turkish Musicians performing Turkish Music 

Early in the development of world music, European and American musicians 
began to learn traditional music, at first primarily Indian or Arabic, but later also 
Turkish music; often many styles one after the other. Musicians including Don 
Cherry, Charlie Mariano or groups such as Codona and Oregon eventually 
claimed to perform music of the whole world. 

In particular collaborations took place in folk music ensembles of Turkish mi-
grants based in Europe. Two technical problems constrain these musical co-
operations. Firstly, language: Both Anatolian folk music and Ottoman Turkish 
art music are primarily vocal. Turkish is very different to Indo-European lan-
guages and thus difficult for Europeans to learn, with the consequence that most 
non-Turkish musicians are forced to remain in the background, only accompany-
ing Turkish singers. The second challenge is the different tone system which ma-
kes exact intonation for non-Turks very difficult. Most cross-cultural ensembles 
are thus forced to play in tempered tuning. One of the rare exceptions is the 
French singer Françoise Demir (b. 1957), accompanied on a bağlama by her hus-
band Mahmut Demir (b. 1960).169 

Even more difficult is the issue of intonation in Turkish art music, a precise in-
tonation of its microtones is almost impossible for foreigners who didn’t grew up 
with this music. Only a few non-Turkish musicians have successfully met the chal-
lenge of makam beyond arabesk-like art music, and even then only as instrumental-
ists, not as far as I know as singers.170 The most well-known non-Turkish musicians 
in Ottoman-Turkish (and other) music are Julien Weiss and Ross Daily (mentioned 
above). 

                                                                                          
169 MC Mahmut & Françoise Demir: Garip ile Senem, Bayar, 1987; MC Ağlama Bebeğim, ASM, 

1993; CD Turquie Musique des Troubadours, Ethnic Auvidis, 1992; CD Yar Bağında, Kalan, 
1995. In 1996 Françoise Arnaud-Demir published the folk song anthology Littérature Popu-
laire: En Suivant les Âşık, Montreuil: Anka. 

170 MC Inspirations: Rotterdam Concert, Kalan, 1995 a project of the kemençe player Ihsan Öz-
gen together with Dutch musicians including Theo Loevendie (saxophone), Guus Jansen 
(piano), Martin van Duynhoven (drums) with jazz versions of bektaşi nefes and ilahi. Two 
further hardly known but remarkable exceptions include the Finn based group Nefes, whe-
re since 1990 Turkish musicians (kanun, ney, clarinet, ud, percussion) and Finnish musians 
cooperate, including Panu Helke (recorder), Kai Olander (ney, bulgarian kaval), Ismo Piip-
ponen (percussion); MC Nefes: Fasl-ı Nefes, Güvercin, 1996; the Dutch ensemble Çalgija 
was founded in 1969 by musicologist Wouter Swets (synthesizer, accordeon), Roel Sluis 
(voice, kaval, recorder), Joost Rekveld (ney, tanbur, rawap, dutar, daf), Kamil Abbas (violin, 
gidschäk, rawap), Janni Kyriakidhis (ud), Magnus Robb (viola); MC Çalgija: Music of the Bal-
kan and Anatolia 2, Pan, 1992. Further see the CD Sylvain Rappaport (piano) & Youval 
Micenmacher (percussion): Turkish Songs, Al Sur, 1997; Vincent Courtois & Gilles An-
drieux: Turkish Blend, Al Sur, 1995. 
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The Swiss-Alsatian born Bernard Weiss (born 1953), graduate of the École Normale de 
Musique (Paris), started his musical career as a classically trained guitar player and also, 
occasionally, performed as a Jazz musician. The decisive experience that led Julien [Jalâl 
Ed-Dine] Weiss (…) to break with his inherited musical roots occurred in 1976: He was 
invited to a reception with the Egyptian Minister of Culture, Farouk Hosni, where he 
was given the occasion to listen, for the first time, to a recording of Munir Bashir. He 
was equally fascinated by scholarly descriptions of Arab musical theory, the phenome-
non of tarab and microtonal pitches in which he was initially instructed by the ethno-
musicologist Jean-Claude Chabrier. (...) He subsequently travelled the Middle East to 
study with teachers in Tunis, Baghdad, Beirut, Cairo and Istanbul. He met Munir Bashir 
for the first time at a festival in Fés in the early 1980’s and would later visit him regu-
larly in Amman. (Pohlit 2011: 10f) 

Weiss later switched to kanun and in 1983 founded the ensemble, Al-Kindi in 
Paris. In Aleppo, Al-Kindi worked with renowned Syrian masters of Arab reli-
gious chants, in particular with Sheykh Hamza Shakkûr (1944-2009), Sabri Mou-
dallal (1918-2006) and Sheykh Ahmad Habboush.171 In 2010, Mohamed Gomar 
(Iraqi joza) and the Turks Aslıhan Özel (kemençe) and Özer Özel (tanbur) joined 
the ensemble (Pohlit 2011: 12). In 1986, Julien Weiss converted to Islam, learned 
Syrian Arabic and adopted the Muslim name of Jalâl Ed-Dine, in remembrance 
of Mevlana Rumi. Julien Weiss resided in Aleppo until 2005 and then moved to 
Istanbul (Pohlit 2011: 12). 

A number of contemporary international workshops offer lectures in Turkish 
(and other) music for non-Turks, including the above mentioned Labyrinth 
workshops in Crete, and similar workshops in Greece; but also regular music 
summer workshops in Turkey, for example, the “Turkish Music Workshop Days” 
in June 2011 in Antalya organized by the “Ottoman Music Centre” (Emine Ko-
livar);172 or the “International Summer School of Turkish Music” of the OMAR 
(Istanbul University) in June 2015.173 Many Turkish musicians in Istanbul today 
have at least occasional international students. Regular workshops take place in 
Italy, the USA, BA and Masters degrees in Turkish music are offered in Rotter-
dam and Mannheim (Germany). In addition several method books for autodi-
dactic study of Turkish music have been published, including. 

– Sağ, Arif; Erzincan, Erdal: Bağlama Metodu / Baglama Method (2 volumes), 
Englisch / Turkish, 2009 

                                                                                          
171 At its foundation the group comprised (besides Weiss) of the Syrians Ziyâd Kâdî Amin 

(nay) and Muhammad Qadri Dalal (ud), and the Egyptian Adel Shams el-Din (percussion); 
other names accompanied by “Al-Kindi” have included the singers Adib Dayikh and 
Omar Sarmimi (Aleppo), Husayin Ismail al-Azami (Iraq), Loutfi Bouchnak (Tunis), and 
Doğan Dikmen (Turkey). 

172 Teachers included Derya Türkan (kemençe), Mehmet Erenler (bağlama), Murat Aydemir 
(tanbur), Murat Bagdatli (ud), and Yavuz Akalin (ney). 

173 İnci Cayirli (repertoire, style), Sadrettin Özçimi (ney), Murat Aydemir (tanbur), Derya Tür-
kan (kemençe), Göksel Baktagir (kanun), and Yurdal Tokcan (ud). 
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– Murat Aydemir (translation: Erman Dirikcan): Turkish Music Makam Guide, 
2010 (Greek translation 2012; German translation in preparation) 

– Altinay (2010): Turkish Musical Instruments. 
– Parlak, Erol: Bağlama Schule, Acoustic Music, Oldenburg 2011, Ger-

man / English / Turkish 
– Burcu Karadağ: Meskte Ney Eğitimi. Teaching the Ney with the Meşk Method, 

Istanbul: Pan 2013 
– Eric Ederer, Makam and Beyond, 2015. 
– Fahrettin Yarkın, Türk Müziğinde Usuller / The Usul in Turkish Music / Τα Ογσογλ 
Στην Τογρκικη Μογσικη, Istanbul, Pan, 2017. 

As an example of European musicians who play Turkish music, let us focus 
briefly on the products of one particular European country, Spain:174 

– Efrén López (b. 1972, Valencia)175 studied in Crete in the 1990s and later trav-
elled to Turkey, to work with Erkan Oğur, Erol Parlak, Ross Daly, Yurdal Tok-
can and Necati Çelik. López plays several Turkish instruments including bağ-
lama, ud and kanun. 

– The ensemble, Milo ke Mandarini was founded in 2008 and was based in Vil-
lanueva de la Vera (Spain), with Isabel Martín (vocal, percussion) and Charlos 
Ramírez (lavta, saz, tanbur); It performs the music of Greece, Bulgaria, Turkey, 
and the Sefardic-Jewish tradition. The musicians studied in Crete.176 

– The ensemble, La Banda del Pepo has combined popular flamenco with “orien-
tal sounds,” “world music,” and “oriental music” since 1999. Musicians in-
clude Pepo Sánchez (voice), José Antonio Aarnouste (guitarra española), Diego 
López (drums and percusiones mediterráneas), Jaume Pallardo (bajo eléctrico), Abel 
García (bağlama, Greek lute), Sara Guirado (dance, percussion) and Christos 
Barbas (kaval, ney).177 

Eric Bernhard Federer describes how non-Turks have adapted the cümbüş: 

Outside of Turkey, the cümbüş has been incorporated into the works of American musi-
cians, Steve Vai, David Lindley, Carmine Guida and Ry Cooder; multi-instrumentalist 
Lu Edmonds (both solo and with the pop group 3Mustafa3), ex-Pink Floyd guitarist Da-
vid Gilmour in Britain; Italian guitarist Roberto Zanisi and Algerian-French artist Rachid 
Taha; Israeli composer Arie Shapira; a variety of Sephardic music groups (e.g., L’Ham de 
Foc and Aman Aman of Spain, Flor de Kanela in the U.S.); Syrian-Swedish folksinger 
Sabri Yousef, Armenian-Syrian singer Haig Yazdjian, and Armenian-American Ara Dink-
jian. (Ederer 2007: 115) 

                                                                                          
174 For these examples I am indepted to Sara Islan! 
175 http://www.efrenlopez.net/web_angles/angnoticies.htm (accessed August 25, 2015) 
176 www.facebook.com/milokemandarini (accessed August 25, 2015) 
177 www.facebook.com/pages/LA-BANDA-DEL-

PEPO/137529397035?fref=photo&__mref=message (accessed August 25, 2015) 
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Well-known international musicians who have cooperated with Turkish musi-
cians include the singer, Loreena McKennith,178 double bass player Renaud Gar-
cia-Fons and many others.179 

Conclusion 

The internationalisation of Turkish music, as part of the general phenomenon of 
globalisation, has developed steadily since at least the early nineteenth century. 
In fact, even much earlier Istanbul was a global city attracting visitors and mi-
grants from both the Islamic world and from Europe. Urban Ottoman music 
and even Anatolian folk music traditions reflect numerous influences from 
neighbouring countries and music traditions. 

The main catalysts for globalisation were twofold. Firstly the development of a 
public music life since the nineteenth century, with public concerts and educa-
tional institutions (cemiyetis, Darül-Elhân, municipal and later state conserva-
torys); combined with the growing importance of media, including notation 
(since the nineteenth century), which facilitated the printing of notation (1876), 
books on music, method teaching books, newspapers, journals and since around 
1900, 78rpm records. 

The second factor enabling the internationalisation of Turkish music is the in-
crease in population mobility. Emigration from the Ottoman Empire to America 
and Europe, i.e. out of the Islamic world, began in the later nineteenth century. 
Until the mid-twentieth century migration mainly influenced Western Turkish 
music. After the 1930s many Western musicians escaped from Nazi Germany to 
Turkey and became teachers in the emerging Western music life in Ankara and 
Istanbul. 

Both contributing factors to globalisation – media and international mobility – 
expanded and grew continuously over the early and middle-twentieth century. The 
foundation of the Republic of Turkey in 1923 reinforced the importance of 
Europe, though its impact on internationalisation in general is limited. After some 
two decades of international isolation in the early republican period, Turkey’s in-
ternational profile and participation re-emerged following the Second World War. 

Musical relations with Iran and some Arabic countries continued in a reduced 
form throughout the twentieth century. In parallel, employment migration to 
several European countries began in the 1960s, reaching its peak in the early 
1970s. In Europe a Turkish community life emerged, followed by social and mu-
sical diversification. After the coup in 1980, additional political refugees mi-
grated to Europe, including numerous artists, intellectuals and musicians. Since 

                                                                                          
178 CD Loreena McKennith: An Ancient Muse, 2006, including Sokrátis Sinópoulos, Haig 

Yazdjian and others, Kallimopoulou 2009: 200. 
179 CD Renaud Garcia-Fons: Oriental Bass, Enja 2002. 
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then, the Turkish population in Europe has remained roughly constant at around 
4 million people. The Turkish diaspora in Europe adapted to the daily life in 
their new home countries but at the same time remained strongly connected to 
Turkey through travel and media, such as telephone, TV and internet. European 
Turkish communities became a market for music and musicians from Turkey. 
During the 1980s and 1990s the most striking peculiarity of this Turkish-
European music life was the overwhelming production of CD’s (in earlier times 
MC’s) by Euro-Turks, from which the Turkish music industry in Kumkapanı be-
nefited to a large extent. Studio musicians regularly fly from Turkey to Europe, 
European-based singers and groups come to Istanbul for recording sessions, and 
Turkey-based musicians travel for concerts throughout Europe. Since the 1980s 
new musical styles, instruments or songs from Turkey are instantly adopted in 
the diaspora, for example Arif Sağ’s style of the short-necked bağlama, classical 
Turkish art music (klasik türk müzigi), Kurdish and Zaza music, Alevi culture and 
music, and many more. In the 1980s the development of international Turkish 
music accelerated. In Greece a revival of Greek-Ottoman musical traditions (in-
cluding rembetiko and paradosiaká) began and a number of “Eastern” instruments 
where reintroduced, which had been forgotten over decades. From the late 1980s 
concerts and workshops with Turkish musicians were held in Greece. Shortly af-
ter, around 1993, the Turkish label Kalan Music started to produce historical re-
cordings of rembetiko and other (Ottoman-)Greek music in Turkey. Since the 
1990s, joint musical projects involving musicians from Turkey and its neighbour-
ing countries substantially increased. These includes both historic neighbours 
(e.g. Iran), countries, which in the past were part of the Ottoman Empire (e.g. 
Greece, Bulgaria; and finally countries such as Armenia and Israel, which were 
founded partially by former Ottoman minorities. 

Since the late 1980s the so-called “world music” market developed as an at-
tractive forum for all kinds of traditional music in Europe and America. The 
world music genre also became known in Istanbul in the 1990s. Approximately 
five approaches to the integration of Turkish music into world music became ap-
parent: Islamic music as world music; rhythmical music, in particular the asym-
metric Anatolian rhythms as world music; cross-cultural encounters (including 
Indian, Flamenco and many other music traditions) including Turkish musicians; 
early European music in dialogue with Middle Eastern traditions; and contem-
porary Western music integrating elements of traditional Turkish music. As part 
of the world music genre, a growing number of non-Turkish musicians (mostly 
instrumentalists) have also begun to learn and perform Turkish music all over 
Europe and North America. This has opened up another avenue for Turkish mu-
sicians, that is lessons and workshops for foreigners, both abroad and in Turkey. 
Today, a great number of excellent Greek, Armenian, Israeli, European and other 
musicians are active in the international field of Ottoman-Turkish music. Over 
the last twenty years the world music market has become a substantial source of 
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income for Turkish musicians. Labels such as Kalan and Doublemoon success-
fully market Turkish traditional music internationally as world music. 

In general, migration, international mobility and the growing global media-
scape has expanded accessible individual experiences and available musical styles 
to an unprecedented extent. In particular the growth of world music has led to 
the emergence of a plethora of individual musicians and ensembles, among 
them many who perform more or less Turkish music. In the early 21st century Is-
tanbul is a global music city where numerous individual musicians live and 
work, most of them internationally well-connected. 
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III Tradition becomes History 

Ottoman culture has increasingly attracted the Turkish public interest over the 
last two decades. Films with historic themes such as “Conquest 1453” (“Fetih 
1453”) by Faruk Aksoy (2012) have become successful; similary popular are tele-
vision soap operas such as “Magnificent Century” (“Muhteşem Yüzyıl”), which de-
tails the life of Süleyman the Magnificent (2011–2014), novels on historic sub-
jects (like Aşk, 2009, or Ustam ve Ben, 2013, by Elif Şafak1) and even restaurants 
offering traditional Ottoman foot in an historic ambiance (Karaosmanoglu 
2009). Numerous historic buildings in Istanbul have been restored, for example 
as early as 1984 the house of the nineteenth century composer Dede Efendi in 
Istanbul’s Cankurtaran neighborhood was removated and today it serves as a 
venue for concerts and workshops. In addition, three historic Mevlevi lodges ha-
ve bee restored: Yenikapı (2005–2009), Eyüp–Bahariye (2008–2010), and Galata 
(2010–2011) (Waltron 2010). The former house of Dimitrie Cantemir (Kantemi-
roğlu) in Fener, meanwhile hosts the Dimitrie Cantemir Museum, in 2003 a park in 
Macka was officially renamed Dimitrie Cantemir Parkı (Eker 2011: 71). In particu-
lar in 2010, when Istanbul received the designation as “Cultural Capital of Euro-
pe,” numerous historical buildings in Sultan Ahmed (the historic peninsula) and 
elsewhere were renovated. As part of the music program a concert series entitled, 
“Music of Istanbul Architects” (Istanbul Mimarısının Müziği) presented music at 
historical venues featuring the Istanbul State Turkish Classical Music Choir with Ot-
toman-Turkish art music.2 

In politics and culture this new attitude towards Turkey’s past has been dis-
cused as the AKP’s “Ottoman Revival” or “Neo-Ottomanism.” In 2015 President 
R. T. Erdogan initiated the official practice of receiving international guests with 
the formality of a group of soldiers dressed in traditional uniforms representing 
Turkish empires of the past. In the same year the AKP proposed compulsory Ot-
toman language classes in high schools. 

In Istanbul’s live music scene the increasing awareness of the historical dimen-
sion of music is visible in concerts or other events labeled as “anniversaries” of 
important composers. For example, a concert on the 101st anniversary of the 
death of the composer, Reşat Aysu in 2011 in the Cemal Reşit Rey concert hall or, 
at the same venue, the concert of the Cumhurbaşkanlığı Klasik Türk Müziği Korosu 

                                                                                          
1 A great number of more or less serious Turkish novelists have written on historic subjects 

in recent years, including Orhan Pamuk, Nedim Gürsel, Ayşe Kulin, İskender Pala, Zülfü 
Livaneli, Ahmet Ümit, Okay Tiryakioğlu, Nazım Tektas, İhsan Oktay Anar and many oth-
ers (Tüfekçioğlu 2016). 

2 Concerts took place at Aynalıkavak Pavilion, Topkapı Palace, Yenikapı Mevlevi lodge, Kumkapı 
Armenian Church, Istanbul Radio, Dolmabahçe Palace, Feshane, Sepetçiler Pavilion, Archeology 
Museum, Yıldız Chalet Pavilion, Süleymaniye mosque complex, Yenikapı Mevlevi Lodge and 
Taksim Armenian Catholic Church. 
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on October 31, 2013, marketed as a celebration of the foundation of the Turkish 
Republic 90 years ago and the the anniversary of the death of the composer and 
choir director, Mesut Cemil, 50 years ago. As part of the Cultural Capital of Eu-
rope program in 2010 the Armenian community of Istanbul honored the Arme-
nian composer and musicologist, Gomitas on the 140th anniversary of his birth 
and the 75th anniversary of his death with several projects.3 In 1996 the Istanbul 
municipality organized a composers’ competition to honor the 150th anniversary 
of the death of Dede Efendi and the 80th anniversary of the death of Tanburî 
Cemil Bey (Tanrıkorur 2001: 60-62). 2007, being the 800th anniversary of Mev-
lana Rumi’s birth, was branded “Mevlana Year” by UNESCO. That year saw 
symposia in both Konya and Istanbul, exhibitions, national and international 
concert tours with Mevlevi, sema ceremonies organized by the Turkish state; con-
certs with Mercan Dede in the Aya Ireni concert hall as well as an “International 
Ney-Meeting” (Uluslararası Neyzenler Buluşması), organized by Süleyman Ergüner 
in Istanbul.4 In the following year the lounge musician Mercan Dede released his 
chart topping album, “800”, and the municipality of Istanbul published a set of 
eight CDs with ayins (ceremonial hymns) of the Mevlevi composed by Dede 
Efendi.5 The most spectacular event took place in Mevlana’s city, Konya with a 
gigantic ceremony in the city’s sports stadium, with the participation of more 
than 300 sema-performers wearing traditional clothes, accompanied by a sym-
phony orchestra. The night ended with a laser show and fireworks above Rumi’s 
mausuleum.6 For the same historical occasion of Mevlana’s 800th anniversary 
Can Attila (born 1969) wrote a “Mevlana 800. Yıl Oratoryosu” and Sabri Tuluğ 
Tırpan (born 1970) his senfonic poem “Mevlana-Simyacı“ (Mevlana the Alche-
mist)7. 
                                                                                          
3 For example, a concert entitled, Gomidas’a Saygı: Bu Toprağın Şarkıları (“In Honor of Go-

midas: Songs of These Lands”), whose organizers included Anadolu Kültür, İstanbulahay, 
the Gomidas Platform and the Armenian Patriarchate of Turkey; a dance and improvisa-
tional performance entitled, Gomidas’la Yolculuk (“A Journey with Gomidas”); a Badarak 
concert by the Kusan 2010 chorus, a collaboration of Istanbul’s active Armenian choruses 
dedicated to Gomidas’ Kusan chorus, and a subsequently released album; a book entitled, 
Deliliğın Arkeolojisi: Gomidas (An Archaeology of Insanity: Gomidas), published by Bir-
zamanlar Publishing; and the “Two Polyphonic Concerts by Three Choruses” project. 

4 www.mfa.gov.tr/mevlana-celaleddin-rumi_nin-800_-dogum-yildonumu-.tr.mfa (accessed 
November 11, 2013) 

5 CD Istanbul Büyükşehir Belediyesi (ed.): Dede Efendi Mevlevi Sesler, Istanbul 2007. 
6 See http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ly4UXdUDlDg&feature=related or http://www. 

youtube.com/watch?v=zdLL-h7zZX4 (accessed May 12, 2016). This monumental show 
might have been inspired by the even bigger “Epos of the Millennium” (1000 Yılın 
Türküsü), organized by the European Federation of Alevi Organizations for the first time 
in 2000 in Köln, Germany and later on several occasions in Turkey. 

7 Değirmenci 2013: 49, Fn 29; Vincente 2007. Mevlana was further the subject of a few op-
era projects and projects for orchestra and choir. These included Mevlana Oratorio of Ali 
Doğan Sinangil, written again in honor of the 700th anniversery of Mevlana’s death; and 
two other works entitled, Mevlana Oratorio for Mevlana’s 800th birthday in 2007 (Vincente 
2007:288f). 
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Figure 1: CDs released in comemmoration of the 300th anniversary of Itrî’s 
death, based on the collection of Abdülbâki Baykara (d. 1935), today owned 
by his grandson Nâsir Abdülbâki Baykara. The extended booklet (written by 
Hakan Talu) contained historical photographs (from the Yenikapı Mev-
levîhanesi, the kudüm (kettledrum) of Dede Efendi etc.), articles on the his-
tory of the Yenikapı lodge, facsimile of manuscripts with lyrics and notation 
in Dede Efendi’s handwriting. 

Only one year later, in 2008, the 200th anniversary of the death of Selim III 
prompted concerts, an exibition in the Topkapi palace museum (Beşiroğlu 2008), 
as well as the publication of books, notation editions and a related CD by the 
municipality of Istanbul.8 2012 was declared by UNESCO as the 300th anniver-
sary of the death of Buhurizâde Mustafa Itrî (c. 163?-1712), a musician, com-
poser, calligrapher and poet, although there is no source to prove either the year 
of his birth or of his death. In 2009 Turkey had already issued a 100 lira bank-
note with Itri’s portrait (as Murat Bardakçı (2012) scornfully noted with an imagi-
nary picture, since no true picture survived). Two international conferences on 

                                                                                          
8 CD Ayangil Türk Müziği Orkestra ve Korosu Solistleri: Bestekâr III. Selîm Hân, İstanbul 

Büyükşehir Belediyesi, 2008. 
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Itrî were held in Istanbul in 2012, several CDs released, books and notation edi-
tions, and several concerts took place.9 

In 2013, packaged in a luxury designed box, six CDs with recordings from 
compositions ascribed to Itrî (musical director: Murat Sâlim Tokaç) were released 
by the municipality of Istanbul, sponsored by Turkish Airlines.10 In the same 
year the “Itrî-Prize for Classical Turkish Music” (Itrî Klasik Türk Musıkisi Ödülleri) 
was awarded for the first time by the municipality of Beyoglu and the Türk 
Musikisi Vakfı across ten categories. In 2014, a CD with recordings of music as-
cribed to ‘Abd al-Qâdir Marâghî was released on the 600th anniversary of his 
treatise Makâsidü’l Elhân.11 One year later, the “Ensemble for Historical Turkish 
Music İstanbul” attached to the Ministery for Culture released a CD commited 
to the 150th Aniversary of Muallim İsmail Hakkı Bey, and a symposium at the 
ITÜ on the 80th anniversery of his death, focused on Ali Rifat Çağatay. In 2016 
the 100th anniversary of the death of Tanburi Cemil Bey led to the publication 
of a luxury and complete edition of his original recordings on 78 rpm records, a 
number of concerts (among them one concert series organized by members of 
the Choir for Classical Turkish Music of the State President), and finally a sym-
posium organized by İstanbul Şehir University. 

The expanding interest in music history is further evidenced by the increasing 
number of popular books on this issue, the growing number of Turkish music 
historians and in the enlarged departments for musicology / (Turkish) music his-
tory12. Several journals (more or less succesfully) deal with Ottoman-Turkish mu-
sic history, for example Musiki Mecmuası (“Music Collection”; since 1948), 
Kadem (every three months since 2010) and Musıkişinas (“Music Lovers”, since 
1996; Uslu 2006: 49ff). It is noteworthy that international musicological 
reasearch on music in Turkey has also focused on the history since about the  

 

                                                                                          
9 Symposium Itrî ve Dönemine Disiplinlerarası Bakışlar / ‘Interdisciplinary Perspectives on Itrî 

and his Period’ (3 December 2012, Istanbul Üniversitesi Kongre Kültür Merkezi) organized 
by IKSV, curated by Gönül Pacacı (OMAR). International Symposium: “Great Composer 
Itrî” (23 – 24 November 2012, Haliç Sütlüce Congress Center & FSMVÜ Yenikapı Mev-
levîhânesi), organized by the Fatih Sultan Mehmet Vakıf University. (CD, Book, Multime-
dia CD) T.C. Kültür ve Turizm Bakanlığı & Güzel Sanatlar Genel Müdürlüğü (eds.), Cum-
hurbaşkanlığı Klasik Türk Müziği Korosu: Itrî, Istanbul, Kaf 2012; CD Söz Saz Istanbul, 
Yenikapi Mevlevîhanesi 1597 – 1925. Itrî 300. Yılı anısına, Istanbul, TFM Müzik 2012; Ali Al-
tan, Nilgün Doğrusöz & Recep Uslu, Itri Izleri, Istanbul, Balat Yayınları 2012. 

10 CD Istanbul Büyüksehir Belediyesi, Buhûrizâde Mustafa Itrî Efendi. Bilinen ve Bilin-
meyen Yönleri ile, 2013. 

11 CD Gülçin Yahya Kaçar: Abdülkâdir-I Merâgî Besteleri, Atatürk Kültür Merkezi Başkanlığı, 
2015. 

12 At the State Conservatory for Turkish music of the Istanbul Technical University (Director: 
Songül Karahasanoğlu), Istanbul Sehir University (Cem Behar); Istanbul University (Me-
htap Demir, “Center for Research and Practice of Ottoman Music” – Osmanlı Dönemi 
Müziği Uygulama ve Araştırma Merkezi, OMAR) of the Istanbul University; Gönül Pacaci), 
and until 2016 Fatih University (Rûhi Ayangil); to mention only those in Istanbul.  
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Figure 2: CD Cover of the Project Ilk Renk (“First Color”) by Güç Başar 
Gülle (Ak, 2010) showing a collage of a picture from Charles Fonton’s Essai 
sur la musique orientale, Paris 1751, in red color. The linear notes of the CD 
begin “This project aims to prove that Ottoman-Turkish Music is more than a his-
toric artifact and still carries the potential to establish its own aesthetic standards for 
the future.” All compositions on the CD, however, were composed anew and 
arranged for ud, double bass and percussions. 

1980s,13 while folk music has almost completely lost it’s former attraction for in-
ternational musicologists. Today research at least on Turkish art music is almost 
always historically based. 

We might suppose that most professionel Turkish musicians today have at least 
some knowledge about Turkish music history. In general this past is imagined as a 
combination of a far prehistory followed by a timeless Ottoman tradition. Histori-
cal research and numerous editions of notations today offer a growing repertoire of 
music of the past (in whatever form); while meanwhile the awarness of music his-
tory slowly replaces the notion of a direct connection to what was once perceived 
as an ongoing tradition. Many musicians and ensembles who are aware of the his-
torical distance, endeavor to reconstruct and revive lost music traditions. The 
growing interest in music history hence opened a wide range of new fields for mu-
sicians, and in the end enlarged the scope music practised in the present. 
                                                                                          
13 Similarly recently historical research has been conducted on the music in Persia (Lucas 

2014) or Egypt (Racy 1977) For recent overviews on Historical Ethnomusicology see 
McCollum & Hebert 2014; Bohlman 2013. 
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Musicians of the Past 

Despite the great tradition of Ottoman historiography, the history of music as a 
description of historical development was never the focus of Ottoman music 
theory (and other) writers. In general the musical past was conceptualized as an 
idealized origin on the one hand, and comprising the living stories of direct tea-
chers and those teachers’ teachers on the other. This divided perception of the 
past reflects the historical conciousness as Jan Vansina (1985) and Jan Assmann 
(1997) described it with respect to oral traditions: direct memories encompassing 
some 80-100 years, combined with an imagined “origin” of the respective cul-
ture. Between both Vansina saw a “floating gap” (Assmann 2011: 34; Vansina 
1985: 23f), while Jan Assmann’s book on cultural memory (1997: 35) posited 
that in cultural memory both levels of the past are directly and mutually linked. 
Ottoman music tradition, though of course not strictly an oral tradition (Poulos 
(2011: 171) described the situation as “in-between orality”; similar Behar 2012: 
95), shows both approaches side by side: an almost genealogical attachment to 
individuals teachers, their teachers and further back to other musicians in the 
past (silsile), combined with the idea of an “origin” of music. This general struc-
ture remained stable over the early Republican time, partly until today. In Otto-
man writings, the musical past was highly personalized, focusing on individual 
people, while abstract notions of stylistic periods never became an issue. In Ot-
toman mecmû’as (song text anthologies) many compositions were transmitted to-
gether with the names of their composers (and poets), in addition knowledge 
about musicians was transmitted orally. The literary genre of biographical dic-
tionaries (tezkere), however, seems to have ignored musicians until the eighteenth 
century. The first and until the twentieth century only exception was Es’ad Efen-
di’s Atrab ül-asâr fi tezkire-ti urefâ’il edvâr, written in the late 1720s.14 

Several music theory treatises mention Greek philosophers including Pythago-
ras (Hekim Fisagoret), Plato, Aristotle and Ptolemy in connection with the “origin 
of music” (Popescu-Judetz 2007: 21). As founder – at least as a main figure – of 
the theory of music, writers refer to al Fârâbî (sometime even as the inventor of 
musical instruments such as the kanun or ud), similarly to Ibn Sînâ, Safi al-Dîn 
Urmavî, and, as the most important, to ‘Abd al-Qâdir Marâghî (d.1435), who un-
til the nineteenth century is regularly labeled as either teacher (hâce, hoca), or sec-
ond teacher (hoca-i sâni, after Pythagoras as the first).15 In Ottoman song-text an-
thologies regularly compositions are attributed to Marâghî.16 

                                                                                          
14 Behar 2010; Yekta 2000; Uslu 2008. 
15 Yekta 1318/1902 (2000); Feldman 2015: 87. 
16 Feldman 2015:130ff; as an example for recent performance of compositions attributed to 

Merâgî see CD Gülçin Yahya Kaçar: Abdülkâdir-I Merâgî Besteleri, Atatürk Kültür Merkezi 
Başkanlığı, 2015. 
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Each approach engenders a different form of legitimisation. While looking 
back to one’s own direct teacher legitimates the individually performed music as 
proven and accepted by a respected teacher, the narrative of an “origin” of a mu-
sical tradition aims to secure the music tradition as a whole. Agayeva and Uslu 
explain the reasons behind the incessant mentioning of names such as al-Fârâbî, 
Safî al-Dîn Urmavî and Ibn Sînâ in edvârs (music treatises): 1. The desire to show 
that music is honourable and sacred; 2. The desire to demonstrate that the sci-
ence of music is in accordance with religion; 3. The intention of the edvâr writers 
to claim a close connection to these masters by showing affinity to them 
through reading their texts (Agayeva & Uslu, 2004: 8; Doğrusöz 2012: 25). 

On the other hand, several Ottoman theory writers have obviously been aware 
of different historical layers, Abdülbâkî Nâsır Dede (1765-1821) for instance, 
distingished 

several generations of masters in chronological order: the most Ancients (akdemun), the 
Ancients (kudema), the predecessors of the Moderns (kudema-i müteakhirrin), the Mod-
erns (müteakhirin) and the precursors of a vague period (müteakhirin-i selef or eslaf).17 

What exactly Ottoman writers thought about their musical past is still unclear 
due to the lack of respective sources. Cantemir and Es’ad Efendi also speak about 
“elder music,” in particular referring to the early seventeenth century, hence the 
time before the emergence of an independent Ottoman music style. In particular 
the opposition of kadîm – cedîd (old – new) has been a frequent topic in theory 
works.18 Moreover, Feldman mentions the existence of three earlier ayîns, known 
as “beste-i kadîmler” (ancient compositions). The Mevlevî did not speculate con-
cerning their composers, but rather “tolerated the existence of compositions by unknown 
composers, and even allowed them to remain fragmentary” (Feldman 2001: 51). 

Nevertheless, the sources do not evidence a conciousness of the historical de-
velopment of music and persons from the past are mentioned rather as figures of 
a timeless tradition. Music has been perceived as “monolitic, essential and unchang-
ing” (Feldman 2014:149), rendering music of the past as basically identical to 
contemporary music. Musicians in history have not been imagined with the awa-
renes of historical difference – as musicians living in earlier periods, under differ-
ent social or political circumstances, and expressing different aesthetic values – 
but rather as persons of just another generation, as imagined teachers, who der-
serve respect, and who could be regarded as direct predecessors. 

In traditional Ottoman education (meşk), teachers also transmitted biographical 
knowledge of composers and musicians of the past, while dates of their lifetime 
or musical “periods” were hardly given. “The lack of distance can also be seen in the fact 
that cultural history was never based on actual sources, musical documents, although these 
were known at least by some experts” (Feldman 2014:107). Still today elder musicians 

                                                                                          
17 Popescu-Judetz 2010: 200 2007a: 70; Doğrusöz 2015: 83f. 
18 Behar 2010: 61ff; Popescu-Judetz 2007: 72. 
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sometimes speak about musicians of the past as if they had met them in person, 
praising their musicality or even quoting dialogues. For these kind of information 
no sources or other prooves will ever be asked for. 

The music itself was transmitted by mes ̧k (lit. practice; practicing; Behar 2012). 
In the context of Ottoman calligraphy (hat), the term refers to the copying exer-
cises given to students by their teacher. 

In musical terms, mes ̧k accounts for the learning process in which a student memorizes 
the repertoire of his teacher by rote, that is, through the aid of repetition of basic struc-
tural components of a composition, such as the poetic text, the rhythmic cycle (usûl), 
and the melodic structures based on the modal system of makam. The element of repeti-
tion in meşk also has an important physical aspect, which is manifested in the practice of 
students repeatedly ‘beating’ the rhythmic cycle on their left and right knees, distin-
guishing between heavy and light strokes, in resemblance to the percussion instruments 
playing technique (Behar 1998 [2012]: 16). This physical participation, known also as 
‘düm-tek’ style […], functioned as a bodily-verbal mnemonic device of the transmitted 
repertoire; it helped students to internalize the rhythmic structure of the composition 
they were trying to memorize and served as a means for recalling it in performance (Pou-
los 2011: 167f). 

Music hence was transmitted in a holistic way, including performing techniques 
and style, melodic ornamentation and aesthetics. Education was imbedded in 
close relations of master and student (usta-çırak) with mutual affection and deep 
respect from the pupil to his teacher. This respect also prevented the student 
from intentional changes to compositions he learned from his teacher. This “fi-
delity” (sadakat) to the teachers repertoire and style eventually led to the forma-
tion of musical quasi-genealogical chains of authority (Poulos 2011: 170), called 
silsile (practicing chains). Until today these chains are highly esteemed among 
musicians (Behar 2012: 87ff). Sadettin Kaynak (1895-1961) for example is con-
nected over several lines with Kazim Uz (1872-1938) – Zekâi Dede (1825-1897), 
finally until Tanburi Isak Efendi (1744-1814); with Zeki Arif Araergin (1896-
1964); and with Rauf Yekta – Şeyh Celâleddin Dede (1849-1907). In his music 
encyclopedia, Öztuna lists over five pages of silsile chains of numerous important 
Ottoman musicians. The claim his own silsile chain would go back over seven 
hundred years to the thirteenth century theorist Safî al-Dîn (as Behar [2012: 136] 
noted) of course cannot be taken serious.19 

In spite of all the efforts at loyality, however, as a consequence of the oral 
transmission no completely fixed version of compositions existed. Musicians 
tried to defend original versions but at the same time were aware of changes. 

Many seventeenth- and eighteenth-century traditional Ottoman/Turkish musicians took 
note of the existence and the circulation of multiple variants of the same musical work. 
(Behar 2013b: 5) 

                                                                                          
19 Ayas 2015: 352ff; Öztuna 1990: I, 47ff; Istanbul: Ergüner 2002: 24 on silsile of ney players. 
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Owen Wright (1988) has demonstrated the extent of changes in compositions 
which have been transmitted since Cantemir’s time (c.1710) until today. Not 
only minor melodic elements but even longer passages might have changed, dis-
appeared or be added anew. Instead of one single and universally accepted stan-
dard version of a given composition, a variety of versions exist, or, how Jäger 
puts it, an “opus cluster” (Jäger 2015:42). Even composers themselves generated 
differing versions (Behar 2013b: 9). 

Sources from the late nineteenth century indicate a growing historical aware-
ness. When Ismail Hakkı Bey (1866-1927) claimed to have discovered ancient 
pieces (which in fact he composed himself), such as a peşrev by Cellaleddin Ru-
mi’s son, Sultan Veled, or the peşrev by Al Farabi (d. 950; Behar 2012: 144ff), all 
of them bore a striking resemblance to items in the Cantemir Collection, to 
which he had access (Feldman 2014:148). We can assume that Hakkı Bey com-
posed them in a style, which he (and his contemporaries) must have perceived as 
“archaic,” hence as different from the contempory style. 

Furthermore, during the nineeenth century, European ideas of the “prehis-
tory” of music reached the Ottoma Empire. Instead of the invention of an al-
ready complete music culture, in this thinking the musical past was imagined as 
the gradual development from earlier, less developed states ascending from “cul-
ture” to “culture” to finaly reach the present. The early European music histories 
of the eighteenth and nineteenth century tended to describe non-European mu-
sic traditions as the latter’s prehistory, hence as cultures of the past in an essen-
tialistic view, rather than as contemporary music performed or composed by in-
dividual musicians.20 In European musicology the question of an “origin” of 
music only later became an issue, that is towards the end of the nineteenth cen-
tury under the influence of Darwin’s theory of evolution and with the beginning 
of a comparative musicology (the predecessor of ethnomusicology). In the Ot-
toman Empire, the impact of the idea of non-personified cultures as prehistory, 
might be seen for example in nineteenth century Ottoman-Greek music histo-
ries, which “referred [to] accounts about music in the Bible and in Greek mythology, nar-
rated anecdotes showing the importance of music for the ancient Greek musicians.”21 

The beginning of Ottoman-Turkish music historiography is connected with 
the person of Rauf Yekta Bey (1871-1935). From 1914 on, Rahmi Bey, Ismail 

                                                                                          
20 Greve 1995:5ff; Bohlman 1987; M. de Blainville: Histoire Générale Critique de la Musique, Paris, 

1767; Johann Nikolaus Forkel: Allgemeine Geschichte der Musik, Leipzig 1788; Knowledge of 
music of the Ottoman Empire of the time was based on books such as Cantemir (1734), 
Charles Fonton (1751), Franz Josef Sulzer (1781), Giovanni Battista Toderini (1789) and Guil-
laume Villotteau (1809). Further music histories of the nineteenth century include H. Men-
del, Konversations-Lexikon, 1875; A.W. Ambros: Geschichte der Musik, Leipzig 1862-1878. 

21 Archimandrite Hrisanthos: Narration of the Beginning and the Advancement of Music, 
Trieste 1832; Theodore of Focaea: Foundations of Theory and Practice of Ecclesiastical 
Music, Constantinople 1842; G.I. Papadopoulos: Contributions to the History of Our Ec-
clesiastical Music 1890; Erol 2009: 257. 
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Hakkı Bey and Hafız Ahmet Bey taught Turkish Music History (Türk Mûsikîsi 
Tarihi) at the Dârü’l Bedâyi, which was the first theater academy of the Ottoman 
Empire. After the opening of the first conservatory (Dârü’l Elhân) in 1917, Rauf 
Yekta gave lessons there on the “History of Eastern Music” (Şark Mûsikîsi Tarihi) 
and Turkish music theory (Türk Mûsikîsi Nazariyatı).22 Obviously during this time 
he began to write his overarching, “Music History of the East” (Şark Mûsikîsi 
Tarihi), which was published in 1343/1924 (Paçacı 2010: 172f). Already in 1915 
Yekta Bey published an article entitled, “Research on Ancient Turkish Music,” 
whose first chapter discussed “roots” (kökler). Even his famous encompassing ar-
ticle in the Encyclopedia Lavignac (1913) includes a chapter “De l’opinion des Orien-
taux sur l’origine de la musique – Son historique – Coup d’oeil sur l’histoire de la musique 
chez les Turcs.” (Yekta 1915; 1913-22: 2971) Yekta Bey’s writings exhibit an ongo-
ing conceptual transition. In these earlier writings he “always conforms to the gen-
eral mystic history of Ottoman music that we know from much earlier sources” (Feldman 
2014: 129), that is with Pythagoras, al Fârâbi, Avicenne (Ibn Sina) and ‘Abd al-
Qâdir Marâghî as personalized “origin;” the Lavignac article instead begins with 
Mohammed (Yekta, 1913-22: 2975). His book on music history, on the other 
hand, includes as a musical “prehistory” the “music cultures” of ancient Egypt, As-
syria, Phoenicians, Indian, Hebrew, China, Japan, Birma, Siam, Ceylon, ancient 
Greeks, and Persian music (Paçacı 2010: 172). This approach is clearly resonant 
of European global music history writings of the nineteenth century. Yekta, in 
this book, obviously tried to integrate Turkish music into contemporary Euro-
pean music historiography (Jäger 2013:8). The approach to Western music his-
tory from Ahmet Muhtar Ataman (1928) was similar: In his first chapter, “Music 
in the First Period” (Ilk Çağda Mûsikî) he writes on Egyt, Assyria, Phoenicia, Is-
rael, China, India, Greek, Rome, and early Christianity (Akdoğu 1989: 64; Paçacı 
2010:174). 

For Ottoman music history, however, Rauf Yekta Bey critizices European writ-
ers, such as Kiesewetter, in a way similar, though still less sharp, to Hüseyin Sa-
dettin Arel’s treatment of them twenty years later. Later Rauf Yekta wrote biogra-
phies of musicians in his personal teachers’ chain. The first of the three volumes 
of Esâtîz-i Elhân, published in 1318/1902, was dedicated to Rauf Yekta’s teacher, 
Zekâî Dede (1825-1897) who had passed away five years earlier.23 The second 
volume (again 1902) dealt with Merâğî, the third volume (1925) with Zekâîs 
Dede’s teacher, Ismail Dede.24 Also in other books and articles, as for example in 
the Lavignac article Rauf Yekta primarily names teachers, musicians or compos-
ers, while he never discusses the historical development of music. 

                                                                                          
22 Erguner 2003: 30. Şevket Gavsi Danışzâde: Tarih-i Musik-i Sultan Selim, Peyam Dergisi 1914: 

45. 
23 Yektâ 2000; Paçacı: 168-171; Jäger 2013: 8. 
24 Feldman 2015: 129. Further volumes on Cantemir and Nâyî Osman Dede were no to be 

realized. Erguner 2003: 66ff. 
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The foundation of the Republic of Turkey in 1923 led to further changes in Turk-
ish music historiography, in particular concerning the concept of origin. The 
nineteenth century European idea of cultures as prehistory was modified to the 
ideologically loaded theory of the origin of “Turkish music.” Thereby, for the 
first time, folk music replaced Ottoman music as the main subject of historical 
research.25 The trigger for this shift was the findings of European Turkism in the 
nineteenth century concerning the Central Asian ancestry of Turks, leading to a 
growing notion amongst the Ottoman intelligentsia of the existence of a Turkish 
world and Turkish culture beyond the boundaries of the Ottoman empire (Sto-
kes 1992: 22ff). Together with the emerging Turkish nationalism of the late nine-
teenth century the idea also developed that Anatolian folk music (previously ig-
nored among the educated Ottoman elite as primitive) was the genuine 
“Turkish” music, in opposition to “foreign” Ottoman music (Aksoy (1987) 2008: 
139-156; Şenel 2000). This ideological approach was particularly propagated by 
the highly influential sociologist, Ziya Gökalp (1876-1924).26 

In the early Republic of Turkey historiography became a political project, with 
the basic aim to create a continuous “Turkish history,” reaching from a Central 
Asian origin (Türk-Hun Empire, Göktürk Empire etc.) to Anatolia, which was si-
multaneously declared as a land of Turks since its pre-history, from the Sumerians 
and Hittites up to the present (Üngör 2011: 229; Ayhan 2012). The general 
framework was the “Turkish History Thesis” (Türk Tarih Tezi)27, developed in the 
1930s by the Turkish Hearts’ (Türk Ocakları) Committee for the Study of Turkish 
History and the subsequent Turkish Historical Society, which included prominent 
historians and intellectuals such as Yusuf Akçura, Reşit Galip, Samih Rıfat and 
Afet İnan (Ersanlı 2003). A number of new institutions were founded by the state 
in order to develop and propagate this new model of national history.28 Turkish 
nationalists dated the “origin of Turkish music” back to the time of an original, 
“first” Turkish people; the history of “Turkish music” hence was extended to at 
least 6000 years.29 This assumption was not the result of new historical findings or 
newly accessed sources but rather a shift of ideology. Whatever might have hap-
pened after this “origin” of “Turkish music,” and how music from this “origin” 

                                                                                          
25 For music policies in Turkey during the Republican period, see Ayas 2014; Balkılıç 2009; 

Hasgül 1996; Paçacı 1999; Şenel 1999; Stokes 1992: 22ff; Tekelioğlu 1999; Öztürkmen 
1998.  

26 Gökalp 1923; Okan Murat Öztürk 2015; Stokes 1992: 25ff; Markoff 1986; Greve1995: 
59ff; Behar 1987: 93ff. Öztürkmen 1998; Ülkütaşır 1973; Gökalp even collected folklore 
material including songs since 1912 (Yüksel 2011: 83). 

27 Akkoç 2015; Balkılıç 2009; Behar 1992. 
28 In 1930, the Association for the Study of Turkish History (Türk Tarihi Tetkik Cemiyeti) insti-

tuted by Atatürk in 1930, published “Outlines of Turkish History” (Türk Tarihinin Ana Hat-
ları), ed. Afet Inan et.al. (other volumes followed).  

29 Feldman 1990/91: 101; Emin, Bedia & Hakan Ünkan 1984; Aksoy 1989: 5f mentiones fur-
ther quotes for this approach including Ergun (1942), Arel (1944) Öztuna (1976) and 
Karadeniz (1965, ²1984).  
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later developed was of minor interest. On the contrary, unaltered traits of music, 
still similar to this remote past now became the subject of research for historians 
and music historians. Since no sources existed to document the mystical prehis-
tory, these theories could hardly be proved nor contradicted. 

In the early Republican period, consequently, a new form of music research 
emerged, which in both its main focus and methodology completely differed 
from all Ottoman precursors. Turkish musicologists such as Mahmud Ragıb Ga-
zimihal (1900-1961), Ahmet Adnan Saygun (1907-1991) or Halil Bedii Yönetken 
(1899-1968) now searched for the Central Asian roots of Turkish music.30 The 
Anatolian long-necked lute bağlama was interpreted as a descendant of the Central 
Asian lute kopuz (about which hardly anything was known at that time; Öztürk 
2015: 184), similarly the spike fiddle kabak kemane as one of the Asian iklığ. In par-
ticular Gazimihal was a polyglot and well informed about European musicologi-
cal methodology. He compared instruments over a wide range of times and cul-
tures, and analysed both Europen and Asian sources. The model for this new 
Turkish music historiography was obviously European comparative (folk) music 
research. Ahmet Adnan Saygun still saw Turkish music as “older” and less devel-
oped (hence as part of a “prehistory”), as might be seen in his melody typology, 
Töresel Musiki, Okuma Kitabı op 40 (“Costumary Music, a Reading Book”, 1967). In 
1936 the Hungarian composer and folklorist Béla Bartók was invited to Turkey by 
the Ankara halkevi for both fieldword and seminars (Vikár 1976; Bartók 1976). 
Bartók was also interested in the Asian “roots” of Turkish music, which he 
claimed to have parallels to the origin of “Hungarian music.” During his short 
field work trip to southern Turkey (Osmaniye, near Adana), the composers Ah-
med Adnan Saygun, Ulvi Cemal Erkin and Necil Kazım Akses accompanied 
Bartók. The focus of the fieldwork was the music of the Turkish Yörük nomads, 
supposedly particular “archaic.” 

Influenced by the so called sun language theory (güneş dil teorisi), developed in 
the 1930s, according to which all human languages are descendents of a proto 
Turkish, Turkish musicologists discussed the role of pentatonicism in Turkish folk 
music, supposing a comparable role as archaic ground for all music worldwide 
(Saygun 1936; Arsunar 1937a, b). The fundamental idea had been developed in 
Hungary and Germany, still as part of an essentialistic conception of culture, in 
particular concerning those cultures, which were interpreted as “prehistorical.” In 
the 1930s, German musicologist Werner Dankert assumed that pentatonicism be-
longed to the “matriachic dominated cultural area” (“mutterrechtlich geprägter Kul-
turkreis“), from where it migrated to the “shepherd cultural area” (“Hirtenkulturk-
reis”; Schneider 1976: 199). In 1935 Bence Szabolcsi described several stylistic 
layers of pentatonicism, claiming that the pentatonicizm he had found in Hun-
gary was of Central Asian origin (Schneider 1976: 184ff). Also around the same 

                                                                                          
30 Behar 1987; Gazimihal 1927; 1928; 1958; (1958) 2001; Altınay 2004: 354ff. 
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time Turks, such as Gazimihal, Saygun or Ferruh Arsunar published articles in 
which they tried to describe music in Dersim (Tunceli) or Eğin (Erzincan) as ar-
chaic pentatonic (Saygun 1936; Arsunar 1937a, b). Saygun later (1935) claimed 
the pentatonic scale as a Turkish scale.31 

From the 1940s the narrative of the “origin of Turkish music” had completly 
replaced the idea of an invention by individual musicians. Hüseyin Sâdeddin 
Arel’s (1880-1955) approach to Turkish music history, which was published in 
these years, was not only motivated by Turkish nationalism and the attempt to 
save Ottoman-Turkish art music from Kemalist attacks. He also tried to integrate 
several concepts of music history: the theory of a “Turkish origin”, the concept 
of cultures as prehistories, and the leading role of particular people, who in Ot-
toman writings (with which Arel was intimately familiar) had been praised as in-
ventors or teachers of music. In 1939/40 Arel (1880-1955) published a series of 
articles in his journal Musiki Mecmuası, under the title, “To whom does Turkish 
music belong?” (Türk Musikisi kimindir? Arel 1969), where he countered the Ke-
malist history thesis that Ottoman music was not part of the national Turkish 
culture (Aksoy (1987) 2008: 149ff). Arguing primarly against nineteenth century 
European musicologists such as Kiesewetter or Fètis, Arel tried to prove that, 
what he refered to as “Turkish music” – now mainly implying music at the Ot-
toman court – in fact was of Central Asian and Anatolian origin, rather than 
formed by Byzantine, Iranian or Arabic predecessors. According to Arel, on the 
contrary, Arabic and Iranian music was deeply influenced by this “Turkish mu-
sic,” which would explain the obvious similarities. Islamic mediaval writers such 
as al-Fârâbî or Safî al-Dîn could now be labeled as “Turkish” theoretists, and 
their importance further strengthened the idea of a Turkish origin. Following this 
concept Arel began to write a “History of Early Music” (Eski Musiki Tarihi). In 
the only completed part, “Origin” (Başlangıç) he dealt with the music of Sumer-
ian, early Greece and India, and thereby interpreted these cultures as a kind of 
prehistory of Turkish music. Until today most Turkish popular books on music 
history follow this general outline, without taking any possible influence of non-
Turks into account.32 

The chapters on the prehistory of Turkish music in some popular books on Turk-
ish music history might demonstrate this approach: 

Ahmet Şahin Ak: Turkish Music History, 2003 

After two introductory chapters the third chapter “Turkish music from the be-
ginning until the sixteenth century”: shortly sketches the music cultures of Sha-

                                                                                          
31 Saygun 1936:6. A similar idea of pentatonicism as a pre-historical tone system was put 

forward concerning andian music of the Inca (Mendívil 2009: 30-47).  
32 International research on the history of Central Asian music hardly is hardly noticed, e.g. 

Kishibe 1940; Karomatov, Mes˘keris & Vyzgo 1987. 
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mans, Huns, Gökturks, Uygur, Karahanlis, followed by paragraphs on theorists 
of the muslim middle age, including al-Fârâbî, Ibn-i Sînâ, Sultan Veled, Safî al-
Dîn, Qutb al-Dîn Şirâzî. For the history of Ottoman music Ak organizes his 
chapters according to centuries, each exclusively with biographies of respective 
composers. 

Ogün Attilla Budak: Roots and Development of Turkish Music, 2006 

Similarly to Ak’s book, Budaks book beginns with introductory reflections, fol-
lowed by six chapters on the “Proto Turkish Music Culture of the Altay Period”; 
“Shamanistic Music”; “Turkish music in the periods of Huns”; “Turkish music in 
the periods of Gökturks”; “Turkish music in the periods of Uygurs” and eventu-
ally one on “Turkish music Cultures of the period of Karahanlilar, Gazneliler and 
Selcuks”. One chapter covers “Turkish Music Culture of the Ottoman Period”, 
another one “Turkish and Western Art Music Cultures”; and eventually two 
chapters on “Turkish Music Culture of the Republic of Turkey”. 

Feyzan Göher Vural: Culture and Music among Pre-Islam Turks. Huns, Kök-Turcs, 
Turkish and Uygur States, 2011 

This is an extended general history of Turkish – actually only Turkish – Central 
Asia. The structure of the chapters is arranged around the theme of musical 
forms: 1. Religious Music, 2. Military Music, 3. Heroism and Epic Music, 4. 
Meetings, ceremonies and festival music, 5. Music in daily life, 6. Laments; in-
struments, musical structure and musical particularities.33 

This narrative may be seen as the historical backgroud of most Turkish musicians 
until today.34 The ud-player and composer Çinuçen Tanrıkorur (1938-2000) for 
example wrote in 1989: “les premières traces [de la musique turque] connues remontent 
aux Huns” (Derviş 1989: 257). In Sadun Aksüt’s, Tanbur Metodu (1994) an intro-
duction on the tanbur describes the instrument’s history since the Sumerians (fol-
lowing Arel), than mentions the pandura of ancient Greece; his early Islamic in-
strumental history follows Henry George Farmer. Erol Parlak’s book on playing 
techniques on long-necked lutes without plectrum (2000) opens with a history of 
the kopuz mainly based on Gazimihal, including photographs of reconstructed 
instruments, while historical sources are hardly discussed. The basic approach is 
that of a typology interpreted as historical development, from simple bow to 

                                                                                          
33 Even Ayhan Sarı’s (2012) Introduction to Turkish music instruments (ud, tanbur, kanun, kemence, 

ney, kudüm) refers to the history of these instruments from a cross-cultural perspective, in-
cluding Central Asian, Arabic, Chinese and others, including pictures of sources, citations, 
lists of instrument makers and players (without giving sources). 

34 Similar also to the curricula for music lessons in Turkish schools; see Mîllî Eğitim Ba-
kanlığı 2009. 
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bağlama, and comparisons with Central Asian lute types (based on Oruç Gü-
venç’s collection). 

For the historiography of specifically Ottoman-Turkish music the focus on bi-
ographies within this framework of an unchanging music culture remained do-
minant, while historical development continued to be ignored. A number of text 
anthologies, which were published since the 1940s (e.g. Ergun 1942; Anıl/ Za-
koğlu 1979; Üngör 1981; Ünkan 1984) continued to erase historical differences 
and presented Ottoman art songs written over centuries in alphabetic order, as 
though elements of one single culture. Turkish theorists, on the other hand, pre-
ferred to discuss the tonal system, makam and usûl, much less musical forms, and 
hardly any music history. Suphi Ezgi reserved only three pages for history in his 
monumental five volume work on Ottoman-Turkish art music theory, while 
throughout the work he included numerous biographies of composers of the 
past.35 Most theorists of Ottoman-Turkish music never regarded Anatolian music 
as being worthy of serious study, neither it’s presence nor it’s history. 

Today, most popular writings on Turkish music history are biographical lexica 
of Ottoman-Turkish composers. The pioneering “Encyclopedia of Turkish Mu-
sic” was published for the first time in 1969 by Yılmaz Öztuna (b. 1930), a stu-
dent and admirer of Hüseyin Sadettin Arel.36 It contains an overall view of Ot-
toman-Turkish art music, again consisting mainly of biographical articles. Until 
today, despite its many critics due to both the numerous mistakes in details and 
insufficient specification of sources, this dictionary remains a standard reference 
book, republished several times. Later Öztuna (1988) published (among several 
general books on Turkish history) detailed biographies of composers such as Itrî 
(1987), Dede Efendi, and ‘Abd al-Qâdir Marâghî. Later biographic encyclopedias 
included those of Mustafa Rona (1960 and 1970), B.S. Edipoğlu (1962), Sadun 
Kemal Aksüt (1967), Melâhat & Gültekin Oransay (1969), Salâhattin Göktepe 
(1971), Sadun Kemal Aksüt (1993) and Mehmet Gürler (2015).37 Also the two 
general music encyclopedias by Vural Sözer in 1964 (²1986) and Ahmet Say 
(1985) are based mainly on biographical articles. Part of the program, “Cultural 
Capital of Europe” in 2010, Mehmet Güntekin published a book containing bi-
ographies of 100 musicians from Istanbul. In addition to these encyclopedias a 
growing number of monographic books on individual composers have been 
written since, some in the series of the Ministry for Culture’s, “Great Turks” 
(Türk Büyükler Dizisi), others following the pattern, “Life and work of…”, includ-

                                                                                          
35 Türk Musikisi Tarihcesi. Bugünden mazinin kararlıklarına doğru (Ezgi 1940, Vol. IV: 137-139). 
36 Form an early age Öztuna worked in Arel’s (second) library, and from 1948 till 1950 – 

hence in the age of 18 to 20 –,he began to publish his “Dictionary of Turkish Music” (Türk 
Musikisi Lûgati; Akdoğu 1990), based on Arel’s collection (in Arel’s journal Musiki Mecmu-
asi). Already in 1958 Inal published his biographical lexica on musicians.  

37 The first part of his book, “Music in Islamic civilization” Arslan (2015) contains an over-
view on theorists and their works, while the second parts includes systematic articles. 
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ing biographies and extensive work lists.38 At Turkish music conservatories num-
berous BA and MA theses have been written according to this model. Süleyman 
Erguner’s, Ney Metod (2002) includes a chapter with biographies of Ottoman ney 
players. Emine Bora’s book on Armenian and Ottoman music (2010) offers biog-
raphies of Armenian composers in Ottoman art music. Today in concerts of Ot-
toman-Turkish art music, program sheets inform the audience primarily about 
the biographies of composers, perhaps with only the lyrics added (sometimes 
with modern Turkish translations). 

The small book “Ottoman Sounds. Magnificent Ottoman Composers” pub-
lished in 2008, might be an example for a contemporary popular book on Ot-
toman music history. The advisor for the historical parts was the respected music 
historian, Gönül Paçacı. Together with some short remarks on the general his-
torical background, but with only a few rough remarks on music development, 
biographies of the following composers form the historical framework: Buhûrî-
zâde Mustafa Itrî Efendi (1640–1712) / Selim III (1760–1808) / Hammâmî-zâde 
Ismail Dede Efendi (1878–1846) / Hoca Mehmed Zekâî Dede (1825–1897) / Hacı 
Arif Bey (1831–1885). The book is well illustrated by numerous pictures, though 
most of them are unhistorical paintings, which where made decades or even cen-
turies after the death of the respective composer. 

The biographical approach of musical historiography was already adapted dur-
ing the early Turkish republic, in particular with respect to the aşık (folk singer-
poets), who represent the only tradition in Anatolia where names of past musi-
cians have been transmitted (i.e. in the last stanzas of their songs). Recently 
Okan Murat Öztürk (2016) proposed a model of four master generation of 
bağlama players: 

1. First Generation (born before 1919), e.g.Tanburacı Osman Pehlıvan, Aşık 
Veysel, Hisarlı Ahmet, Muharrem Ertaş); 

2. Second Generation (born 1920-1939), e.g. Bayram Aracı, Ramazan Güngör, 
Davud Suları, Nida Tüfekçi, Rıza Konyalı); 

3. Third Generation (born 1940-1959), e.g. Murat Çobanoğlu, Arif Sağ, Musa 
Eroğlu, Mehmet Erenler, Yavuz Top; 

4. Fourth Generation (born 1960-1979), e.g. Erol Parlak, Cihangir Terzi, Okan 
Murat Öztürk, Cengiz Özkan, Hasret Gültekin, Erdal Erzincan. 

Even the history of Western music in Turkey was conceptualized accordingly. 
Almost all books on this issue describe the development of Western-Turkish mu-
sic as a sequence of four (or more) generations of composers, rather than as the 
development of musical styles or aesthetics: 

 

                                                                                          
38 For example see Ferid 1933; Ertaylan 1958; Akdoğu 1990; Yazıcı 2011; Ergür 2011; Şeker-

yan 2012. 
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1. Turkish Five (b. 1904 –1908) 
2. Ekrem Zeki Ün (1910–87), Bülent Tarcan (1914–1991), Kemal Ilerici (1910–

1986) 
3. Bülent Arel (1919–1991), Ilhan Usmanbas (1921), Ilhan Baran (1934-2016) etc. 
4. Turgay Erdener (1957), Betin Günes (1957), Perihan Önder (1960) Hasan 

Ucarsu (1965), Özkan Manav (1967) etc. 

Biographical dictionaries and overviews are also available (Oransay 1965, Say 
1985; İlyasoğlu 1989/2007). 

Relics from the Past 

It was the technology of recording music, in written form and later audible, 
which led to further changes in the notion of the past and its music. Notation, 
the technique of writing music down in order to store or transmit it over time 
and space, was known and practiced in the Islamic world since at least the ninth 
century. Early Arabic theorists used letters representing tones for the exemplifica-
tion of their theories, later similar notations (even with written melodies) were 
used in the treatises of the thirteenth century (Qutb al-Dîn Sirâzî, Safi al-Dîn 
Urmevî) and the fourteenth century (Marâghî), again for theoretical purposes. 
Beginning in the mid-seventeenth century, some few singular Ottoman manu-
scripts included large collections of notations (in different notation systems), 
hence obviously written at least partly for a practical use; including Mecmû’a-i 
Saz ü Söz by Ali Ufukî Bey (Albert [Wojciech] Bobowski, ca. 1650), Kitâb-i ‘Ilmü’l 
mûsikî ‘alâ Vech’il Hurûfât by Dimitrie Cantemir (c. 1710); a collection by Nâyî 
Osman Dede (ca. 1652–1730) and the Kevserî Mecmû’ası (Nâyî Ali Mustafa 
Kevserî Efendi (d. c. 1770).39 It is noteworthy that the majority of the notated 
music was instrumental, which was much more difficult to memorize than vocal 
music (whose lyrics where written in mecmû’as; Behar 2012: 39ff). However, it 
was only from the early nineteenth century that notation in the Ottoman Em-
pire was in practice used for the transmission of music. Around 1810-1812 both 
Armenian and Byzantine church music notations were radically reformed, which 
enabled them to record also non-Christian music, hence even Ottoman art mu-
sic. In particular the so-called Hamparsum notation became widely used over the 
following decades among Ottoman musicians (Olley 2017; Jäger 1996a; b). 
Around the same time Western staff notation also became generally accepted in 
Istanbul. As a forth notation system, the one developed by Abdülbâki Dede 
needs to be mentioned, though it hardly reached any practical relevance. All 
these notations systems of the nineteenth century, ignored the sound of music, 
focused on the notes, and hence diminished its aesthetic importance. Also the 
character of usul began to change from a continuously repeated rhythmical and 

                                                                                          
39 Tohumcu 2006; Popescu-Judetz 1996. 
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structural frame, which was frequently depicted in theoretical writings as circles, 
to a linear and countable measure. On the other hand notation strengthened the 
idea that music could have an existence of its own, rather than just being some-
thing audible, which inevitably passes away once the sound ends. 

Unfortunately little research has been conducted so far on the use and percep-
tion of notation manuscrips during the nineteenth century.40 We do not know 
exactly why, how and for whom the first collections of notation were written. 
During the nineteenth century the number of notation collections grew, well-
known examples include those of Necip Paşa (1815-1883), Abdülhamid Paşa 
(1830-1894), Ethem Paşa (1830?-1886/94), Piyanist Mimar Esad Efendi (d.1895), 
and some collections of Mevlevi lodges, e.g. that of the Yenikapı Mevlevîhanesi 
(Yavasca 1994: 529; Jäger 1996a; b; Olley 2017). Beginning in the 1850s an-
thologies of song texts were printed in Istanbul, from 1875 also collections of 
notations.41 From 1975 Notacı Hacı Emin Efendi (1845–1907) edited notation in 
the journals Ma’lûmat and Servet-ı Fünûn (Paçacı 2010: 218-224). Popular music 
printers around 1900 include Arşak Çömlekçiyan, Onnik Zadoryan, Kut-
mânîzâde Şamlı Selim, Kutmânîzâde Şamlı Tevfik, Kutmânîzâde Şamlı Iskender, 
after 1916 the Dârü’t-ta’lîm-i Musıki printed about 200 notations, the compre-
hensive editions of the Dârü’l Elhân, printed during the 1920s eventually gained 
acceptance as “classical” sources. 

Similarly limited is our knowledge on the imagination of music of the past 
among musicians and music scholars in the late Ottoman Empire. Some connois-
seurs obviously collected and esteemed old manuscripts, though again we do not 
know to what extent either as representations of the elder, hence highly respected 
music teachers, or as sources of a lost past. Süleyman Erguner (2003: 57-62) de-
scribed the library of Rauf Yekta, which included among others the famous treate-
ses Nota-i Türkî and Rabt-i Ta’bîrât-i Mûsikîsi as well as manuscripts from Safî al-Dîn 
Urmavî, Marâghî, Kirşehrî Yusuf, Lâdikî Mehmed Çelebi, Ali Nutkî Dede, 
Cantemir, Nâyî Osman Dede and the Kevserî collection. In addition, Yekta men-
tions further manuscripts in several libraries in Istanbul. Nilgün Doğrusöz pre-
pared a first (still unpublished) catalogues of Yektas extensive bequest. Similary we 
have an idea of Sâdeddin Arel’s second library (the first one burned down during 
the occupation of Istanbul in 1922; Öztuna 1986). It included a broad selection of 
issues and languages, as well as the notation collections of Yesârî-zâde Ahmed 

                                                                                          
40 The project, Corpus Musicae Ottomanicae (CMO) of the University of Münster, Germany, 

directed by Ralf Martin Jäger aims to edit all available Hamparsum notations of the nine-
teenth century; https://www.uni-muenster.de/CMO-Edition/en/index.html; Olley 2017. 

41 The earliest known printed mecmua was the Biblios Kaloumeni Evterpi, published in the1830ers 
(Behar 2012: 43). Early printed mecmuas include Hasim Beys 1269 (1852/53)Nineteenth cen-
tury printed songtext collections include the Mecmu’a-ı Şarkı, 1268 (1852), Hâşim Bey’s well 
known Güfte Mecmuası 1269 / 1853 (Mecmua-ı Kârhâ ve Nakşhâ ve Şarkiyyât in 1269, (Paçacı 
2010: 44ff); Bolahenk Mehmet Nuri Bey’s collection Mecmu’a-ı Şarkiyyât ve Kârhâ ve Nakşhâ 
(1290), or Hacı Arif Bey’s lyric anthology published in 1873-74 (Paçacı 2010). 
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Necip Paşa (1815-1883; on which obviously most of Arel’s notation editions are 
based, Öztuna 1986: 49), Müşir Dâmâd Mahmûd Edhem Paşa (1830?-1886), Ab-
dülhalim Paşa (1830-1894), Levon Hanciyan (1841-1947) and Mehmed Vahîdeddin 
(1861-1926, reg. 1918-1922). In his forth volume (1953) Suphi Ezgi mentiones as 
his sources Cantemir, the collection of Necip Paşa (in Hamparsum notation); the 
collection of Necmettin Koca Paşa (in Hamparsum notation); notations from the 
Yenikapı Mevlevihanesi (in Hamparsum notation); further manuscripts of Abdülbaki 
Dede and the collection of Mustafa Nezih Albayraks, which he found in Arels li-
brary. Ezgi was familiar with the notation systems of Cantemir, Abdülbakî Nasir 
Dede, and of course with Hamparsum notation.42 

Further collections of the early twentieth century today are stored at TRT; in-
cluding the collection of Ismail Hakki Bey (1866-1927), and one by Dr. Hâmid 
Hüsnü (1868–1952) (Öztuna 1986: 52). By mid-twentieth century the theorist and 
musician, M. Ekrem Karadeniz gathered a collection of notations of Turkish art 
music of all genres, comprising 66 volumes and stored at Süleymaniye library (and 
catalogued by Murat Bardakçı; Popescu-Judetz 2010: 33). Still today an unclear 
amount of Ottoman music manuscripts (both notations and theoretical writings) 
are stored in private archives, closed to the public and in some cases even to schol-
ars. 

In the early years of the twentieth century writers such as Rauf Yekta, Suphi Ezgi 
and Hüseyin Sadettin Arel began to publish articles or books for the first time di-
rectly based on these written sources, both notations and edvârs.43 Among other 
manuscripts Arel owned the original of Cantemirs (1773-1723) edvâr, the “Kitâb-i 
‘Ilmü’l Mûsîkî ‘ala Vechi’l Hurûfât”44, written around 1700, which includes notations 
of 351 instrumental compositions. Between 1909 and 1913, Arel printed parts of it 
in Şehbal for the first time.45 Similarly, since 1907, Yekta published articles on 
Cantemir in the French journal La Revue Musicale.46 Another book on Cantemir 
was written in 1911 by the Romanian ethnologist Teodor T. Burada. Later Suphi 
Ezgi also included some of the melodies in his five volume book, Nazarî ve Amelî 
                                                                                          
42 Ezgi 1940 Vol. IV: 27-37; 137-139; 526-7; 528-530; 530-535. 
43 In particular in the culture journal Şehbâl, edited from 1909-1914 by Arel (e.g. on Marâghî, 

1327/1911; 1328/1913) or Ikdam (again on Marâghî, 1898).  
44 Arel’s autograph of the manuscript is today in the Türkiyat Enstitüsü, another copy in the 

Istanbul University; a third one was discovered recently in the National Library of Iran 
(Ekinci 2015a). 

45 Şehbal No. 12-85, 1909-1913; Aksoy 2015: 29; Wright 1992 a; b; for the earlier history of 
Cantemir’s perception (including Kevserî, Charles Fonton 1751, Muallim Ismail Hakki 
1895 in Mahzen-i Esrar) see Popescu-Judetz 2010: 34. Already in the late nineteenth cen-
tury A. Mandoli (d.1880) collected some of the compositions of Cantemir’s collection in 
Hamparsum Notation, Kiltzandidis even printed some as early as 1881, however in he-
brew psalmic notation.  

46 Gölçen 2007. Rauf Yekta published biographical notes on Kevserî (Revue Musicale 1907: 
Musique Orientale. Le Compositeur du Péchrev dans le mode Nihavend; Musique Orien-
tale: Le mode Nihavend; Musique Orientale: les Modes Orientaux; Correspondance: La 
vraie Théorie de la Gamme Majeure. 
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Türk Musikisi (1933-53). Similarly Sadettin Nüzhet Ergun’s (1942) anthology of 
song lyrics was based on the knowledge of numerous notation collections. 

We can suppose that at least these experts underwent a gradual realization that 
historical manuscripts contained music that differed from music of their own time, 
with the inevitably consequence that the music had changed since. Together with 
this latter idea, the concept of given and unchanging cultures lost its unquestioned 
position, and differences within music cultures began to attract the interest of re-
searchers. The eminent pioneer of research on Ottoman music history, Henry 
George Farmer (1882–1965), who since the 1920s wrote on Arab music history, in 
1937 began to publish on musical instruments mentioned by Evliya Çelebi, hence 
not on the still recent nineteenth century but rather on a period already 300 years 
ago, to which the historical difference was more obvious. 

While until the 1970s most Turkish books on music were written by educated 
musicians or intellectuals, since the 1960s, more and more educated historians be-
came active in this field, e.g. Yılmaz Öztuna, Ismail Hakkı Uzunçarşılı, Ruhi Kal-
ender, Murat Bardakçi, later the economic historian, Cem Behar and others. Paral-
lel to this, among international musicologists historical research began to 
dominate the research on Turkish music, with music historians such as Owen 
Wright, Eckhard Neubauer, Eugenia Popescu and Walter Feldman. Gültekin Oran-
say’s Ph.D., finished in 1964 in Munich (Germany), was based on numerous pri-
mary and secondary scources. He developed a first theory and terminology for the 
analysis of Ottoman-Turkish melodies and proposed a framework for a history of 
this tradition (1966; 1964). Only a few muscians remain in the field of Ottoman 
music history, for example Yalçın Tura (b. 1934) or Onur Akdoğu (1947-2007). To-
gether with this shift towards greater involvment of historians, the main focus of 
research became written sources, in particular mecmûas (anthologies) and risâles 
(treatises). 

A general race for critical editions began (Popescu-Judetz 2007). Eight years after 
Eugenia Popescu-Judetz already mentioned facsimile and Romanian translations of 
Cantemir’s edvâr (1973), an English version followed, in 1999 a Turkish edition. In 
addition, from 1976 Yalçın Tura began to edit a facsimile, transcription and transla-
tion of the manuscript into contemporary Turkish, a complete edition was pub-
lished in 2001 (Popescu-Judetz 1999). In 1992 / 2000 Owen Wright published the 
first complete scientific edition of the treatise together with the notations. After 
the 1990s more Turkish musicologists / music historians published on Ottoman 
music history, including Recep Uslu, recently Nilgün Doğrusöz, Cenk Güray and 
others. 

The following table gives an overview of the recently accelerating publication of 
treatises, travelogues, lyric anthologies and similar manuscripts as sources for Ot-
toman music history in facsimile, edition, translation or analysis (unpublished 
masters or PhD theses or smaller articles as in the journal Musiki Mecmuası, are not 
included): 
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Year of Publication Source Date of the source Author 
1977/1980 Bedr-i Dilşad 15th century Halil Ibrahim Şener 

& Mehmet Ali Sarı 
1979 Hafız Post Güfte 

Mecmû’ası 
17th century Osman Nuri 

Özpekel 
 

1985–1989 Charles Fonton: 
Essai sur la musique 
orientale 

1750 Eckhard Neubauer, 
Thomas Betzwieser, 
Cem Behar (1987), 
Robert Martin 
(1988/1989) 

Monography on 
music theory writer 
‘Abd al-Qâdir 
Marâghî  

15th century Murat Bardakçı 1986 

Fethullah Mümin 
Sirvânî: Mecelle fi’l-
Mûsikî  

15th century Eckhard Neubauer47 

1990 Ali Ufukî: Psalter Mid-17th cenutry Cem Behar 
Mirza-Bey: Risale-i 
Musiki  

Early 17th century Gültekin Shamilly 

Ahmed-i Dâî: 
Cenknâme  

15th century Gönül Alpay Tekin 

Cantemir edvârı Early 18th century Owen Wright 
Four mecmû’as’  15th – 16th century Owen Wright 

1992 

Nâyî Osman Dede: 
Rabt-i Tâbirât-i 
Mûsikî 

Early 18th century Onur Akdoğu 

1993 Hâfız Post’s Mecmû’a 17th century Nilgün Doğrusöz  
Article on ‘Abd al-
Qâdir Marâghî and 
Ali B. Muhammad 
Bina’i 

15th century Owen Wright 1994 

Hüccetü’s-Semâ’ Early 17th century Bayram Akdoğan 
(1996) 

1997 Mehmed VI 
Vahideddins 
compositions 

Early 20th century Murat Bardakçı 

1999 Edvârs  Suraya Agayeva 

                                                                                          
47 A French translation had already been published in 1939 by Baron Rodolphe D’Erlanger: 

La Musique Arabe, Vol. IV, Paris, Librairie Orientaliste Paul Geuthner, p. 1 – 255. 
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Year of Publication Source Date of the source Author 
Panayiotes 
Chalatzoglou and 
Kyrillos Marmarinos 

1720s and 1749 Eugenia Popescu-
Judetz 

Notation collections 
by Rupen Hagopiyan 

19th century Ralf Martin Jäger 

Derviş es-Seyyid 
Mehmed Efendi 

c. 1770 Murat Bardakçı 

2000 

Syrian and Egypt 
sources 

 Eckhard Neubauer 

Mehmet Hafid 
Efendi 

Late 18th century Recep Uslu 

Panayiotes 
Chalatzoglu; Kyrillos 
Marmarinos 

1724; 1749  Popescu-Judetz & 
Sirli 2001 

2001 

Qutb Al-Dîn al 
Shîrâzî’s Music 
Notation 

13th century Fazli Arslan 2001 

Tanburî Kücük Artin After 1735 Eugenia Popescu-
Judetz 2002 

2002 

Ahmed Oglı 
Sükru’llah 

15th century Murat Bardakci  

Seydî c. 1500 Popescu-Judetz & 
Eckhard Neubauer  

2004 

Rûhperver 15th century Cevher 
Gevrekzâde Hâfız 
Hasan Efendi  

18th century Ahmet Hakkı Turabi 2005 

Ruhperver 15th century Agayeva 
Mu’allîm Ismâ’îl 
Hakki Bey: Mûsikî 
Tekâmül Dersleri 

1926 Nermin Kaygusuz 
 

Kadızade Mehmet 
Tirevî 

Early 17th century Keskiner 

2006 

Abdülbâki Nâsır 
Dede: Tedkik ve 
Tahkık 

1794/95 Yalçın Tura 

Turkish translation of 
the Neynâme from 
Abdurrahmân Câmî 
by Hoca Neş’et  

Late 18th century Üzeyir Aslan 2007 

Music in the time of 
Mehmet II The 
Conquerer 

15th century Recep Uslu 
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Year of Publication Source Date of the source Author 
Anonym Kitâb el 
Edvâr 

1477 Deniz Ertan 

Harîrî bin 
Muhammed: Kirsehrî 
edvâri 

15th century Nilgün Doğrusöz 
 

Ruhperver: Kitab-ı 
Edvâr 

15th century Recep Uslu & Sureya 
Agayeva 

2008 

Es’ad Efendi: 
Atrabü’l-Âsâr’i 

1728/30 Recep Uslu 

Abdülbâkî Nâsir 
Dede: Tahrîriye 

1794 Recep Uslu & 
Nilgün Doğrusöz  

Hızır bin Abdullah, 
Edvâr 

1441 Bayram Akdoğan  

İsmâil-i Ankaravî: 
Mûsıkî Risâlesi 

16th century Bayram Akdoğan 

2009 

Safî al-Dîn-i Urmevî 13th century Fazlı Arslan 2009 
2010 Es’ad Efendi: 

Atrabü’l-Âsâr’i 
1728/30 Cem Behar 

Şevki Bey: Yâdigârı 
Şevk (mecmû’ası)  

19th century Sadun Aksüt 2011 

Music in Seljuk 
Empire 

10th – 15th century Recep Uslu 

Four musical treatises 15th and 18th 
century 

Nilgün Doğrusöz 

mecmû’as  17th & 18th century Ali Altan, Nilgün 
Doğrusöz & Recep 
Uslu 

Kevşerî mecmû’ası After 1750 Mehmet Uğur 
Ekinci  

Post-Byzantine 
Manuscripts  

15th-19th centuries Kalaitzidis 

2012 

Hasan Tahsîn: 
Gülzâr-ı Mûsikî 

1905 Yahya Kaçar 

Marâghî: Makâsidu’l-
Elhân 

15th century Recep Uslu (2015a) 

Kemânî Hızır Ağa: 
Tefhimü’l Makâmât fî 
Tevlîdi’n Nagâmât 

1749 Abdülkadir Tekin 

2015 

Kevşerî mecmû’ası After 1750 Mehmet Uğur 
Ekinci (2015b) 

2016 Hâşim Bey Mecmuası 1864 Gökhan Yalçın 
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Year of Publication Source Date of the source Author 
Minas Bžškean: 
Eražštut’iwn 

1812 Jacob Olley 2017 

Ali Ufukî: Paris 
Manuscript 

17th century Judith Haug 

An unknown number of manuscripts and collections still remain in private ar-
chives without public access, for example in the collection of the (music) histo-
rian Murat Bardakçı.48 In general, however, with the noteworthy exception of a 
couple of Greek books and notations,49 Armenian manuscripts and prints (Bilal 
2013), and some Ottoman treatises and notations, today most Ottoman music 
manuscripts, lyric anthologies (mecmû’a), notations, treatises, iconographic sour-
ces or European travelogues (Aksoy 2003) are more or less known, and often 
available in books, articles, libraries or online. Several bibliographies offer over-
views of archives and libraries.50 Today, the search for and the analysis of sources 
still constitutes the central field of Turkish musicology, and will probably remain 
so for several more years. In particular the critical edition of Ottoman music no-
tations (which has been a central field of musicology in Europe for almost two 
centuries) has just began. Issues and debates on the origin or identity of music, 
though still repeated in popular books, have been completely replaced within 
the scholaraly community by detailed philological work. 

A history of music print in Turkey has not yet been written (Paçacı 2010; Oran-
say 1978). Countless editions of the same or similar music published without 
dates, and a general lack of clarity on the process of edition empede an overview 
of the development of printed notation. Both problems not only arise with re-
spect to manuscripts and prints of the nineteenth century, but similarly for pub-
lications of the twenties century, as for example the “Türk Musikisi Klasikleri,” 
published in a total of 180 numbers by the Darü’l-Elhân between 1923 and 1930 
under the guidance of Rauf Yekta, Ali Rıfat Çaǧatay and Ahmed Irsoy (later fur-
ther editions where published by the Istanbul Musicipal Conservatory, Behar 
2005: 108ff). Except for some initial insights from Ralf Martin Jäger, who com-
pared the prints with notation manuscripts on which the editions of the “Türk 
Musikisi Klasikleri” are obviously at least partly based, we still hardly understand 

                                                                                          
48 In a publication for the 25th anniversary of the publisher Pan, Bardakçı (2012) included 

some valuable examples from his collection, including reprints of 25 autographs of Otto-
man and Turkish composers from Hafiz Post, Itrî and Hammâmîzâde Ismail Dede Efendi 
to Münir Nurettin Selçuk and Cevdet Cağla.  

49 For example Efterpi 1830), Pandora (1843, 1846), Armonia (1848), Kallifonos Seirin (1859), 
Lesbia Sappho (1870), Mousikon Apanthisma (1872), Asias Lira (1908). Behar 2005: 244-268; 
Bardakçı 1993. 

50 Korkmaz 2015; Behar 2005: 191-268; Paçacı 2010; Keskiner 2009; Uslu 2006; İhsanoğlu 
et. al. 2003 (which is the most encompasing bibliography, including in total 713 works dat-
ing from 1299-1922); Ergan 1994; Akdoğu 1989. 
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the porcess of compilation of these classical publications. As is widely known, 
Suphi Ezgi during the 1930s and 1940s “reconstructed” several “ancient” pieces. 
However he did so without any editorial explanation, not even in cases where he 
obviously completely reinvented certain pieces whose current versions were sim-
ply not to his personal taste.51 

‘Restoration’ to its original condition’ (asıllarına irca) is a key idea for Ezgi and Arel. Al-
most all notations published by Suphi Ezgi in his five-volume work are in fact ‘restora-
tions’ of his own making. (Behar 2001: 108) 

The main aim of these early editors was obviously to publish aesthetically con-
vincing versions rather than historically faithful editions of compositions from a 
given period. 

As mentioned before, some early editions of historical notations were published 
in articles or books already around 1900, which hardly became known among 
musicians. 

However, this publication had no impact on musical historiography for another fifty 
years. (…) In this context, it is not without significance that the Romanian-American 
scholar Eugenia Popescu-Judetz’s articles published in the 1960s and her comprehensive 
book in 1973, for the first time situated Cantemir in the history of Ottoman music the-
ory. (Aksoy 2013: 21) 

Several publications of the early and middle Republican years presented parts of 
the repertoire of Ottoman-Turkish art music, both lyrics (e.g. the anthologies by 
Sadeddin Nüzhet Ergun, 1943; Ethem Ruhi Üngör, 1981, both based on a great 
number of manuscripts)52 and notations, which had previously been transmitted 
orally (Üngör, 1965; Heper, 1979). The now famous collection of notations from 
Ali Ufukî, including over 400 vocal and instrumental melodies, was discovered 
only in 1948 in the British Museum by the historian Çağatay Uluçay, who intro-
duced it to Arel. In 1964 Haydar Sanal published 14 compositions of the collec-
tion; later biographical details concerning Ali Ufukî were often published as well 
as information on the content of his collection.53 A first facsimile became avail-
able in 1976, followed by further serious research; a full transcription was pub-
lished by Muammer Uludemir in 1989. The Paris manuscript of Ali Ufukî was 

                                                                                          
51 Behar 2013b:10; Feldman 1990/91; e.g. ‘usûl durak evferi’ first put forward by Ezgi in 1935, 

as a “restoration,” though it did not appear in any earlier source and Ezgi obviousy created 
it anew. In 1946 Ezgi published a small volume containing 39 duraks, later Arel composed 
80 further duraks all using Ezgis usul durak evferi. “As a matter of fact, nowhere do either Arel 
nor Ezgi provide any significant historical or musicological argument, or even any sort of supporting 
evidence, in favor of the treatment they close to inflict on the durak” (Behar 2001:107). 

52 Üngör for example is based on a total of 108 prints from 1852-1975 and 26 manuscripts 
beginning with that of Hafiz Post (17th century). Further anthologies include Terzet 1975; 
Anıl & Zakoğlu 1979; Üngör 1981; Aksüt 1983; Emin, Bedia & Hakan Ünkan 1984. 
Wright 1996: 468, fn. 1. 

53 Cevher 2003; Berthier 2001; Oransay 1964; 1972; Ergin 1968-1976; Elçin 1976; Öztuna 
1969; Sanal 1964; Uluçay 1948. 
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described for the first time in 1932 by Rıza Nur, but only in 1990 analyzed in 
detail by Cem Behar. An edition of the music-related parts of the manuscript 
will be published in 2018 by Judith I. Haug.54 Since the turn of the millenium 
the repertoire transmitted in the manuscripts of Cantemir and Ali Ufukî became 
part of the mainstream repertoire. 

In the late 1980s, Nevzat Atlığ tried to revive the series, “Türk Musikîsi Klasik-
leri”; recently his successor as artistic Director of the State Choir for Classical 
Turkish music, M. Fatih Salgar, edited notations of the Mevlevi tradition, Selim 
III, Dede Efendi and Hacı Arif Bey with comparable claims (Salgar 2005; 2008; 
2010; 2011a; b). Similar to the Darü’l-Elhân and Belediye Konservatuvarı editions, 
none of these later editions give any information about written sources upon 
which the edition might be based, nor on the process of compilation, only the 
editor’s meşk teacher is mentioned. Further editions are either published by con-
servatories, state choirs (or its respective directors, e.g. Beşiroğlu 2008; Beşiroğlu 
et. al 2009) and musicians. Many more or less popular books include notations, 
in general again without any explanation. One of the few exceptions is a scien-
tific edition of a historical notation, the Ferahnak Mevlevî Ayını by Sermüezzin 
Rifat Bey, edited by Bülent Aksoy in 1992. 

Recently, some historical notation collections became publicly available, most 
important being the collection of the TRT, available online since 2013, which in-
cludes the digitalized private collections of Leon Hanciyan (1857-1947), Muallim 
Ismail Hakkı Bey (1865-1927), Refik Fersan (1893-1965), Şerif İçli (1899-1956), 
Vecihe Daryal (1908-1970) and others.55A number of Hamparsum collections 
have been transcribed in recent Turkish dissertations (Olley 2017: 20). An almost 
complete online edition of Hamparsun manuscripts containing Ottoman art 
music is conducted by the University of Münster under the direction of Ralf 
Martin Jäger since 2016.56 Similarly an edition is planned of the recently discov-
ered 4500 manuscript pages containing Ottoman (and other) music in post-
Byzantine notation from the fifteenth century until 1830, as described for the 
first time by Kalaitzidis (2012). 

Today, in practice, editions without any scientific basis dominate Turkey’s musi-
cal life. The oral tradition, central for the aesthetic of Ottoman music, hence be-
gins to pose a problem for historians, while the reconstruction of music as notated 
in the manuscripts of the seventeenth and eighteenth century (later even of the 
nineteenth century) provides a radical shift from the learing process of the meşk. 

                                                                                          
54 Behar 1990; 2005: 17-55; 2008; Haug 2010; 2017. 
55 www.trtkulliyat.com. The private collection of Cüneyd Kosal for example consisted of 

around 150,000 copies of notes with more than 80,000 individual sheets and around 120 
notebooks with handwritings of famous musicians of the nineteenth century. The archive 
contains 30,000 pages of notes and a private musical library. This archive and library today 
is stored at the ISAM (Islamic Research Center) library. 

56 https://www.uni-muenster.de/CMO-Edition/en/index.html. 
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In 1977, the German music historian Carl Dahlhaus (1977/1983) discussed a 
comparable tension in the historiography of nineteenth century European mu-
sic, between a musical piece perceived as a work of aesthetic reality on the one 
hand and a composition as a historical source on the other. According to Dahl-
haus, musical historiography cannot ignore the contemporary aesthetic reality 
but must also avoid being based on aesthetic judgments. The exclusion of main 
parts of the musical repertoire, as a consequence of the concept of source-based 
music history would be more than frustrating. The edition of Ottoman music 
manuscripts of the nineteenth century could help contextualise the repertoire 
historically – not for the time when this music was composed, but rather their 
state in the nineteenth century when they where notated for the first time. 

Similar to urban Ottoman-Turkish music, Anatolian music was also increasingly 
written down and edited in notations over the twentieth century, again in most 
cases without any account of the process and the criteria of compilation. Since 
the nineteenth century the earliest folk songs were collected and their notations 
printed by Armenian and Greek scholars (Bilal 2013; Erol 2009: 298). In 1887 
the Hungarian Ignácz Kúnos collected Turkish folk songs, later Maximilian Bitt-
ner (1896/97), Friedrich Giese (1907) and others (Çiftçi 2011). Turkish folklorists 
began later. In order to become acquainted with the still unknown “Turkish folk 
music,” from 1915 musicians from Istanbul, including Musa Süreyya, Ahmet 
Cevdet and Necip Asım began to collect folk songs while on trips to Anatolia 
specifically for that purpose. After the foundation of the Republic of Turkey the 
collecting and research expanded, as the folk songs became part of the political 
project of constructing a national Turkish culture. In 1920 Minister of Educa-
tion, Riza Nur founded a Bureau of Culture (Hars Dairesi), which began to col-
lect songs on official field trips. Since 1926 several institutions conducted expe-
ditions to collect and edit folk music, including the Istanbul Conservatory’s 
Folklor Hey’eti (folklore committee) printed in several volumes since 1926 and 
from the late 1930s the Ankara State Conservatory.57 In particular songs of the 
aşık tradition were now perceived as “authentic” Turkish literature (and music). 
Aşık Veysel’s poems were published for the first time in 1940 by Ahmet Kutsi 
Tecer (Yüksel 2011: 87). Non-Turkish poet-singer traditions, however, such as 
Kurdish dengbêj or the Zazaki-speaking sa / sayir from Dersim, the Arabic finnên 
tradition in Antakya, remained completely excluded from this Kemalist notion 
of Anatolian music history. Between the 1930s and the 1950s musicians and mu-
sicologists such as Muzaffer Sarısözen (1899–1963), Sadi Yaver Ataman (1906-
1994), Halil Bedii Yönetken (1899-1968), and Mahmut Ragıb Gazimihal (1900-
1961) traveled throughout Anatolia, and recorded and / or transcribed more 
than 10,000 melodies of different regions and styles.58 Sarısözen’s large collec-

                                                                                          
57 Kolukırık 2015: 62ff; Yüksel 2011: 84; Altınay 2004: 96ff; Stokes 1992: 34ff. 
58 Balkılıç 2009; ; Altınay 2004: 218ff; Öztürkmen 1998; Emnalar 1998; Elçi 1997. 
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tions of Anatolian folk music became the basis for the growing radio archive, in 
1967, part of the new founded TRT (Television and Radio Corporation). 

After the 1960s the TRT became the central institution for the collecting and 
compiling process, facilitating the enlargement and standardization of the offi-
cial folk music repertoire. Until today, a comittee controls all notations and lyr-
ics of newly collected songs, and possibly accepts a proposed song by awarding it 
an official TRT number. In addition the source person, region and transcriber are 
added to the standard TRT notation sheet. Hence the basic fact is widely ig-
nored, that many folk songs might be spread over a wide region and known in 
different versions, even in different languages (e.g. Turkish, Kurdish, Armenian, 
Laz, Zaza). An additional TRT criteria is that it exclusively accepts anonymous 
folk songs – with the absurd consequence that for many aşık songs the singer-
poet (and composer) is mentioned only as source person and not as composer. 
The specification of source person (kaynak kişi) and region of origin is even 
added in many liner notes of CDs containing Turkish folk music. Due to the po-
litical nationalistic character of the project the collections were restricted to 
songs in the Turkish language and the music of ethnic minorities, such as Kurds, 
Armenians and others remained excluded. Even Turkish lyrics were regularly 
changed according to the ideal of a “correct” Turkish, replacing foreign words 
with “pure Turkish” words (öz Türkçe; Balkılıç 2015:156-159). The TRT notations 
became the most important sources for almost all Turkish folk musicians and en-
sembles, including all radio ensembles and conservatories of Turkish music, 
founded after the late 1970s in Istanbul and in other cities. Private versions of 
folk music are published in particular as part of method teaching books, for in-
stance for bağlama or in musicological books on the folk music of particular re-
gions or styles, for example, “Introduction to the Music of the Region of Trab-
zon” by Süleyman Şenel (1994), “Songs of Muş” by Songül Karahasanoğlu 
(2008), or “Deyiş’s in the Music of Alevi-Bektaşi” by Melih Duygulu (1997). 

Important for contemporary music life is the growing amount of (more or less 
scientifically) edited notations of Ottoman and Anatolian music, which facilitate 
the public availability of music. 

During the last twenty plus years a growing number of CDs with historical re-
cordings of Turkish music on 78rpm discs, either from early commercial recordings 
or even field recordings, have been released.59 To my knowledge the first historical 
recordings of Turkish music were published in 1994 by the US label Rounder Re-
cords with the LP “Masters of Turkish Music,” later followed by two similar compila-
tions. In the same year “Traditional Crossroads,” directed by Harold G. Hagopian, 
an Armenian of Istanbul origin released “Istanbul 1925,” and in 1995 “Tanburi Ce-
mil Bey,” “Udi Hrant” and “The Voice of Komitas.” Later other American labels fol-

                                                                                          
59 For the history of recording technique and historical records in Turkey see Reiggle 2013; 

Strötbaum 2012; 2008; 1992; Ünlü 2004; Akçura 2002; Seemann 2002: 210ff.  
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lowed, including Golden Horn Records with its series “Heritage,” founded in 2000 
(e.g. “Mesut Cemil”). Again in 1995, Ocora (Paris) published their first historical re-
cord “Turquie. Archives de la musique turque.” Most of these early re-editions depict a 
nostalgic sound image of late Ottoman Istanbul, with recordings of urban art mu-
sic. In addition international musicologists edited some historical recordings, for 
example the recordings made by Bartok in 193660, or original field recordings, 
mostly targeting an international rather than a Turkish audience (e.g. Ocora, Musée 
d’Ethnographie Genève). In European archives such as the Museum for Ethnology 
in Berlin, further collections are stored, including recordings made by Kurt and 
Ursula Reinhard or by Dieter Christensen made since the mid 1950s. 

In 1991, the Turkish record company Kalan Müzik was founded (that same 
year the law banning languages other than Turkish was lifted). Kalan Müzik be-
gan to publish its “Archive Series,” initially as audio cassettes, later on CD, be-
ginning in 2009 even with some DVDs. The editions where dedicated to famous 
singers of the early and mid-twentieth century (e.g. Hafız Burhan, Hafız Kemal, 
Hafız Sadettin Kaynak, Safiye Ayla, Kani Karaca, Zeki Müren, Sabite Tur Güler-
man, Özdal Orhon), collective historical recordings (e.g. Gazeller 1 & 2, Women of 
Istanbul), to composers (e.g. Selahattin Pınar), famous music schools (e.g. Üsküdar 
Musıki Cemiyeti) or instrumentalists (e.g. Neyzen Tevfik, Mesut Cemil, Yorgo Ba-
canos, Akagündüz Kutbay, Niyazi Sayın, Cüneyd Orhon, Necdet Yaşar). Out-
standing are three double CDs focusing on Ottoman-Turkish instruments (ud, 
ney, kemençe) combining rare recordings of important instrumentalists. Extended 
well-informed and illustrated liner notes, written by specialists such as Bülent 
Aksoy, Cemal Ünlü, Aziz Şenol Filiz, Osman Nuri Özpekel and others, were 
added to the CDs, in most cases in two or three languages (including Turkish 
and English). 

Similarly Kalan released historical recordings of Anatolian music, again edited 
by musicologists or collectors (including Melih Duygulu, Bayram Bilge Tokel, 
Tahir Abacı, İlhan Başgöz, Ulaş Özdemir, Abuzer Akbıyık and Salih Turhan). 
CDs containing historical recordings of folk music either focused on particular 
famous regional singers (such as Malatyalı Fahri Kayahan, Hısarlı Ahmed, Nida 
Tüfekci, Muharrem Ertaş, Hasan Taşan, Muhlis Akarsu, Neşet Ertaş), or on mi-
norities such as Pomaks (1998), Syriacs (2002), Pontos Greeks (2003), female âşıks 
(2010), Kurdish Alevi (2011), Êzidis (2008), nomadic Yörüks (2007) or Romas 
(2008). Historical recordings of urban minorities include “Byzantine Music: The 
Protopsaltis of the Holy Great Church of Christ” (research: Antonios E. Alygi-
zakis), Pera Laterna, several CDs with Ladino-Jewish, and Armenian music. 

Later TRT partly adopted the concept of Kalan, starting their own “Arşiv Ser-
isi.” The series of hitherto 300 CDs predominantly edited recordings made by 
TRT with more or less well-known singers of both folk and art music but also  

                                                                                          
60 CD Béla Bartók. Turkish Folk Music Collection, Hungaroton 1996. 
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Figure 3: CD cover containing historical recordings of Pontos 

Greeks, Kalan 2003. 

 

Figure 4: CD released by TRT in 2011 with historical recordings of 

the famous ud player Yorgo Bacanos. 
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some instrumentalists (e.g. Yorgo Bacanos). Different from Kalan music the liner 
notes of the TRT CDs simply present the lyrics but in general no (or only little) 
background information. Another CD series produced by TRT presents folk 
songs originating in (intentionally) all provinces in Turkey (Il Il Türkülerimiz), 
however, with new interpretations by TRT choirs, soloists and ensembles rather 
than with historical or fieldwork recordings. 

Other labels published historical recordings only sporadicly, for example 
Odeon, Kaf, Cemre, Boyut Sinema VCD, Miras, Çoşkun Plak and some others 
more.61 In 1998, also the bank publishing house, Yapı Kredi edited a box with 3 
CDs of historical recordings.62 Historical recordings of Kurdish music based on 
radio programs in Northern Iraq have been edited by Seyranê (for example re-
cordings with Mihmed Arif Cizrawi, 2000).63 For some important musicians such 
as Neşet Ertaş (Kalan), Ruhi Su or Şivan Perwer CD editions of complete re-
cordings are available. 

Historisation of Past and Present 

The growing number of historical details and reconstructions impedes the forma-
tion of a comprehensive and comprehensible historical imagination. New know-
ledge resulting from rediscovered or newly analysed sources was simply added up 
to the already available encyclopedic knowledge on music of the past. Still to-
day, only few academic articles offer a complete overview on the development of 
Ottoman music history,64 theoretical reflections on the problem of an appropri-
ate historiography has just begun (Behar 2012; Greve 2015). 

Since around the mid twentieth century Turkish musicologists referred to his-
torical periods for Turkish music, using terms of European music history, but de-
fining those periods along the life spans of composers rather than on an analyti-
cal basis. The periodisation of Ercüment Berker (1988) for example reads:65 

 

                                                                                          
61 Some examples Odeon (Perihan Altındağ-Sözeri, 2008; Riza Konyali, 2010), Kaf (e.g. Bekir 

Sıtkı Sezgin, three CDs, 2006; Alâeddin Yavaşça, 2001; Şerif Muhiddin Targan, 2001), 
Cemre (e.g. Rıza Rıt, 2000), Boyut Sinema (VCDs on Bekir Sıdkı Sezgin, Kâni Karaca and 
Salahattin Içli), Çoşkun Plak (Münir Nurettin Selçuk, Celâl Güzelses, n.y.) and many oth-
ers. Otantik halk müzigi arsiv serisi (Yüvcel Parmakçı: Miras, Esen 2009). 

62 CDs Yurttan Sesler. Yeni Türkiye’nin Ezgileri / Voices from the Land (sic!). The Melodies of New 
Turkey. Yapı Kredi Kültür Sanat Yayıncılık 1999; CDs Geçmişten Günümüze Türk Müziği, 
Türkiye Iş Bankası 2000. 

63 MC Mihmed Arif Cizrawi: Seyranê, Kom Müzik, 2000. 
64 For example Behar 2006; Pekin 2002; Aksoy et. al. in: Dünden Bugüne Istanbul Ansiklopedisi 

1994. 
65 Ercüment Berker: Türk Musikisi’nin Toplumsal Değeri (1988), quoted after Beşiroğlu et al. 

2010: 25. 
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1. Period of preparation and formation (hazırlık ve oluşma period): from the be-
ginning until ‘Abd al-Qâdir Marâghî (d. 1435) 

2. Pre-classical period: from ‘Abd al-Qâdir Marâghî until Itrî (d. 1711/2) 
3. Classical (klasik) period: from Itrî until Dede Efendi (d. 1846) 
4. Neo-classic (neoklasik) period: from Dede Efendi until Hacı Arif Bey (d.1884) 
5. Romantic period: from Hacı Arif until Hüseyin Saadettin Arel (d. 1955) 
6. Reform period: from Arel until today66 

Musical characteristics of these supposed periods, as well as the transitions be-
tween them were hardly discussed. In particular the frequent use of the term 
“classical” (klasik) is striking. With the obvious intention to construct a status of 
Ottoman music parallel to “Classical” European music, the term “classical” (kla-
sik Türk müziği), beginning in the late 1970s, was also used for Turkish state choirs 
and conservatories. This unreflective adoption of Western periods was sharply 
criticized by scholars such as Bülent Aksoy (2015: 28) as ”fictional and a reflection 
of an inferiority complex in relation to Western music.” Other periodizations simply 
follow centuries – in line with recent concepts in Western music history, for ex-
ample M.N. Özalps “Turkish Music History,” (1976 / 2000).67 Mehmet Kaygısız’ 
“Music among the Turks” (2000) begins with a “Short history of the Turks/ Roots 
of Turkish Culture,” followed by a chapter on the “Roots of Ottoman Culture” 
(i.e. Iranian, Arabic, Shamanizm, Western, national). The periodisation of Otto-
man music beginning in the sixteenth century is arranged according to centuries, 
and again this part mainly contains biographies. In his book “Music of the Ot-
toman court” (1996), Walter Feldman was the first musicologist who tried to 
construct periods for Ottoman instrumental music on the basis of analysis of 
music transmitted in historical sources. Since then, however, no further attempt 
has been made following this approach. 

Today agreement exists only on a vague outline of Ottoman music history. 
Obviously crucial for its emergence was the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. 
According to Feldman (2007) the time between 1580 and 1700 mark a kind of 
“formative period.” Cem Behar (2006: 393) stated “the earliest period to which we 
can trace back the inception of a specifically Ottoman / Turkish musical tradition is the sec-
ond half of the sixteenth century.” During this period some fundamental changes led 
to the formation of an Ottoman art music style, which remained mainly un-
changed until today. These new elements included the use of Turkish song texts 
instead of Persian and Arabic, apparent changes in the use of makams, usuls, 
tempo, compositional forms and musical instruments (tanbur, kopuz, ney, mıskal, 

                                                                                          
66 The periodization in Vural Sözer’s encyclopedia (1986: 794) for exampleis : “Early Classic 

(1640 – 1711)”, “Neo Classic (1825 – 1897)” and “Romantic (1880-1955)”.  
67 The chapters in the Dünden Bününe Istanbul Ansiklopedisi (Aksoy et. al. 1994): Byzantine Mu-

sic / fifteenth and sixteenth centuries / Structural changes in the seventeenth and eighteenth 
centuries / Musical Life outside the Palace / Music Gathering / Western Music / Light Mu-
sic /Arabesk.  
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kanun, santur, kemance or rebab, daire) and the establishment of the fasıl cycle as 
the main form of performance (Behar 2006: 393). Another major musical inno-
vation of the end of the sixteenth century “perhaps in part as a compensation for the 
loss of a complex and sophisticated composed repertoire – was the emergence of developed 
improvisation, both for voice and instruments, which earned a new name – the taksim.“ 
(Feldman 2015:116) It is this very period where a source-based music historiog-
raphy begins to find more stable ground, while its prehistory remains unclear. 

Unfortunately, due to the lack of sources – and particulary of any musical notation – we 
do not really know what the ‘antecedent’ musical tradition of royal courts and city-
dwellers may have sounded like.68 

According to Feldman, after a period of decline during the sixteenth century, the 
most important source of the mid-seventeenth century, the mecmû’a of Ali Ufukî 
might hence be interpreted as a “transitional stage between the decline of earlier, inter-
national music norms, and the creation of the mature Ottoman musical style and reper-
toire, mainly between 1670 and 1800.” (Feldman 2015: 94) 

Since the 1990s pre-Ottoman music history, that is the time before this emer-
gence of a distinctive Ottoman art music, also attracted the interest of research-
ers. Research on this period could potentially connect the ideological “pre-
history” of Turkish music (as mentioned above) with a source-based Ottoman 
music history.69 The geographical context for appropriate historiographies of this 
time had to cover the territory of the Selçuk or Mongol empires, hence includ-
ing almost the whole Islamic world of the period, including for instance Herat, 
Samarkand, Baghdad, and Cairo. Initially the focus of (music) historians was 
mainly on ‘Abd al-Qâdir Marâghî, (d. 1435), the last of the greatest theorists of 
the pre-Ottoman Islamic tradition.70 Both Yılmaz Öztuna und Murat Bardakçı 
wrote books on Abdülkadır Merağı, in 1983 and 1986 respectivly. Other re-
searchers, in particular Owen Wright, Eckhardt Neubauer, Eugenia Judetz-
Popescu, Recep Uslu and Nilgün Doğrusöz analyzed further sources of the pe-
riod, including those of the obviously rich fifteenth century. In his recent book 

                                                                                          
68 Behar 2006: 392; “For the most part, in the music of the Islamic civilization, it is only at this point 

in time – the early seventeenth century – that one can begin to wrestle with those musicological issues 
that are properly termed historical”. (Feldman 2015:86) “There is not one historical document prov-
ing that Sultan Bayezid II was a composer; this fact was pointed out in serious articles, but neverthe-
less recent television and radio programs, featuring professional Turkish musicians, in addition to 
three remarkable albums, ascribed one eviç saz semaisi and two neva peşrev to Bayezid II.” (Aksoy 
2015: 22) 

69 Inalcık 2010; Akdoagn 2008; 2009; Arslan 2005; Wright 1996; Neubauer 1969; 1994.  
70 Abd al-Qadir al-Maraghi dedicated his celebrated book Makasıdu’l-Elhân to Ottoman Sultan 

Murad II and sent it from Samarkand to Edirne; This tradition was introduced at the Otto-
man court firsthand to Istanbul by Abdulaziz, his youngest son, who was active as a com-
poser, performer, and a writer on music during the reign of Mehmed II (1451-1481). He 
again was followed by his son, Mahmud, who was still active in the court of Süleyman I 
(1520-1566).  
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“Music of the Seljuk Territory” (2010), Recep Uslu gave a first comprehensive 
overview over the period.71 

A possible internal periodization of the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries is 
still under discussion. A first phase, sometime called “first classical age”, is do-
cumented by the manuscripts of Demetrius Cantemir, Osman Dede (d. 1730) 
and several Constantinopolitan Greek musicians and cantors such as Panagiotis 
Khalatzoghlou (d. 1748), Kyrillos Marmarinos (d.1756) and Petros Peloponnesios 
(d. 1778) (Feldman 2014:157). The most prominent composer was Itrî (d. 
1711/12), and his life span is often used to define the period. It is unclear if the 
so-called Tulip Age (1703-30) had any parallel in music history. 

Another potentially central figure of the eighteenth century was Selim III 
(1761-1808), himself a respected composer, who patronized numerous musicians 
and composers.72 The main composer of this time was obviously Ismail Dede 
Efendi (1778-1846). Later it was Selim III. who commisioned Abdülbâki Nasir 
Dede to develop his notation. The “second classical era” hence could be 1780 
until 1850 or 1876 (thus ending with the start of the reign of Abdülhamid II, 
1876-1908). The later eighteenth century obviously brought the establishment of 
a more complex tonal system while leading the rather austere melody toward a 
somewhat more popular taste.73 While tanbur and ney became the most impor-
tant instruments, the mıskal (pan flute) and others disapeared. 

For a long time, in particular among Western music historians, the nineteenth 
century was perceived simply as a time of degeneration. Only recently did it gar-
ner greater interest by musicologists and historians. In particular Gönül Paçacı’s 
catalogue included numerous sources of this time, and more findings will be pre-
sented in the near future by the project Corpus Musicae Ottomanicae (CMO), di-
rected by Ralf Martin Jäger, which aims to edit all available manuscripts in 
Hamparsum notation (Olley 2017). From the nineteenth century, Western influ-
ence on Ottoman music grew, with complex consequences. Whether the founda-
tion of the Republic of Turkey does or does not mark a caesura in art music 
more influencial than the changes during the decades preceding it, is still under 
discussion. 

While this overall outline is mainly based on data of musical life (performance 
practice, music theory, social history of musical life), a periodisation of the mu-
sical structures itself is still far from complete. Even worse, the historical analysis 
of music and musical structures has hardly been done at all, Walter Feldman’s 

                                                                                          
71 Hali Inalcık’s (2010) comprehensive book on court literature (partly including music) cov-

ers a period from the Iranian middle ages tradition until the sixteenth century Ottoman 
Empire.  

72 For example Kücük Mehmet Aga (d. 1800?), Zeki Mehmed Aga (1776-1846); Hammami-
zade Ismail Dede (1778 – 1847), Tanburi Isak, violinist Kemani Miron, Santuri Hüseyin 
Aga; Ilya (d.1799); Corci or Yorgaki. 

73 Walter Feldman’s liner notes on the CD Bezmara: Tanbûrî Isak, En Chordais 2005. 
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study on peşrev and semâ’î between the sixteenth and the early eighteenth cen-
tures remained singular, while even that failed to provide a methodological dis-
cussion. Historiography of Ottoman-Turkish music, in particular the challenge to 
construct a historical narrative in fact, faces serious theoretical problems. Already 
the subjects of a musical historiography needs to be reflected, including music 
and musical structures, makam, usul and musical genres, form, instruments, tonal 
systems, the history of musical theory to finally the performance practice and 
the perception of music. 

The term “Ottoman music” creates another fundamental problem. The geo-
graphical definition of the Ottoman Empire evolved over the centuries, streach-
ing over wide parts of South East Europe, Anatolia, and the Arabic world. In or-
der to limit and manage the scope of the field, the notion of “Ottoman music” 
hence requires further clearification. The music of ethnic and religious minorities 
potentially widens the field even further – Istanbul itself saw the co-existence of 
numerous styles, performances and practices of art music. 

Today several Turkish music historians including Cem Behar, Ersu Pekin and 
Bülent Aksoy doubt that individual personal styles and even historical periods of 
Ottoman music make any sence at all, thus calling for a radical new conception 
of musical historiography. The central problem is the lack of notations, hence of 
sources which could pass down the music of earlier times. In particular Cem Be-
har (2012) has emphasized the performative character of Ottoman-Turkish art 
music. In a tradition without notation both composing and passing on music is 
impossible without performance. 

[Ottoman / Turkish] music above all is action, because its reallity cannot be found in 
writings or theory but rather in meşk and performance. Music is obviously practice and 
performance; it is not only imagination and thinking. The practice of music, however, 
can only be learned by meşk. (Behar 2012:35) 

In his seminal book on “Without Affection there is no Meşk,” Behar (1989/2012) 
describes meşk as a central aesthetic and pedagogic category over a period reach-
ing from the early seventeenth century till the mid-twentieth century: “In a way, 
meşk is the music tradition itself” (Behar 2012:56). 

In fact the character of Ottoman-Turkish art music, which does not fit neatly 
into the (at least post-renaissance) Western musical categories of fixed, “com-
posed” elements or free, “improvised” parts, needs to be discussed before it can 
be analysed historically (Neubauer 1997: 345; Jäger 2015). In oral transmission 
music changes constantly and what remains today are almost exclusively musical 
versions fixed during the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, even where 
sources pretend to reflect music of a much earlier period. Hence a central start-
ing point for all analysis of Ottoman-Turkish music history is necessarily the 
nineteenth century, it’s aesthetical, musical and social changes which led to the 
increasing use of notation, and thus the fixation of orally transmitted music. On-
ly to a very limited degree and only for music composed from the late eight-
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eenth century on, is it possible, as Behar called it, to “put history into musical 
works,” that it to get an idea of how, when and in which version a given piece 
was composed (Behar 2011; Aksoy 1997). The vast majority of Ottoman music as 
performed today is the result of a long oral tradition, whose conditions, influ-
ences and changes still little is known. Turkish music historians are therefore in 
the strange situation that the main parts of the contemporary repertoire consti-
tute a serious problem rather than a starting point. 

Only since the 1990s were source-based historical approaches adapted for Anato-
lian folk music too. As mentioned before, the Kemalistic view of history con-
nected recent folk music directly with prehistoric precursors, though at the price 
of not being able to prove this connection. Actually we hardly know how Anato-
lian music might have sounded some two hundred years ago. Oral history is still 
a comparatively new field in Turkish musicology (which has been developing 
since the early 1990s; Öztürkmen 2016), and written sources on folk music – in 
particular for earlier centuries – are rare and in general of limited value. Songs 
from aşıks such as Pir Sultan Abdal or from Kurdish dengbêj for example, were 
obviously sung and transmitted over longer periods, though only few written 
sources (cönk) preserve them (Koz 2012; Başgöz 2002). Due to missing sources it 
is hardly reconstructable how and to what extent the music itself (possibly differ-
ing from the lyrics) might have changed (or not). Later biographies of aşıks are 
only rarly documented by written sources, in most cases only the lyrics give 
some historic clues (Artun 2014; Basgöz 1994). The shift to a historical and 
documented approach to folk music hence has dramatic implications: instead of 
a history of “Turkish music” that claims to cover virtually thousands of years be-
ginning in a mystical Central Asian prehistory, a source-based historical ap-
proach will in most cases reduce the scope of music history to some few decades 
with only rare and isolated insights into earlier times (as for example in the ma-
nuscripts of Ali Ufukî). The change of historiographic concepts is hence painful 
and troubelsome. During the last 20 years substantial research has been con-
ducted on the ideological ballast and the dramatic changes in folk music as a re-
sult of the Kemalist cultural policies of the 1920s and 1930s. This de-ideologiza- 
tion is still under discussion, beyond some few specialists Kemalist ideologies 
still remain powerful. 

Contemporary Turkish musicologists who work on the history of folk music 
either try to integrate data of political and cultural history, e.g. Okan Murat Öz-
türk in his study on zeybek, 2006; or work with oral history of musicians, such as 
Süleyman Şenel (2009a) in his two volumes on âşıks in Kastamonu. On the other 
hand, field recordings made in the early twentieth century have meanwhile be-
come historical sources, and to a growing extent are presented and analysed as 
such, for example in the books by Şenel and Songül Karahasanoğlu on music in 
Muş, Trabzon or Kastamonu. In particular Süleyman Şenel edited a great num-
ber of documents concerning early folk song collections, including record sheets 
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and sources on the collectors (Şenel 2010; 2009a; b; c; 1995; 1997). This devel-
opment of a historiography of the nearest past, i.e. the twentieth century might 
be seen as an ongoing finalisation of the alienation of traditon. 

In addition, over the past twenty plus years, a growing number of publications 
based on written sources concerning the music history of the twentieth century 
have appeared, such as memories and biographies (Kani Karaca, Targan, Cüneyd 
Orhon, Emin Ongan, Halil Can (1905-1973), Tanburi Cemil Bey, Refik Fersan, 
Safiye Ayla and others), or even facsimiles and re-editions of recent writings, as 
for example the edition of the notation prints of the Dârü’l Elhân on 6 CDs as 
part of the program of the “European Capital of Culture.”74 Already in the 1990s 
nostalgic music had become popular, with albums such as “Ud ile Nostalji,” 
“Kanun ile Nostalji” (Stokes 1996). Part of this reasearch of the near past also in-
cluded Western music in the late Ottoman Empire and the Republic of Turkey. 

To conclude, as a result of this historization of the recent past, today almost 
all contemporary music might be perceived as historical, while the “present” be-
comes increasingly short. 

Reconstructions and Revivals 

In Turkey the first musical reconstructions – probably a more symbolic and ideo-
logical reconstruction rather than a historically informed one – took place in 
1911, when Esad Arseven (1875-1971) revitalized a mehter (janissary) band, which 
had been disbanded in 1826. His ensemble continued until 1935. In 1952 a sec-
ond attempt to found a mehter band was conducted by the Military Museum Is-
tanbul, and today this music is regularly used with revived political meaning to 
represent Ottoman-Turkish political and military power (Sanlıkol 2011: 32ff; 
Tuğlacı 1986: 25-27). In 1940 Mesut Cemil founded the "Unisono Men’s Choir 
for Historical Turkish Music" (Tarihî Türk Musikisi Ünison Erkek Korosu) at the still 
new Radio Ankara, which not only adopted the term “Turkish music” but also 
performed Ottoman art songs in choirs rather than by soloists (see following 
chapter).75 It is not clear if the term “tarihi” (historical) here already indicates a 
historical distance from the music, which at that time was still suspected of being 
politically reactionary. The pretended “historical” approach might have been an 
attempt to hide an actual continuation of the Ottoman music tradition. 

Since the late twentieth century, however, and culminating since the 1990s, a 
wide field of music revivals in Turkey, including aesthetically more or less con-
vincing musical interpretations and reconstructions emerged, which attempted to 

                                                                                          
74 Kolukırık 2015; Erguner 2010; Beşiroğlu et. al. 2010; Yalgin 2009; Aksoy 2009; Güngör 

2006; Uzel 2006; Kaygusuz 2006; Ünal 2000; Örter 1998; Kulin 1996; Bardakçı 1995; 
Cengiz 1993; Cevher 1993; Seroussi 1989; Şehsuvaroğlu 1974; Sürelsan 1972; Cemil 1947. 

75 Aksoy 1985: 1211-1236; Ali 1983: 1531-1534; Oransay 1973. 
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reconstruct and revive diverse identities and as part of them their respective mu-
sic traditions, including Ottoman court and Sufi music, Kurdish music, Alevism, 
music of the Black Sea Coast, of Dersim (Tunceli), Armenian music, Jewish mu-
sic and other traditions. Even Western Music of the late Ottoman Empire has 
been reconstructed in particular by Emre Aracı (see following chapter). Most of 
these recent revivals attempted to reverse the effects of the strong Turkish na-
tionalism of the early Republic – or even before – and the ensuing efforts to-
wards nationwide standardisation of “Turkish music.” 

An important difference in these numerous revivals pertains to the historical 
distance between the imagined period of reference and the present. While the 
music of Ali Ufukî’s manuscript for example, was written down around 1650, 
Armenian music culture was exterminated in 1915. Jewish and Greek cultures 
diminished continuosly after 1923, a result of the wealth tax in 1942-44, and the 
Istanbul progroms of September 1955. Dersim, today’s Tunceli, lost its de facto 
independent status after massive and bloody military operations in 1937/38. As 
mentioned, Kurdish (as well as other non-Turkish) songs were largely excluded 
from all official folk song collections, and later from the offical Turkish folk mu-
sic repertoire as controlled by the TRT. Only the emergence of private media 
such as audio cassettes opened new avenues for Kurdish music. 

In the 1960s, the introduction of the cassette player was another boost for the dengbêj 
tradition. From now on dengbêj recorded songs on cassettes that were recorded by indi-
viduals and distributed informally. Until 1980 the circulation of cassettes thrived, but 
came abruptly to a standstill in the terror of the aftermath of the 12 September military 
coup. And although radio and cassettes had initiated important changes, they were still 
marginal forms of Kurdish expression that had been overshadowed by Turkish as the 
language and culture of the dominant majority. (Hamelink 2016: 27) 

The constitution of 1982, written by the military government of the coup of 
September 12, 1980, officially banned the Kurdish language. In the following 
years Turkish nationalism tried to assimilate Kurdish culture by force and many 
Kurds destroyed cassettes with recordings of Kurdish music in fear of reprisals by 
security forces.76 

Other Anatolian regional music traditions, including those in Turkish, disap-
peared slowly since the founding of the Republic under the influence of TRT 
and the growing commercialization. However, in most cases at least parts are still 
extant. Alevism, for example, began to lose all the main elements of its social 
structure in the first decades of the Republic (Kehl-Bodrogi 1992). Functions tra-
ditionally attached to the religious leaders (dede) were transferred to national jus-
tice and administration and the migration of many Alevi from their villages to 
mainly Sunni-dominated Turkish cities from the 1950s further weakened reli-

                                                                                          
76 Hamelink 2016: 203ff; During this period only some Kurdish recordings circulated (e.g. by 

Şakiro, Hûseynê Farê, Ayşe Şan, Meryem Xan, Îsa Perwarî), also some locally known deng-
bejs and other singers (Yücel 2009). 
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gious traditions. Since the 1960s, in a general atmosphere of politicization, many 
younger Alevis turned to left-wing political ideologies and began to view religion 
critically. While those remaining Alevi became a target for conservative and na-
tionalistic Sunni Turks. Since the 1970s and in particular after the coup in 1980, 
the influence of Sunni Islam in Turkey grew. The compulsory religious lessons in 
schools did not even mention Alevism and the government build mosques in 
many Alevi villages. Progroms against Alevis (e.g. 1978 in Kahramanmaraş, 1980 
Çorum) at the end of the 1970s further inflamed the atmosphere. 

Another important factor for the emergence and success of revival movements 
was international support, either from diaspora communities (as in the case of 
the Alevi and Kurds) or by respective nation states, such as Greece, Israel or Ar-
menia. Also the admission to the UNESCO list of Intangible Cultural Heritage 
(2008 Mevlevı sema ceremony; 2009 aşık tradition, 2010 alevi semah, 2013 Folk 
songs from Arguvan / Malatya) had an impact.77 

During the twentieth and early 21st centuries, historical reconstructions and 
revivals are far from being specific to Turkey, but rather happened almost world-
wide (Livingston 1999; Bithell & Hill 2014). In her cross-cultural theory of reviv-
als, Tamara E. Livingston (1999:66) defined a music revival: 

… as any social movement with the goal of restoring and preserving a musical tradition 
which is belived to be disappearing or completely relegated to the past. The purpose of 
the movement is twofold: (1) to serve as cultural opposition and as an alternative to 
mainstream culture, and (2) to improve existing culture through the values based on his-
torical value and authenticity expressed by revivalists. 

After an encompassing survey of music revivals she found the following basic 
ingredients (1999:69): 

1. an individual or small group of “core” revivalists 
2. revival of informants and /or original sources (e.g. historical sound recordings) 
3. a revivalist ideology and discourse 
4. a group of followers which form the basis of a revivalist community 
5. revivalist activities (organisations, festivals, competitions) 
6. non-profit and /or commercial enterprises catering to the revivalist market 

Differences in the character of these basis ingredients led to a large range of re-
vival movements in contemporary Turkey. 

Reconstructing Ottoman Music 

The importance of Livingston’s first two points, that is core activists and sources 
can be seen best in the case of historically informed Ottoman court music. Here, 
the availability of notations and historical backgroud information as described 
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above was the main factor for the movement. In addition the still virulent no-
tion of timelessness, and hence of a direct continuation of the past and the imag-
ined closeness of past musicians facilitated the openess and the felt closeness to 
the Ottoman musical past. 

The first reconstruction of Ottoman music as transmitted only in manuscripts 
rather than by oral tradition was conducted by Ruhi Ayangil (b. 1953). In 1978, 
himself a young kanun player in the age of 25, Ruhi Ayangil performed three 
songs from Ali Ufukî’s mecmû’a. Only ten years later he recorded some of Ufukî’s 
ilahis on the audio cassette entitled “Uyan Ey Gözlerim,” which he distributed pri-
vately himself. On these pioneer recordings Ruhi Ayangil played the (at that 
time unusual and rare) santur, attempting to reconstruct the historical sound the 
santur player, Ali Ufukî might have had in mind. Until today Ruhi Ayangil re-
mains a leading figure for historically informed performance in Turkey (while at 
the same time being interested in contemporary music). The Ayangil Ensemble 
for example, reconstructed Hamparsun notations for a concert program entitled, 
“Ottoman Music from Istanbul. Music Manuscripts of Goethes Times,” per-
formed in 2004 at the Congress for Musicology in Weimar, Germany. Later 
Ayangil led an ensemble formed after the model of the ince saz ensemble in the 
1700 mission of Ibrahim Paşa to Vienna, as described by contemporary Austrian 
sources. Another important impulse for historically informed performance came 
from the ensemble Sarband, directed by Vladimir Ivanoff since the 1990s (as de-
scribed previously). 

Another central musicians in this emerging field was Fikret Karakaya, Director 
of the ensemble Bezmara. In 1996, encouraged by the Istanbul-based Institut 
Français d’Études Anatoliennes, Karakaya, at that time kemençe-player at Istanbul 
radio, began to specialize in the repertoire of Cantemir and Ali Ufukî. On the 
basis of iconographic sources, and advised by music historians including Walter 
Feldman and Ersu Pekin, he reconstructed forgotten Ottoman instruments such 
as the çenk (harp), kopuz (long necked lute), şehrud (short lecked lute) and mıskal 
(panflute).78 For other instruments which were curently still in use, Bezmara tried 
to adapt historical playing techniques. 

Historically informed performance of Ottoman music is still impeded however, 
by the general lack of sources. We hardly have any detailed accounts on the con-
struction of musical instruments, the composition of ensembles, playing tech-
niques, tunings, melodic embellishment, and even less on singing techniques, tim-
bre or intonation in practice (supposing they might differ from music theory). 
“Due to the continuation of meşk over centuries, the biggest loss is not that of 
works but rather the loss of styles.” (Behar 2012: 170) Few historical instruments  

                                                                                          
78 Karakaya 2010; CD 17. Yüzyıl Istanbul’unda Musiki, Güvercin 2010; CD Tanbûrî Isak, En 

Chordais (Greece) 2004, CD Bezmârâ, Yıtık Sesin Peşinde, Kalan 2000; Bezmârâ: Turkey. 
Splendors of Topkapı, Opus 111, 1999. Uslu 2009; Agayeva 2000; 1995; Beşirog ̆lu & Ergur 
2009; Pekin 2003. 
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Figure 5: CD with recordings of Ali Ufukî’s repertoire performed by Bez-
mârâ, Kalan 2004. 

have survived (for example several neys; Tan & Çıpan 2014) and only from the 
later nineteenth century are at least the names of instrument makers known (in 
particular makers of tanbur, kemençe or lavta; Behar 1997). Obviously old instru-
ments never achieved a particular value, and still today modern instruments are 
generally considered better. While tanbur and ney obviously did not change sub-
stantialy over the last three centuries, other instruments disappeared, or their con-
struction changed. The open angular harp (çenk) for example, in pre- and early Ot-
toman times, was an important instrument, popular in a wide area reaching from 
Central Asia to the Middle East. Towards the end of the seventeenth century, 
however, the instrument disapeared from the Ottoman court. A first stimulus for a 
revitalisation of the çenk obviously came from the famous ney player, Niyazi Sayın, 
during the period of the foundation of the state conservatory (the late 1970s), 
when he received a celtic harp, played by Uğurtan Aksel. In 1988, a first historical 
çenk was reconstructed by Feridun Özgören (b. 1942 in Istanbul, living in the USA 
since 1973) in cooperation with the American musician Robert Labaree, a student 
of both Niyazi Sayın and the kemençe player İhsan Özgen.79 For this first recon-
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struction Feridun Özgören added a front column, thus actually building a framed 
harp; the instrument hence cannot be tucked under the player’s arm, but sits up-
right on its own stand. Furtheron Özgören added tuning-pegs to enable modula-
tions. In later versions he used high-tension nylon strings like modern the Euro-
pean pedal harp and a bridge resting on a spruce sound board like the ud. The next 
attempt was realized by Feridun Obul in 1995, in cooperation with Fikret Kara-
kaya, based on Persian and Ottoman miniatures of the fifteenth and sixteenth cen-
tury and on Ahmed-i Dâî’s Çenknâme. Once returned to the musical world, the 
çenk was soon used for different hybrid and contemporary musical projects. Al-
ready in 1991, Ihsan Özgen composed a piece called Karadeniz for kemençe, cello, 
mıskal (pan flute) and çenk, which was premiered at the nineteenth Istanbul Festi-
val. In 2007 Western harpist Şirin Pancaroğlu commisioned Hasan Uçarsu to write 
a concert for orchestra and both Western pedal harp and çenk. Her later album 
Çengnâme was completely dedicated to the çenk. It is striking that this CD was not 
published at Kalan or any other label specializing in Turkish music but rather by 
Lila Müzik, a Turkish label for Western classical music.80 The repertoire of the al-
bum was strictly Ottoman,81 though some well-known Turkish art musicians, in-
cludning Derya Türkan and Murat Aydemir participated, and some Western in-
struments such as double bass and Western pedal harp also featured. 

Other recently reconstructed Ottoman instruments include: 

– Kopuz (the kopuz of Ottoman court music should not to be confused with the 
predecessor of the baglama bearing the same name) was a long-necked lute po-
pular in the sixteenth century. Together with the ud, it disappeared from the 
Ottoman tradition. A first reconstruction was made by Sacit Gürel in 1996 
following Fikret Karakaya’s sketches, who had analyzed miniatures and the de-
scription of Evlia Çelebi (seventeenth century). The reconstructed instruments 
use four double strings, the sound is somewhat between that of tanbur and 
lute. 

– Şehrud, a big lute, was popular in Persia and the Ottoman Empire during the 
fifteenth – sixteenth century, possibly tuned one octave lower than the ud. Re-
construction again by Sacit Gürel 1996 after Karakaya. 

– The ud was popular at the Ottoman court in the sixteenth century, later it fell 
out of use, to reappear only during the nineteenth century. Again an historical 
instrument was reconstructed in 1996 by Sacit Gürel following Fikret Kara-
kaya. 

 

                                                                                          
80 CD Şirin Pancaroğlu: Çenknağme, Lila Müzik 2014. 
81 Except for the last piece, “A Night in Shiraz”, by the Iranian composer Mahyar Tafreshi-

pour (comissioned in Amsterdam in 2008 by Profesor Bo Lawergren, and already per-
formed in Turkey in 2009 by Ceren Necipoğlu). 
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– The kanun until the late seventeenth century, was made completely from 
wood, the strings from bronze. Later gut strings where used, and the sound 
board covered by skin. Tuning pegs (mandals) where invented during the nine-
teenth century. A first reconstruction of the historical kanun was made by 
Ümit Bolu following Fikret Karakaya, a second attempt by Muzaffer Okumuş. 

– Mıskal was a panflute with 22 reed pipes, used until the late eighteenth cen-
tury. Two instruments are preserved in the Topkapı museum. Already in the 
1980s Ihsan Özgen added a modern Greek panflute in concerts with the Bos-
porus ensemble, in 1996, Fikret Karakaya initiated the reconstruction of the 
Ottoman variant. 

– Kemançe or rebab was a spike fiddle with a sound box made of coconut cov-
ered by skin; its strings were made from horse hair. The instrument was in use 
until the eighteenth century. Today a modernized rebab has gained popularity 
anew. Fikret Karakaya’s reconstruction follows depictions from Hızır Ağa 
(eighteenth century). 

– Sinekeman, i.e. the viola d’amour fell out of use after its last player, Nuri Duy-
guer, died in 1963. One instrument is stored in the Topkapı Saray Museum 
(Karakaya 2010:30). 

– The santur used strings which were half bronze, half steel, streched on a trape-
zoidal board, in Ottoman times one string per note, today in triplets. The in-
strument became popular from the seventeenth century and disapeared towards 
the mid-twentieth century. Karakaya’s reconstruction was first made in 1997. 

With these reconstructed instruments Bezmara was able to form ensembles similar 
to those of the seventeenth century. Actually the fragile, unsustaining and soft 
sound of Bezmara, dominated by stringed instruments (çeng, ud, kopuz, şehrud, 
kanun, sometimes santur) with a noticable bass (by the şehrud) differs substantially 
from contemporary ensembles for Ottoman-Turkish art music. The usul is always 
made audible.82 However, all details of musical interpretation, instrumentation, 
improvisation, tempo, rhythm, melodic embellishment, singing and playing tech-
niques and intonation are unavoidably based on aesthetical taste and speculation 
of the musicians rather than on historical sources. Taksims therefore represent to-
day’s interpretation of makam rather than historical reconstructions. 

A later album of Bezmara was dedicated to Tanbûrî Isak (1745–1814) and hen-
ce focused on music of the late eighteenth century. It was produced by the Greek 
music organisation, En Chordais in 2004, including extensive liner notes with his-
torical backgroud, notation (based on Yekta’s edition) and musical analysis, writ-
ten by Walter Feldman.83 The sound again differs from the sound of Bezmara’s 

                                                                                          
82 CD Bezmârâ: Turkey. Splendors of Topkapı, Opus 111, 1999; in Turkey released a CD Bez-

mârâ, Yıtık Sesin Peşinde (Kalan, 2000); CD Bezmara: Mecmu’a dan Saz ve Söz, Kalan 2004; 
CD 17. Yüzyıl Istanbul’unda musiki, Güvercin Müzik 2010. 

83 CD Tanbûrî Isak, En Chordais, 2004. 
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interpretations of earlier instrumental music. The singer (in betweeen also a small 
choir) clearly dominates, in addition the tanbur is clearly audible, while only 
rarely do other instruments play distinguishable melodic ornamentation; the usul 
is again played throughout. In 2008 Fikret Karakaya released an album under his 
own name, which contained his own instrumental composition “in old style” 
(eski tarzda). Most pieces were recorded with smaller ensembles, including ke-
mençe, tanbur, kudüm or daire, santur, ney, kanun, violin and sometimes cello.84 

After 2000, several ensembles performed historical reconstructions, often in-
volving international cooperation, and sometimes in hybrid musical arrange-
ments. Attached to Yalçın Tura’s later edition of Cantemir’s edvâr in 2001, were 2 
CDs contained recordings of 25 pieces.85 In 2004 En Chordais released two al-
bums whose music was reconstructed from Ottoman-Greek composers of the 
eighteenth century, again with comprehensive liner notes.86 The CD dedicated 
to music by Petros Peloponnesios (1740-1778), the most well-known composer of 
the Phanariotic traditon (Istanbul Greeks), included some pieces as transcribed 
from historical manuscripts by Thomas Apostolopoulos. Hânende Zaharya (d. 
after 1760) on the other hand, was an Ottoman-Greek composer of both Otto-
man tradition and Greek Church music. Some further projects include: 

– La Turchescha & Cevher-I Musiki: Venedik’ten Istanbul’a (“From Venice to Is-
tanbul”), 2007.87 An Izmir-based ensemble for Ottoman-Turkish music (includ-
ing santur and şehrud) cooperated for this album with an ensemble of historical 
Baroque instruments (theorbe, vièle, viola da gamba, colascione, recorder, harp) 
directed by the musicologist and soprano, Çimen Seymen, who was already 
experienced in historical Barock music performance. Pieces from the mecmû’â-ı 
saz ü söz and seventeenth century collections printed in Italy were included, 
especially pieces whose titles refer to Turkey (e.g. Sarabande La Turchescha, by 
Girolamo Kapsberger, c.1580-1651). 

– Enderûn Terâvihi. This was a reconstruction of the lost Ramadan tradition as a 
part of the program, “Cultural Capital of Europe,” on the basis of one manu-
script by Sehzâde Efendi (a grandson of Sultan Abdülaziz) and the memory of 
some hafızs, with performances in several mosques during the 2010 Ramadan 
and a printed edition including lyrics, notations and 2 CDs.88 

– Editions of the Dârü’l Elhân notation prints on CD, together with recordings of 
anew performances directed by Mustafa Doğan Dikmen as part of the program,  

 

                                                                                          
84 CD Fikret Karakaya: Eski Musikinin Rüzgârıyla, Güvercin 2008. 
85 Performed on tanbur (Murat Aydemir), ney (Salih Bilgin), rebab (Hasan Esen), kanun (Şehvar 

Beşiroğlu), kudüm and daire (Hüseyin Tuncel) Tura et al. 2001: 69. 
86 CD Hanende Zaharya, Kalan 2005; CD En Chordais: Petros Peloponesios, En Chordais 2005. 
87 CD La Turchescha & Cevher-I Musiki: Venedik’ten Istanbul’a, Calliope 2007 / Ak 2008. 
88 Şahin & Kemiksiz 2010; CD Şahin, Ahmed & Kemiksiz, Mehmed. Tevhid Halkası, Dalar 

2010. 
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Figure 6: CD cover with music from Ali Ufukî published by the “Golden 
Horn Ensemble” of Ahmet Kadri Rizeli in 2009. In the following year an-
other CD was dedicated to Dimitrie Cantemir.89 This is contemporary in-
terpretation of the reconstructed music, not in historical instrumentation 
(kemençe, cello, kanun, tanbur, ney, daire / bendir, kudüm) 

 “Cultural Capital of Europe.” The performances of the notations are sung and 
played without melodic embelishments of vibrato, with a focus on clear pro-
nounciation, partly based on historical 78rpm records.90 

– Sanlıkol (2011): A CD attached to Mehmet Ali Sanlıkol’s book on mehter 
bands contains reconstructions of mehter music, according to written scources, 
such as Ali Ufukî, Cantemir or Salomon Schweigger (1551-1622). 

– A tentative reconstruction of music from the Seljuk Period, is added to a book 
on this issue by Recep Uslu (2010). However, most of the music is composed 
anew by Emrah Hatipoğlu and Ali Tan, in cooperation with Recup Uslu; the 
musicians are mainly from Bezmara, likewise the reconstructed instruments 
(e.g. şehrud, çenk; Uslu 2015b). 

– The Marâghî-Ensemble, based in Venice, Italy performs music of Marâghî and 
of the early Ottoman repertoire.91 

                                                                                          
89 CD Golden Horn Ensemble: Ali Ufki, Sony 2008; CD Dimitrie Cantemir, Sony 2009 
90 CD / DVD Mustafa Doğan Dikmen (ed.) Dârü’l-Elhân Külliyâtı, Istanbul Avrupa Kültür 

Başkenti 2010. 
91 http://www.ensemblemaraghi.it/bio/ (accessed November 30, 2016). 
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Figure 7: CD cover with music from Dimitrie Cantemir and others, per-
formed by Turkish and American musicians, published in 2004 by the Ameri-
can label Golden Horn Records. 

– A reconstruction of the pre-Ottoman tradition of music therapy has been 
conducted since the 1970s by Oruç Güvenç (1948-2017). Relying on the the-
ory of pentatonicizm as the historically oldest tone system, Güvenç also re-
constructed historical instruments found in Central Asia and Siberia, such as 
angular harps and long necked lutes.92 Recently Ahmet Hakkı Turabi, Profes-
sor of Theology at the Marmara University, is also conducting practice based 
reaseach on the Islamic tradition of music therapy.93 In terms of musical in-
terpretation no attempts at historical reconstruction are conducted but rather 
performances in contemporary Turkish art music style. 

– The reconstructions by the French kanun player, Julien Weiss (1953-2015) focus 
the problem of historical intonation. Weiss first played Arabic, in particular Syr-
ian music, before he became interested in Ottoman music. His main aim was to 

                                                                                          
92 Cf. The journal Miras, edited by Tümata (directed by Oruç Güvenç), e.g. issue 2012 on 

pre-historical music instruments. 
93 CD Vakitlere Göre Müzik ile Tedavi: Şifanağme (2), Istanbul, Origami (c. 2012). 
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play both Syrian and Ottoman traditions on one single instrument, which at the 
same time pretends to be near to the pitch system of Middle Age theoretists 
such as Safî ud-Dîn (Pohlit 2011). The CD, “Parfums Ottoman” (2006) for exam-
ple bears the remarkable subtitle, “Arabic-Turkish court music.”94 During the 
1990s, Weiss commissioned a specific kanun from the Izmir-based instrument 
maker, Ejder Güleç, which was later followed by several continually improving 
models, the last one being his kanun No 9. Again his repertoire was mainly 
based on the manuscripts of Ali Ufukî and Cantemir. While his intonation was 
nearer to Arabic traditions than to contemporary Turkish intonation, Weiss later 
uses a faster tempo than most Turkish ensembles, and a forced percussion. Ac-
cording to Stephan Pohlits, Weiss stated that his interpretation of historic Ot-
toman compositions in the CD, “Parfums Ottomans” received mixed reactions, 
especially among Turkish musicians, for whom it sounded too much “like Arab 
music.”95 

Urban Minority Revivals 

The revivals of musical traditions of contemporary urban ethnic-religious mi-
norities offer a completely different picture. On the one hand the remaining lo-
cal communities comprise at least a potentially interested audience with an 
esthablished social life and network. On the other hand, additional support is of-
fered by Armenian, Greek or Jewish diaspora and nation states. As a result of the 
revivals, however, all three music traditions became, for the first time in the his-
tory of the Republic, part of the mainstream music in Turkey, appreciated be-
yond their respective communities. 

Early collections of Eastern Mediterranean Judeo-Spanish folk songs began 
with Alberto Hemsi (1897-1975), who collected folk songs in the 1920s in Turkey, 
1923 in Rhodes, and after 1928 in Egypt.96 From the 1950s some of his notations 
were printed, most of them being harmonized songs. In Turkey, Jewish musicians 
such Izzet Bana and Jak Esim began in the 1970s to collect songs, primarily in 
order to perform them themselves (Kolcu 2009: 30). The group Los Pasaros Se-
faradis released the first Turkish-Sephardic audio cassette in 1978, and continued 
with a further four albums until 2009. In addition the group regulary traveled for 
concerts to Europe, Israel and USA.97 The last CD contained liner notes with 

                                                                                          
94 CD AL Kindi: Parfums Ottoman. Arabic Turkish Court Music, Chant du Monde 2011.  
95 Pohlit 2011: 47. “Our aim here has been not merely a reconstruction with claims to his-

torical accuracy, but also a resolutely innovative, playful, indeed exhilarating approach.” 
Pohlit 2011: 26. Shannon 2003. 

96 Díaz-Mas et. al. 1995; Dorn 1991: 146; Kolcu 2009: 24. 
97 https://sephardiccenter.wordpress.com/music-2/los-pasharos-sefaradis/ (accessed August 

22, 2015) 2 CDs Los Pasharos Sefaradis: Zemirot. Turkish-Sephardic Sinagog Hymns, Gözlem 
2010. 
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well documented songs and musical notations.98 Starting in the 1990s, Kalan 
Müzik released a number of CDs containing recent synagogal, half liturgical mu-
sic (maftirim), historical recordings, for example by Algazi (1889-1950) and La-
dino songs.99 Since the 1980s and 1990s Jewish musicians tried to reconstruct 
traditional songs with historical instruments and voice techniques (Kolcu 2009: 
28). Similarly in the mid-1980s the maftirim choir was revived, a tradition in ur-
ban centers of the western Ottoman empire (Salonika, Edirne, Izmir, Istanbul) 
with a repertoire of half liturgical hymns. David Behar, a kanun player in his 
eighties, and student of the famed hazan Isak Algazi (Jackson 2013: 49), sought a 
way to notate the currenly performed maftirim repertoire. Fatih Salgar (later Di-
rector of the State Choir for Turkish Classical Music) notated the repertoire and 
from 2005 his notations were actually used by the choir.100 

Founded in 2003, the Ottoman-Turkish Sephardic Cultural Research Center is Istanbul’s 
hub for everything relating to Turkey’s Jewish communities. The Center collects, ar-
chives, and documents Sephardic cultural productions to promote the survival, celebra-
tion, and academic study of religious and secular traditions, food, music, and the Judeo-
Spanish language.101 

During the early 2000s, Hadass Pal-Yarden, a doctoral student of ethnomusicol-
ogy at Bar-Ilan University, Israel, conducted fieldwork and artistic research in 
Turkey. As a result in 2003, she released an album of urban Ladino music, in-
cluding extensive liner notes based on her fieldwork and historical reseach with 
detailed information on written and recorded sources as well as the historical 
background to the songs. In her own interpretation of the songs she was accom-
panied by well-known Turkish musicians including the ensemble Istanbul 
Sazendeler and accordion player Muammer Ketençoğlu.102 

Today an estimated 60,000–65,000 Armenians live in Turkey, mostly in Istan-
bul (Özdogan et. al. 2009: 462). In addition an unknown number of Turkish or 
Kurdish assimilated Armenians – or people with one or two parents of Armenian 
origin – live in Anatolian cites and villages, in almost all cases without speaking 
Armenian or having deeper knowledge of Armenian traditions. Legal or un-
documented migrants have also come from Armenia to Turkey since the 1990s.  

                                                                                          
98 CD Maftirim, Kalan 2001; Şarhon 2009; Yako Taragano Synagogue Hymns Choir: Zemırot 

I & II, Ottoman-Turkish Sephardic Culture Research Centre 2002; 2008; CD Aarom 
Kohen: Şevahot Lael: Allah’a Övgüler. From the Ottoman Era to the present: Jewish Liturgical 
Music, Kalan 2008; CD Isak Algazi Efendi: Osmanlı-Türk ve Osmanlı-Yahudi Musıkisinin Bü-
zük Sesi, Kalan 2004.  

99 CD Hazan Aaron Kohen Yasak: Maftirim Ilahiler Korosu: Maftirim. Judeo-Sufi Connec-
tion, Kalan 2001. 

100 Şarhon (2009) includs an introduction by Edwin Seroussi (Hebrew University of Jerusa-
lem), and the notated repertoire of piyyutim, as performed by the Maftirim on four CDs 
and one DVD, sung by David Behar, Hazan Isak Maçoro, Hazan David Sevi in 1987. 

101 https://sephardiccenter.wordpress.com/music-2/los-pasharos-sefaradis/ (accessed August 
22, 2015) 

102 CD Hadass Pal-Yarden: Yahudice. Ladino Sehir Music / Urban Ladino Music. Kalan 2003. 
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Figure 8: In a very personal album “Lost Traces Hidden Memories” (Kalan 
2014), the pianist, composer and music therapist Renan Koen recounts 
and musically interprets the long story of her own family, beginning with 
her great grandmother. 

Despite the genocide of 1915, a great number of Armenian sources survived, the 
earliest being ethnographic researches of the nineteenth century (Bilal 2013). Most 
important were the collections of Armenian folk music which Gomitas notated be-
tween 1890 and 1901. Some of his students later conducted similar musical re-
search, for example Mihran Toumajan (1920–1965) among Armenian migrants and 
refugees in Europe and North America (Toumajan 1972ff). In addition Armenian 
culture – though different from that of Ottoman Armenians before 1915 – was still 
alive in Armenia, as well as among Armenians in America and elsewhere. 

The first attempt at a reconstruction of Anatolian Armenian music in Turkey 
was prompted by contacts with this Armenian diaspora. A first Armenian folk 
dance ensemble was founded in 1971 at the Surp Khach Tibrevank Alumni Asso-
ciation, Istanbul, which learned choreographies and songs from eastern Arme-
nian repertoires (Yıldız 2016: 71ff). The Sayat Nova Choir, which was officially 
founded in 1972 as a church choir, mainly performed Armenian folk music. 
From the mid-1990s, after many years of avoiding the open display of Armenian 
identity within broader Turkish society, in favor of a more introverted communal 
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life, the Armenian community began making its voice heard. Armenian music of 
Anatolia started to attract the attention of the church choirs. Concert themes 
were no more determined according to musicians / composers but according to 
cities of origin or within a homeland perspective, such as concerts with folk 
songs from Muş, Yergir Nairi and Ergir (Yıldız 2016: 86). 

The group Knar was founded in 1992 as the first music ensemble in Turkey 
strictly for Armenian music, created initially to accompany the dance shows of the 
Kumkapı Bezciyan Alumni Association (Yıldız 2016: 94ff). Their first concert took 
place in 1996 and a CD was published three years later.103 Non-Armenian musi-
cians in Turkey also became interested in Armenian music, for example Muammer 
Ketencoğlu and Kardeş Türküler.104 In 2009, Kardeş Türküler gave a concert together 
with Onnik Dinkjian and his son Ara, in Diyarbakır / Dikranagert. Onnik Dink-
jian, born 1929 in Paris in a family originating from Diyarbakır / Dikranagert, mi-
grated to USA at an early age, where he became a well-known singer of Armenian 
church music (Yıldız 2016: 125ff). Ara Dinkjian is an ud-player, famous in world 
music as well as in Turkey. Accompanied by Knar, Turkish musicologist and singer 
Burcu Yıldız reconstructed Armenian songs as notated by Mihran Toumajan and 
Gomitas for the “Symposium on Cultural Interaction in the Ottoman Empire and 
Turkey,” which was organized at the Bilgi University in 2010 by the Hrant Dink 
Foundation and included a session on Mihran Toumajan (Yıldız 2016: 96). In 
2014 Yıldız together with Ari Hergel released an album with reconstructed non-
Armenian songs notated by Gomitas, including Kurdish and Turkish songs and 
even an ezan, interpreted by Aram Kerovpyan, Şevval Sam, Ashug Bingyol and by 
Burcu Yıldız.105 In 2010 Kalan Müzik released a CD with reconstructed songs from 
Hamparsum, at the same time the encompassing book on Armenian-Ottoman 
music by Aram Kerovpyan and Altuğ Yılmaz was published as part of the program 
“European Capital of Culture.”106 The Turkish singer Sema Moritz only coinci-
dently found the notations of Karnik Garmiryan (1872-1947), written in Hampar-
sum notation, as printed in 2004; in 2016 she published a CD with her interpreta-
tion of twelve of his songs, in arrangements by Dieter Moritz. 

Revival of Anatolian Music 

The revival of music traditions from Anatolia, in place of the idea of a national 
Turkish music, offers an even more complex picture. The Turkish nationalist dis-

                                                                                          
103 CD Anadolu Ermeni Halk Müziği, Kalan 1999 
104 CD Halklardan Ezgiler: Ermeni Halk Müzigi (“Folk Melodies: Armenian Folk Music”), Kalan 

1995, was compiled by Muammer Ketençoğlu. 
105 CD Ari Hergel & Burcu Yıldız: Gomidas Vartabed’in Ermenice, Kürtce ve Turkce derlemelerinden 

düzenlemeler (“Arrangements from Armenian, Kurdish, and Turkish Songs Collected by 
Gomidas Vartabed”), Kalan 2014. 

106 CD Baba Hamparsum, Kalan 2010; Kerovpyan & Yılmaz 2010. 
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course had already underlined the notion of “authenticity” (in spite of all the 
radical changes in the performance of “Turkish music”, see chapter IV), as had 
proponents of other music traditions, for example Gomitas for Armenian music 
(Yıldız 2016: 101ff). As Livingston notes, the concept of “authenticity” is crucial 
for music revivals: 

In all music revivals, the most important components for the formation of the aesthetic 
and ethical code are the ideas of historical continuity and organic purity of the revived 
practice. The term “authentic” is most commonly employed to distinguish the revived 
practice from other musics and to draw attention to its supposed “time depth. (Livings-
ton 1999: 74) 

Due to the general lack of written sources for Anatolian music (in particular of 
non-Turkish traditions), most reconstructions are inevitably based either on 
fieldwork with musicians, who were supposed to have remained more “authen-
tic,” providing insight into an “older” music and performance style; or relying 
on historical recordings. Private music collectors became crucial for almost all 
Anatolian music revivals. Livingston (1999: 70) emphasises the “the importance of 
historical recordings to revivalism cannot be overestimated.” 

Most music revival movements were part of larger phenomena of ethnic, reli-
gious, national or political identity discourses, e.g. Kurdish, Alevi, Laz;107 others 
part of re-emerging local identities. In particular the new religious or national 
movements worked to establish networks of media and festivals, first among the 
European diaspora, and after the 1990s also in Turkey. 

In order to create a sense of community, revivalist magazines, journals, recordings and 
radio stations help to bring people separated by geographical space together, while festi-
vals and competitions bring people physically together. The events are crucial to the re-
vivalist community because revivalists meet each other face-to-face to share repertoire 
and playing techniques, to discuss the strengths and weaknesses of artists within the tra-
dition, to actively learn and experience the revivalist ethos and aesthetic code at work, 
and to socialize among other “insiders. (Livingston 1999: 73) 

However, local music traditions were also revived, even where no substantial 
community could support it, among them Turkish regional traditions such as mu-
sic from the Black Sea Coast (Bates 2008: 70ff). Long-necked lutes, for example, 
were played in Anatolia traditionally in different sizes, with different numbers of 
frets and strings and tunings and carrying particular and local names (Picken 1975). 
As part of the modernisation and standardization of folk music in the TRT, how-
ever, the bağlama went through several modifications, including use of a plectrum 
(mızrap) instead of hands and fingers, metal strings, form and construction of the 
body completely made from wood, the addition of frets (in order to be able to 
play makams), and the development of standardized playing techniques and 
rhythms, pretending to represent regional styles (tavır) (Parlak 2000: 72ff; 101ff). 

                                                                                          
107 Taşkın 2016; Akkaya et. al. 2008: 253ff. 
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During the 1990s a couple of bağlama players re-endevored the almost forgotten 
playing technique of hands on a small three-stringed cura (üc telli kopuz) among 
Yörük nomads in the region of Fethiye, in particular as played by the late Rama-
zan Güngör. Comparable techniques have been used traditionally in particular by 
Alevi musicians in Malatya (Arguvan), Kahramanmaraş, Gaziantep, Urfa (Kısas), 
Tunceli, Sivas, Tokat, Amasya, Kayseri (Sarız), Erzincan, Erzurum and Elbistan 
(Parlak 2000: 110). The instruments and their names again differed regionally, the 
three-stringed dede sazı or balta sazı was played in Malatya, Kahramanmaras, and 
Tunceli (called tembur in Zaza language), the ruzba, irizba or ikitelli. Well-known 
bağlama players including Talip Özkan, Arif Sağ, Erol Parlak and Erdal Erzincan 
visited Göngör to learn from him. Later this research was extended over Anatolia 
and eventually even over Central Asian lutes. As another village musician, Hayri 
Dev with his üçtelli cura and sipsi became well-known due to several recordings, 
published by Kalan Müzik. As a result, a great number of playing techniques 
emerged, including pençe (stroke by hands), tel çekme (picking) and parma vurma 
(tapping), which were later further improved to an unpreceded vituosity (Parlak 
2001). The most well-known performers were Hasret Gültekin (1971–1993), Erdal 
Erzincan (b. 1971) and Erol Parlak (b. 1964, Van); and many younger musicians 
followed later. Around the same time, in the 1990s, Erkan Oğur began to play 
mainly on an old, smaller long-necked lute, which he had found among elder mu-
sicians, and which he called kopuz, indicating a connection with the historical 
kopuz, mentioned for example in the dictionary of Mahmud al-Kashgari (1074), in 
the Dede Korkut book (c. fifteenth century), or in poems of Yunus Emre (around 
1300; Eroğlu 2009). Also other bağlama players today sometimes prefer old in-
struments rather than modern standardized ones, the most well-known being Cen-
giz Özkan. In 2003, Özkan released a CD with songs by Aşık Veysel. The CD be-
gins with an original recording of Veysel speaking, then the instrument enters and 
finally Özkan’s voice. The puristic interpretation in this album, without further in-
struments for accompaniment is very near to the Veysel’s original recordings. Simi-
larly Ertan Tekin’s CD, Demans (2011) begins with a recording of Aşık Veysel, 
though the music is then arranged with strings and other instruments. 

Revivals of particular Anatolian music styles or instruments were swiftly inte-
grated into the mainstream (folk) music of Turkey, contributing to further artistic 
development (see chapter IV). Their initial character as revivalist music was soon 
lost. 

After a tradition has been “revived” the question always arises as to the balance between 
“preservation” of the tradition (i.e. strict adherence to revivalist stylistic parameters) and 
innovation, even innovation that is intended to win over a greater audience for the tra-
dition. Frequently this tension is responsible for the break down of the revival. (Livings-
ton 1999: 71) 
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Kurdish Music 

In 1991, the Turkish administration under Turgut Özal amended law 2932, and 
hence enabled the publication of Kurdish langage in print and music recordings. 
In the same year Istanbul saw the opening of the “Centre for the Culture of Me-
sopotamia” (Navenda Canda Mezopotamya, NCA) and later similar centres were 
founded in other cities, for example the Dicle-Fırat Culture Center in Diyarbakır 
in 2003 (Hongur 2014: 79). The aim of these centres was to recreate the “national 
culture” which, it asserted, had been “destroyed” and “assimilated.” In the 1990s 
the Kurdish scene in Turkey became highly politicized, which also led to a poli-
ticization of traditional Kurdish music.108 All kinds of songs, for example those 
of the dengbêj, but even dance songs were interpreted as symbols of a Kurdish na-
tion. In this atmosphere numerous politically-focussed Kurdish music groups 
(koms) were founded, including Agirê Jiyan, Koma Dengê Azadî, Koma Amed, 
which regarded music as a way to build a collective Kurdish identity (Sarıtaş 
2010). Though the music of these komas was influenced by the politically left-
wing groups of the 1980s, and therefore included European instruments and 
harmony (see following chapter), they were in general perceived as “Kurdish.” 

In revivals of music outside of Western culture, cosmopolitan attitudes and aesthetics 
may be so internalized that they are reproduced in performance despite the best inten-
tions of revivalists to remain faithful to their source. (Livingston 1999: 77) 

In the early twenty first century the number of songs with politicized lyrics de-
creased. As the Kurdish movement’s discourse began to emphasize linguistic and 
cultural rights, the importance of singing in Kurdish remained (Sarıtaş 2010: 7). 
In fact this period saw numerous efforts to revitalize traditional Kurdish music in 
Turkey. 

As making Kurdish folk music was perceived as a statement against cultural assimilation, 
the musicians in MKM implemented a project about Kurdish folk songs which have be-
come Turkified. Two albums were released from Kom Müzik, Sahiya Stranan 1-2. In the-
se two albums, folk songs that were collected by Muzaffer Sarısözen’s team and Turki-
fied were sung in Kurdish by MKM musicians. (Sarıtaş 2010: 120) 

These albums hence aimed to document the cultural appropriation and criticize 
TRT’s assimilation. 

There had been criticism after the first album was released, claiming that some songs 
were not in Kurdish originally, but rather in Armenian or other languages. After the 
criticism, in the cover of the second album it was indicated that there have been many 
exchanges between cultures of the region, and the aim was not to denote a language for 
folk songs. (Sarıtaş 2010: 121) 

An example for a hybrid historical reconstruction of Kurdish music is the album 
Muzîka Serayê ya Kurdî (“Kurdish Palace Music”) published in 2007 with ex-

                                                                                          
108 Hamelink 2016; Şen 2016; Aksoy 2006; Hongur 2014. 
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tended liner notes and complete notations.109 The text describes Kurdish court 
music from the time of Ehmedê Xanî (1651–1707), author of the famous epic 
Mem û Zîn. The music, however, is composed anew by Behrûz Rezayî and is 
partly even polyphonic. 

In 2001 the first Diyarbakır Kültür ve Sanat Festivali took place, later most pro-
Kurdish municipalities organized comparable festivals (Yücel 2009: 10). The 
municipality of Diyarbakır together with the Diyarbakır-based Dicle-Fırat Cul-
tural Center further organized the dengbêj project (Dengbêj ve Dengbêjlik Geleneği), 
funded by the European Union’s Grant scheme for the promotion of cultural 
rights in Turkey. As a result, in May 2007 the Mala dengbêjan (house of dengbêj) 
opened in Diyarbakır. Hilmî Akyol played a key role, having collected dengbêj 
songs since 1979. By 2009 he had published more than ten books of collected 
folklore. New dengbêj centres were founded in other additional cities such as Van, 
Hakkarı and Muş. The performance of dengbêj began to change. 

Nowadays, the dengbêjs rarely sing in private houses, in the village guesthouses (köy 
odaları) or during weddings. The dengbêjs sing in the dengbêj house, during festivals, and 
on TV. (Yücel 2009: 14) 

Performances became shorter, and in the repertoire 

‘Old’ songs seem to be given more value than the new ones, as representing the ‘tradi-
tion’, the ‘real culture.’ They are often referred to as the ‘classic songs’. (Yücel 2009: 10) 

In 2009 the national television TRT launched its first Kurdish program TRT 6 
(since 2015 TRT Kurdî). In addition Med TV from Europe and some local pro-
grams (e.g. Müzik Diyarı, Gün TV) broadcast Kurdish programs. As result of trans-
nationalisation and the general increase and spread of the use of media, a number 
of Kurdish singers are popular nowadays across different regions and countries, e.g. 
Sivan Perwer (b. 1955, Urfa), Nizamettin Arıç (b. 1956, Ağri) and Ciwan Haco (b. 
1957, Qamishlo, Syria; Hough 2010). In particular the recordings of Sivan Perwer, 
the most famous Kurdish singer since the 1980s, have been republished in their 
entirety in Turkey. During the 2000s Kurdish singers – such as Aynur Doğan and 
the group Kardeş Türküler – who sang Kurdish songs became popular all over Tur-
key (Yüksel 2011). 

Alevism and its Music 

The first Alevi associations had already been founded during the 1950s and 
1960s.110 Within this new Alevi movement an intellectuel elite, often with a po-
litically left-wing background, began to dominate over the traditional dede fami-
lies. Since the 1980s the Alevi held private and public discussions, in newspapers  

                                                                                          
109 CD Muzîka Serayê ya Kurdî / Kurdish Saray Müzigi, Kom Müzik 2007. 
110 Özdemir 2016; Dönmez 2014; Çamuroğlu 1998, Väth 1993; Vorhoff 1995.  
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Figure 9: CD with recordings of a cem ceremony, Anadolu 2001. 

and books, about the meaning and character of the traditional Alevilik, and even 
more on perspectives of a contemporary Alevilik.111 Until today, hundreds of 
books, audio cassettes and CDs have been published, dozens of Alevi associa-
tions and new radio and television stations have been established (Zırh 2008: 
106). Alevi identity has become part of the complex patchwork of identities in 
Turkey, which included cultural, religious, ethnic and regional elements. 

Over the twentieth century the social character of Alevism meanwhile has 
changed, with traditional life in Anatolian villages rescinding and religious knowl-
edge becoming rare. For a revival it was therefore necessary to research traditions, 
to mediate differing regional traditions, and to reconstruct and establish them 
anew, in particular among the growing Alevi diaspora in Turkish cities or even in 
Europe. Other factors such as migration, urbanisation, mediatization, institution-
alisation, standardisation of formally regional traditions, and the struggle for pub-
lic representation became important. Cem ceremonies, which used to be held only 
secretly inside Alevi villages are now held in public cem houses (cemevi), which 
where founded in Turkish cities such as Istanbul, Ankara or in Europe (Özdemir 

                                                                                          
111 Massicard 2001; Vorhoff 1995:	59-74; Väth 1993:	211-222; Kehl-Bodrogi 1992. 
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2016). Their main function was it to enable urban Alevi communities to conduct 
religious practices, in particular cems and funerals. These new cemevis also had a 
strong impact on the character of Alevism in general. Cemevis in larger cities cre-
ated new forms of public cems, which were then conducted regulary, during winter-
time on a weekly basis, always in the very same building. According to modern 
working conditions such cems are often organized on weekends, in general cems in 
modern cemevis tend to be shorter than traditional ones. Semahs are performed by 
trained groups, wearing special costumes (Karolewski 2014; Erol 2010: 378, 385). 
According to Arzu Öztürkmen, it was already around the 1970s that semahs were 
performed outside of cems for the first time, e.g. by folk dancers and later during 
Alevi festivals (Öztürkmen 2005; Tambar 2010: 669). 

A new element of this urban Alevism were festivals which combined symolic 
meaning, performance of Alevi identity and revived traditions. Since 1963 the 
Turkish administration allowed the organisation of an annual festival in Hacıbek-
taş (after the model of the Mevlevi festivals in Konya since 1953), including cems, 
concerts by Alevi singers and performances of semah groups. In 2009, 2011, 2014 
and 2015 Kalan Müzik produced CDs entitled Kızılbaş I, II and Alevilere I and II, 
where several well-known folk singers interpreted Alevi songs. An example of a 
CD reconstructing Alevi music tradition might be Mekteb-i Irfan (“School of 
Wisdom”) by Erol Köker (born in Arguvan, near Malatya), released in 2009.112 
Köker graduated from the Istanbul State Conservatory for Turkish music (ITÜ) 
and became a teacher of repertoire there. The linear notes of this CD contain ex-
tensive information on Alevism, including precise data on each individual song, 
their source person and the village where it was collected. 

Music from Dersim 

The case of Dersim (today’s Tunceli province) whose regional identity discourses 
emerged in the 1990s, influenced by the previously discussed Marxist, Kurdish 
and Alevi discourses, presents a particular strong movement of musical recon-
structions (Greve & Şahin 2017). Since the late 1970s private researchers, such as 
Zilfi Selcan, Daimi Cengiz, Hawar Tornêcengi, Cemal Taş, Metin and Kemal 
Kahraman and Mesut Özcan collected oral history and folk songs from the re-
gion. The earliest published CD with field recordings from Tunceli was released 
by the brothers, Metin and Kemal Kahraman under the title “Elder people sing 
Dersim songs” (Yaşlılar Dersim Türküleri Söylüyor) in 1997.113 In addition to their 

                                                                                          
112 CD Erol Köker: Mekteb-i Irfan (“School of Wisdom”), Ak Müzik 2009. 
113 Solomon 2012; Neyzi 2002. CD Metin and Kemal Kahraman: Yaşlılar Dersim Türküleri 

Söylüyor, Lızge Müzik 1997. Only one year later the similar, but much less documented 
CD Kurdish bards was released. Traditional music from Dersim was released by the Austrian 
record label Extraplatte, edited by Mehmet Emir, with recordings from Zeynel Kahraman, 
Mursaye Sıleman and Hıdır Akgül. 
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fieldwork, however, Metin and Kemal Kahraman integrated the recordings also 
in their own music production. On their CD Sürela (2000)114 the Kahraman 
brothers presented two original instrumental and two vocal recording by the late 
Zeynel Kahraman (1930–2012) and Yusuf Yıldız in between their own new 
songs. In 2001 they released a full album with recordings of Zeynel Kahraman 
(Melem Tıya) and a second one with field recordings of the traditional duo of 
clarinet and drum (Davul-Gırnata).115 Later also other musicians from Dersim, 
such as Mikail Aslan (b. 1972 in Hozat, Tunceli) or Cemil Koçgiri (b. 1980 in 
Duisburg, Germany) adopted the idea of integrating historical and field re-
cordings into their own CDs.116 Others musicians sang new interpretations of 
these historic recordings, like Erdoğan Emir who based a song on the recordings 
of Zeynel Kahrman (CD Sad, 2010). Metin and Kemal Kahraman later extended 
their research to the religion and culture of Dersim. The albums Ceverê Hazara 
(2006) and Sae Moru/Şahmaran (2011) are particularly good examples of the 
combination of field work with music. Both CDs include well-written, extended 
booklets, providing ethnographic and historic information on Dersim. The cen-
tral focus of Ceverê Hazara (“The Gate of Thousands”) is on Alevism in Dersim. 
Sae Moru/Şahmaran (2011) is inspired by a mythical creature, half woman, half 
snake. The inspiration for the project was a book with a Zaza version, collected 
by Mustafa Düzgün in 1993. In addition to this book the Kahramans did further 
interviews, which they included in original recordings on the CD. The music of 
both CDs, however, is not traditional but rather displays contemporary, partly 
even polyphonic arrangements, Anatolian and Western instruments such as vio-
lin, guitar and several international percussion instruments. One song is even 
sung together with the Armenian Sayat Nova Choir from Istanbul. 

Two other musicians have tried to reconstruct historical music from Dersim, 
though in a less structured way. Cemil Koçgiri reinterpreted the song, Cananı 
gördüm following the notation of Muzafer Sarısözen (1944), but also based on a 
version he had found in Mazgirt, Tunceli (2007).117 Mikail Aslan, born 1972 in 
Hozat, Tunceli, but living in Mainz, Germany since 1995, began at first mainly 
with his own composition, combining traditional Anatolian elements with West-
ern music. In 2010, after several years of research Mikail Aslan released the CD, 
Petag – Dersim Armenian Songs (Kalan, 2010). The songs recorded there were ba-
sed on historical transcriptions of Armenian music from Dersim, made between 
the 1930s and 1960s by Mihran Toumajan and Hampartsum Kasparyan, and on 

                                                                                          
114 CD Metin Kemal Kahraman, Sürela, Lızge, 2000. 
115 MC Zeynel Kahraman: Melem Tıya, Lızge 2001; MC Davul-Gırnata, Lızge 2001. 
116 CD Cemil Koçgiri: Heya, Kalan 2007: Xan Eyledik (Ali Ilgün), and Fırık Dede (a legendary 

religious leader, who had died in this very year 2007 in the age of 106): Çekilmiş imiş. CD 
Mikail Aslan: Petag, Kalan 2010: Dersim dört dağ içinde (historical recording on 78rpm by 
Nishan Morderos Keljikian, recorded in New York about 1929).  

117 CD Cemil Koçgiri, Heya, Kalan 2007. 
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recordings from the archives of the Armenian-Dutch singer Ilda Simonian. To 
these generally short songs the Istanbul musician, Levent Güneş added newly 
composed introductory and intermediate melodies. For the interpretation, Mi-
kail Aslan invited musicians from Armenia such as the Akunq Ensemble.118 A 
comparison by Aslan of two interpretations of religious Alevi songs from the late 
religious leader, Fırık Dede, also demonstrates the growing historical awareness. 
On the CD, Miraz (2005) guitar, a deep bağlama, bass, violin and cello are use, 
the song is performed by a male and a female voice together. Only four years 
later, on the CD, Kızılbaş (2009) Mikail Aslan sings another religious song of 
Fırık Dede, Dêsa Khurêsa, as collected by Cemal Taş.119 In this later interpretation 
only a traditional tembur (small long-necked lute) is used for accompaniment, the 
song remained almost completely as the original, the singular difference that it 
was sung by a younger and educated voice. 

Eventually, after 2000, even music of a variety of early Anatolian cultures was re-
constructed in several large-scale projects – despite the obvious lack of sources and 
hence of historical knowledge.120 Both in Turkey and internationally most success-
ful was the dance show “Sultans of the Dance,” directed by Mustafa Erdoğan (b. 
1965), premiered in 1999. In 2001, “Fire of Anatolia” (Anadolu Ateşi), followed, a 
show program including 90 dancers and musicians, which traveled through a great 
number of countries. The shows evoked several early Anatolian cultures, including 
the Mount Nemrut culture, Central Asian shamans, Zarathustriasm, Yezidi, Alevi, 
Mevlevi, Anatolian folk dances and others.121 The Troy project, again by Mustafa 
Erdoğan, was fairly freely based on the Illias, and was presented in fantasized his-
torical costumes, the music was newly composed by Yücel Arzen (b.1970) in the 
style of archaicizing film music. In addition to a Western orchestra some folk in-
struments, including duduk, ney, kaval, clarinet, panflute, zurna, tulum, kemençe, san-
tur, ud, kanun, bağlamas, buzuki, harp, didgeridoo (!) and percussion was integrated. 
Among the singers, members of Kardeş Türküler such as Fehmiye Çelik, Ayşenur 
Kolibal and Vedat Yıldırım took part. In 2013 rehearsals began for “Sun of Meso-
potamia,” produced by the “Brotherhood of Dance” with support of the Ministry 
for Culture and Tourism, and directed by Sezgin Aydin. Accordingly the press in-

                                                                                          
118 The following project of Mikail Aslan, Pelguzar (Kalan, 2010) is based on an epos of the 

Koçgiri region, north of Dersim, as collected by Tevfik Şahin (Basel, Switzerland). The mu-
sic, however is predominantly newly composed by Mikail Aslan.  

119 CD Mikail Aslan, Miraz (2005); CD Kızılbaş (Kalan, 2009). 
120 Already in 1951, Arel played the reconstruction of a “Sumeric hymn” according to Francis 

Galpin in at least one concert. The program for a Concert of Turkish Music by a Group of 
the İleri Türk Musikisi Konservatuvarı, Istanbul, Çituri Biraderler Basımevi 1951; Galpin 
1937. 

121 Music by Fuat Saka, Taner Demiralp, Mustafa Erdoğan, Murat Uygun, Turgay Güzelcan, 
Serdar Yalçın. 
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formation the program was supposed to deal with cuneiform culture, the cultures 
of Göbeklitepe (10th millenium BC) and Gilgamesch.122 

Musically more ambitious was the project on music of the Hettites, “Hattusa,” 
written and directed by Oğuz Elbaş (with the assistance of Okan Murat Öztürk), 
and realized in 2010 with the participation of numerous prominent musicians, 
including Cihat Aşkın, Okan Murat Öztürk, Özay Önal, Erdem Şimşek and the 
Venician folk music group, Ensemble Calicanto. Parts of the music were newly 
composed by Ertuğrul Bayraktarkartal. Based on archaeological research on mu-
sic of the Hettites (Alp 1999), Oğuz Elbaş reconstructed Hettite instruments (and 
costumes for all musicians), Şehvar Beşiroğlu and Çağatay Akyol (both already 
experienced in the reconstruction of early Ottoman çenk) played the early Anato-
lian harp (Beşiroğlu & Ergur 2009; Beşiroğlu & Celasin 2006), Okan Murat Öz-
türk and Erdem Şimşek performed on reconstructed long-necked lutes. In addi-
tion a string orchestra, clarinet, recorder, mandolina, accordion, gayda, taragot 
and percussion instruments where used. The main parts of the concert were per-
formed on bağlama with added choir and orchestra, and were based on folk mu-
sic from the region of Çorum, where they were collected more than 3000 years 
after the collapse of the Hittite empire. The project gave several concerts in An-
kara, Corum, Gaziantep and Kahramanmaras, but also in Evora /Portugal, Bu-
dapest and Vicenza (Italy). 

Another completely different approach to music of the classical antiquity was 
the piece “Seikilos Epitaph” for ensemble, written by the Western composer, Ev-
rim Demirel in 2016. Himself born in Aydın, where the famous stone including 
the first century notation was found in 1883, Demirel kept the original melody 
but added a contemporary, polyphonic, partly atonal accompaniment. 

In 1993, the “Copenhagen Criteria” of the European Union called for the pro-
tection of minorities as a condition for Turkey’s membership. In fact, the late 
1990s and early 2000s were dominated by a liberal multicultural discourse, and 
many ethnic and religious minorities in Turkey formed new identities, which of-
ten included cultural revivals. 

In the 1990s, so to speak, the Pandora’s Box was opened. And what had come up from 
that box, was not only the ethnic or religious identity issues, but also the feminist mo-
vement and the lost memories of non-Muslims appeared, which began with nostalgia of 
old Istanbul […]. These years also witnessed an increase in the publication and com-
munication on these issues. Since the late 1990s with the Turkish-Greek rapprochement 
and in the 2000s with increasing exchange programs like Erasmus, a new generation of 
researchers were raised. (Öztürkmen 2015: 175) 

Several “ethnic” music styles gained popularity beyond their own comunities, 
within the majority society, and at the same time became identity markers for 
emerging discourses. 

                                                                                          
122 www.sunofmesopotamia.com (accessed November 15, 2013). 
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The cultural and musical variety which had been labelled as ‘regional’ (yöre and bölge) 
during the ‘radion years’ [1940s – 60s], gained a character associated directly with ethnic 
identities in the period following the 1980 coup d’etat. In this situation, folk music that 
could function as a means for integration in terms of nationalism and ethnic identity, 
now became an obvious discriminator for the ‘other’ (Öztürk 2015: 190) 

Since the 1990s, a number of concerts in Istanbul attempted to stage a multi-
cultural Ottoman musical world (Coskun 1999), e.g. the concert series “Birlikte 
Yaşamak” (“living together”) including a maftirim group (dir. Menahem Eskenazi). 
Another example was the concert following the commemoration of the conquest 
of Istanbul by Mehmet I (May 29), which from 1995 presented singers of the 
jewish religious tradition, such as the maftirim group, an Armenian choir, and 
Sufi group of Taşkin Savaş, Yakarış Müzik Topluluğu. Similar is the concert, Müzi-
gin Renkleri organized by the Foundation for Turkish History, Türk Tarihi Vakfı, 
or “Istanbul’un Dans Renkleri / Yedi Bölgeden Yedi Tepe Istanbulluyuz” as part of the 
2010 European Capital of Culture.123 The documentary film “The Lost Songs of 
Anatolia” (Anadolu Kayıp Şarkılar, Nezih Ünen, 2010) included original music 
recordings from all of Anatolia (though in arranged versions). 

Probably the most successful ensemble of the Anatolian and Urban revivals 
was Kardeş Türküler, founded in 1993 as part of the Boğaziçi Performing Arts En-
semble (Boğaziçi Gösteri Sanatları Topluluğu BGST). From its inception, Kardeş 
Tüküler aimed to perform the music of Anatolia, Thrace and Mesopotamia in 
their original languages. The repertoire of their first concert in 1993 was com-
posed of Turkish, Kurdish, Azerbaijani and Armenian songs. Later they turned to 
various other cultures, and enriched their repertoire with Laz, Georgian, Circas-
sian, Romani, Macedonian, and Alevi songs and dances. At the same time the 
group was politically active in the field of human rights and tolerance of all eth-
nic and religious minorities. Kardeş Türkülers first album was released in 1997 by 
Kalan Müzik, including music from different cultures of Anatolia and Mesopo-
tamia. The second album Doğu (“The East”, Kalan, 1999)124 had a more local 
and specific focus. The group gained at latest nationwide fame with the music to 
the popular film, Vizontele by Yılmaz Erdoğan and Ömer F. Sorak, which was 
awarded the honour of best film music in the Antalya Film Festival 2001. While  

                                                                                          
123 In the following years numerous multireligious concerts took place, such as “Rumi and 

Tolerance” at CRR 2005; or the Hatay Medeniyetler Buluşması (“Hatay Civilisations Confer-
ence”) in Antakya 2005. Further concerts were organized by the Ministry of Culture as 
promotional tourism for the multicultural nature of Turkey, e.g. Hoşgörü Imperatorluğu at 
CRR with the Armenian Surp Takavor church choir, a cantor from the Greek Patriachate, 
Ladino and Greek songs by Los Paşaros Sefaradis and Buzuki Orhan, an Alevi semah, and a 
group of Whirling Dervishes. 

124 In September 2000, the core group of Kardeş Türküler directed and arranged the music for 
the album Roj û Heyv by the famous Kurdish musician Şivan Perwer. Following this they 
went on to prepare the music for Yılmaz Erdoğan and Ömer F. Sorak’s film Vizontele, and 
Erdoğan’s Vizontele Tuba. The sountrack for Vizontele was released by the Kalan Müzik in 
2001, followed by that of Vizontele Tuuba in 2004. 
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Figure 10: CD cover of Muammer Ketençoğlu’s CD with newly arranged 
Turkish, Greek and Jewish music from Smyrna / İzmir, Kalan 2007 

a core group including the main singers remained in the group, many instrumen-
talists changed over the years. Kardeş Türküler used a rich instrumentation includ-
ing all kinds of Anatolian folk instruments, but also bass, guitar, clarinet, violin, 
accordion, ud, buzuki, cümbüş, and a strong and rich percussion group. 

As part of the project, several members of Kardeş Türküler conducted research 
among Anatolian minorities. In particular the different languages of Anatolia 
forced the singers of the group to learn at least the pronounciation of several 
languages. From 1962 BÜFK (Boğaziçi Üniversitesi Folklor Kulübü, precursor to the 
BGST) edited the journal, Folklora Doğru (“Towards Folklore”, from 1990 Folklora 
Doğru / Dans-Müzik – Kültür). For the CD, Eyhok, Music from Hakkarı (Kalan, 
2004) Aytekin Ataş, Selda Öztürk, Vedat Yıldırım and Neriman Güneş con-
ducted extensive fieldwork (advised by Muhsin Kızılkaya). Later several songs 
collected in Hakkarı were integrated in the repertoires of Kardeş Türküler, includ-
ing a modernized version of “Elo Dino” on the album, Hemavaz (2002; Bates 
2008: 66). Comparable combinations of fieldwork and new musical interpreta-
tions were conducted by the singer, Ayşenur Kolivar at the eastern Black Sea 
Coast. Ayşenur Kolivar left the group in 2000, but continued to sing in Lazuri, 
Hemşin and Georgian (Bates 2008, 68). The book, “The 15 Years Story of Kardeş 
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Türküler,” released by BGST in 2008 at the fiftneenth anniversary of the ensem-
ble, discloses their influences in a remakably open and reflective way (Akkaya et. 
al. 2008). In addition to a documentation of the group’s history it includes inter-
views with numerous musicians and music experts, each of which is printed in 
both Turkish and the respective native language of the interviewee, e.g. Laz, 
Kurmanji, Zaza, Georgian, Armenian, Adige and Ladino. 

As we have seen, these recent music revivals not only recovered numerous music 
traditions which had almost disappeared, but at least to the same degree, became 
starting points for individual creative musical innovation. Tamara Lingiston es-
timated the life-spans of numerous music revivals varying from some few years 
to almost a century. 

I would suggest that when there is no longer an overriding concern for historical “au-
thenticity” (i.e. style markers that are conciously employed for historical reference) and 
the “tradition” is felt to bee too constricting of a reference point by the majority of re-
vivalists, that revivals break down into different styles. (80) 

Conclusion 

Until the nineteenth century the history of music as a description of historical 
development was never an issue for Ottoman music theory (and other) writers. 
The musical past was conceptualized as an idealized origin on the one hand, i.e. 
as invented or mainly shaped by person such as Pythagoras, Ptolemy, al Fârâbî, 
Ibn Sîna, or ‘Abd al-Qâdir Marâghî; and the live stories of direct teachers and 
their teachers (-teachers) on the other. Ottoman sources do not testify to a con-
ciousness of the historical development of music, musicians of the past are men-
tioned rather as figures of a timeless and ongoing tradition, thought of as per-
sons of just another generation, as imagined teachers, who derserve respect, and 
who could be regarded as direct precursors. 

In the first book on Turkish music history Rauf Yekta integrated Turkish music 
into the contemporary European concept of music historiography. European 
historiography of the nineteenth century described the development of music in 
demarcated steps from earlier, less developed states, ascending from “culture” to 
“culture” to finally reach the beginning of European music in the Middle Ages. 
The foundation of the Republic of Turkey in 1923 led to further changes in Turk-
ish music historiography, in particular concerning the concept of origin. The 
nineteenth century European idea of cultures as prehistory was modificated to 
the ideologically loaded theory of an origin as “Turkish music culture.” In the 
1940s, Hüseyin Sâdeddin Arel tried to integrate this theory of a “Turkish origin” 
into the concept of cultures as prehistories, by leading musical prehistory to a 
“Turkish culture” rather than to European classical music. Until today most Turk-
ish popular books on music history follow this general outline, without taking 
any possible influence of non-Turks into account. For the description of Otto-
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man music history, on the other hand, biographies, particularly of composers 
still dominate the imagination, while historical development (except for some 
Turkish music historians) is widely ignored. This narrative may be seen as the his-
torical backgroud of most Turkish musicians until today. 

It was mainly the development of notation and later that of audio recording, 
which led to further changes of the notion of the past and its music. Since 
around 1900 some connoisseurs, including Rauf Yekta, Suphi Ezgi and Hüseyin 
Sadettin Arel collected and revered old manuscripts (in particular notations and 
edvârs), and began to publish articles or books for the first time directly based on 
these written sources. The concept of given and unchanging cultures hence be-
gan to loose its unquestioned position, and for the first time differences within 
music cultures (i.e. within Ottoman-Turkish music) attracted the interest of re-
searchers. Since about the 1990s the focus of research shifted completely to his-
torical sources, and today, most Ottoman music notations, treatises, icono-
graphic sources or European travelogues have been analysed or edited and thus 
became available. Issues and debates on the origin or identity of music, though 
still repeated in popular books, were completely replaced among academic 
scholars by detailed philological work. Similarly the publication of notation grew 
in scope, making more and more music of the past public available, even with-
out the need for meşk lessons by a personal teacher. Since the turn of the mille-
nium, the repertoire transmitted only in written form (as opposed to orally) by 
Cantemir and Ali Ufukî, became part of the mainstream repertoire. Similar to 
Ottoman-Turkish music, growing amounts of Anatolian music has also been 
written down and published in notations, again in most cases without any ac-
count of the process and the criteria of editing. 

As a result of the development of historical research and pulication today, a 
growing amount of historical music is available. The still prevalent notion of a 
direct continuation of the past and the imagined closeness of its musicians facili-
tates the appropriation of this now free historical material, opening up a huge 
field of aesthetically more or less convincing musical interpretations and recon-
structions. From the 1990s, reconstruction of Ottoman music became a particu-
larly popular new field for musicians, often involving international cooperation, 
and sometimes in hybrid musical interpretations. The musical style of both the 
compositions transmitted in manuscripts and their historical performance often 
sounds strange to contemporary musicians and audience, which again raises the 
awareness of historical changes. 

Comparable efforts (though to a lesser degree) also became visible in the re-
construction of Anatolian folk music since the 1990s. Due to the general lack of 
written sources reconstruction was inevitably based on either fieldwork with mu-
sicians, or historical recordings. Many lost music styles were reconstructed or re-
vived by scholars, collectors and musicians. Jewish, Alevi and Kurdish music, 
non-Turkish songs from the Back Sea coast or from Dersim hence became pub-
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licly audible and sometimes even popular. The most popular group of this “eth-
nic revival” was Kardeş Türküler, who sang songs from different traditions in nu-
merous Anatolian languages. 

An important effect of the ongoing historicization is that traditions have lost 
their self-evident importance. Crucial for this alienation of traditon is the histo-
riography of the nearest past, i.e. the twentieth century. Towards the end of the 
twentieth century, historical music recordings gained growing importance as a 
new type of source, preserving the actual sound of a recent past. During the last 
twenty-plus years a growing number of CDs with historical recordings on 78rpm 
discs have been released in Turkey, in particular since 1997 by the record com-
pany Kalan Müzik. As a result of this historicization of the recent past, today al-
most every contemporary music might be perceived as historical, while the pre-
sent becomes increasingly short. 

Overall the conception of music from the past as available since the late twentieth 
century is highly contradictory and confusing. While a growing number of sources 
(treatises, notations, recordings etc.) are available, only few and in many cases 
more ideological narratives connect these sources and form a legible history. Sev-
eral projects on historical reconstruction of Ottoman music as well as the numer-
ous revivals of ethnic, regional or religious music further confuses the picture. 

The German musicologist Carl Dahlhaus (1977 / 1983), writing on European 
music of the nineteenth century, defined tradition as refering 

either to the legacy of the past that has survived unquestioned into the present or to a 
conscious assimilation of this legacy (Dahlhaus 1983: 64). 

This embeddedness of the past in the present was promoted by the Ottoman 
meşk education where a student learns the repertoire, playing technique and prac-
tices, interpretation and aesthetic by imitation from his master. At best he would 
be able to replace him. This self-evident inbeddedness within music and musi-
cians of the past almost got lost in modern Turkey, or at least has changed its 
character to become “history.” According to Maurice Halbwachs, founder of so-
cial memory studies, 

History generally begins at the point were tradition ceases and the social memory dis-
solves. (Halbwachs 1967: 103, quoted after Assmann 2011: 30) 

Ottoman-Turkish music of the past has become an object of the present, while in 
former times the present was perceived as a direct continuation of the past. This 
former uninterrupted inclusion of the past into the present (a concept of course 
not limited to the Middle East), which might be called “tradition,” implied a se-
cure aesthetic reference for musicians: 

Now, a sense of tradition, an undying and unquestioning faith in the authority of our 
legacy from the past, is not exclusively a way of looking at the past. Its concern is also – 
perhaps even primarily – the present and the future. Those who feel guided and shel-
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tered by standarts, institutions and habitual patterns of perception from previous centu-
ries will likewise feel a sense of confidence in the present and, at the same time, foresee 
a future that differes little from the present. (Dahlhaus 1983: 109) 

The historicization of music hence implies, at least to a certain degree its alien-
ation. Dahlhaus reflected a comparable change in Europe during the nineteenth 
century, however, reduced the importance of this interpretation: 

By objectifying tradition, and thereby making it the object of history, we do not detach 
ourselves from tradition, whether this be the tradition we have grown up or a foreign 
tradition we wish to adopt. Rather, we gain one means of ascertaining just what it is 
about this tradition that gives it its distinctive character. The historian does not treat tra-
dition as a distant object; he feels enveloped by it, caught in its sway. (Dahlhaus 
1983:59) 

According to Dahlhaus, the historicization rather implies serious aesthetic con-
sequences: 

Yet by distancing himself from the past the historian clears a path for the new. It is pos-
sible without distortion to draw from the historicist thesis of the substantive historicality 
of works of music the conclusion that an age should look to its own music for its reflec-
tion instead of clinging doggedly to music of the past. (Dahlhaus 1983: 63) 

A conciousness of music history tends to produce a canon of works that accord-
ing to music historians, emphatically “belong to history [...] in the strong sense of tow-
ering above the debris otherwhise left behind by the past.“ (Dahlhaus 1983: 93) Musi-
cians were therefore encouraged to develop music, which could represent the 
present, so that it might later be accepted in a still-to-be-written music history. 

However, once unreflected tradition has been tranformed into a ‘reflected’, or rather 
progressively ‘more reflected’ tradition, it becomes difficultto view change with custom-
ary traditionalist equanimity. Instead, we fel forced to choose between propagating 
change with progressive ardour, or hindering it in a conservative spirit, or even reversing 
it out of fondness for the old order. Naïve traditionalism metamorphoses into other 
forms of behaviour towards the legacy of the past. (Dahlhaus 1983: 65) 

The change from a living (and of course continously changing) “musical tradi-
tion,” to its historicization, led to both a growing knowledge of this now increas-
ingly fixed and objectivated past, coupled with an increasing distance from it. 

Music of the present, however, and hence also music of the future, which is 
not yet part of any historic canon, demands new ideas, techniques and new mu-
sical approaches. In contemporary Turkey “historical” Ottoman music is much 
better known and much easier available than ever before. But while this past thus 
became better known, both present and future became unwritten, frightening 
and almost unlimited, open fields. 

How much ever the resort to an Ottoman musical past might be motivated by 
the search for a stable and confident point of reference, the resulting research on 
historical Ottoman music served to widen the field of artistic music in Turkey. 
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IV Obsessions with Hybridity 

Within the rapidly changing musical world in Turkey, the ongoing aesthetic domi-
nance of melodies compared to other musical elements seems to be the most solid 
heritage. Only a few Turkish musicians and composers have completely aban-
doned the composition and performance of monophone or harmonically accom-
panied melodies in favour of polyphonic music or compositions of timbre. The per-
formance practice of melodies, however, has become enriched and diverse to an 
almost endless extent. Today pure melodies, performed by one single musician, 
sound insufficient to most listeners in Turkey. In Turkey today the focus of musical 
creativity is on the performance of music rather than on its composition. Over the 
last centrury a vast spectrum of potential realizations of melodies has developed, 
while the composition of new melodies has remained much less attractive for Turk-
ish musicians. Recent performance practice includes chamber ensembles such as 
duos, trios and quartets, composed of a range of instruments, as well as choirs and 
orchestras for traditional art or folk music, up to to cross-over projects with jazz or 
non-Western music, such as Indian music or flamenco. The core group of the well-
known ensemble Yansımalar encompasses ney, guitar, tanbur, percussion, and bass. 
Similarly, the group Ince Saz includes tanbur, kemençe, drums, bass and voice. Solo 
performances, or soloists heterophonically accompanied by one or two instrumen-
talists, have become rare exceptions. Even bağlama players, who often perform 
solo during their concerts, usually add further instruments into their studio re-
cordings. 

Over the entire twentieth century almost all musicians in Turkey have at least 
for some time tried to develop a kind of sentez (synthesis), of what they perceived 
as alternative musical worlds, that is the horizontal music of the Middle East and 
the vertical music of the West (in this sense beginning, say, in the early Baroque 
period). The notions of these “two cultures” are, of course, completely unclear. 
Bruno Nettl (1984: 4) gave a general description for what is perceived as Western 
music: 

In many of the world’s cultures, the concept of a Western music is well established and 
in use, and the differences among various Western musics are regarded as trivial. [… Its] 
general traits [include]: functional harmony, along with the concept that in proper mu-
sic, harmony must always be present. Then there is the idea that music is normally made 
by groups, the larger the better, with a form of dictatorial leadership. And further: the 
notion that planning is important, with the norm of the carefully composed piece, me-
ticulously rehearsed, and performed the same way every time; the concept of radical in-
novation in musical content or style in composition, along with the need for precise re-
petition in performance; the principle of control as exhibited in notation; the concept 
of music as something sufficiently independent of the other domains of culture. 

In particular Western orchestras have become a model for most music cultures 
worldwide, inspiring all kind of larger ensembles with traditional instruments. 
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Today the use of “hybrid” ensembles and instruments forms a central characteris-
tic of almost all Turkish music (as is probably similar in most countries around 
the world). As pointed out in the introduction, this is at the same time the main 
reason why the terms “hybrid” and “sentez” (synthesis) are no longer helpful for 
the description of the musical reality of contemporary Turkey. 

The historical development of this plethora of music in Turkey over the twen-
tieth century is far too complex to be placed in a linear narrative. Rather, the fol-
lowing chapter tries to describe the present situation using systematic categories, 
each beginning with its respective predecessors. In terms of musical structures 
two general approaches to contemporary Turkish performance practice and com-
position might be distinguished, though in practice they are closely interrelated. 

1. Traditional Turkish music (of any tradition) is often performed monophone 
without any substantial melodic, rhythmic or formal change, but played on in-
struments or by ensembles which were either adopted from non-Turkish (in par-
ticular European) traditions, e.g. choir, piano, guitar, orchestra, new mixed ensem-
bles; or on improved and adjusted instruments of more or less Ottoman-Turkish 
tradition. Further adaptations and changes concern playing and singing tech-
niques, in most cases again developed to enrich the timbre. Several Turkish musi-
cians today try to adapt traditional Turkish playing techniques for Western instru-
ments or, conversely, make technical changes to enable Western instruments to 
play Turkish music. In 2008, the guitarist Tolgahan Çoğulu (b. 1978) developed an 
adjustable microtonal guitar, on which he plays Anatolian folk songs and Ottoman 
art music as well as Western music. In 2010 he finished his Ph.D. thesis on The Ad-
aptation of Bağlama Techniques into Classical Guitar Performance. The composer Onur 
Türkmen (b. 1972) on the other hand, wrote his Ph.D. on Contemporary Techniques 
Applied to Turkish Music Instruments: Kemençe, Ud, Kanun, Ney. Today, Western play-
ing techniques such as differentiated articulation, glissando, vibrato, trills, tremo-
los, harmonics and chords are regularly used in Turkish music. 

Furthermore, such changes in instruments and ensembles have an impact on 
the image of a performance and its performer; sometimes these aspects even 
dominate the musical ones. In particular, within the urban society of Turkey (as 
elsewhere in the world), choirs and Western orchestras are perceived as more 
prestigious than, for example, a single bağlama. In particular during the early Re-
public of Turkey, the state openly supported this perception. 

One important precondition for this development is the rise of instrumental 
music, or at least of the instrumental accompaniment to singing in Turkey. The 
background to this development is the prestige of instrumental music in Western 
music since the eighteenth century. In the Ottoman Empire most musical tradi-
tions were primarily vocal rather than instrumental. However, at least at the Otto-
man court of the eighteenth century, also purely instrumental concerts, fasıl-ı 
sazende, were regularly performed, including genres such as peşrev (which thereby 
developed from introductory pieces to respected compositions); saz semai and ex-
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tended taksims. During the nineteenth century, exposure to Western orchestras, 
chamber ensembles and polyphonic instruments such as the piano, in combina-
tion with the impact of the cultural hegemony of Europe over most parts of the 
world, began to change the musical world also in Turkey. Around 1900 Tanburi 
Cemil Bey became famous for his extraordinary virtuosity and musciality on tan-
bur and kemençe due to his numerous 78rpm recordings. His recordings led to a 
new perception of the musical function of instruments, as not necessarily an ac-
companiment for the human voice. In the 1970s and 1980s, traditional musicians 
such as Niyazi Sayın, Necdet Yaşar and İhsan Ozgen, each an admirer of Cemil 
Bey, re-produced this perception among a younger generation of musicians. 

In the field of folk music, bağlama players such as Ali Ekber Çiçek, Talip Öz-
kan and Arif Sağ introduced a comparable instrumental virtuosity only much 
later, beginning in the 1960s. However, the aesthetic changes in Turkish folk mu-
sic during the twentieth century were even more dramatic than those in Otto-
man-Turkish art music. Folk music became ambitious and demanding in terms of 
aesthetics, intonation and virtuosity, becoming a sophisticated artificial music, 
substantially different from performance practices of Anatolian villages where 
these traditions originated. 

Part of this shift of the aesthetic focus to the interpretation of traditional pie-
ces is the fixing and formalising of these once constantly developing traditions as 
described in the previous chapter. The fixation (and partly also the historiciza-
tion) of melodies led to a perception similar to that of “musical works” in the 
Western sense. Today, concerts of famous bağlama players often remind one of 
recitals of piano or violin, while at the same time, the traditional and social func-
tions of genres such as gelin ağlatması, semah or folk dances, while to a reduced 
extent, still continue. 

As part of these broad changes the various styles of Anatolian folk music and 
Ottoman-Turkish art music have merged substantially – in particular in terms of 
performance practice – and elements of Western music or popular music are of-
ten intermingled as well. 

The adaptation of historically non-Ottoman-Turkish instruments or ensembles 
for Turkish music has given rise to several technical challenges. The main general 
problem is the intonation, hence the pitch system. While fretless string instru-
ments such as violin or cello can easily play all kinds of micro intervals, the 
means for, say, piano or guitar, are limited. Often the use of Western instruments 
forces musicians to change the tonal system and play in Western tempered tun-
ing. Also in terms of sound and melodic ornamentation, not every instrument 
fits each Turkish tradition without substantial changes, nor do all possible en-
semble compositions make aesthetic sense. 

2. Similarly common for Turkish music today is the use of Western functional 
harmony, that is, polyphonic accompaniment of traditional melodies – while 
again (in most cases), genre, musical form and the main melody remain un-
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changed. The musical language of these added harmonizations is in general ba-
sic, hardly progressing to the rich harmonic language of the European late Ro-
mantic music (not to mention atonality, 12-tone music or other styles beyond 
traditional tonality) rather resonant in its harmonic vocabulary to Western popu-
lar music. As indicated above, the addition of a basic major/minor harmony as 
accompaniment almost always enforces the use of the Western tempered system. 
Both general approaches, changes in performance practice (affecting mainly the 
timbre) and harmonization, are therefore interdependent. 

Arrangements of this second type were already being written in the nineteenth 
century. However, as is widely known, in Western art music the traditional ma-
jor-minor tonality was abandoned at the latest after the 1920s with the Second 
Viennese School. Its ongoing use in Turkey led to an aesthetic isolation of Turk-
ish Western composers; and furthermore to a Western perception of Turkish mu-
sic as folkloristic or even as a kind of popular music. Today in particular Anato-
lian folk music targeting Turkish audiences is often performed with similar basic 
harmonization, while international audiences (i.e. the exoticist “world music” 
scene) tends to prefer either monophonic, unaccompanied – “traditional” – ver-
sions or, to a much lesser extent, polyphonic avant-garde interpretations. 

In cross-cultural projects of world music (as mentioned in chapter II) musical 
elements of non-Western music cultures are also integrated into Turkish musical 
elements to varying degrees. While combinations with traditions whose tonal 
system (at least today) is again basically Western, e.g. flamenco, tango or klezmer, 
imply Western concepts of pitch system and tonality, while Indian or Japanese 
music for example offer different musical concepts. 

Only a few Turkish musicians, composers or ensembles have seriously questioned 
the aesthetic dominance of melodies, mostly in the context of contemporary 
Western music. As already mentioned in chapter II, composers and musicians of 
contemporary Western music today are often interested in “cross-cultural encoun-
ters,” also including those with Turkish music. On the other hand, however, con-
temporary Western music tends to avoid melodies, at least simple, catchy melo-
dies. In order to meet these Western aesthetic expectations, Turkish composers 
have tried to change or completely avoid melody. In some cases the melody might 
remain as an exotic detail, in some few cases new music might respect several aes-
thetics (e.g. Turkish and Western) at the same time. 

To my knowledge, only one musicologist so far has proposed a categorisation 
of “hybrid” music in Turkey, that is Yaprak Melike Uyar. In her Ph.D. thesis 
“Cultural Connotations and the Process of Localization” (2016), Uyar distin-
guishes three approaches to hybrid jazz in Turkey: 

1) “Tradionalists” who refuse all kinds of fusion with traditional Turkish music, 
strictly remaining within the scope of traditional jazz – actually Uyar estimates 
this category as containing about 90 percent of Turkish jazz (Uyar 2016: 106). 
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2) “Eclectic synthesis,” that is, musicians using traditional Turkish songs in a 
tempered pitch system (with makams such as nihavend or acemaşiran), for example 
interpreting well-known folk songs such as Aşık Veysel’s Uzun ince bir yoldayım, as 
arranged by Baki Duyarlar and sung by Esin Afşar in 1997.  

3) “Absorbed synthesis”: 

A more interventionist approach to fusion can be observed especially on melodic and 
harmonic levels. Musicians may perform songs from either Turkish makam music or the 
Turkish/Anatolian folk repertoire. In this kind of synthesis, most of the time, one or 
more instruments with the ability to play microtones in the Turkish music system exist 
in the band. 

Examples include Önder Focan: “Swing A la Turc,” 2007, including Şenol Filiz 
(ney) in addition to a jazz ensemble; Erkan Oğur: Çayın Öte Yüzünde, a traditional 
song form Elazığ, played on a fretless guitar (Uyar 2016: 112ff). 

While the difference between the latter two categories is not always clear, it seems 
that Uyar faced the same problem which I was not able to solve: that is, to find 
fully convincing and encompassing categories within an almost endless plethora of 
existing musical approaches in Turkey, in particular over the last 20 years. 

The broadening of musical styles came in parallel with the augmentation of 
the repertoire of most Turkish musicians to an unprecedented degree. Concert 
programs and CDs came to include pieces of Turkish folk and art music, histori-
cal European art music (from a range of periods and styles) and possibly pieces 
from other music traditions. At his numerous concerts and on his CDs, the vio-
linist Cihat Aşkın (until 2012 Director of the State Conservatory for Turkish Mu-
sic at ITÜ), plays European classical, Ottoman and Anatolian pieces in different 
arrangements. His CD, “Umutsuz – The Desperate” (2004), for example, contains 
compositions by Yalçın Tura, the Armenian composer Haçadur Avedisyan, Pyotr 
Ilyich Tchaikovsky, Luciano Berio, Refik Fersan, in addition to Azerbaijan and 
Armenian folk songs.1 Similarly wide-ranging is the repertoire of the cellist Uğur 
Işık2, who on his first two albums recorded a zeybek, three instrumental composi-
tions of Ottoman art music (two of them actually of ostensibly pre-Ottoman 
composers), Gemiler Giresun’e (a folk song from Trabzon, Black Sea Coast), the 
famous baglama composition Haydar haydar, an Armenian lullaby, La rosa en flore 
(a famous Landino song), Kızılırmak from the folk singer Aşık Veysel, the Salât-
Kemâliye (a religious prayer), Alamanti (a Greek dance song) and finally a hymn 
from Alî Ufukî’s collection. His second CD presents religious music from 
Europe and Byzantium, the third includes music by the mystic George Ivano- 
 

                                                                                          
1 CD Cihat Aşkın: Umutsuz – The Desperate, Kalan 2004. www.cihataskin.net (accessed De-

cember 4, 2012). 
2 Uğur Işık: Unveils Anatolian Spirit, Kalan 2005; Cello Invocations, Kalan 2008. CD Uğur Işık: 

Chess of Cello, Kalan n.y. 
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vich Gurdjieff (1866-1949), Turkish folk songs, music by Jean Baptiste Lully 
(1632-1687), and Eric Satie (Gnossienne No. 1). The CD, “Touches” by Tahir 
Aydogdu (kanun), Bilgin Canaz (ney) and Hakan A. Toker (piano, akkordeon) 
contains traditional instrumental compositions from Çinuçen Tanrıkorur, Aleko 
Bacanos and Hacı Arif Bey, but also Astor Piazzola (Oblivion), Bach-Gounod 
(Ave Maria) and again Eric Satie (Gymnopedie No 1).3 The group, Ince Saz has 
played, over the years, Ottoman art music, Turkish folk songs, Turkish tangos 
and their own compositions. On his CD dedicated to the reconstructed çenk, the 
American musician Robert Labordees included among other pieces a teke zorla-
ması (here the çenk replaces the cura); the famous bağlama piece ötme bülbül ötme; 
the şarkı gül yüzlülerin sevkine gel by Dede Efendi; an uzun hava and halay from 
Seyhan as recorded by Bela Bartok in 1936; an Alevi sema from Ali Ekber Çiçek; 
a zeybek dance tune; a yayla havası; a song from Safiye Ayla composed by Sadet-
tin Kaynak; a sultani yegah saz semaisi from Nedim Ağa (d. 1850).4 Most Turkish 
folk musicians try to interpret music from at least the entire area of Anatolia in 
their repertoire, and official teaching programs for Turkish folk music offer les-
sons on all regional styles. Refusing the nationalistic Turkish approach to folk 
music, the group Kardeş Türküler even combined the music from different ethnic 
and religious minorities, using up to 20 languages per concert (including Turkish, 
Greek, Kurdish, Romani, Aramaic, Zaza, Laz, Hemşin, Ladino and Arabic). 

As a result of both general approaches, the diversity of musicial performances 
of traditional melodies as well as the repertoire of contemporary musicians has 
enlarged substantially. 

Finally it should be remembered that both traditional and recent musical styles 
still continue to exist in pure forms in Turkey, including European music for pi-
ano; hymns sung during Ramadan; türküs, classical Turkish music and others. New 
compositions, however, are almost always “hybrid,” mixed, or, to put it better: in-
dividually composed music; though of course connected in numerous ways (via 
melody, rhythm, form or instruments) with one or often many musical traditions. 

In this present chapter, I will try to describe different musical approaches for this 
general search for sentez/hybridity. At first, changes on musical instruments (and 
voice) will be discussed, divided into sub-chapters on Ottoman and Western in-
struments; bağlama and guitar; the voice; and percussion instruments. This part 
aims to describe the breathtaking enlargement of available instruments and play-
ing techniques. 

A second sub-chapter deals with the introduction and adoption of Western 
harmony into all kind of musical traditions in Turkey, together with the devel-
opment of Western-Turkish music as including any kind of traditional Turkish 

                                                                                          
3 CD Tanını: Dokunuşlar / Touches, Kaf 2008. 
4 Robert Laboree: Cengname. Music for the Turkish Harp (Kalan 2001); 
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music. A short excursus will at least provide a sketch of attempts for hybridiza-
tion within the wide field of popular music and jazz. 

Another important factor of Turkish music of the twentieth century is the de-
velopment of new, often larger ensembles for traditional music, this being in the 
focus in the third sub-chapter. 

The last part of this chapter describes some examples of music and musical 
approaches which no longer fit in any established musical tradition but rather 
create completely individual music. 

I would like to underline once again that the following sketch does not intend 
to present an encompassing history of Turkish music of the twentieth/twenty-
first century but rather attempts to describe the process of individualisation of 
music practice and composition as a result of the obsessive search for sentez. Fur-
ther, it is not possible to mention all musical projects representing a particular 
approach – there are simply too many. 

Instruments in Flux 

Ottoman and Western Musical Instruments 

For a detailed view on the development of musical performances over the twen-
tieth century, let us begin with changes concerning musical instruments. Altera-
tions in instruments and in their use as well as technical or musical improve-
ments of existing instruments and their playing technique have of course always 
been a part of musical life. It is widely known that the formation of a particular 
Ottoman style of art music during the seventeenth century also included changes 
of ensembles and hence the sound of the music. Later the growing number of 
terkîbs and makams led to the avoidance of some instruments including çenk 
(harp) and later mıskal (panflute), while the musical importance and prestige of 
other instruments, such as tanbur and ney, grew (Feldman 1996). 

Let us as an example briefly follow the development of bowed instruments in 
the Ottoman Empire and the Republic of Turkey (Çolakoğlu Sarı 2016). Until 
the seventeenth century bowed instruments played a minor role at the court, 
compared to lutes (ud, şahrud, kopuz), harps (çenk) and psalterium (mugni). Only 
the spike fiddle of Persian origin, kemânce (also called kemân or rebâb), was played, 
an instrument with long neck and round body (Feldman 1996: 111ff; Soydaş & 
Beşiroğlu 2007). During the eighteenth century in Istanbul the kemânce was re-
placed by the European viola d’amore (Turkish sine keman, “breast violin”) (Züm-
rüt 2000: 42ff; Feldman 1996: 128ff)). Around one century later the sine keman 
also disappeared, coming to be replaced by the violin which was introduced into 
the Ottoman Empire in the early nineteenth century, just as in many music cul-
tures worldwide (including India, Iran and Arabic countries; Nettl 1985: 47ff). At 
the turn of the twentieth century violins were played in light Ottoman urban 
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music, mainly by Armenian, Greek and Roma musicians.5 In the following dec-
ades a number of violinists became famous as excellent taksim perfomers, e.g. 
Memduh, Nubar Tekyay, later Cevdet Çağla, Hakkı Deran, Emin Ongan, Ali 
Erköse, Cahit Peksayar (Ünlü 2004: 129ff). In gazinos a solo violin player (solist 
kemani) used to follow the solo singer on the stage and support her/him musi-
cally (Beken 1998: 190). After the 1970s the violin became the main instrument 
in the large orchestras of “Classical Turkish Music.” Their most important con-
ductor, Nevzat Atlığ (b. 1925) began his music carrier as violinist. Most violinists 
of these klâsik ensembles play with Western technique, while the timbre of the 
instrument in more popular and commercial ensembles is marked by a higher 
degree of noise; in particular overtones are often intentionally reinforced. In this 
classical style, however, few violinists gained personal fame, and the violin more 
and more became an instrument for tuttis. 

Our knowledge of the introduction of the violin into Anatolian music is lim-
ited. We know that the instrument was brought by Gypsies from the Balkans to 
Anatolia, and that they later aided its migration from West to East. In Elazığ and 
Dersim (Tunceli), however, violins were most probably directly introduced to 
Armenians by European missionaries during the late ninteenth century. 

The cello was to enter Turkish traditional music much later than the violin. 
During the first decades of the twentieth century Ali Rıfat Çağatay (1872-1935) 
und Tanburi Cemil Bey experimented with it, and the latter adapted playing 
techniques of the kemençe for cello. A student of Çağatay, Şerif Muhiddin Targan 
(1892–1967) gave concerts on cello even in New York (1924–1934).6 While most 
of his compositions remain in the tradition of Ottoman-Turkish art music, his 
“Kapris I” (1923) for ud solo is a tonal virtuoso piece in the tradition of Western 
Capriccio, as is Kanatlarım olsaydı (“If I would have Wings”, 1924). For Koşan 
Çocuk (“Running Child”) Targan even wrote an elaborate piano accompaniment 
(Cevher 1993: 79-85). Later a few Turkish cello players became well-known, in-
cluding Vecdi Seyhun (1915-1984) and Tarık Kip (1927-2000). Most of them 
mainly played other instruments, e.g. Çağatay (ud), Targan (ud), Tanburi Cemil 
Bey (tanbur, kemençe), Kadı Fuat (tanbur), or Mesut Cemil Tel (tanbur, kemençe). In 
the 1950s the instrument was used in film music (Cemal Cümbüş). The Mevlevi 
introduced celli from the 1970s. In ensembles of klâsik Turkish music celli are 
sometimes part of string ensembles, together with the less popular viola. Here, 
violins and celli are almost exclusively bowed rather than plucked, while bowing 
is never as uniform as it is in Western orchestras. The most prominent cello play-
er today is Uğur Işık, who takes part in numerous projects with arranged Turkish 

                                                                                          
5 Armenian violinists include Kemani Tatyos Efendi (1858 – 1913), Hanciyan, Kirkor, ke-

mani Serkis, Tekyay-Çömlekçiyan; other well-known violinists are Cevdet Çağlar (b. 1902); 
Emin Ongan (1906-1985), Hakkı Derman (1907-1972). 

6 Cevher 1993; CD Peygamber Torunun Müzigi: Şerif Muhittin Targan, Kaf 2001; CD Şerif Mu-
hittin Targan: Bütün Eserleri, Kalan 2007. 
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art music, and who has released three solo albums to date.7 In 2008 another al-
bum presented Turkish folk songs performed (in a more Western style) on two 
cellos.8 Double bass is still rare in traditional Turkish music. In contemporary 
Turkish ensembles the most active double bass musician is Volkan Hürsever, who 
studied the instrument at the State Conservatory of Mimar Sinan University and 
jazz theory with Neşet Ruacan. Volkan Hürsever has played with almost all Turk-
ish jazz musicians as well as with numerous international musicians, including 
Alan Harris, Laverne Buttler, Marion Cowings, Billy James, Harvey Thompson 
and Clifford Jarvis. 

Parallel to these European instruments, during the early twentieth century, a 
completely different bowed instrument appeared, the kemençe. Before this time, 
pear-shaped bowed instruments were mainly played as popular folk music in-
struments in the Aegaeian region and Thrakia. Similar instruments are the Greek 
lyra or politiki lyra (lyra of Istanbul) and the Bulgarian gadulka; while other bowed 
instruments are played in western, southern and eastern Anatolia (e.g. Kasta-
monu, Tekke, Mardin, Southeast Anatolia etc., Erkan 2014: 396, 412 ). The play-
ing technique of the kemençe involves serious challenges: as the middle string is 
slightly longer than the others, the fingering on it differs from that on both outer 
strings. In addition the strings are not held down by the fingertips, the player 
rather pushes his fingernails at the side of the strings. At least since the eight-
eenth century the kemençe, together with lavta, was played for popular urban 
köçek and tavşan dance groups, mainly by Greeks (Aksoy 2005). Later the instru-
ment was used occasionally in rembetiko (again under the name lira); one well-
known player was Lambros Leondaridis (1912-?).9 Around 1900 individual musi-
cians such as Vasilâki (1845-1907) and Tanburi Cemil Bey (1871-1916) adapted 
the kemençe for Ottoman-Turkish art music. Well-known kemençe players in this 
field were Anastas (d. 1940?) and Aleko Bacanos (1888-1950), later also Kemal 
Niyazi Seyhun (1885-1967), Fahire Fersan (1900-1997) and Cüneyd Orhon 
(1926-2006). With the death of Aleko Bacanos in 1950 the kemençe in Turkey had 
completely lost its Greek character. Nowadays, along with tanbur and ney, it is 
perceived as an instrument for excellent Ottoman-Turkish art musicians.10 

The first attempts to add a fourth string to the kemençe were initiated before 
1926 by Vasilâki and Tanburi Cemil Bey, aiming to extend the instrument’s range 
(Önüter 1989). In 1933, the introduction of a nut aimed to facilitate the fingering. 
Both innovations were made by Zühtü Rıza Tinel (Önüter 1989: 168). In this 

                                                                                          
7 CD Ugur Isik: Unveils Anatolian Spirit, Kalan 2005; Cello Invocations, Kalan 2008. 
8 CD Şinasi Çilden & Şebnem Orhan: Breath of Anatolia with two Cellos, Yavuz Asöcal 2008. 

Another cello player who performs Turkish music is Özer Arkun (b. 1973). 
9 CD Rembetica, Rounder 1079, Track 19; CD Kemençe Kalan 2005; CD Politiki Lyra. Lam-

bros Leondaridis. Thessaloniki, En Chordais, 2006. 
10 Önüter 1989: 29ff. Well-known kemençe-players in the 1980s where Ihsan Özgen and Ha-

san Esen, today for example Ahmet Kadri Rizeli, Derya Türkan, Sokratis Sinopoulos, Neva 
Özgen and Nermin Kaygusuz 
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very year, Arel developed the prototypes of kemençe quintet instruments with so-
prano, alto, tenor and bass kemençe, each with four strings of equalized length.11 
Cüneyd Orhon (1926-2006) preferred Arel’s soprano kemençe, tuned like a violin, 
and after 1975 he taught this instrument at the state conservatory (Aksoy 2005; 
Önüter 1989: 30ff). Hadiye Ötügen (d. 1963) first learned kemençe, then cello (she 
served as cello teacher at the Dârü’l Elhân), later returning to kemençe. She adapted 
new playing techniques from the cello, for example changing playing positions 
(Aksoy 2005: 45). In 2010 the State Conservatory of the ITÜ organized the Inter-
national Cüneyd Orhon Kemençe Symposium, for which Onur Türkmen com-
posed a kemençe quintet (Sarı 2010). Further changes to the instrument were im-
plemented outside of Turkey. In Crete, Ross Daly experimented with playing 
techniques of lyra, kemençe and also the Azerbaijan kemanche, and hence developed 
a sophisticated personal style. A new type of lyra was invented by the instrument 
maker Níkos Bras with around 18 sympathetic strings, and a new physical form to 
the instrument.12 

The yaylı tanbur, a bowed variant of the plucked tanbur, was introduced into 
Turkish art music by Tanburi Cemil Bey in the early twentieth century. Initially 
the instrument was constructed with a wooden corpus; from 1930s on, influ-
enced by the cümbüş, the yaylı tanbur was also made from aluminium (Sarı 2012: 
68). The Autralian Peter Biffin finally developed an instrument called tarhu, ba-
sed on different bowed instruments of Aegean traditions, in combination with 
the Ottoman tanbur, Iranian-Ottoman-Crete lyra and the Indian technique of 
resonance strings. 

In addition some historical Ottoman instruments were still (or again) played 
in the twentieth century. During the 1920s Kemani Mustafa Sunar (1981-1959) 
experimented with changes on the rebab (a shorter neck, strings of guitars or 
mandolin instead of horse hair, with the tuning mechanisms of the guitar). How-
ever, only a few rebab players are known from the twentieth century, including 
Aleko Bacanos, E. Seviş, and more recently Hasan Esen and Oruç Güvenç.13 To-
day rebab is rarely used beyond the version developed by Mustafa Sunar.14 For 
the sinekeman over the twentieth century only one musician is known, that is 
Nuri Duyguer (1877-1963), who played sinekeman at the Şark Musikisi Cemiyeti 
and until the 1950s in the icra heyeti (ensemble) of the Conservatory Istanbul. 
Kemane, the sophisticated version of the bowed folk music instruments are play-
ed today for example by Cafer Naylıbaş and more recently by Mehtap Demir.15 

                                                                                          
11 For lower instruments sometimes the finger was pressed on the strings; Önüter 1989: 170; 

Sarı 2012: 170f; Üniter 1989:37. 
12 Kallimopoulou 2009: 58ff, 63ff, 67ff. 
13 Twentieth century rebab-players include Süreyya Baba, tanburi Cemil Bey, kemani Faik Munis 

Bey. Cahid Gözkan, Sabahaddin Volkan. 
14 Aksu 1990: 25; CD Hasan Esen: Rebab, Kalan 2004. 
15 CD Cafer Naylıbaş: Feryad-ı kemane, Onearth 2013; CD Mehtap Demir: Anadolu Ko-

kusu / Le Parfum d’Asie Mineure, Ahenk Müzik, 2016.  
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To conclude, we may summarize that both the range of bowed instrument ty-
pes available and their practical use (construction, playing techniques, reper-
toires) have enlarged significantly, with an accelerating development over the 
past decades. 

Similar tendencies, though not all to the same degree, may be stated for al-
most all instruments in Turkey. Following some general tendencies concerning 
the development of further instruments will be given. For the kanun, for exam-
ple, mandal (tuning pegs) were introduced for the first time around 1870–80 (Sarı 
2012: 102f). Rauf Yekta (1913) mentions two to three mandals, whereas today’s 
standard is nine (Sarı 2012: 126f). As one example for improved playing tech-
niques, kanun players such as Hakan Güngör (b. 1973), Göksel Baktagir (b. 1966) 
or the New York-based Tamer Pınarbaşı, pluck the string with almost all the fin-
gers, rather than with the index finger only. While construction of the ud gener-
ally remained unchanged during the twentieth century, its playing technique be-
came influenced by Western instruments such as cello, and later, guitar. Today, 
chords and fast played scales are common practice, while they hardly occur on 
the Ottoman tanbur. The ud player and composer Münir Nurettin Beken (b. 
1964), today based in Los Angeles, wrote several compositions for ud solo using 
innovative techniques. In 2005 he composed a concerto for ud and orchestra. 
According to Kyriakos Kalaitzidis, a total of six concertos have been written for 
ud and orchestra worldwide until the present day.16 Minor changes in the con-
struction of the ud include the use of African woods for the corpus. The so-called 
Godin MultiOud for example is a newly developed ud with eleven strings, a cor-
pus similar to that of the electric guitar, with a decorated sound hole, and peg 
heads again following the model of the guitar.17 

Over the twentieth century, playing techniques for ney also became highly de-
veloped due to numerous creative neyzen, in particular Niyazi Sayın (Erguner 
1986/2002, Greve 1995). Many neyzen today use a footstool as is used with the 
guitar. While in earlier times every ney player would build his instrument himself, 
today numerous ney makers in Istanbul and other Turkish cities offer instru-
ments, from cheap plastic neys to expensive professional pieces. Süleyman Er-
guner considered for some time the construction of an additional hole with keys 
for ney. Later he reconstructed and played the smaller open flute girift, which was 
last played by Giriftzen Asim Bey (1852–1929).18 For the growing number of 
cross-over ensembles which include a ney, several ney players prefer instruments 
where the sensible pitch segah is higher, hence nearer to the tempered pitch sys-
tem. On the other hand, surprisingly little new music has been composed for ney 
(a few examples include short parts in Yalçın Tura’s works and Fazıl Say’s Con-
certo for ney and orchestra), as compared for example with the traditional Japa-
                                                                                          
16 I am grateful to Kyriakos Kalaitzidis for this information. 
17 http://www.godinguitars.com/godinmultioudp.htm (accessed August 25, 2015) 
18 CD Erguner, Süleyman: Girift, Istanbul Büyüksehir Belediyesi, 2010. 
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nese flute shakuhachi, which has inspired numerous compositions of contempo-
rary music (Senay 2014). The difficulty in finding appropriate instrumentalists 
sometimes prompts composers to allow ney parts to be played on Western flute 
instead of ney (e.g. Taner Akyols An die Liegengebliebenen, 2005). On the other 
hand several pieces of traditional Ottoman music have been adapted for Western 
flute, for examples for the flute player, Şefika Kutluer.19 

Another instrument of European origin, the clarinet (klarnet, girnata) is widely 
played in Turkey today, in particular among Romas for entertainment and dance 
music, but also in (light) art music, and in all kinds of hybrid ensembles (Seeman 
2002: 144; Duygulu 2006). Clarinets first entered the (Western) palace band at 
the time of Mahmud II (1808-1839).20 In the early twentieth century the clarinet 
was not even played in coffee houses or music associations (cemiyeti). Around 
1920 klârnet Ibrahim (d.1925) introduced the instrument at the Üsküdar Musiki 
Cemiyeti, later his student Şükrü Tunar, the most well-known clarinet player of his 
time, played it at Radio Istanbul, in gazinos and for film music, while more con-
servative ensembles still refused to accept the instrument. Still today the sound 
of the clarinet is associated with entertainment or light fasıl music rather than 
Ottoman art music. In interviews with Turkish Roman musicians, Seeman (2002: 
144) found “that many Roman professional families that specialise as clarinetists played 
zurna within the past three to four generations.” Similar to the violin the clarinet mi-
grated from western Anatolia eastward, often replacing the zurna. In the 1960s 
Ismet Sıral played microtones for the first time on tenor saxophone (Uyar 2016); 
recently in particular Göksun Çavdar (b. 1974) and Hüsnü Şenlendirici (b. 1976) 
further developed playing techniques of the Turkish clarinet. Recently musicians 
such as Ergün Şenlendirici and Hasan Gözetlik even performed Turkish music 
on trumpet and trombone respectively. 

From around 1800 to the present, the piano in Istanbul mainly functioned as an 
instrument for Western music among the Ottoman elite (Alimdar 2016: 230ff). In 
1928, a commission directed by the historian Fuat Mehmet Köprülü proposed, 
among other reforms, the installation of organs in mosques (this never was real-
ised; Lewis 1961: 408). As far as we know taksims were played on piano only from 
the early twentieth century on (e.g. by Feyzi Aslangil21). Pianists were active at the 
Şark Musiki Cemiyeti or the Üsküdar Mûsikî Cemiyeti in the 1920s and pianos are 
audible on several recordings by singers such as Münir Nurettin Selçuk or Perihan 
Altındağ-Sözeri (O’Connell 2013; Greve 1995). After the 1950s the piano again 
fell out of use among serious Turkish ensembles for traditional music. In Turkish 

                                                                                          
19 CD Sefika Kutluer: Mevlana Rumi, Lausanne: Gallo 2008, including Ilyas Mirzayevs (b. 

1961) Flute Concerto “From Mevlana to Today”, citing Dede Efendi’s 4th salute of the 
Sema; Saz Semai from Tanburi Cemal Bey (1873-1916). 

20 Picken 1968: 511; Zümrüt 2000: 47; Alimdar 2016:432f. 
21 CD Feyzi Aslangil, Piyano ile Saz Eserleri ve Taksimler / Turkish music on the Piano (1910-

1965), Kalan 2000. 
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light music, however, it remains popular until today. Since the 1980s the so-called 
orgs, that is keyboards, together with a soft voice singing became typical for the 
taverna style. Over the past twenty plus years, numerous CDs have been pub-
lished, containing reduced versions of Ottoman-Turkish art music with simple 
harmonic accompaniment played on piano. A sophisticated version of this ap-
proach might be heard in the duo of kanun (Göksel Baktagir) and piano (Ceyhun 
Çelikten).22 Several contemporary editions offer notation of Turkish music ar-
ranged for piano.23 Linking with historical keyboard instruments in Europe of the 
sixteenth-twentieth centuries, several Turkish piano makers meanwhile tried to en-
able the instruments to play microtones, for example Oz (2011), or the recent Ul-
tratonal Piyano of Ozan Yarman. The “Haken Audio Company” today offers a 
“Continuum,” a keyboard without keys, constructed for the performance of infi-
nitely variable pitches (as used for instance by the composer and Jazz pianist 
Evrim Demirel). Since around 2000, several classical Turkish pianists such as Fazıl 
Say, Birsen Ulucan, Seda Roda, Renan Koen and Aylin Aykan have become inter-
ested in Turkish music as well, commissioning hybrid compositions including tra-
ditional music for piano, e.g. Birsen Ulucan, İnci Yakar and Evrim Demirel (2010), 
or composed by themselves (Say, Koen, Aykan).24 The piano and kanun duo of 
Esra Berkman (kanun) & Nazlı Işıldak (piano) plays composition and arrangements 
of Western piano music by Armenian composers such as Haçatur Avetisyan (1926-
1996) or new compositions commissioned by Turkish composers, including Uğraş 
Durmuş or Tolga Zafer Özdemir. 

Similarly harp players such as Ceren Necipoğlu (1972–2009), Şirin Pancaroğlu 
and Natalia Mann played arrangements of Turkish art music and commissioned 
new works, as for example the Concerto for Çenk, Harp and Orchestra by Hasan 
Uçarsu, written for Şirin Pancaroğlu.25 

Bağlamas and Guitars 

It is only since the 1960s that the bağlama has shifted from being an instrument 
to accompany singing to a solo instrument with rapidly developing playing 
                                                                                          
22 CD Boğaziçi, Akustik Müzik, n.y. 
23 For example Çağrıhan Erkan & Ali Dinge: Piyano için Saz Eserleri, Albüm 1, Izmir: Berke 

2003 including Çeçen Kızı by Tanburi Cemil Bey; Kevser Hanım: Nihavend Longa; Refik 
Fersan: Nikriz Sirto; Santuri Ethem: Şehnaz Longa. The small book by Zülfikar Yavuz Özer 
(2011) discusses limitations of the piano for the tonal system of Turkish music. 

24 CD Birsen Usucan: Masallar, Rüyalar, Fısıltılar, Istanbul: Lilamüzik 2011.  
25 For example CD Ceren Necipoğlu: Bir Kitap Gibi, Kalan 2009; CD Şirin Pancaroğlu: Is-

tanbul’un Ses Telleri, including Yerebatan (Cistern) for kemençe, bass and harp by Arda Ar-
daşes Agoşyan (b. 1977) and Istanbul’un Ağaçları (The Trees of Istanbul) for harp, kemençe, 
kanun and ud by Turgay Erdener (b. 1957); arrangements of Turkish folk and art music on 
the CD Şirin Pancaroğlu & Meriç Dönük & Jarrod Cagwin: Elişi, Kalan 2011; CD Sirin 
Pancaroglu: Çenkname, 2011 with musicians such as Ilhan Yazici (voice), Derya Türkan, 
Yurdal Tokcan, Fahrettin Yarkın.  
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techniques.26 The âşıks, including the famous ones such as Âşık Veysel or Davut 
Suları, as well as most of the zakirs (those who play bağlama during Alevi rituals, 
cem), in general used to play a basic accompaniment while aesthetically more 
central were the lyrics and hence the voice. Village instruments regularly exhib-
ited flexible fretting, with regional variation in the size of the instruments (divan, 
tanbura, çöğür, cura etc.), the number of strings and frets, and the tuning.27 Since 
the 1940s the TRT presented the long-necked bağlama as a kind of national Turk-
ish instrument, mostly used in small ensembles (saz orkestrası). Since the 1960s 
the E-saz emerged, following the model of the E-guitar. In the 1970s Özay Gön-
lüm constructed an instrument with three necks, uniting tanbura, bağlama and 
cura in one body. Since then, the appearance of the bağlama has changed further. 
Its design and decoration have been enhanced and the headstock with the pegs 
was angled in order to raise the tension of the strings and thus achieve a higher 
and more accurate sound. During the 1960s and 1970s bağlama players such as 
Ali Ekber Çiçek (1935-2006) and Talip Özkan (1939-2010) developed new play-
ing techniques and experimented with new tunings. Zeybek (dance tunes from 
the Aegeans), for example, were traditionally played on davul-zurna, but from the 
1960s Talip Özkan adapted such pieces for bağlama. In particular in his famous 
piece Haydar Haydar, Ali Ekber Çiçek presented new plucking techniques.28 

From the 1980s the group Muhabbet, with Arif Sağ (b. 1945), Musa Eroğlu (b. 
1946), Yavuz Top (g. 1950) and Muhlis Akarsu (1948-1994), gained fame with 
mainly Alevi songs, in particular from the region of Sivas-Erzincan. In terms of 
melodic structure most of the songs follow comparable patterns, many songs ex-
hibiting short descending sequences, mainly in the scale of hüseyni. The fingering 
and hence also the melodic embellishments are similarly typical. Aside from solo 
introductions most of the pieces were performed together strictly in mono-
phone. Arif Sağ, the most famous bağlama-player among this new bağlama style 
played on a short-necked variant of the bağlama in the so-called bağlama tuning, 
as it was used traditionally, in particular among Alevis. Soon both replaced the 
long necked variant with kara and other tunings, as they have been preferred at 
TRT since the 1940s. Eventually even TRT adapted the short necked bağlama, 

                                                                                          
26 Only few Anatolian instruments have gained a comparable status as solo instruments, for 

example kaval (e.g. Sinan Celik), mey (e.g. Ertan Tekin), (kabak) kemane (e.g. Özgür Celik, 
Mehtap Demir) or the Black See kemençe. CD Özgür Çelik: Öznağme, Z Müzik 2012. CD 
Mehtap Demir: Anadolu Kokusu, Ahenk 2016. Since the 1960s, the mey began to to be in-
tegrated into Turkey’s professional music world. Development of this instrument includes 
the use of different sizes (large – ana, medium – orta, and small – cura); the use of an adap-
ter (boğaz) to raise and lower the pitch of the mey by a major second; and from the late 
1970s production of full diatonic sets of instruments (Karahasanoglu & Skoog 2011: 203). 
CD Ertan Tekin: Demans, Kalan 2011. 

27 Gazimihal 1975; Picken 1975; Markoff 1986; Kurt 1989; Akdoğu 1994; Parlak 2000, Koç 
2016 (a, b); Öztürk 2016.  

28 Erzincan 2006; CD Talip Özkan: The Dark Fire, Island Records, 1992; CD Talip Özkan: 
Yağar yağmuş, Kalan 1997. 
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with the consequence that long necked instruments such as divan sazi, meydan 
sazi or the smaller cura have seemed to almost disappear. It is noteworthy that 
the rise of the short necked bağlama occurred in parallel to the revival of 
Alevism. While melodies on the long necked variant are mainly performed on 
the highest string, on the short necked bağlama players uses all three strings 
equally, which enables the musician to play faster. On the other hand, the op-
tions for drones are reduced (one result of the different tunings). In particular 
Arif Sağ’s long, virtuosic and introvert solo improvisations, which he played as 
introductions to the songs, went far beyond the açış (opening) of village musi-
cians in the past but rather exhibit an artistic claim of their own. His music (and 
that of Muhabbet as well as that of many of his followers) became concert music 
with purely artistic ambitions. Today many professional folk musicians (e.g. Er-
dal Erzincan, Erol Parlak, Erkan Oğur and Cengiz Özkan, to name just a few of 
the most well-known) think of themselves as artists in an emphatic sense and 
their concerts tend to follow the model of Western art music recitals. 

Since the end of the 1970s, state conservatories in Turkey have offered regular 
programs with bağlama as the main subject, which has led to a further rise in the 
technical and musical level for that instrument. Several efforts have been made to 
standardize the size, tuning and names of the numerous instruments of the 
bağlama family (Terzi 2017; Parlak 2017). The commercial success of folk music of-
fered a lucrative market for bağlama players of studio and türkü bars. In the 1990s 
Çetin Akdeniz (b. 1967), a graduate of the ITÜ conservatory, became the most fa-
mous studio musician; he introduced extremely fast scales, influenced by guitar 
technique.29 Another recent innovation was the introduction of the capodaster, 
again adapted from the guitar. The group concept of Muhabbet furthermore led to 
several chamber ensembles combining different bağlama types (cura, tanbura, 
bağlama, divan sazı, mezdan sazı), without levelling out the individual instrument as 
in the TRT saz orchestras, e.g. the trio Bengi Bağlama Üçlüsü (since 1988) or Erol Par-
lak’s bağlama quintet (2000–2012).30 Over the last two decades a number of new 
types of bağlama have been constructed, e.g. the bass bağlama, the kopuz in the 
mid-1990s (actually based on old village instruments, Akkaya et. al 2008: 282) and 
slightly later the six-stringed Oğur Sazı (both built by Kemal Eroğlu) as played by 
Erkan Oğur, Sinan Cem Eroğlu and Erdal Yapıcı (Eroğlu 2009). Zeki Çağlar Namlı 
(b. 1981) constructed an instrument with a second resonance body at the neck of 
the bağlama.31 

                                                                                          
29 Even faster played the Bielefeld-based (Germany) Ismet Topçu (b. 1966), who in the early 

1980s developed a four stringed bağlama tuned D A E A. 
30 For example CD Bengi Bağlama Üçlüsü: Sel Gider... kum kalır..., Kalan 2001; CD Bengi 

Bağlama Üçlüsü: Günes Bahçesinden Ezgiler, Kalan 1999. 
31 CD Zeki Çağlar Namlı: La Lune / Köy, 2006; CD Zeki Çağlar Namlı & Dominique Di Pi-

azza: Face to Face/Yüzyüze, Istanbul: Lir 2011. 
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Since the 1990s younger players have further enriched the instrument’s playing 
techniques, either adapted from the guitar or from related Anatolian or Central 
Asian lutes. In particular Arif Sağ, Erol Parlak and Erdal Erzincan adapted the so-
called şelpe or pençe technique. The şelpe technique (in fact a general term for nu-
merous plucking and tapping techniques) was initially inspired by the late Rama-
zan Güngör from Fethiye and his regional playing technique on a small three 
stringed cura (Erkan 2014, I: 223, 263; II: 173ff). In particular Erol Parlak and Erdal 
Erzincan’s technique went far beyond that of Arif Sağ; the timbre of Parlak’s in-
strument (which is individually constructed according to his suggestions) is soft 
and refined, and his performance focuses almost exclusively on timbre rather than 
melody.32 In concerts of Erol Parlak’s bağlama quintet (2000-c.2012), there are long 
passages with almost no perceivable melodic or rhythmic development, while the 
timbre constantly changes due to the changing playing techniques.33 Later even 
Mozart’s Alla Truca or Ali Ekber Çiçek’s Haydar Haydar (once famous for its inno-
vative plucking techniques) might be played in şelpe technique.34 Today playing 
techniques that produce noise-like sounds and tones are continuously explored by 
younger players such as Barış Güney, Zeki Çağlar, Erkan Cankçı, Erdem Şimsek, 
Kemal Dinç and many others.35 New playing techniques include: 

Left hand: fingering of the guitar including change of hand position, finger 
vibrato, similar tones consecutively produced on different strings (hence with 
changing timbre), numerous new tunings with new fingerings, extended glissandi 
(clean or with noise); 

Right hand: guitar-like picking by individual fingers, percussive beating on all 
parts of the instrument, stopped pickings and strikes, natural and artificial flageo-
let tones, sul ponte playing, combinations of mizrap (plectrum) and finger picking, 
and scratching of the string. 

New playing techniques are also performed on prepared instruments, for ex-
ample by clamping small objects below strings (e.g. by Kemal Dinç). Some of the 
new teaching books focus on these new techniques (e.g. by Erol Parlak 2000, Er-
dal Erzincan & Arif Sağ 2013), while others develop new pedagogical concepts 
for the instrument, for example with exercises (several volumes by Ali Kazım 
Akdağ; Attila Özdek 2014 or Zeki Atagür 2013, the latter even contains fingering 
lists of polyphone chords). First compositions of new Western music for the bağ-
lama include the “Concerto di Berlinbul” for bağlama, guitar and chamber orchestra 
by Carlo Domeniconi (1988) and a suite for bağlama, violin and piano by Hay-

                                                                                          
32 CD Erol Parlak: Pervâne, ASM 1998; CD Erol Parlek: Katre, Akkiraz n.y.; CD Erol Parlak: 

Yalınkat, Arda Müzik 2007; Erol Parlak: Har, Anadolu 2011; . 
33 CD Erol Parlak Bağlama Beşlisi: Eşik, Akkiraz 2003. 
34 E.g. played by Adem Tosunoğlu. 
35 CD Barış Güney: Tohum, Kalan 2007; CD Barış Güney: Düşlere Yolculuk, Kalan 2009. CD 

Kemal Dinç: Bağlama için Denemeler, Kalan 2012. 
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rettin Akdemir (1989).36 Recently composers such as Taner Akyol, Kemal Dinç, 
Helmut Zapf and Erdem Şimşek have written further new music, mainly for bağ-
lama solo (Akyol 2017). In Taner Akyol’s, Hatırlamalar for string quartet and bağ-
lama (2006) he applies melodies and embellishments of the bağlama to Western 
stringed instruments. 

Parallel to the progress of playing techniques, instrument making has devel-
oped in terms of decoration, form and construction. The tendency is towards a 
clearer and new timbre through the use of new exotic woods, positioning a bass 
bar inside the instrument, changes to the sound hole (bigger, smaller, new form, 
round, with keys to open or close it, position at the side or in the front of the in-
strument, etc.). On the other hand, tuning has been made better and easier by 
adopting the pegs or the whole headstock of mandolina or guitar. Some bağlama 
players (such as Ahmet Aslan) experiment with strings from other instruments, 
e.g. kanun, ud or flamenco guitar; or with removing or adding bass strings to the 
traditional chorus. Numerous previously forgotten traditional tunings are in use 
today, together with newly invented ones. Ahmet Aslan and luthier Süleyman 
Aslan recently developed an instrument between guitar and bağlama, which Ah-
met Aslan called Di-Tar. 

With this recent concentration of bağlama music on timbre, Western notation, 
with its focus on melody and rhythm, has reached its limits. Several bağlama 
players including Erol Parlak and Erdal Erzincan proposed additional signs for a 
notation of the numerous new techniques (see figure 11). This challenge (which 
is still under development) is reminiscent of that of composers of contemporary 
Western music, whose scores often include several explanatory pages about their 
individually invented or developed notation. 

Just like the piano, the classical guitar is actually unsuitable for traditional 
Turkish music. Its frets are fixed according to the Western pitch system and its 
playing technique was developed primarily for polyphonic music. The micro-
tones – pitches outside of the traditional Western tone system – are almost im-
possible to achieve on guitar. Nevertheles the guitar, perceived as a kind of 
“modern bağlama,” has become an “in general important if not principal instrument in 
the Turkish music scene.” (Dawe & Eroğlu 2013: 51) Since 1975, Middle East Tech-
nical University, Ankara established the first guitar department in Turkey (with 
Ahmet Kanneci), later to be followed by the state conservatory of ITÜ and other 
academies. Today the instrument is well established within teaching programs 
and concerts all over Turkey. 

Turkish guitarists have pursued three different approaches to deal with the 
challenges of the Turkish pitch system. The first and by far most common ap-
proach is to simply skip or adjust all microtones and play within the tempered  

 

                                                                                          
36 Adil Arslan: Üryan (Tempo, 1992); Carlo Domeniconi: Concerto di Berlinbul (Raks, 1993). 
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Figure 11: Notation for bağlama by Erol Parlak (2011: 128) 

pitch system. Today numerous well-known Turkish guitarists play Western, popu-
lar and Turkish music, for example Hasan Cihan Örter (b. 1958).37 

The second, not less radical approach, is to remove the frets of the guitar. The 
fretless guitar was introduced into Turkish music by Erkan Oğur (b. 1954, An-
kara) as early as 1976 (Dawe & Eroglu 2013: 62-68), but until today few guitarists 
have adopted this instrument (e.g. Sinan Cem Eroğlu or Cenk Erdoğan38). On 
this guitar not only can all traditional makams be played but even more transpo-
sitions of all makams on all duraks (tonics). In addition, playing techniques of the 
fretless guitar have been enlarged substantially (Eroğlu 2017). The timbre is softer 
than that of the classical guitar with a broad range of possible vibrati. The fretless 
guitar allows the adaptation of left hand techniques of instruments such as bağ-
lama, tanbur and ud, including traditional fingering (such as moving up and 
down along one string only) and all kinds of melodic embellishments. The duo 

                                                                                          
37 Others include Bekir Küçükay (b. 1958); or Cem Duruöz (CD Anadolu Hazineleri /  

Treasures of Anatolia, Ak Müzik 2009). 
38 CD Sinan Cem Eroglu: Tesadüf, 2012; CD Hane-i Akustik, 2011; CD Cenk Erdoğan: ARC, 

Jazzschool Records 2010. 
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of Erman Şenol & Ali Kireşçi plays Turkish folk songs and original compositions 
arranged for fretless guitar and fretless bass. As a next step, Erdinç Aksaç and 
others have begun to experiment with a fretless bağlama. 

A third way to improve the guitar was developed by the classical guitarist Tol-
gahan Çoğulu (b. 1978, Ankara)39, who added further frets to the traditional gui-
tar, thus making microtones available. In his “Adjustable Microtonal Guitar,” 
which he developed in 2008, the position of all frets are flexible, hence all micro-
tones are available – those used in traditional Turkish makams as well as any tra-
ditional or artificially constructed tone system worldwide. In addition to techni-
cal innovations concerning the intonation, Tolgahan Çoğulu tried to extend the 
playing techniques of his new guitars. In 2001, he wrote his PhD thesis on “The 
Adaptation of Bağlama Techniques to Classical Guitar.” He arranged traditional 
Anatolian türkü songs (e.g. Asik Veysel’s Kara Toprak) for his instrument and also 
for classical Ottoman-Turkish compositions (e.g. Abdülkadir Marâghî’s Rast 
Nakış Beste) and contemporary Western music (e.g. Lou Harrison’s “Sonata in Is-
hartum”). 

Today hence, these two most popular instruments in Turkey, the bağlama and 
the guitar, exhibit the widest enlargement in their musical possibilities. 

Voice 

While almost all Turkish music is vocal music, little research has been done on 
Turkish vocal techniques and styles. The most encompassing research, conducted 
by John O’Connor, focuses on the singer Münir Nurettin Selcuk (1899-1981), 
while other scholarship examines the recitation of the Qur’an. The again obvious 
dramatic development of singing techniques over the twentieth century have 
hardly been analysed yet, and consequently only some crucial turning points will 
briefly be mentioned here. 

While we know of a number of non-Muslim instrumentalists at the Ottoman 
court (e.g. Greeks such as Tanbûrî Angelos, d. 1690; Petraki, 1730–1777; or Jews 
such as Tanbûrî Isak, 1745-1814), most of the singers began in an Islamic educa-
tion, that is as imam, Qur’an reader or muezzin.40 Western singing techniques 
only later entered Ottoman music, mainly after the foundation of the Republic 
of Turkey. An early pioneer obviously was Nedim Bey (d. 1910) (O’Connell 2013: 
48). Around 1900 the most popular urban singing style was the religious style 
(hâfiz uslûbu), or goygoy (nasal timbre) style, with a rich use of glottal vibrato, 
trills, melismatic embellishment and glissandos (Doğrusöz 2008: 150; O’Connell 
2001: 784). 

                                                                                          
39 www.tolgahancogulu.com (accessed September 28, 2016) 
40 An exception was Zaccharias (d. c. 1740), cantor of the Byzantine patriarch but also singer 

at the court of Ahmed III. 
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The most important change in the solo singing of Turkish art music was initi-
ated by the singer Münir Nurettin Selçuk. In his youth as singer at the court, 
Selçuk, from 1926 on, first made recordings on HMV (still in this old style), later 
he sang live at radio concerts, and eventually from 1954-1976, he became direc-
tor of the Istanbul Conservatory ensemble (icra heyeti). Selçuk’s voice technique 
changed substantially after a short stay in Paris around 1928, though not in terms 
of an adaptation of Western classical voice technique but rather by developing 
an individual vocal style. His voice exhibited a clear control of breath and le-
gato, a pure singing style with clear diction and nuance, varieties of vibrato, dia-
phragm control and a few larynx techniques. O’Connell described Selçuk’s in-
terpretation of the gazel L’âl Olursun (nihavend) as follows: 

In imitation of a ‘western’ precedent, the vocalist articulated each ornament (such as 
grace notes and trills) with great care. In imitation of coloratura, he thoughtfully pre-
pared each gesture, executing every descending run, melodic sequence, cadential motif 
and melismatic passage with exquisite taste and exemplary skill. In contrast to other ga-
zel performers, Selçuk exploited here the dynamic possibilities of electronic recording 
that enabled him to perform the softest pianissimos (especially during the zemin) and 
the loudest fortissimos (especially during the miyan) without upsetting the clarity of the 
text or the character of the mode. Selçuk choosing to add rubatos for effect, usually at 
the end of a poetic foot and sometimes to mark in English a dominant note or in Turk-
ish a güçlü. Usually, Selçuk even included a programmatic element by replicating a cry 
when singing the word ağlarsın (you cry). Selçuk’s use of vocal techniques in the per-
formance of this gazel was also not traditional. Avoiding the nazalized timbre and glot-
talized character of other gazel performers, Selçuk adopted the full range of chest and 
head register yet strictly controlling vocal production and larynx oscillation. (O’Connell 
2013: 43f) 

At the same time Selçuk was the first to present this music as a soloist, standing 
in front of his audience. During his famous concert at the French Theatre (Fran-
siz Tiyatrosu) on February 22, 1930: 

[he] was the first vocalist to perform alaturka as a soloist. Standing (rather than sitting) 
on stage, he was also the first artist to present alaturka following a ‘western’ convention 
rather than a traditional format. His manner of presentation was also different. Accom-
panied by a selected group of musicians (including a pianist), dressed in tails and per-
forming in a established venue for ‘western’ music, he sought to enshrine alaturka 
within the hallowed walls of an alafranga edifice, the concert hall. (O’Connell 2013: 
109f) 

In the early Republic for the first time female singers such as Safiye Ayla, Hami-
yet Yüceses and Müezzen Senar gained fame in Ottoman-Turkish art music. 
Later developments of vocal techniques and styles, in particular at TRT, still de-
serve detailed research. In general the singing style of art music became clearer 
and less embellished. With the further popularisation of şarkıs (art songs) from 
the 1950s, singing techniques again changed substantially, as in the case of Zeki 
Müren or Bülent Ersoy. 
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Zeki Müren was considered by many to have a new kind of voice. It was a voice that re-
sisted traditional musical processes of reckoning relation to teachers and mentors. (…) 
So part of the newness of Müren’s voice was registered in terms of this broad institu-
tional change in Turkish vocal culture: singers increasingly learned repertoire and tech-
nique from audio and other sources, rather than from institutionalized musical authori-
ties. It was also registered in terms of technological changes. For some contemporaries, 
Müren was the first to use the mirorphone as an expressive device, holding it at varying 
distances to capture different vocal nuances, and using it as a stage prop. (Stokes 2010: 
60f). 

Unfortunately the numerous regional Anatolian singing styles have also hardly 
been described and analysed yet by musicologists. The standardization of these 
styles at TRT from the 1940s on is still known only approximately. 

The main figure who characterizes the introduction of Western singing tech-
niques into Turkish folk music is Ruhi Su (1912–1985). As a reaction against the 
aesthetic of TRT choirs and ensembles, Ruhi Su developed a completely new 
singing style for folk music. Trained as a Western opera singer, from 1942 until 
1952 Ruhi Su sang as bass-baritone at the State Opera, Ankara. In the early 
1940s he began to sing folk songs on the radio, including many Alevi songs. 
From 1952 until 1957 he was imprisoned for political reasons, following which 
Ruhi Su completely devoted himself to folk music. His strong, but soft opera-
trained voice with careful and controlled vibrato was usually accompanied by a 
simple bağlama, which intervened short, simple motifs or melodies between the 
sung parts. In the mid-1960s in Istanbul he recorded his first albums with this 
new style, which in their reduced timbre differed substantially from the over-
loaded versions of TRT ensembles. A CD series with his complete recordings, 
mainly released after his death, is still available today. Ruhi Su’s aesthetic influ-
enced a number of singers, including Hasan Yükselir (b.1955). 

After the 1980s, as a result of the popularization of folk music but similarly of 
its artificialisation, folk music singing styles and techniques changed further. Sin-
gers such as Arif Sağ and Musa Eroğlu sang in a softer, more expressive and dra-
matic style than traditional aşık singers until the 1950s (Reinhard/de Oliveira 
Pinto 1989: 167). Just as for folk instrumentalists, Turkish folk singers today are 
expected to master melodic styles and larynx techniques of all major areas in 
Anatolia, though most singers still specialize in the region of their own origin. 

Percussion 

Unlike Indian musical culture for example, Ottoman-Turkish music had no tradi-
tion of solo percussion playing. Drummers are generally poorly regarded in folk 
music, and only davul players during village festivals had some solo functions. 
Most Turkish percussion instruments are used for accompaniment: kös (bass 
drum), nakkare (kettle drum), davul (large cylindrical drum), hile (zil) (cymbals); 
def (frame drum with cymbals), bendir (larger frame drum without cymbals), kud-
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düm (double kettle drum), darbuka, koltuk davulu (nagara) (small drum) and in 
eastern Anatolia, primarily among Kurds, the erbane (large frame drum). 

In Ottoman-Turkish art music the rhythmic patterns (usûl) are constitutive for 
the structure of all compositions.41 During all performances, both singer and in-
strumentalists must continually keep the usûl in mind. Similarly central is the 
function of usûl for the meşk, where the first step in learning a new composition 
is to beat its usûl on the knees. However, together with the formation of larger 
ensembles and choirs (see below) the dominance of the rhythm pattern has sub-
stantially declined. In the classical Turkish music style usûls are not usually play-
ed but only implicitly structure the melody. In most Turkish classical music 
choirs the percussionist (if there is one at all) is placed in the background of the 
ensemble. 

Especially since the further developments of choral performance under the State Turkish 
Music Chorus and Dr. Nevzad Atlığ in the 1960s, the musical ‘gestures’ implicit within 
Ottoman vocal compositions have been accentuated, often obscuring any relationship 
with usûl structures. Since the late 1980s this has also led to a ‘reaction’ among tradition-
conscious musicians to reinstate percussion, but by this late date often without much 
command of the usûl melodic relations as they had been understood by earlier Otto-
man composers. (Feldman 2017: 155) 

Only in some Sufi ensembles did the kuddüm player still function as musical di-
rector until the late twentieth century, while in most cases, conductors or players 
of melody instruments took over this position (Greve 1995: 225). 

The only exception to the limited role of percussion in Ottoman music were 
the mehter ensembles, where drums played a central role. A few recent projects 
have focused on the more sophisticated parts of this repertoire, e.g. Kudsi Er-
guner’s project, Osmanli Davulları / Ottoman Drums (CD Imge 2002). 

In folk music, on the other hand, the role and importance of percussion rose 
remarkably towards the end of the twentieth century. As mentioned in Chapter 
II, world music with its focus on dance music and percussion opened new ave-
nues and musical experiences for Turkish percussionists. In particular the asym-
metric rhythms of Anatolian music with five, seven or nine beats, often even 
with different or even changing internal structures, provide serious difficulties for 
Western musicians and audiences. Hence Turkish percussionists were perceived 
as musicians with a particular competence, and percussionists such as Okay Te-
miz (b. 1939), Burhan Öçal (b.1959) and Mısırlı Ahmet (b.1963) became interna-
tionally succesful.42 At the same time, percussion instruments from Africa, Latin 
America, and Asia entered Turkish music, including congas, berimbao, tabla, udu, 

                                                                                          
41 On the history and structure of usûl in the Islamic world, see Helvacı, Jäger and Olley 2016. 
42 MC Aka Gündüz & Okay Temiz: Zikr, n.y.; MC Oriental Wind & The Karnataka College 

of Percussion: Sankirna, 1984; Okay Temiy & Karnataka College of Percussion: Mishram, 
Raks 1995; MC Okay Temiz & Group Zourna, Ada Müzik 1998; Mısırlı Ahmet, Ak Müzik 
2005. 
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gatham, talkingh drum, mouth harp, cajón and djembe. In 1994 the brothers Fah-
rettin and Ferruh Yarkınlar founded the Yarkın Türk Ritm Topluluğu (Yarkın Turk-
ish Rhythm Ensemble) which subsequently published four albums, probably the 
first purely percussion albums in Turkey. Kardeş Türküler are known as a rich and 
strong percussion group.43 Another well-known percussionist today is Türker 
Çolak (b. 1986), who studied percussion at the State Conservatory of the Istan-
bul University and played as soloist at the State Symphony Orchestra Istanbul. 
In addition to classical orchestral percussion, Türker Çolak has played Latin 
American, Brazilian, African and Iranian percussion instruments. He was in-
volved in dance performances of “My Dream,” an ensemble of handicapped 
Chinese musicians; and in the groups of Yansımalar, Ince Saz, Mızrabın Nefesi, the 
percussion groups Gürkey Vurmalı Çalgılar and Istanbul Vurmalı Çalgılar Topluluğu, 
the Cemal Reşid Rey Symphony Orchestra, and the Student Orchestra of the 
State Conservatory of Istanbul University. 

Today, to repeat and widen the conclusion already made for bowed instruments 
and long-necked lutes as above, many more instruments and playing techniques 
are available in Turkish music than ever before in history. Numerous excellent and 
innovative musicians, both singers and instrumentalists, still continually work to 
broaden the means of musical expression. In many cases instruments have over-
come the limitations of particular traditions and have been adapted to almost all 
musical styles in Turkey. Consequently, also the composition of ensembles for tra-
ditional music has changed substantially, mainly by opening up for a growing 
number of instruments which have never before performed the respective tradi-
tion. 

However, before we continue to analyze how instruments and voices are 
combined into transformed or newly founded ensembles for traditional music, I 
will briefly describe the historical development of harmonization in traditional 
music in Turkey. 

Western Harmony 

The arrival of Western music into the Ottoman Empire in the early nineteenth 
century led to the establishment of Western musical institutions such as military 
bands, operas, symphonic concerts and music academies, but also introduced 
Western musical structures, including functional tonality, counterpoint and Wes-
tern forms and genres.44 This Western music of the late Ottoman period was re-

                                                                                          
43 According to Eliot Bates (2008: 3, Fn. 6), in 1992, members of the group first became ac-

quainted with udu percussion pot drums (of Nigerian origin), which later became a stan-
dard percussion instrument in Turkish ensembles, during a concert of the Japanese musi-
cian Kitaro in Istanbul. 

44 Alaner 2017 (a), Aracı 2006; Kosal 2003; Uslu 1999; And 1989: 13ff; Aksoy 1985: 1212. 
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discovered only twenty years ago, by musician-musicologists such as Vedat Kosal 
(2003), Selçuk Alimdar (2016) and Emre Aracı (2006, 2010a, b); Aracı has mean-
while recorded much of this long forgotten music with his London Academy of Ot-
toman Court Music.45 

Until today, however, harmony has been used almost as a vocabulary, fixed in 
the state in which it was adopted from Europe around or shortly after 1800, ra-
ther than being perceived as a living tradition, open to further development. On-
ly a few Turkish composers have approached the musical language of their con-
temporary European and American peers, going beyond folkloristic approaches 
to develop their own harmonic grammar. 

Already at an early stage musicians in Istanbul began to experiment with 
combinations of Western and traditional Ottoman music. Giuseppe Donizetti 
(1797-1856) was Director of the newly formed (Western) military band mızıkay-ı 
hümâyûn at the Ottoman court from 1828, and hence the key figure for the in-
troduction of Western music to Istanbul. He learned hamparsum notation, har-
monized around 40 peşrev and şarkı for piano and composed two peşrev, a “Can-
sone Mussulmana” for choir, solo singer and piano, and a medhiyye.46 After 1826 
the mızıkay-ı hümâyûn included two ensembles, called fasl-i atîk and fasl-i cedîd re-
spectivly (old vs. new concert). Unfortunately almost nothing is known about 
the latter, which obviously combined instruments of European origin such as 
flute, trombone, mandolin, violin or cello with traditional Ottoman instru-
ments.47 From 1856 to 1858 and again from 1868 until the end of the 1890s, 
Callisto Guatelli (1819–1900), served as Director of the mızıkay-ı hümâyûn. 
Among his purely Western compositions, some marches are based on makam 
scales; in addition he again harmonized traditional art songs (şarkı), the first al-
ready published before 1850.48 Another comparable collection of Airs Orienteux 
was printed in Istanbul by two Armenian singing teachers, Arisdaguès Hohanes-
sian and Gabriel Eramian, in 1858.49 From Murat V. (1840-1904), the most pro-
ductive composer of the Ottoman family, about 500 pieces for piano have sur-
vived, among them several plain harmonized folk melodies, such as an “Aydın 
Havası” for piano (Kosal 2003: 33f, 42ff; Alimdar 2016: 15). After him for ex-
ample Abdülmecid II. (1868–1944, ruled 1922–24) composed an arrangement of  

                                                                                          
45 CD Emre Aracı & Prag Senfoni Oda Orkestrası: Sultan Portreler, Kalan 2004; In 1999 

Kalan music published a CD containing late Ottoman marches on 78 rpm recordings 
(1903-1923). 

46 Sevkefza Peşrevi in Musiki Mecmuası 70, 1953: 29ff; Aracı 2006: 125ff., 134; Aracı 2010a: 10, 
15. Further examples in Yöre 2015: 917f. 

47 Gazimihal 1955: 99-103; on the effects of Western music on the melodies of traditional 
Turkish music cf. Yahya Kaçar, 2012: 149-160. 

48 Kosal 2003:93; Alimdar 2016: 94; For a reconstruction of his compositions for guitar and 
kanun see CD Bekir Küçükay & Tahir Aydoğdu, Yüzyıllık Şarkılar, Ateş Müzik 2006. 

49 CD Emre Aracı: Guatelli Pasha and his Musical Portrait Album of the 19th Century Royal Fam-
ily, CD Emre Aracı & Prag Senfoni Oda Orkestra: Sultan Portreler, Kalan 2004.  
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Figure 12: Arif Bey: Şarkı “Ne blesse pas mon coeur brulant comme la flame”, harmonized probably 
by the Editor, Emin Efendi; Print: K. Zartarian No. 10, Istanbul, c. 1870s 

the famous tekbir from Itrî (d. 1712) in G major (Kosal 2003: 58). Many of the 
musical works which Hacı Emin Efendi (1845-1907), a former student of 
Guatelli, published from 1876 on, were again pieces of Ottoman/Turkish music 
with piano accompaniment, mainly written for the Levantine and European 
public of Istanbul and in particular the district of Pera.50 

The harmonic language of this late Ottoman salon music is much simpler than 
contemporary (hence late Romantic) music in Europe, and the attempts at har-
monization of traditional melodies even more basic (see figure 12). Ralf Jäger 
(2006) describes a “Chant Turc,” which was edited in 1894 by Hacı Emin Efendi in 
a fasıl booklet as a supplement to the journal, Malumat (with predominantly şarkıs). 
The song was based on a muhayyer şarkı from Hacı Arif Bey (1831-1884), arranged 
by (an elsewhere unknown) Osman Efendi for piano. While the right hand plays 
the melody, the left hand adds a simple major-minor accompaniment, sometimes 
unexpectedly shifting to related harmonic regions. In an arrangement of a hüseynî 
şarkı from an unknown Rıza Efendi by Melik Efendi, the melody is notated sepa-
rately, hence it might have been performed by a melody instrument, while the 

                                                                                          
50 Other printed works include marches, polka, mazurka and other pieces for piano. Behar 

2013: 3; Jäger 2006: 67; Alimdar 2016: 508f; Doğuduyal 2016:157ff. 
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melody in the right hand constantly varies. The harmonization presents triads, 
open fourths, octaves, fourth-fifths or fifth-fourth chords, emphasizing the struc-
tural tones of makam hüseyni in an almost drone-like manner. 

Around the same time, among the Christian minorities in Istanbul, poly-
phonic music became a practiced technique but also a much debated issue. 

In the second half of the nineteenth century, Greek Orthodox churches in various cities 
of Europe moved away from the traditional monophonic music of the Eastern Ortho-
dox Church and adopted a liturgical music which was modernized according to the ru-
les of European polyphony. More specifically, the general practice was to harmonize the 
existing ecclesiastical chants, re-composing them for four voices accompanied by the pi-
ano. (Erol 2009: 85) 

The first ecclesiastical music school in Greece was founded in 1826 on the island of Ae-
gina (… ) In the 1830s, the teacher of the school, Athanasios Avramiadis (...) followed 
western musical models and established “tetratonic” chanting in the choir of the church 
of the Orphanage of Aegina. However, the debates around the introduction of the po-
lyphonic or “tetraphonic” music into the church of Greece gained vehemence in the 
years 1868-1870. In 1869, during the Easter service, the choir of the Cathedral of Athens 
attempted to chant several hymns in “tetraphonic” music (Erol 2009: 131) 

Eventually in 1878, polyphonic music was introduced at the Church of Eisodion 
(Pera/Istanbul) (Erol 2009: 232); but several musicians and intellectuals rejected 
what they perceived as the invasion of Western music including tempered inter-
vals, which “could damage the familiarity with and the ability of hearing the small inter-
vals of eastern music.” (Erol 2009: 253) Around the mid-1870s, the “Greek Literary 
Society of Constantinople” encountered European – in this period, especially 
French – composers and musicians. For example, the composer Louis Albert 
Bourgault-Ducoudray (1840–1910) was sent by the French Ministry of Public 
Education to do research on Greek ecclesiastical and popular music and subse-
quently to collect popular songs in Constantinople, Smyrna and Greece (Erol 
2009: 204f). In 1876 Ducoudray published Greek popular songs which he had 
collected from Smyrna and Athens, arranged with piano accompaniment. 

Similarly, though later, the Armenian church also introduced polyphony. 

“In the late nineteenth century, young European- and Russian-educated Armenian mu-
sicians adapted Armenian music to Western temperament and polyphony, starting with 
liturgical music. The Surp Badarak (Holy Liturgy) was first polyphonized in 1885 by 
Kristafor Gara-Murza, followed by Amy Akpar in 1896 and Levon Chilingiryan in 1906, 
but these versions were not officially recognized by the Armenian Apostolic Church. 
Magar Yegmalyan’s 1896 harmonized version was the first badarak to receive widespread 
official acceptance. Gomidas’ four-part contrapuntal badarak arrangement was published 
in Paris in 1933, and later rearranged in three parts by his student, Vartan Sarkisyan. This 
reformist movement within liturgical music led to a polarization among the tıbirs (can-
tors). The number of those who rejected notation – believing that it would damage the 
oral tradition – decreased over time, but the real conflict emerged around the issue of 
polyphony and westernization.” (Yıldız 2016: 114f) 
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Early Ottoman opera would later come to include hybrid music (Spinetti 2010; 
Aracı 2010b). Dikran Çuhacıyan (1837-1898) for example, composer of early Ot-
toman operettas, also arranged Turkish art songs polyphonically (Alimdar 2016: 
509). In the context of Ottoman theater kanto developed. The term itself derived 
from the Italian word canto, meaning singing, chant, or song. Kanto emerged 
around 1870 in the entertainment neighborhood of Galata as “Turkish appropriation 
of Western European-derived light strophic songs.”51 Between the acts of theater pieces 
songs were performed solo or duo on European instruments (violin, trumpet, 
trombone, trap drum, cymbals), based on makams that were close to Western 
modes (e.g. rast, hüzzam, hicaz, hüseyni, nihavend). A first period of kantos ended in 
the early twentieth century, a second one reached it peak in the 1920s. This second 
phase is documented on several 78 rpm records; composers include Kaptanzade 
Ali Rıza Bey, Refik Fersan, Dramalı Hasan, Sadettin Kaynak and others. In this 
later phase Turkish instruments such as cümbüş and ud were also used, and in the 
music the foxtrot or Charleston were integrated, as well as light Western songs and 
Turkish şarkıs.52 Kantos were composed of simple melodies based on common ur-
ban makam or Western melodic scales. The later period (1923-45) “demonstrated a 
more extensive and consistent attention to a variety of classical Turkish makams” (Seeman 
2002: 178). Most of the performers, in particular the singer, were non-Muslims, in-
cluding Armenians, Jews and expecially Greeks (Beken 1998: 114). 

During the early Republic of Turkey the focus of Western oriented Turkish 
composers (if interested in traditional Turkish music) completely switched from 
urban art songs to Anatolian folk songs, while the general approach of harmoniza-
tion based on functional harmony continued. The new government strongly rein-
forced support for public Western musical life in Turkey. Orchestras, opera houses 
and ballets were founded, in Ankara from the 1930s and later also in Istanbul and 
Izmir.53 The political project of this period was the replacement of traditional Ot-
toman art music with a new synthesis of Anatolian-Turkish and Western music. 
During the early Republican period, folklorism was explicitly encouraged by the 
political authorities, required by Mustafa Kemal Atatürk himself, and almost im-
possible to reject. Several composers sought inspiration in subjects from Turkish 
folk literature, as for example Saygun in his operas and many songs. While in Say-
gun’s and Erkin’s early compositions the aesthetic influence of French impression-
ism was still visible, later Hindemith’s neoclassicism also became important. In 
particular during the 1920s and 1930s, many traditional Turkish art musicians 

                                                                                          
51 Seeman 2002: 178; Meriç 2011; Hiçyılmaz 1999; CD Kantolar (1905-1945), Kalan 1998. 
52 Cemal Ünlü, liner notes to CD Kantolar (1905-1945), Kalan 1998: 44. 
53 State Opera Ankara 1948, Conservatory Izmir 1958, State Opera and Ballet Istanbul 1969, 

State Conservatory Istanbul 1971, State Symphony Orchestra Istanbul 1972, State Conser-
vatory Izmir 1984, State Conservatory Gaziantep 1988, in addition several municipal con-
servatories and music departments at state universities in Istanbul, Eskisehir, Adana (1987-
89) Akdemir 1991: 38ff.; Zimmermann-Kalyoncu 1984; Oransay 1983; Say 1993b; Jäger 
1998: 1072; Filarmoni Derneği 1982; Deleon 1986; 1988; Altar 1989. 
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learned Western art music. At this time also light “European” music (of varying 
degrees) became popular, including genres such as the foxtrot, tango or jazz.54 

In particular during the 1930s, after the return from their studies in Europe, 
almost all composers of the so-called first Turkish generation, such as the “Turk-
ish Five” (Türk Beşler) tried to combine Turkish folk music with Western tonality 
and within the framework of Western music, just as both Ziya Gökalp and Hin-
demith had proposed.55 While arrangements of şarkı and other genres of Otto-
man art music were no longer written (with the remarkable exception of Hasan 
Ferid Alnar) almost all Turkish composers of this period (1930s and 1940s) har-
monized Anatolian melodies. The first simple arrangements were written for 
choirs, followed by pieces for voice and accompaniment (piano, chamber en-
semble, orchestra), almost always preserving the original folk melody. Beginning 
in the 1940s the arrangements became more and more sophisticated, a clear de-
parture from the strict traditional melodic material. 

An early example for this folkoristic approach are the 12 Anadolu Türküsü 
(1926) by Cemal Reşit Rey for piano and voice.56 During his years of education 
in Paris and Genf (1913-1923) Rey wrote songs in French with piano accompa-
niment. It was only after his return to Turkey in 1923 that he also composed in-
strumental music such as the sonata for two pianos (1924). Influenced by Turkish 
nationalism he included traditional Turkish folk melodies in many of his compo-
sitions, including: 

– 12 Anadolu Halk Türküler (12 Anatolian Folk songs) for choir (1926); 
– Zeybek (an Aegean folk dance), opera (1926); 
– Anadolu Dansları. Halk Ezgileri üzerine Türk Manzaraları / Scènes Turque (Türk 

Manzaları), 8 pieces for piano (1928; four parts arranged for orchestra, 1932); 
– Bebek Efsanesi / La légende du Bebek, symphonic poem for orchestra (1928); 
– Anadolu İzlenimleri / Impressions d’Anatolie, sonata for violin and piano (1928) 
– İki Anadolu Türküsü (two Anatolian songs) for voice and orchestra (1930); 
– Karagöz, Poème Symphonique en Forme de Suite, for orchestra (1932).57 

The most important Turkish composer of the period was Ahmet Adnan Saygun 
(1907-1991), who at the same time did extensive fieldwork on Anatolian folk music 
as inspired by Bartók, with whom he traveled on his fieldwork trip to south Turkey 
in 1936 (figure 13).58 Saygun’s numerous songs for choir, or accompaniments for  

                                                                                          
54 Akgün 1993; Uyar 2016; Özpazarcık 1998; CD Seyyan Hanim (1913-1989): Tangolar (Ka-

lan, 1996), CD Ibrahim Özgür (1910-1959): Tangolar. The Bel Ami of Turkish Tango (Oriente 
Rien, 1999); CD Yurttan Sesler. Yeni Türkiye’nin Ezgileri (Yapı ve Kredi Kültür Sanat Yayın-
cılık, 1998); Seeman 2002: 326ff; Yaprak 2016. 

55 Deniz 2015; Hindemith 1935/1983: 102; Behar 1987: 103; Pack 1977: 65ff. 
56 Ilyasoğlu 1997: 111ff; Aydin 2003; Kütahyali 1981: 109. 
57 Ilyasoğlu 1997: 306ff; Kütahyalı 1981: 108ff; Woodard 1999. 
58 Aydın 2003: 122-143; Vikár & Saygun 1976; Bartók 1976; CD Béla Bartók: Turkish Folk 

Music Collection, Hungaroton, 1996. 
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Figure 13: Ahmet Adnan Saygun: Sivas Düz Süit, op. 23, No. 4, 1955 (Saygun 1955: 1) 

piano or orchestra, are direct arrangements of folk songs, even many of his piano 
compositions are based on traditional melodies (e.g. Anadolu’dan, 1945) or 
rhythms, e.g.: 

– Suite for Orchestra, op 14 (1937), based on folk melodies; 
– Sonatina for piano solo, opus 15 (1937), the third part is a free horon dance; 
– Sonata for violin and piano, op 20 (1941), the second part is a horon; 
– Anadolu’dan (“From Anatolia”) for piano, op. 25 (1945); 
– Demet, Suite for violin and piano, op 33 (1956), largely based on folk tunes; 

the first part a free uzun hava, the second part a horon; the third part a ağır zey-
bek, the fourth part sepetçıoğlu, a dance from Kastamonu; 
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– Aksak Tartılar üzerine on etüd for piano, op 38 (1964), Aksak Tartılar üzerine on 
iki Prelüd, op 45 (1967), Aksak Tartılar üzerine 15 parça, opus 47 (1971); Aksak 
Tartılar üzerine on taslak, op 58 (1976);59 

– Halay for orchestra, opus 24 (1942-1944); 

Saygun’s Töresel Musiki, Okuma Kitabı op 40 (“Traditional Music, a Reading Book”, 
1967), written for singing lessons at the Conservatory, was a close synthesis of folk 
music research and composition. The collection includes 150 sight reading exer-
cises, newly composed fictitious folk music melodies, typologically arranged ac-
cording to contemporary ideas of cultural history from “pre-traditional” over three 
tone and pentatonic melodies to church modes and eventually free modal melo-
dies.60 In his Yunus Emre Oratorium (1942) based on lyrics of Sufi mystic, Yunus 
Emre (thirteenth century), elements of Turkish art music are audible, which in the 
following years became more important for Saygun. The Oratorium includes 
quotes from ilahis, nefes and uzun havas; in aria No 4, as an alternative for flute and 
tam tam, ney and kudüm may be used. Also his first concerto for piano partly uses 
makams (Aydin 2003:128-136). The Partita for solo violin (op.36, 1961) for exam-
ple, uses uşşak, the melody changing between b and b flat, while in traditional art 
music it should have been lowered by one koma. The fourth part, on the other 
hand, includes an ağır zeybek as well as an uzun hava (Giray 2002: 20ff). In Saygun’s 
later compositions, however, folk and art music merged into a complex personal 
style, distinct from the contemporary music in Europe and America. Though Say-
gun remained interested in folk music, his orchestrations became richer and the ar-
rangements of folk material more free. In Turkey, Saygun opened the way for the 
next generation, which eventually became connected with the Western avant-
garde. His students include composers such as Kemal İlerici, İlhan Usmanbaş, 
Muammer Sun, Cengiz Tanç, İlhan Baran and others. 

The titles of many of Necil Kazim Akses’ (1908-1999) works also indicate a simi-
lar close relationship to folk music, e.g. Çiftetelli (dance) for orchestra, 1934.61 In his 
many vocal compositions, folk songs are often the starting point, e.g. Türküler 
(“Folk Songs”, ca. 1937) and On Türkü (“10 Folk Songs”), 1964, both for mixed 
choirs. At the end of the 1960s Akses became interested in traditional art music; 
for example in his Concerto for Viola, 1977 (the second movement in makam be-
stenigar). In Itri Neva Kar’ı üzerine Scherzo (“Scherzo over the Kar in makam Neva by 
Itri”) for orchestra (1970), Akses arranged a famous art song of the late seventeenth 
century. The music is almost monophonic with sparse harmonic accompaniment 
and few counterpoints, while formally the melody is freely arranged. Similarly, 

                                                                                          
59 Maral & Lindley 2011: 19ff; Aracı 2001. 
60 In 2005 Özkan Manav wrote Saygun’la Yüz Yüze: ‘Töresel Musiki’den beş Parca üzerine 

Çoğaltmalar for violin, “Variations on Five Melodies from Sayguns Töresel Musiki”. 
61 Özkoç 2012. For analyses of several compositions and the makams used in them, see Aydin 

2003:157-175. 
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Ulvi Cemil Erkin’s (1906-1972) main inspiration was Turkish folk music.62 In par-
ticular his effective and powerful compositions on Anatolian asymmetric rhythms 
became famous, such as the well-known Köçekçe (a popular dance) for orchestra 
(1943).63 Erkin sometimes imitates sounds and playing techniques of folk music 
instruments, for instance of the bowed instrument kemençe (String quartet, 
1935/1936, fourth movement) or of the flute kaval (Beş Damla, second movement, 
left hand). Only rarely did Erkin use makams of the traditional art music, and if so, 
only as scale material. Unlike other composers of his generation Hasan Ferid Alnar 
(1906-1978) was initially educated in traditional Turkish art music; in his youth he 
was a successful performer of the kanun (at the respected Dârüt-Tâlîm-i Mûsikî) and 
composed at least 10 saz semâîsi and two peşrev (1927), and şarkı. Some 78rpm re-
cords of the early 1920s prove his ability on the taksim. In his concerto for kanun 
and string orchestra, he quotes the Rast Peşrevi by Giriftzen Asim Bey (1852-1929) 
and also in his Cello Concerto (1943–47) makam hicaz is used in the first and third 
movements.64 

Beginning in the 1940s Turkish composers tended to compose larger forms 
than before, and used folk music in a freer way. Already in the 1930s, Cemal Re-
şit Rey turned away from folklorism and wrote music for orchestra, again more 
influenced by French impressionism. These tendencies can be seen in Enstaneler 
(“Moments”) for orchestra (1931), Concerto Cromatique for piano and orchestra 
(1933) and the Poème for Ondes Martenot and string ensemble (1934).65 The music 
is often mono- or heterophone, while counterpoint plays a minor role. Most 
parts rather serve the enrichment of the orchestra timbre with ostinati and short 
accompaniment figurations, without displaying their own melodic character (in 
this sense reminiscent of Debussy). Sometimes the orchestration becomes gran-
diose in a late romantic manner, for instance when basic melodies on violins are 
accompanied by very simple harmony. On the other hand, there are moments 

                                                                                          
62 Aydin 2003:94-115; Most of Erkin’s songs and choir pieces are arranged folk songs (e.g. 

Yedi Türkü (seven folk songs, for bass baritone and piano, 1936; Yedi Türkü for mixed choir, 
1945; On Türkü (Ten folk songs) for mixed choir, 1963. They directly quote folk music, of-
ten monophonic parts or those whose harmonic development is reduced by long drones 
or ostinati. 

63 Other examples include the “Piano Quintet” (1943, second movement 7/8, fourth move-
ment 5/8), “Sinfonietta” (1951), the third movement 3+2+2+3/8). Also Erkin’s violin 
concerto (1947), the first and the second symphony (1947; 1948/1951) as well as the Sym-
phony Concertante (1966) are among the most popular Turkish compositions of the twen-
tieth century, and were also performed abroad. 

64 CD Bir Cumhuriyet Çınarı: Ferid Alnar, Türk Hava Yolları, 2009, musical director CD Rûhi 
Ayangil. Ferid Alnar: Peşrev’den Konçerto’ya, Kalan 2014. For the use of makam in Alnar’s 
compositions see Aydin 2003: 61-88. Already in 1935 Alnar composed Emprovizasyon, a 
free adaptation of a taksim for piano. Also the 10 Yunus Emre Ilâhîsi Koro Süiti (1970) use 
makams. CD Rûhî Ayangil, Ferid Alnar, Istanbul 2010. 

65 A later exception is the Bir Istanbul Türküsü Üzerine Çeşitlemeler (Variations over an Istanbul 
folksong, 1960/61) on the well-known song Kâtibim. Still in 1976 he wrote Üc Anadolu 
Türküsü for voice and orchestra. Ilyasoglu 1997 
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when makam inspired melodies seem to impede Western tonality. Formally many 
of Rey’s compositions display a sequence of short sections. Rey himself called 
the time after 1950 his “fantasy” period. He was occupied with Sufi mysticism 
and thoughts about death. His monumental orchestra pieces, Çağrılış (“Invoca-
tion”, 1950) and Fatih (“Conqueror”, i.e. Mehmet II., 1953) present a far-reaching 
reduction of his harmonic language, differing from earlier works in the integra-
tion of conterpoint passages at formaly important positions. 

Western-Turkish music of the 1940s and 1950s, though aesthetically much 
more advanced than that of the 1930s, moved into a period of national isola-
tion, which was reinforced by ongoing orientalistic expectations of the Western 
audience. It should be remembered that Western-oriented Turkish composers be-
gan to compose during a period in which the art music language in Europe went 
through a fundamental structural change, eventually leaving the concept of to-
nality. Compared to this music Western Turkish music of the nineteenth and 
early twentieth centuries displays a simplified classic or romantic musical lan-
guage. As a result, the gap widened between Turkish Western music and contem-
porary Western music, which led to the growing international aesthetic isolation 
of Turkish composers. Seen from the West, Turkish composers remained in a 
conservative position and did not follow the international trends of their time. 
In terms of both aesthetics and the structure of their music hardly anything con-
nects the so-called Turkish Five with Western composers of the same generation, 
such as Pierre Luigi Dallapicola (b. 1904), Olivier Messiaen (b. 1908), Pierre 
Schaeffer (b. 1910) and John Cage (b. 1912). 

In Turkey most composers more or less continued to follow the folkloristic tra-
dition, combining it with neo-classicist or impressionist influences. Composers 
such as Okan Demiriş (b. 1942), Muammer Sun (b. 1932), Bülent Tarcan (1914-
1991), Nevit Kodallı (b. 1924-2009), Ferid Tüzün (1929-1977), Ilhan Baran (1934-
2016) and others further developed the synthesis of Anatolian folk music and 
Western tonality and thus tried to remain comprehensible for a broader Turkish 
audience. Beginning in the 1940s Kemal İlerici (1910-1986) began to construct a 
system of harmony which was supposed to unite Turkish folk music and Western 
polyphony. A final version was published in 1970 (figure 14).66 The basic scale 
(anadizi) of his system was that of hüseyni, which is the most common scale for 
Anatolian folk music. Other scales were also introduced into his system, in particu-
lar including pitches outside the Western tempered system. Within the scales İlerici 
separated the tones (I, IV and V) from others. The basis of his polyphony are strati-
fications of fourths; harmonically the most important three degrees are in dis-
tances of thirds from each other. According to İlerici, within the basic scale the 
tones E-A-D (V-I-IV) sound stable (durucu), while G-C-Fis-B2 (VII-III-VI-II) are 
unstable (yürüyücü) (İlerici1981: 24f). His system includes a complex canon of  

                                                                                          
66 İlerici 1970; Bayraktar 1993; Aydin 2003:69.  
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Figure 14: Ferahfezâ Saz semaisi by Tanburî Cemil Bey, the higher voice is Tanbur Cemil 
Bey’s original melody, while the lower one was added by Kemal İlerici (İlerici1981: 248) 
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chords with resolutions and counterpoint. İlerici’s book includes numerous nota-
tion examples from both Turkish folk and art songs, even including religious 
hymns such as salâti and tevsih. He explains his system in detail for numerous 
makams; later chapters focus on traditonal forms and rhythms (pp. 393ff). 

Even before the publication of İlerici’s developed system in 1970, a number of 
Turkish composers had adapted it for their music, including İlhan Baran (1934-
2016), Muammer Sun (b. 1932), Sabahattin Kalender (b. 1919), Nevit Kodallı (b. 
1924-2009), Bülent Tarcan (1914-1991) and Cenan Akın (b. 1932). Muammer 
Sun’s (b. 1932) “Orchestra Suite Colours of the Homeland” (Yurt Renkleri, 1953-
1983), includes melodies, though not original folk music, composed according 
to İlerici’s system.67 While Turkish folkloristic music remained estranged from 
contemporary Western music, and was hardly taken seriously and rarely per-
formed in Europe and America, at the same time in Turkey hope diminished 
that a synthesis of Turkish folk music and European music could gain acceptance 
among a broader Turkish audience. Folkloristic Turkish music was appreciated by 
well-educated Kemalists, while the large majority in Turkey did not understand 
nor appreciate it (İlyasoğlu 2009: 89). Of course not all Western-Turkish compos-
ers in the second half of the twentieth century composed folkloristic music (and 
certainly none did it exclusively); rather a rich music scene developed, whose his-
tory still remains unwritten except for a few monographs and articles on individ-
ual composers or works.68 

Since the 1950s a small group of Western oriented Turkish composers began to 
give up traditional concepts of Western harmony and melody, approaching the in-
ternational avant-garde of their time (Köksal 2015). In Turkey, however, it took un-
til about twenty five years after Arnold Schönberg had developed his twelve-tone 
technique for Ilhan Usmanbaş to become the first Turkish composer to write a 
piece in this technique, namely, “Music No. 1” for cello and piano (1950). The 
previous “Music No. 2” for cello and piano had been composed according to the 
harmony of İlerici. When the Turkish Five wrote their major works, a younger gen-
eration, including Bülent Arel (1918-1990), İlhan Usmanbaş (born 1921), Ertuğrul 
Oğuz Fırat (born 1923), Ilhan Mimaroğlu (1926-2012), later also Cengiz Tanç 
(1933-1998) and Ali Dogan Sinangil (b. 1934) were studying the music of the Sec-
ond Viennese School and the music of their own generation, such as Iannis 
Xenakis (1922-2001), György Ligeti (1923-2006), Luigi Nono (1924-1990), Morton 
Feldman (1926-1987) and Karl-Heinz Stockhausen (1928-2007). In 1953, a group 
of composers, musicians and intellectuals (including Usmanbaş, Ilhan Mimaroğlu, 
Ertuğrul Oğuz Fırat, Arel, Faruk Güvenş and Bülent Ecevit) founded the Helicon 
association in Ankara with its own string orchestra, to study, discuss and even per-
form contemporary Turkish music. “The Helicon society stood firm for the new music 

                                                                                          
67 Sun 2008; 2011: 283ff ; CD Hande Dalkilic: Muammer Sun: Yurt Renkleri / Country Colors, 

Kalan 2004.  
68 E.g. Ilyasoglu 2000; 2006; 2009; Ali 2002. 
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aesthetics in the face of an iron-willed conservative majority“ (Yürür 1995:2). The most 
important composer of this generation was Ilhan Usmanbaş (b. 1921). Usmanbaş 
began to study composition with the so-called Turkish Five in 1941 (Ilzasoğlu 
2000; Manav & Nemutlu 2011). In 1950 Usmanbaş read “Schönberg et son École” by 
René Leibowitz (1947), and one year later he studied with Kemal İlerici. In his 
compositions in twelve-tone technique he was mainly influenced by Alban Berg 
(Lyrische Suite, Wozzeck) and Schönberg’s Pierrot Lunaire. In 1952 he studied in the 
US with Luigi Dallapiccola, and again in 1957-58 with Milton Babbit, Henry Cow-
ell, and Morton Feldman. After his first attempts with twelve-tone technique in the 
1950s, Usmanbaş composed serial music, influenced by composers such as Karel 
Goyvaerts, Boulez, Stockhausen, whose music he had encountered in America.69 

In the 1960s, a few young Turkish composers wrote aleatoric music (Usmanbaş, 
Fırat), compositions focusing on timbre (Usmanbaş, Tanç) and electronic music 
(Arel, Mimaroğlu). Traditional music did not play any substantial role for these 
composers. Ahmet Yürür (b. 1941), who studied in Ankara and Paris, then later 
with Saygun and Erkin, and from 1978 on in the USA (Indiana and Maryland), 
might be seen as the first Turkish postmodern composer. At the same time an eth-
nomusicologist, Yürür traveled to India to do fieldwork for his PhD. (Doğuduyal 
2016) However, several contemporary international music styles and composers 
hardly reached Turkey at all; particularly notable in their absence were Fluxus, John 
Cage, George Crumb and later Minimal Music. In 1995 Ahmet Yürür wrote: 

Turkey has remained immune to the turn-of-the-century movements in music such as fu-
turismo, bruitisme, serialism, electronic, non-Western and alternative sounds, etc. (…) Say-
gun was a devout fighter against new music which he claimed as an ephemeral fad. So, 
atonality was never considered worthy of being taught in music schools. (Yürür 1995:1) 

MIAM (Müzik İleri Araştırmalar Merkezi / Center for Advanced Studies in Music), 
founded in 1999 and attached to the Conservatory for Turkish Music of the Tech-
nical University Istanbul provided further international contact for young Turkish 
composers and musicians. During the last fifteen years, in particular around 
MIAM (but also beyond, for example at Yıldız University) a young scene of New 
Music, electronic, lounge and world music has emerged, also including some 
autodidacts, sometimes near to popular music.70 Only few of these musicians (in 

                                                                                          
69 In the 1960s and ‘70s he composed with aleatoric elements and graphical notations. Ke-

man ve Piyano için 5 Etüd (1953-55) for example uses a series for dynamics. His piano pieces 
Ölümsüz Deniz Taşlarıydı (Ankara, 1965) have no indication for rhythm hence leaving the 
pianist a great deal of interpretation. In spite of violent clusters the music is timeless, lost, 
suspended. Similarly,, the String Quartet (1970). During the 1970s Usmanbaş began to in-
clude elements of makams (Stringquartet, Saxophone Quartet, 1970; 3. Symphony, 1979); 
in the 1980s Usmanbaş even partially wrote minimal music (3. Sympohony, Violin Par-
tita). 

70 Website www.newmusicistanbul.com (accessed September 12, 2012), managed by the pian-
ist Seda Röder, numbers a dozen contemporary Turkish composers more or less of this 
scene. www.cagdasturkbestecileri.com/besteciler.html (accessed November 12, 2012); Rei-
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particular in the fields of lounge or world music) made their way into the Turkish 
market, e.g. the Yakaza Ensemble, which for their ethnic lounge music use instru-
ments such as the Afghan rebab, shakuhachi, saron, dombra, mbira, ney, yaylı tanbur, 
cello, tar, kudüm, saxophone, bass and electronics71, or the Nevcivan Özel Project 
with instruments such as tar, kemence, indian tabla and double bass. 

While serious composers of folkloristic and in particular those of contempo-
rary international Western music remained unknown in Turkey, light classical 
music often became successful, as for example Ferhat Livaneli and Zülfü Livan-
eli’s New Age Symphony (1999) or several compositions by Can Attila (b. 1969).72 
Some more examples: 

– CD Murat Malay: Canakkale 1915 Symphony, 2010.73 The orchestra includes 
bağlama, ney, kaval. 

– CD Senfonik Istanbul, Istanbul Büyüksehir Belediyesi, 2015; including orches-
trations of well-known Istanbul songs by Tuğrul Karataş and Cemil Sağyaşar. 

– CD Royal Philharmonic Orchestra plays Sezen Aksu, Universal 2016. Arrange-
ments by Erdal Kızılçay. 

– Tuluyhan Uğurlu (b. 1965): Symphony Turk / Senfoni Türk for orchestra, in-
cluding a mehter ensemble, rebab, ney, tambur, ud, bağlama, bendir), 2002.74 

– Anjelika Akbar, pianist, born in in Kasachstan, degree at Hacetepe State Con-
servatory Ankara; several projects with light, sometimes slightly “Turkified” 
Western piano music.75 

Today numerous CDs and notations of Turkish folk and art music arranged in 
simple tonality for piano or guitar are available (e.g. Toptaş 2016) (see figure 15). 

A final example again demonstrates that the audience today is hardly used to 
unaccompanied melodies anymore. Nezih Ünen’s film, Anadolu’nun Kayıp Şarkı-
ları (2010) was initiated with the aim to “record authentic music, dance and ritu-
als at the place where they reside.” (Introduction of the film). However, these re-
cordings were arranged in a studio with added sound, percussion and harmony 
accompaniment. The obvious contradiction did not prevent the success of the 
film. 

                                                                                                                                                                                                                          

gle & Whitehead 2008. CD Anthology of Turkish Experimental Music 1961-2014, Sub Ro-
sa/Alife, 2016. The CD series Müzik Hayvanı comprises low budget produced CDs dis-
tributed on the basis of free donations in a few CD shops in Istanbul; they contain elec-
tronic music most of which was produced at MIAM (http://muzikhayvani.com), 
sometimes including some Western or other instruments. 

71 CD Yakaza Ensemble: A’mâk-ı Hayâl, Ak Müzik, 2010; CD İçbükeydış, Ak Müzik, 2012; 
CD Nevcivan Özel Project: Taristan, Ak, 2010. 

72 Zülfü Livaneli: New Age Symphony (IDA 1999), with the London Symphony Orchestra, 
conducted by Francis Shaw; CD Ferhat Livaneli: Lâlezâr. Chamber Music (Emi, 1990). 

73 Murat Malay: Canakkale 1915 & Palestine Symphony, 3Adim 2010. 
74 http://www.tuluyhanugurlu.com/ (accessed October, 13, 2016); see also MC Tuluyhan 

Uğurlu: Kutsal Kitaplardan Ayetler (“Verses from holy books”) for piano, BMG 1993. 
75 CD Anjelika Akbar: Bach a lÒrientale, 2003. 
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Figure 15: Nihavend Sazsemâi by Hasib Dede, arranged for piano by Çağrıhan Erkan (Erkan & 
Dinge 2003: 6) 
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As we have seen, in most newly composed “Western music” by Turkish musi-
cians, Turkish folk or art music was integrated. While this was done mainly by 
simple harmonization, many composers also implemented elements of tradi-
tional Turkish music in a more creative and individual way. 

Excursus: Popular Music and Jazz 

Musical approaches similar to the folklorists of the 1930s and 40s, that is, the 
harmonization of Turkish folk or sometimes art songs performed on Western in-
struments and ensembles, are practiced (though in general much more simply) 
within the larger field of popular music. Popular Turkish music in fact encom-
passes a large field of completely diverse music scenes. There are hardly any 
commonalities, for example, between jazz, arabesk or political protest songs. A 
comprehensive history of popular music in Turkey has unfortunately not been 
written yet, in particular to bridge the first half of the twentieth century (includ-
ing operetta, early jazz, tango, kanto, etc) with more recent styles. Here only a 
few points concerning musical hybridity will be contributed. 

In the late 1950s the popular singer Tülay German (b. 1935) performed the 
folk song Burcak Tarlası (“Vetch Field”) at the Balkan Festival in Yugoslavia. In 
the 1970s, she recorded chansons and folk songs together with Francois Rabbath, 
who added a pure, unembellished accompaniment on a bowed double bass.76 
Later, in the 1970s and ‘80s, the singer Esin Afsar (1936-2011) similarly per-
formed folk songs as chansons. In the late 1960s (the time of the famous Altın 
Mikrofon pop song competition) the so-called Anadolu Rock (Anatolian Rock) de-
veloped, with groups and soloists such as Moğollar (The Mongols, 1967-76), Üç 
Hürel (the Three Hürel brothers), Kardaşlar (The Brothers), Dervişan, Erkin Koray 
(b. 1941), Cem Karaca (1945-2004) and Barış Manço (1943-1999) (Skoog 2012). 
Reaching their peak in the 1970s these musicians performed folk songs in the 
style of rock music. 

In parallel, politically left wing music groups began to emerge in Turkey 
(Gündoğar 2005: 247). Initially, most groups arranged folk songs for guitar, while 
later orchestration and harmonization gained importance, and instruments like 
bass guitar, guitar and drums were were used alongside folk instruments such as 
cura, kaval, mey and zurna (Sarıtaş 2010: 33; Hasgu ̈l, 1996b: 59). 

Like the Republican cadres, for a majority of the political musicians of 1960s and 70s, 
polyphonic music meant innovation. They modernized the folk songs in a way that lo-
cal styles were lost. (Hasgül, 1996b: 72; Sarıtaş 2010: 34) 

In the repertoires of political musicians of the 1960s and ‘70s international as 
well as recently composed marches and elegies (ağıts) were added to politicized 

                                                                                          
76 CD Toulai et Francois Rabbath: Le Chant des Poètes, Arion, 1998 (original LP: 1980); LP 

Toulai et Francois Rabbath: Hommage a Nazim Hikmet, Arion 1982.  
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folk songs (Kahyaoğlu, 2003: 63, 94; Sarıtaş 2010: 35). The songs recounted past 
struggles and called for mobilization, with the main political intention being the 
popularization of the jargon and ideas of the left wing movements. 

Again around the same time, a completely different form of popular music 
gained prominence, arabesk, a melange of folk music with Western and Lebanese 
popular music arrangements.77 Orhan Gencebay (Bir Teselli Ver, “Give me Conso-
lation,” 1968) is considered to be the first singer of arabesk. The lyrics and later 
the related arabesk films dealt with the pain of unhappy love, suffering, the cold-
ness of modern metropoles, the destiny of fate and despair. Some of the later 
singers, such as Ibrahim Tatlises or Emrah sang mostly folksongs in arabesk ar-
rangements. The ensembles to accompany the singers, however, became much 
larger than in any other popular music style of the time. Martin Stokes (1992: 
90) described the band of Müslüm Gürses in 1990 as consisting of eight violins, 
ney, ud, kanun, electric bass, synthesizer, darbuka, def, and davul and electro 
bağlama. Ayse Mine in 1986 used percussion, three violins, bass, ud, accordion, 
kanun, and darbuka (Stokes 1992: 171). 

Some few years after the coup d’état of 1980, political songs again became 
popular, now under the label özgu ̈n müzik (original music). While some musi-
cians and groups perpetuated the music of the left wing movements of the 1970s, 
others became more and more influenced by arabesk (Kahyaoğlu, 2003: 116). 
The most prominent singer Ahmet Kaya, for example, became particularly sig-
nificant for the Kurdish movement which had begun to grow. In 1985 the Grup 
Yorum was founded, until today the most successful politically left wing music 
group of Turkey. Similar to other comparable groups, such as Grup Ekin, Grup 
Munzur, Kızılırmak and Grup Baran, their songs had explicitly political lyrics ra-
ther than giving space to individual feelings and expression. In the early 1990s, 
Kurdish political music groups (Kurdish koma) began to separate from Turkish 
groups, including Koma Denge Azad, Koma Amed, Koma Ciya, or Koma Agirê Jiyan 
(Hongur 2014; Gündogar, 2005). Their music and lyrics, but also their stance as 
organized (örgütlü) musicians, referenced leftist Turkish groups. Since the 1970s, 
the Kurdish movement had begun to rise, from the 1980s on dominated by the 
PKK. Again, albums of the komas were mainly composed of either harmonized 
folk songs or new songs with direct political lyrics (Sarıtaş 2010: 5). 

While the new Turkish pop music of the 1990s initially brought Turkish popu-
lar music closer to international pop sounds, several Turkish pop singers have at 
least from time to time performed Turkish folk or even art songs, e.g. Sezen Aksu 
on her album İşik Doğudan Yükselir (Foneks, 1995), Tarkan (Çile Bülbülüm), Kubat, 
Sertab Erener together with the Kurdish singer Aynur (Güzelliğin on Para etme), or 
Şevval Sam, who sang light art and folk music from the Black Sea Coast. I have 
already mentioned hybrid music in the field of lounge and world music, which 

                                                                                          
77 Güngör 1990; Özbek 1991; Stokes 1992; Tekelioğlu 1996. 
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emerged in the early twenty-first century. Internationally the most successful mu-
sician in this field is Mercan Dede, who has released 10 albums since 1998, many 
of which have topped the world music charts. Other groups such as Orient Ex-
pressions, in cooperation with the folk singer Sabahat Akkiraz, have followed his 
lead, using electronics, percussion and excellent guest musicians.78 Also the 
American-Iranian group, Niyaz with trance electronic Sufi music, cooperated 
with traditional Turkish musicians, including Ulaş Özdemir and recently Sinan 
Cem Eroğlu (kaval, frettless guitar).79 In their 2008 album “Nine Heavens” Niyaz 
interprets the well-known song “beni beni” by Aşık Dertli (eighteenth century). 

Jazz musicians, on the other hand, from the 1950s on, have tried to synthesize 
Turkish traditional music and jazz. The saxophone player Ismet Sıral experi-
mented with local melodies in jazz in the 1950s, and during the 1960s cooper-
ated with the famous ney player Aka Gündüz (Uyar 2016: 97; Meriç 1999: 162). 
İlham Gencer performed his composition Hicaz Caz at the TRT in 1954 or 1955 
(Uyar 2016: 98). 

During the 1970s, more organized attempts of fusion emerged. Trumpeter Maffy Falay 
moved to Sweden, where he had the opportunity to work with many local Swedish jazz 
musicians. With percussionist Okay Temiz, they formed a group called Sevda, which is 
one of the first bands trying to fuse Turkish music elements into the jazz idiom. They re-
leased an album in 1972. (Uyar 2016:p.100) 

Also in Sweden, Okay Temiz’s band “Oriental Wind” worked with flute, clarinet, 
saxophone, double bass, piano and Turkish instruments such as ney, kaval, sipsi, 
zurna and bağlama.80 

After a period of stagnation in the 70s and 80s (Uyar 2016: 79), the 1990s saw 
some new attempts at synthesis of Turkish music and jazz. “The group Asia Minor, 
led by electric bass player Kamil Erdem and including saxophonist Yahya Dai, kanun 
player Tahir Aydogdu and drummer Cem Aksel performed a style that combined electric 
jazz with Turkish music influences.“ (Uyar 2016:101) On Senem Diyici’s album, Tell 
me Trabizon (Buda Musique, 1998), one song is dedicated to Ruhi Su, another to 
the New Music singer Cathy Berbarian. In particular during the past fifteen years 
as part of an expansion of jazz in Turkey (Uyar 2016), a growing number of at-
tempts for synthesis of jazz and traditional Turkish music have been conducted. 
Some CDs include81: 

 

                                                                                          
78 CD, Külliyat, Doublemoon 2006. Another example is the CD Minor Empire: Second Na-

ture, Z Yapim, 2014. 
79 Ulas Özdemir on Sumud (Musicaction, 2012), Sinan Cem Eroglu, Ömer Avci (percussion) 

and Didem Basar (kanun) on “Nine Heavens” (Six Degrees, 2008), and “Fourth Light” 
(Dokuzsekiz, 2015). 

80 Uyar 2016: 100. In 1971, the Erol Pekcan Quintet released the single Kabağı da Boynuma 
Takarım and Nihavent Longo (Uyar 2016:100). 

81 For a comprehensive list of Turkish jazz albums, see Uyar 2016:147-163. 
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– Barbaros Erköse: Cazname, Kalan, 1997; 
– Önder Focan: Swing a la Turca, Kalan 2007; 
– Ahmet Kadri Rizeli (kemençe): Jazz alla turca, Sony 2008; 
– Baki Duyarlar & Derya Türkan: Kemenjazz, Ada 2012, jazz composed by Baki 

Duyarlar featuring Derya Türkan (kemençe) and the singer Dilek Turkan, in ad-
dition to trumpet, drums, piano. 

– Güç Başar Gülle: Ilk Renk, Ak Müzik 2010; double bass, percussion, and ud; 

Most of these syntheses keep the traditional melody and add a harmonisation 
and jazz phrasing.82 Only few musicians such as Nail Yavuzoğlu, Baki Duyarlar 
or Erkan Oğur have tried seriously to integrate makam, rather than just simple 
melodies, scales or instruments, into jazz. In the Evrim Demirel Ensemble instru-
ments such as piano (or Continuum), double bass and drums are combined with 
the Turkish art singer Özer Özel, who also plays yaylı tanbur. In addition to Ev-
rem Demriel’s jazz compositions the group arranged the well-known song Çün 
sana gönlüm müptela düştü by Hafız Post (d. 1694).83 

* 

Today, a wide range of musical styles in Turkey (folk or Ottoman-Turkish art mu-
sic, popular music) at least occasionally include harmonic accompaniment, 
though in general this is limited to a basic functional tonality. While the har-
monic language itself has hardly developed, but rather has remained a stable mu-
sical vocabulary, polyphony has enriched the already endless variety of new en-
sembles and arrangements of traditional music. 

Let us now take a look at the emergence of these more or less new forms of 
ensembles for traditional music. 

New Ensembles for Traditional Music 

The formation of new types of ensembles for Turkish music began in the early 
twentieth century. Before that time, Ottoman/Turkish art music was mostly per-
formed by small instrumental ensembles of some four to eight musicians, ac-
companying usually one singer, who at the same time might play a small frame 
drum (def). Larger ensembles were formed on exceptional occasions, for example 
for important public festivals, or in the cumhur ilahi genre, which was sung by a 
small group of hafız chanting in unison. During the last years of the Ottoman 
Empire, these so-called ince saz groups included instruments such as kanun, ney, 

                                                                                          
82 Uyar 2016: 109ff. Comparable jazz groups including traditional instruments may be found 

in Greece, for example with the ney player, Harris Lamprakis or the Sokratis Sinopoulos 
Quartett (including lyra=kemençe), piano, double bass, drums), CD Sokratis Sinopoulos 
Quartet: Eight Winds, ECM, 2015.  

83 http://evrimdemirel.com/Atrium.mp3.  
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ud, tanbur or violin (keman), and rarely lavta, kemençe, santur, def or kudüm. Similar 
ensembles are recorded on the first 78rpm records until the 1920s and 1930s, ac-
companying famous singers such as Hafız Kemal, Hafız Burhan or Münir Nurettin 
Selçuk. Complete fasıls were performed within associations such as the Şark 
Musiki Cemiyeti (from 1918 onwards), Üsküdar Mûsikî Cemiyeti (existing in some 
form from 1915, officially founded in 1923), or the Dârü’t Tâlîm-i Mûsikî (1912-
31 and 1934-39); and in addition by a small ensemble of the president of the 
Republic (Riyâset-i Cumhûr İnce Saz Hey’eti) in the later 1920s and 30s, or at pri-
vate amateur gatherings as late as the 1940s (Feldman 1996: 76). 

As far as we know it was Ali Rifat Çağatay who, in 1920, for the first time set 
up choral performances of Turkish art songs (Aksoy 2008b: 196). Further early 
choral recordings were made by the Dârü’t Tâlîm-i Mûsikî Heyeti and the Riyaseti 
Cumhur İncesaz Heyeti before 1925. Similarly in the 1920s first attempts were ma-
de with the conductor standing upright before the ensemble, rather than being 
an integrated member of it. Early conductors such as Ismail Hakkı obviously 
stood with their back to the musicians, hence facing the audience, similar to the 
practice in Europe during the nineteenth century. 

(…)“Muallim” İsmail Hakkı Bey was a significant influence in the realm of concert con-
vention. He was not only the first music director to expand the number of choristers in 
a fasıl ensemble, he was also the first to insist that each performer wear the same attire. 
For example, a picture reproduced in the journal Şehbal (1913) shows the entire cadre of 
Mûsikî-i Osmanî dressed in formal dress. Hakkı Bey as director is seated prominently in 
the center of the troupe. Further, Hakkı Bey required his singers to stand (rather than sit) 
during a performance. Here, he organized the musicians into a semicircle, at first direct-
ing the ensemble with a def and later conducting the ensemble with a baton. In contrast 
to traditional practice, he required all musicians to read music during a concert per-
formance. (O’Connell 2017: 264) 

The significant rise of choirs began at Radio Ankara, where Mesut Cemil (1902-
1969) in 1939 founded the "Unisono Men’s Choir for Historical Turkish Music" 
(Tarihî Türk Musikisi Ünison Erkek Korosu). In addition, during the 1940s and 50s a 
lighter fasıl style was performed regularly at Radio Ankara with a smaller instru-
mental ensemble group of soloists instead of a choir (Aksoy 2008b: 198). Shortly 
after, the singer Münir Nurettin Selçuk, and the still youthful Nevzat Atlığ (b. 
1925), also began to conduct choirs for Turkish art songs (Özkahraman 2010). 
Particularly during these early years, most instrumental ensembles still did not 
differ much from former ince saz ensembles. From 1940 until 1950, however, the 
size of the icra heyeti ensemble of the Conservatory Istanbul increased, and by 
1950 it included (at least for some concerts) four violins (one partly also sineke-
man), three tanbur, two ney, one of each santur, kemençe, kanun, ud, and eight sing-
ers (Greve 1995: 255). Eventually it also adapted the choral performance prac-
tice. In 1951, Mesut Cemil moved to Istanbul, where he founded the Küçük Koro 
(“Small Choir”). After Mesut Cemil’s death in 1963, Nevzat Atlığs followed him 
as director of this choir until 1975, and while in Ankara, Ruşen Ferid Kam also 
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became director of similar choirs. The ultimate establishment of the choral style 
occurred in 1975 with the foundation of the State Choir for Classical Turkish 
Music with Nevzat Atlığ as its director. In the same year, the State Conservatory 
for Turkish Music Istanbul was founded, again directed by Nevzat Atlığ.84 Gra-
duates of this conservatory later founded further conservatories in Anatolia (e.g. 
Ankara, Izmir Bursa, Samsun, Elazığ, Diyarbakır), or worked at similar choirs at 
the state radio in Ankara, Istanbul, Izmir and Erzurun (Emnalar 1992: 159ff). 
During the 1980s and 1990s choral performance practice became mainstream for 
Ottoman-Turkish art music, and even in Turkish communities in Europe many 
amateur choirs were founded for this now so-called “Classical Turkish Music” 
(Klasik Türk Müziği). Today the leading ensemble is the Classical Choir of the 
President of the Republic (Cumhurbaşkanlığı Klasik Türk Müziği Korosu) directed 
by Fatih Salgar. The choirs were accompanied by growing ensembles, and from 
the 1970s on by larger ensembles and orchestras, where in addition to Ottoman 
instruments such as kanun, kemençe, ud, tanbur und ney, European string instru-
ments dominated. The exact size, composition and even arrangement of the en-
sembles and choirs differed widely.85 Ensembles at popular gazinos in general 
preferred instruments such as violin, ud and kanun, while elite Ottoman-Turkish 
instruments such as tanbur, ney or kemençe were rarely used. The exact composi-
tion varied between different gazinos, for example in the Caddebostan gazino 
there were several violins, a clarinet, ney, one or two uds, one or two bowed tan-
bur (yaylı tanbur), a kanun, a darbuka, a tef, a bendir, three female and two male 
vocalists (Beken 1998: 98). 

In the orchestra style melodies remained monophone, while a strict and well-
trained unisono replaced the traditional heterophony. The former almost addi-
tive combination of individual musicians turned to carefully arranged and re-
hearsed ensembles, whose musical interpretation of compositions mainly de-
pended on the conductor. Mesut Cemil’s choir still made little use of dynamics 
and agogics.86 Beats on the kudüm enforced his interpretation, only the ends of 

                                                                                          
84 The main actors in this phase were Yılmaz Öztuna, Nevzat Atlığ and Ercüment Berker. In 

particular Öztuna, at that time member of the governing Adalet Partisi (under prime minis-
ter Süleyman Demirel) and advisor at the Ministry of Culture, prepared the political 
ground (Akdoğu 1990: 21ff). Even the series Türk Musikisi Klasikleri was revived in this pe-
riod, while the directors of the editing committee were Atlığ and Öztuna. 

85 Greve 1995: 162ff. In Mehmet Ihsan Özer’s interviews in 1988, several well-known choir 
directors of the time explained their ideal size of choir: Nevyat Atlığ – 20-25 each of men 
and women; Ruhi Ayangıl – according to the piece to be performed: for Marâghî oder Itri, 
80-100; for III Selim or Hacı Arif Bey, 25-30, chamber choir, 3-20, large choir, beginning 
with 20; Teoman Önaldi – at least 40; Rıza Rit – 40-60; Bekir Sıdkı Sezgin – ideal 7 each 
of men and women, in total not more than 20; Necdet Varol – from 9 singers on, ideal 16 
(Özer 1988: 68ff). 

86 Columbia RT 17 462; CD Yurttan Sesler. Yeni Türkiye’nin Ezgileri, Yapı ve Kredi Kültür Yay-
ıncılık, 1998; Fethi Kopuz, son of Fahri Kopuz, a leading member of the Dârü’t Tâlîm-i 
Mûsikî reports that this ensemble already employed dynamics and agogik (Say 1985: 743). 
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musical phrases were slightly emphasized by ritardandi, though much less than 
by the large orchestras beginning in the 1980s. Later conductors more and more 
carefully worked out melodic lines, and for the first time in Turkish music dy-
namics and agogics became important means of expression, in particular aiming 
to elucidate the form, e.g. by terraced dynamics at repetitions or broad ritardandi 
before cadences. The sound of the orchestras with their string instruments and 
the complete abandonment of any realisation of the usûl rendered them not dis-
similar to a Western symphony orchestra. Kemençes melt in the general string 
timbre and plucked instruments such as ud or tanbur are at best audible in occa-
sional chords; also the neys are less present in the general sound. Embellishments 
typical for particular instruments, such as trills on ney, figuration on tanbur or ud, 
or arpeggios on kanun, are hardly played in this style. During concerts, in be-
tween choral performances some art songs might also be sung solo, also varia-
tions from choral to solo within songs are common arrangements. Only a few so-
loists of this style, however, became successful in the CD market, including for 
example Münir Utandı (b. 1952). 

Similarly, the repertoire and the concert programs changed. Until the middle 
of the twentieth century all compositions of a fasıl began and ended in the same 
makam, later folk songs would also enter the repertoire. 

A concert by Hakkı Bey in Istanbul is remarkably similar to a concert by Fersan and 
Selçuk in Ankara. Presented in the Union Française on Friday, 23 January (1925), the 
concert by Hakkı Bey with the Şark Musiki[si] Şubesi (of the Dârü’l Elhân) is divided into 
five sections. In the first, 3 fasıl-s in the makam-s Mâhur, Kurdî and Eviç are detailed. 
While the first and third fasıl were traditional in terms of modal integrity and metric or-
ganization, the second features a number of folk songs performed by a female soloist. In 
the second section, Hakkı Bey directed a medley of folksongs, 7 türkü-s framed by an 
opening medhal and a closing dance (called “zeybek havası”). In the third section, a fourth 
fasıl in the makam Rûhnevâz featured contemporary compositions. With the exception 
of a fantezi in the makam Suznâk by H. Sadettin Arel (1880-1955), the medley was 
composed by Öztoprak and consisted of 2 şarkı-s and 2 longa-s. A küşad and a zeybek we-
re also included (O’Connell 2017: 265). 

During the 1950s (beginning with Mesut Cemil) modulations (geçiş taksim) be-
came common, later even into totally unrelated makams (Feldman 1990/91: 76). 
Commercial fasıl of the 1960s included sirto and longa dance tunes (instead of saz 
semaisi), later also ayın (hymns) of the Mevlevi tradition might be played in con-
certs, detached from all ritual or religious context. Still, the form of fasıl remains 
feasible, e.g. in the sequence peşrev – several şarkı – türkü, several dance tunes 
(e.g. longa). The most frequently performed art songs derive from the Ottoman 
secular tradition, in addition compositions from the Mevlevi and other Sufi or-
ders or popular şarkı of the nineteenth and early twentieth century might be 
sung. The exact concert planning of course differs between choirs. 

Parallel to the ban on Ottoman art music, and the later rise of choirs and or-
chestras, the tradition of smaller chamber ensembles for Turkish art music con-
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tinued in particular at Radio Ankara. In addition to Mesut Cemil’s choir a fasıl 
ensemble of Şerif İçli or Fahri Kopuz, musicians such as Mesut Cemil, Ruşen 
Kam, Vecihe Daryal, Cevdet Kozanoğlu and many others performed Ottoman-
Turkish instrumental music in duos, trios or quartets (Aksoy 2008: 193ff). 

In the early 1950s, one particular programme of Istanbul Radio played a crucial role in 
re-enabling an appreciation of the ney sound by wider audiences. This was the weekly 
“Instrumental Pieces on the Ney” (Neylerle Saz Eserleri) programmed by neyzen Süleyman 
Erguner (1902-53) accompanied by his son, Ulvi Erguner and neyzen Niyazi Sayın. (Se-
nay 2014:415) 

Traditional Ottoman-Turkish art music continued throughout the 1960s, mainly 
due to Ulvi Erguner and later singers such as Rıza Rıt (1925-2016), Bekir Sıdkı 
Sezgin (1936-1996) or Alaaddin Yavaşça (b. 1927). From 1953 until 1991 the 
Mevlana festival in Konya was the main event for music of the mevlevi tradition. 
Every year in December, the best musicians traveled to Konya to perform on the 
anniversary of Mevlana’s death, the Şeb-i Aruz, in small ensembles, music of the 
Mevlevi tradition in a style similar to that of the late Ottoman Empire. The mu-
sical directors were Halil Can and Sadettin Heper, who had been educated by 
the last Mevlevi of the late Ottoman Empire. However, even here the size of the 
ensembles grew over time. From 1967 on the tanbur was introduced and from the 
1970s, the cello. 

Since the 1970s, in particular in Istanbul, several ensembles performed espe-
cially ambitious art music, among their members were all the main instrumental-
ists of their time, including Ihsan Özgen (kemence), Necdet Yaşar (tanbur), Hurşit 
Ungay (kudüm), Niyazi Sayın (ney), Nezih Üzel (kudüm, bendir), the Erguner brot-
hers (ney), Hasan Esen (kemence), Abdi Coşkun (tanbur), Fahrettin Çimenli (yaylı 
tanbur), Çinucen Tanrıkorur (ud) and others. Here, individual musicians re-
mained free in their interpretations and embellishments (of course within the 
framework of tradition). In this sphere during the 1970s at Radio Istanbul the 
practice of beraber taksim emerged, an interactive form of the traditionally solo 
improvised introduction to a makam, developed by instrumentalists such as Ni-
yazi Sayın, Ihsan Özgen and Necdet Yaşar. Later other musicians adapted the 
form, in particular the Bosphorus Ensemble of Ihsan Özgen in the late 1980s.87 
At the turn of the twenty-first century, traditionalist performing groups such as 
Lalezar and Bezmara recorded serious Ottoman courtly repertoire; respected en-
semble and chorus leaders include Ruhi Ayangil, Ahmet Kadri Rızeli, Murat 
Salim Tokaç and Fikret Karakaya. 

Since the 1980s and in particular the 1990s, several new ensembles have released 
CDs of instrumental Ottoman-Turkish art music: the Nezih Üzel Ensemble, later 
the Emirgan Ensemble, the Duo Ahenk with tanbur and kemençe (Murat Aydemir 
and Derya Türkan), Nevâ with tanbur and ney (Murat Aydemir and Salih Bilgin) 

                                                                                          
87 Frederic Stubbs 1994: 246; Feldman 1989.  
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and several (more popular) CDs by Burhan Öçal (with Arif Erdebil or the “Istan-
bul Oriental Ensemble”).88 At the end of the 1990s the ensemble Istanbul Sazendel-
eri (“Istanbul Instrumentalists”) was founded, again specializing in Ottoman in-
strumental music. The most prominent musicians were Göksel Baktagir and Yurdal 
Tokcan.89 Later at Labyrith workshops in Crete the ensemble Seyir was augmented 
with internationals, with the participation of Ross Daily and others. The concept 
of the ud player Mehmet Bitmez and his ensemble, Istanbul Sazkâr Toplulugu (“Is-
tanbul Instrumentalist Ensemble”) was similar (CD, AK Müzik 2010). The Derya 
Türkan Trio included double bass (Renaud Garcia-Fons), cello (Uğur Işık) and ke-
mençe.90 Recently, several new types of large ensembles for Turkish art music have 
been formed for individual and often short-lived projects; for example: 

– 3Dem, ensemble founded in 2004 with three ud (Bekir Şahin Baloğlu, Bilen 
Işıktaş and Sami Dural; CD Geç, Seyhan 2013). 

– Mizrabin Nefesi (“Breath of the Plectrum”) with three tanburs, three neys, per-
cussion and two hafız,’ predominantly instrumental music and ilâhi (CD, Ka-
lan, 2007). 

– Kırk Ney Bir Nefes (“40 Neys, one Breath”), concert program from 2009 on, 
with 40 ney players organized by Aziz Şenol Filiz.91 

– Sekiz Tanbur (“Eight Tanburs”), concert program at Sepetçiler Kasrı Istanbul on 
September 29, 2010 (Birol Yayla, Murat Aydemir, Fahrettin Yarkin – percus-
sion – and others). 

– 5 Ney 1 Kemençe directed by Ahmet Kadri Rızeli (CD, Pera 2010). 
– Tellerin Niyâzi, concert program on October 17, 2011 at Cemal Reşit Rey con-

cert hall, Istanbul by Ihsan Özer’s Kanun Ensemble, with ten kanuns, percus-
sion and voice. 

– Ayangil Acapella Korosu, directed by Ruhi Ayangil, first public concert on April 
8, 2015 in Istanbul. 

Similar to the development of Ottoman-Turkish art music, Radio Ankara also 
became the starting point for choral interpretations of Turkish folk music. Before 
the 1940s Turkish folk music used to be either soloistic or performed by two or 
very few musicians. Only some urban Anatolian traditions, in places such as Iz-
mir, Urfa or Elazığ, developed ensembles with more instruments.92 

                                                                                          
88 CD Emirgan Ensemble: Klasik Osmanlı Müziği, Kalan 1995;CD Ahenk. Turkish Classical 

Music. Kalan 1998; CD Ahenk 2. Golden Horn 2006 (Kalan, n.Y.); CD Bilgin & Aydemir: 
Nevâ, Golden Horn 2004. 

89 E.g. CD Istanbul Sazendeleri: Sazende Faslı 1, KAF 2008. 
90 CD Ministrel’s Era, Kalan 2006; the following project was CD Renaud García & Derya 

Türkan: Silk Moon, M&MT 2014 
91 Ney players included Arif Erdebil, Ender Dogan, Salih Bilgin, Aziz Şenol Filiz, Ahmet 

Kaya, Ömer Erdoğdular, Sadrettin Özçimi, Ahmet Kaya, Volkan Yılmaz, Fikret Bertuğ, 
Ümit Gürelman, Murat Salim Tokac, Burcu Karadağ and others. 

92 Sungurluoğlu 1968; Abacı 2000; Akbıyık 2006. 
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For example, in Laurence Picken’s survey of Anatolian ensemble formations, based pri-
marily on Halil Bediî Yönetken’s Folklore Archive collecting trips conducted from 1937 
to 1952, with few exceptions regional ensembles contained no more than two different 
instrument types. (Bates 2008: 41) 

From the 1940s, Radio Ankara broadcast the program “We learn a folk song” (Bir 
Halk Türküsü Öğreniyoruz) twice a week for half an hour each time. Under the direc-
tion of Muzaffer Sarısözen a choir called “Voices of the Homeland” (Yurdun sesler) 
sang folk songs from all over Anatolia accompanied by a small bağlama ensemble 
(usually four divan sazı, seven bağlama, one cura; Stokes 1992: 70f)). Successors to 
this choir were founded in several Turkish cities, in 1953 at Radio Izmir (director 
Mustafa Hoşsu) and in 1954 at Radio Istanbul (director Ahmet Yamacı). In 1950, 
Sadi Yaver Ataman founded another “Vocal and Instrumental Union for Melodies 
of the Home Country” (Memleket Havaları Ses ve Saz Birliği) at Radio Istanbul (Şe-
nel 1995; Koç 2016a). During the 1960s and 70s at Radio Istanbul Neriman and 
Nida Tüfekçi were particularly important as directors of choirs, soloists and teach-
ers, and from 1976 they were also at the new State Conservatory for Turkish Music 
at the Technical University Istanbul (Tüfekçi & Tüfekçi 1964). The musical basis of 
the folk music choirs were notations of earlier official folk music collections. Just 
as in Turkish art music, in Turkish folk music the size of the choirs and ensembles 
grew over time, including a greater number of bağlamas and later also baglamas in 
different sizes (cura, bağlama, divan sazı), in addition to instruments such as kaval 
(flutes), zurna and mey (both double reed instruments), bowed kabak kemane, some-
times even the Azerbaijan long-necked lute tar, frame drums (def, mazhar) or the 
goblet drum darbuka.93 In folk music, however, the role of solo singers remained 
stronger than in art music, even at TRT. Already at Radio Ankara during the 1940s 
a number of folk singers performed as “local artists” (mahalli sanatçı), including 
Osman Pehlivan (1847-1942), Hisarlı Ahmet (1908-1984), Muharrem Ertaş (1913-
1984) and Sadi Yaver Ataman (1906-1994; Şenel 1995).94 In the 1950s, Ruhi Su 
performed folk songs in an aesthetic protest to the TRT, sung by one single West-
ern-trained voice and accompanied by one plain bağlama. In 1971, however, even 
Ruhi Su founded the Dostlar Korosu (“Choir of Friends”). By this time, most pri-
vate music schools (dershane) which offered folk music had began to adopt saz ork-
estras and folk music choirs based on the notations of TRT. The composition of 
Erdal Erzincan’s recent Saz-Orchester includes four first şelpe; four second şelpe; 
three third şelpe; two first plucked bağlama; four second plucked bağlama; two divan 
bağlama; one cura bağlama; and one bass bağlama.95 In 2000, a monumental con-

                                                                                          
93 Stokes 1992. The fiddle kemençe of the Black Sea Coast rarely occurs within TRT ensembles 

(Stokes 1993: 27-45). 
94 Many singers and instrumentalists of this ensemble later became well-known stars of Turk-

ish folk music: Neriman Altındağ, Muzaffer Akgün, Sarı Recep, from 1953 on Nida Tü-
fekçi (1926-1993), from 1960 on Cemil Demirsipahlı (b. 1933) Elçi 1997; Yılmaz 1996. 

95 Erdal Erzincan: Bağlama Orkestrası, Kalan 2013 
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cert organised by the European Federation of Alevi Associations in Cologne, enti-
tled Bin Yılın Türküsü – Saga of the Millenium brought together 1246 bağlama 
players from all over Europe, and the Cologne Symphony Orkestra conducted by 
Betin Günes. 

While public radio and television TRT continued to broadcast folk music with 
choirs or soloists accompanied by small folk music orchestras, since the 1960s the 
commercial MC (later CD) market preferred completely different ensembles. Ini-
tially audio cassettes presented local singers and styles as they had continued to be 
performed locally, while later professional music production increasingly re-
arranged music for a growing commercial market. In the 1980s the folk music 
group Muhabbet reduced the large TRT ensembles and choirs to three or four 
bağlamas and singers. The group was perceived as a combination of well-known so-
loists, rather than as an ensemble or orchestra of almost anonymous musicians 
such as at TRT. In the 1980s and 90s bağlama players and singers such as Mahsuni 
Şerif, Arif Sağ, Muhlis Akarsu, Ali Eber Çiçek and Musa Eroğlu became stars, as 
did female singers including Belkis Akkale, Sabahhat Akkıraz and Nuray Hafiftaş. 
During the 1990s a standard for studio production of folk music developed, which 
partly endures until today. The main instrument is a bağlama, which accompanies 
the melody in the background of the sung parts, and, much more audibly adds 
short instrumental passages between the vocal phrases. The background is pro-
vided by keyboard, rhythm and bass (which also roughly follows the melody); in-
troductions are sometimes played on kaval or mey. Rhythmic acompaniment is 
provided either by electronic drums or Turkish percussion instruments, such as 
bendir, asma davul, erbane or others. Similar to the use at TRT the zurna has been 
separated from its traditional duo combination with davul and used as a solo in-
strument, often featuring before the whole ensemble (including strong percussion) 
plays towards the end of lively songs. Uzun hava songs are in general accompanied 
by a drone, often played by several instruments together. Elements of local styles 
still continue: karadeniz music arrangements for instance include local instruments 
from the Black Sea Coast such as kemençe, tulum, garmon; for central and eastern 
Anatolian music ney, zurna and kaval are preferred. Even Ottoman-Turkish art in-
struments (klasik kemençe, kanun, yaylı tanbur), Western classical instruments (clari-
net, violin, flute), and contemporary Western electric /electronic instruments (key-
boards, electric guitar) have entered folk music arrangements (Bates 2008: 191). In 
popular productions the influence of arabesk has also became audible, for example 
in high voices or by the acompaniment of string ensemble (or imitations of them 
on keyboard), which perform the musical function of the bağlama. 

With the unexpected success of the group Muhabbet in the 1980s, and the rise 
of a Turkish youth culture in the 1990s, folk music became an important part of 
popular music, which opened a new market for studio musicians, and for live 
singers in türkü bars. In live performances of the 1990s, some singers used to ac-
company themselves on a bağlama and pre-programed keyboard simultaneously. 
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Similarly, in Türkü Bars, the accompaniment of folk songs with the combination 
of bağlama and guitar (sometimes enhanced by violin, clarinet, kaval, percussion 
or keyboard) became a common practice. Several notation editions offer easily 
accessible material similar to (and often mixed with) Turkish art music arranged 
for instruments such as piano or guitar. 

One example of an extraordinarily expensive production of commercial folk 
music might be the CD Boyut by the female folk singer Zara (Ulus Müzik, 2000). 
The arrangements include numerous instruments such as tar, garmon, classic ke-
mençe, Black Sea kemençe, viola, cello, piano, ney, oboe, kaval, mey, balaban, sev-
eral bağlamas, trumpet, trombone and others. In addition to the CD a DVD was 
attached with video clips of the songs recorded in various regions of Anatolia. 
The unique approach of the group Kardeş Türküler, with a great number of Ana-
tolian instruments including strong percussion and several singers (not to forget 
the large dance ensembles during the group’s concerts) has already been men-
tioned (Bates 2008: 56, 68). On the CD Çocuk Haklı (Kalan 2011) Kardeş Türküler 
used the following instruments: ud, kamançe, kemençe, violin, viola, cello, bağla-
ma, kopuz, divan bağlama, bas bağlama, cura, tar, lavta, banjo, bass guitar, panduri, 
electric guitar, e-bow, kaval, zurna, duduk, tulum, clarinet, saxophone, trumpet, 
accordion, harp, darbuka, bendir, tef, asma davul, udu, kanjira, talking drum, and 
hollo. During the 1990s (influenced by political music groups since the 1960s), 
the group used harmonic accompaniment either by Western functional harmony 
(provided by a guitar or vocals), or by riffs, that is, repeated ostinati as accompa-
niment for melodic or rhythmic solos (Akkaya et.al. 2008: 120) (see figure 16). 

Another important factor affecting the performance practice of Turkish folk 
music was the development of sophisticated playing and timbre techniques in 
particular for the contemporary bağlama as described before. The album Ah Is-
tanbul by the bağlama player and singer Cengiz Özkan (b. 1967) for example pre-
sents popular but aesthetically ambitious folk songs covering a wide repertoire 
(CD Kalan, 1997). Each song is arranged carefully in its regional style, e.g. Argu-
van (on a single bağlama), Rumeli-Üsküp (together with the accordionist 
Muammer Ketençoğlu, in addition to davul and zurna), Gaziantep (kanun, violin, 
ud, percussion and vocals), Kırşehir (bağlama and kaval), Rize (tulum, kemençe, 
percussion), İstanbul (together with tanbur, kaval and Erkan Oğur on fretless gi-
tar). Comparable in their elite musical approach are, for example, Erdal Erzin-
can, Erol Parlak, Okan Murat Öztürk and others. Since the 1990s the duo of Er-
kan Oğur & Ismail Hakki Demircioğlu96 performs folk songs on kopuz and divan 
sazı, sung by two voices. Similarly trios and larger chamber ensembles for several 
bağlama ensembles developed as a kind of chamber folk music. The most well-
known groups are Erol Parlak’s bağlama quintet, the bağlama trio Bengi of Okan 
Murat Öztürk and the trio of Adnan Koç, Cihangir Terzi and Deniz Güneş. 

                                                                                          
96 E.g. CD Gülün Kokusu vardi, Kalan 1998; Beşik, Kalan 2000. 
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Figure 16: Sîya Şaperan from the album Kardeş Türküler: Hemawas, (CD Kalan 2002; Akkaya et 
al 2008: 119) 

As part of the deep changes in traditional ensembles, all styles of traditional Tur-
kish (art and folk) music have moved towards each other. In Turkey it is a much 
debated issue whether folk and art music need to be seen as one single or two 
different traditions, in particular the issue of potentially common roots has been 
debated over decades (see Chapter III). Although folk and art music obviously 
share many common elements, ranging from the simple fact that both are pri-
marily monophonic, modal vocal music, in most cases even an unexperienced 
listener will immediately understand if a given piece of music is Anatolian folk 
music or Ottoman-Turkish art music. On the other hand, numerous urban Ana-
tolian music styles, in the Aegean region as well as in Eastern Anatolia (Urfa, 
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Elazığ, Diyarbakır) share instruments, forms and musical structures with Otto-
man-Turkish art music as practiced in Istanbul, hence they resist a notion of dif-
ferent music worlds. Over the last two or three decades the use of Turkish art 
music instruments in contemporary Anatolian music has become more com-
mon, and in parallel, folk songs have become part of today’s Turkish art music 
repertoire. Even taksim and açış (of folk music) have grown together substantially. 
Several small ensembles or individual musicians combine both art and folk mu-
sic; to mention just three examples: 

– Erdal Akkaya (bağlama) and Ara Dinkjian (ud), concert program in Aya Ireni in 
2009; 

– Coşkun Karademir (bağlama) and Özer Özel (yaylı tanbur): Seslerin Camî in 2016. 
– Dem Trio with Okan Murat Öztürk (bağama), Murat Salim Tokaç (tanbur, ney), 

and Cenk Güray (bağlama), later with Derya Türkan (kemençe). 

A conclusion of this short sketch of changing and newly founded ensembles for 
traditional Turkish music links to the discussion of the development of musical 
instruments in the previous part: today, just as with musical instruments, also 
ensembles exist with an unprecedented diversity. No remaining standard of per-
formance practice stabilizes musical life; rather almost every concert and every 
CD presents a new type of ensemble, composed of improved, changed, newly 
adapted, or (originally) non-Turkish instruments. 

Taking together the three general aspects which have been described so far, that 
is 1) the improvement of instruments and their playing techniques; 2) the intro-
duction of Western tonality and harmonic accompaniment; and 3) the emer-
gence of numerous new forms of ensembles for traditional music; all of these 
have led to an almost infinite variety of musical performance, questioning all ex-
isting notions of separate musical traditions. 

Melting Traditions 

In particular since the 1990s–but partly even before–arrangements, music pro-
jects, compositions and ensembles blend musical elements of different traditions 
to a degree that it becomes impossible to categorize them according to estab-
lished musical traditions. It is for this non-homogenous and individualized field 
of disintegration of musical traditions that I initially proposed the term “post-
traditional” music, as explained in the introduction. Musicians such as Erkan 
Oğur, Derya Türkan, Murat Aydemir, Uğur Işık (but also a great number of still 
less famous musicians) repeatedly form new ensembles, new combinations of 
sounds and repertoire, mostly for one concert or a single CD. At this point any 
attempt at a comprehensive narrative tends to end and pass over to unconnected 
individual examples. I will only shortly describe some few of these individual 
approaches, ignoring many others in order not to distract from my main argu-
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ment, that is, that individual musical projects today more and more replace co-
herent musical traditions. Only exceptionally do these individual musical pro-
jects share common elements; in most cases they might be described as individ-
ual combinations of elements of diverse musical traditions. 

Already in the 1940s, Hüseyin Sadeddin Arel had developed a new concept of 
Turkish chamber music based on a Western model. He composed numerous pieces 
in makam for duo, trio, quartet and small chamber ensembles composed of Otto-
man-Turkish instruments, for example for kemençe quartets. In 1977, Timur Selçuk 
(b. 1945), son of the celebrated singer Münir Nurettin Selçuk and known mainly 
for his political songs, founded the Istanbul Chamber Orchestra (Istanbul Oda Ork-
estrası) for harmonized versions of Turkish art songs, including those of his father.97 
In 2010 at the Cemal Reşit Rey Concert Hall, Istanbul, the program, Muniris-
tanbu,l presented songs of Münir Nurettin Selçuk played by an ensemble of about 
100 musicians consisting of a symphony orchestra, a choir for Turkish music and 
Turkish musical instruments in addition to five soloists, conducted by Timur 
Selçuk. Similarly Cihat Aşkın has arranged over the last 20 years both art and folk 
songs for orchestra and violin or for smaller ensembles. A completely different and 
unique approach involving the polyphonization of Turkish art music was devel-
oped by Kudsi Ergüner on his CD Sufyan (Equinox 2011). The piece Vals, in fact a 
taksim, is played by two neys and accompanied by drone chord held by several fur-
ther neys. Fuga (on the same album) is a study in counterpoint with fugato-like be-
ginnings in three ney parts, alternating with solos, again over drones. Also the late 
Ihsan Özgen wrote several polyphonic compositions, in particular for his daugh-
ters Neva Özgen (kemençe) and Yelda Özgen (cello), for example Uzak for kemençe 
and cello (2003) (Reigle & Whitehead 2008). 

The first attempts at polyphonic arrangements within folk music were conducted 
in the late 1970s, for example by Arif Sağ. Since 1979, Adil Arslan in Berlin collabo-
rated with the guitarist and composer Carlo Domeniconi, in 1986 Arslan released 
the album Batı-Doğu Divanı which included alevi semahs arranged for bağlama and 
chamber orchestra, composed of flute, English horn, bağlama, guitar, percussion, 
two violins, viola, cello and double bass (CD Tempo, 1986). From 1990 the Berlin-
based bağlama player Sıddık Doğan wrote comparable accompaniments for the or-
chestra or string quartet of the municipal music school, where he was teaching. 
Similarly other Turkish musicians cooperated with non-Turkish musicians, e.g.: 

– The albums of the Germany-based Kurdish musician Nizamettin Arıç (b. 1956), 
in particular “Kurdish Ballads 1-2” (2001, 2002) and “Dayê” (1987) display a mix 
of several eastern Anatolian instruments including mey, zurna, kaval, cura, tam-
bur, erbane, often arranged pholyphonically, even with sound collages.98 

                                                                                          
97 A recent recording is the CD, Babamın Şarkıları, Balet Plak, 2004; cf Stokes 2010:173ff. 
98 CD Images, Dreams / Wêneyên Xewnan, Teyra n.d.; reedited Ses, 1993; Şen 2016. 
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– Nilüfer Akbal: Ray’e / Road / Yol, Ada 2002, including flamenco guitar, key-
board, tabla, Turkish and latin percussion, trumpet, saxophone, strings, bansuri 
(Indian flute), ney, kabak kemane, kanun, bağlama, and accordion. Most musi-
cians are Germans, some are Turks and it was recorded in Hamburg. 

– Trio Mara, with the Vienna-based Kurdish singer Sakîna, Nurê Dilovanî (vio-
lin), and Nazê Îşhan (piano), CD Derî / Behind the Doors, Ahenk Müzik, 2013. 

– Taner Akyol Trio, with the Berlin-based bağlama player and composer Taner 
Akyol, pianist Antonis Anissegos and percussion player Sebastian Flaig. 

There are also several projects without any non-Turkish participation, as for ex-
ample the Anadolu Quartet, a string quartet which plays Anatolian folk songs ar-
ranged by violinist Ahmet Tirgil (b. 1982).99 

In 1990, the group Yansımalar (“Reflections”) was founded by two well-known 
musicians of traditional Turkish art music, Şenol Filiz (ney) and Birol Yayla (tan-
bur, guitar). In addition percussion and double bass are used, and for concerts 
and on CDs occasionally other instruments feature, such as cello, kanun, or yaylı 
tanbur. The group has released eight albums, and made music for several Turkish 
movies. In April 2011 Yansımalar gave a concert with the Istanbul Opera Orches-
tra, with arrangements written by the conductor, Serdar Yalçın. 

Similarly Incesaz was founded in 1997 by Murat Aydemir (tanbur), Derya Türkan 
(kemençe) and Cengiz Onural (guitar), a former member of the popular music 
group Yeni Türkü. To date Incesaz has released eight albums including a variety of 
different musical concepts and has cooperated with several guest musicians, such 
as the Turkish art music singer Melihat Gülses (CD Iki. Eylül Şarkıları, Kalan, 
2002), Cengiz Özkan (CD Elif, Kalan, 2007) Sezen Aksu, Zuhal Olçay, Cengiz 
Özkan, Cihat Aşkın, Leman Sam, Münip Utandı, Aşkın Nur Yengi and Muammer 
Ketençoğlu. The third album (Istanbul’a, Kalan 2004) focused on instrumental mu-
sic, including a string quartet; the fourth one (Mazi Kalbimde, Kalan, 2005) on 
Turkish tangos of the 1930s-50s. For the 75th anniversary of Turkish Airlines Incesaz 
released the CD Yollar (“Ways”), together with the Hungarian Symphony Orches-
tra, composed by Cengiz Onural and orchestrated by Oğuzhan Balcı and Cengiz 
Onural. 

A number of individual musicians could be mentioned here, just to give some 
few examples: 

– Sema (b. 1956) is an Istanbul based singer who has realized numerous music 
projects, including Turkish tangos and songs of the early 20th centry; ilahis ar-
ranged for a harpsichord, piano, electronics, ney, bass and drums; the musical 
theater Ashura together with the 5. Sokak Tiyatrosu (direction: Mustafa Avkiran, 
Övül Avkiran), in Armenian, Hebrew, Turkish, Arabic and other languages.100 

                                                                                          
99 www.anadoluquartet.com/kayitlar 
100 http://semamoritz.com. 
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– Saadet Türköz (b. 1961 in Istanbul, of Kazakh origin) is a singer of free im-
provisation, based in Zurich. Türköz has performed traditional Kazakh and 
Turkish songs (both folk and art) as well as avant-garde music, mostly together 
with free improvising jazz musicians, including Elliott Sharp (guitar), Joelle 
Léandre (cello), or Werner Luedi (saxophone). Her versions of traditional 
songs are completely alienated by experimental voice techniques.101 

– Microtonal Guitar Duo with Sinan Cem Eroğlu (fretless guitar) and Tolgahan 
Çoğulu (microtonal guitar); in some concerts enlarged by Erdem Şimşek (bağ-
lama). The repertoire consists of all kinds of Anatolian music ranging from 
Aşık Veysel to Kurdish and Georgian folk songs to the song kele kele by the 
Armenian composer and musicologist Vartabed Gomitas. In all arrangements 
the guitar almost inevitably adds Western polyphony to the traditional (or 
newly composed) melodies. There are even some compositions originally writ-
ten for piano that are part of the repertoire, for example pieces by Eric Satie 
and Frédéric Chopin of the twentieth and nineteenth centuries respectively, or 
the jazz ballad “Our Spanish Love Song” by the jazz bassist Charlie Haden.102 

Several music projects have arranged Western classical compositions for Turkish 
instruments, including several times, for example (just as the Microtonal Guitar 
Duo), Eric Satie’s piano pieces Gymnopedies and Gnossiennes: 

– Sertab Erener (Sarı Beni, 1999); 
– Sarband (CD Danse Gothique, Jaro 2000); 
– Tahir Aydogdu (kanun), Bilgin Canaz (ney) and Hakan A. Toker (piano, accor-

dion) (CD “Touches”, Kaf, 2008); 
– Uğur Işık (CD, Cello Invocations, Kalan 2008); 
– Erkan Oğur for fretless guitar and piano for the filk Mommo (2009); and for 

fretless guitar and vocals (CD Dönmez Yolu, Kalan, 2012).103 

Some other examples for a comparable approach include the Erol Parlack Quin-
tet performance of the famous, “Rondo alla Turca” from Mozart’s Piano Sonata 
No. 11 in A major (KV 331), the “Rachmaninov Anatolian Project” with piano 
(Güldiyar Tanrıdağlı), duduk (Ertan Tekin), and fretless guitar/yaylı tanbur (Cenk 
Erdoğan);104 further arrangements by Engin Düzyol (Tchaikovsky’s Swan Lake 
for Turkish art ensemble) or Ahmet Baran (Nocturne C sharp Minor by Chopin 

                                                                                          
101 Saadet Türköz: Kara Toprak (Amori, 1994); Saadet Türköz: Marmara See (Intact, 1999). 

Saadet Türköz: Urumchi, Intact record 2005 (traditional Kazakh music); Urumchi Nar(r), 
Leo Records 2012. www.saadet.ch/index-flash.html. 

102 CD Atlas, 2012 Kalan; CD with Sinan Cem Eroğlu: Microtonal Gitar Duo, Kalan 2015 
103 CD Sarband: Danse Gothique, Jaro 2000; CD Tahir Aydogdu, Bilgin Canaz & Hakan A. 

Toker: Touches, Kaf, 2008; CD Uğur Işık: Cello Invocations, Kalan 2008; CD Erkan Oğur: 
Dönmez Yolu, Kalan, 2012; CD Sertab Erener: Sertab Erener, Sony 1999. 

104 CD Rachmaninov Anatolian Project, Kalan 2015 
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on kanun) or Gürol Ağırbaş.105 The Berlin-based musician Nevzay Akpınar com-
posed a fictional Baroque composition for bağlama entitled A la baroc.106 

Avant-garde and Tradition 

Numerous contemporary Turkish composers of Western music at least occasionally 
include elements of Turkish music in combination with modern approaches to 
Western art music, hence breaking with the folkloristic and tonal approach of the 
early and middle Republican period. Also more and more Turkish instrumentalists 
of Western music seem to be interested in traditional music; pianists such as Birsen 
Ulucan, Tahsin Kamil Sökmen and Aylin Aykan, or harpists such as Ceren 
Necipoğlu (1972–2009) and Şirin Pancaroğlu (b. 1968)107 have performed arrange-
ments of traditional Turkish music. Many compositions are written for individual 
ensembles, often initiated by personal contacts with traditional instrumentalists 
who are willing and able to perform particular pieces, on occasion with commis-
sion. In 2016 the Berlin-based Neophon Ensemble, together with the composer 
Stefan Pohlit initiated commissions for four compositions and a competition for 
compositions, which should include a kanun as constructed by the late Julien Jalâl 
Ed-Din Weiss (1953-2015). Among more than 200 entries, Konstantin Heuer, 
Catherine Lamb, Arash Yazdani, Ezequiel Menalled, Klaus Lang and Stefan Pohlit 
himself were selected for concerts in Berlin, Ankara and Istanbul with the Neo-
phon Ensemble, percussion and ney player Osman Öksüoğlu and kanun player 
Tolga Volkan Kılıç. 

Below are a few examples of these compositions, listed here following the date 
of the composers birth:108 

– Cengiz Tanç (1933-1997): Nine Turkish folk songs in “Suite I for String Or-
chestra” arranged for Western instruments and bağlama (1974). 

                                                                                          
105 CD Gürol Ağırbaş: Köprüler. Iki Dünya. Ada Müzik 2006. The CD contains Maurice Ravel’s 

Bolero, Vivaldi’s Four Seasons; Johannes Brahms’ Hungarian Dances, Carl Orff ’s Carmina 
Burana and other popular classic pieces on arabesk string orchestra and diverse Turkish in-
struments. Similarly the international well-known rock songs, including “Englishman in New 
York” (Sting), “Smoke on the Water” (Deep Purple), “Billie Jean” (Michael Jackson), “La Isla 
Bonita” (Madonna) and others on mixed Western and Turkish instruments (including kanun, 
Turkish percussion, ney and others) by the group Dolapdere Big Gang. 

106 Nevzat Akpinar: Melez Yollarda, Akkiraz 2009 
107 For example the CD, Ceren Necipoğlu: Bir Kitap Gibi, Kalan 2009; Şirin Pancaroğlu: Is-

tanbul’un Ses Telleri, including Yerebatan (cistern) für kemençe, bass and harp by Arda Ardaşes 
Agoşyan (b. 1977) and Istanbul’un Ağaçları (The Trees of Istanbul) for harp, kemençe, kanun 
and ud by Turgay Erdener (b. 1957); arrangements of both folk and art music for two harps 
to be found on the CD, Şirin Pancaroğlu & Meriç Dönük & Jarrod Cagwin: Elişi, Kalan 
2011. Aylin Aykan composed the piece Sesler, gölgeler commissioned by Deutschlandfunk 
Radio (2007), on the well-known Istanbul song Kâtibim. 

108 The data is mainly based on Ilyasoğlu 2007 and the web pages of the composers.  
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– Yalçın Tura (b. 1934), a composer and musicologist, specialist in Ottoman music 
history, he often uses elements of this musical tradition in his compositions. 
Most of his music is tonal, the melody remains central; Şey Galib’e Saygı (“Hom-
age to Şey Galib”), a cantata for soprano, tenor, choir and orchestra (1972–1975), 
written for the Ayangil Türk Müziği Orkestrası ve Korosu (strings, ney, kemençe, 
kanun, ud, tanbur, kudüm, bendir); Oyun Havaları (“Dance Tunes”) for violin and 
chamber orchestra (1959-1972-1993); Hüseyni Saz Semaisi for ney, kemençe, tanbur 
(1972); Tulum Havası for three oboes (1972); Concertino for Kemençe, Violino Pi-
colo and Orchestra of Five Instruments ‘In Honor of Kantemiroğlu’ (2000).109 

– Betin Günes (b. 1957), based in Cologne: “Turkish Dance” for trombone quar-
tet, 1984; Karadeniz Sahillerinde (“Along the Black Sea Coast”, 1987) for chamber 
orchestra; Haydar Haydar for Orchester (2000) after the famous composition for 
bağlama by Ali Ekber Çicek (1935–2006); Ben Mevlanayım (“I am Mevlana”) for 
great orchestra and tenor solo, bass,� ney, piano (2008).110 

– Aydın Karlıbel (b. 1957), used elements from traditional music in several 
compositions for piano solo, including Hasan Efeni’nin Salat-ı Ümmiye’si üz-
erine Parafraz; Eski Istanbul’a dair Resimler (Pictures of Ancient Istanbul“).111 

– Meliha Doğuduyal (b. 1959), based in the Netherlands: Anatolian Suite for or-
chestra (1997); Taksim for ney with or without electronic band (2007).112 

– Kamran İnce (b. 1960) born in Montana, USA, of Turkish-American parents; 
studied at the Oberlin Conservatory as well as at the Eastman School of Mu-
sic. Ince is professor of composition at the University of Memphis and at 
MIAM, Istanbul Technical University: Nihavent Longa (traditional dance tune 
in makam nihavent) for wind instruments (2007); Concerto for Orchestra, Turkish 
Instruments and Voices (2009); The Invasion for winds, percusions, ney, kemençe, 
bağlama, zurnas(2011); Asumani for cello and ney (2012); opera “Judgement of 
Midas” (CD Albany, 2015), for Western orchestra including ney, kemençe, ud, 
kanun, bağlama.113 

– Münir Nurettin Beken (b. 1964), several chamber pieces for Ottoman-Turkish 
instruments since 1979, e.g. Damlalar (“Water Drops”, 1982) for kemençe, kanun 
and ud); several etudes for ud (since 1986); Suite for Ud and Orchestra (2005); 
Concertino for Ud and Orchestra (2005). 

– Hasan Ucarsu (b. 1965), Eski Istanbul’un Arka Sokaklarında (“In the Side Streets 
of Old Istanbul”) for kanun, cello, clarinet, harp and percussion (2001); Davet-

                                                                                          
109 CD Ayangil Türk Müziği Orkestra ve Korosu’nun Yalçın Tura’ya Armağanı: Şey Galib’e 

Saygı; Syncron 1999; CD Sensoy plays Tura, Kalan 1999. 
110 CD Ich will Dir was sagen, Telos Music 2005; www.betingunes.de (accessed December 4, 

2012). 
111 CD Aydın Karlıbel: Transcriptions and Original Works, Kalan 2007. 
112 http://melihadoguduyal.com/biography.html (accessed December 4, 2012); Doğuduyal 

2016. 
113 www.kamranince.com (accessed December 4, 2012). 
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siz Misafirler (“Uninvited Guests”) for harp, çeng (Ottoman harp) and orchestra 
(2007-2008). 

– Özkan Manav (b. 1967): Beş Anadolu Ezgisi (“Five Anatolian Melodies”, 2013). 
Bölüm 3 (2001), Bölüm 4 (2001) and Bölüm 5 (2006) for piano partly use ma-
kams; Bölüm 6 for piano (2009) uses microtones.114 

– Fazıl Say (b. 1970), pianist and composer. Say composes music in a wide stylis-
tic spectrum reaching from international contemporary music and jazz to 
chanson. Most of his recent compostions deal with traditional elements in a 
free way. Dances of Nasreddın Hodja (1990) on rhythms of Ottoman art music 
(1. Devr-i Turan; 2. Devr-i Hindî; 3. Bektaşi Raksanı; 4. Şark-ı Devr-i Revâni Velve-
lesi); Kara Toprak (“Black Earth”, 1997) for piano, inspired by a song from Aşık 
Veysel (1894-1975). In the beginning the damped piano imitates an opening 
(açış) of a bağlama, later the piano improvises virtuosically on motives of the 
song with harmonic accompaniment; Yine bir Gülnihal for piano (1998) after 
Dede Efendi’s song; Uzun İnce Bir Yoldayım, on another song by Aşık Veysel for 
piano, voice and orchestra (2004); Istanbul Senfonisi (2009), some parts inspired 
by traditional music, in Tarikat the phrase “la ilahe illalleh” includes ney and kud-
düm, before the orchestra enters with imitation of the ney melody; in “Oriental 
night” a kanun taksim enters, followed by a dance, citing the art song “Dök 
Zülfünü Meydane Gel” (“Let down your hair and come to the square”); later a 
köçekçe dance; Hezarfen – Concerto for Ney and Orchestra (2011). The third 
part, Perpetuum mobile, uses a motive from a Black Sea Coast dance, imitating a 
Black Sea kemençe. The untitled fourth part is inspired by the folk song Odam 
Kireçtir Benim; Mezopotamya Senfonisi (2012); Concerto for piano and chamber 
orchestra No. 2 “Silk Road” (1993), the last movement is inspired by the folk 
song Ankara’nın Taşına Bak (“See the Stone of Ankara”). Further projects to-
gether involved the percussionist Burhan Öçal and ney-player Kudsi Ergüner.115 

– Onur Türkmen (b. 1972), based in Ankara: Music for Kemençe Quintett (2010); 
Hat (“Calligraphy”) for kemençe and strings (2011); 5 Short Pieces for ney, kanun, 
kemençe, cello (2012); Minyatür for kemençe and alto kemençe (2012); Dilsiz Şey-
tan for voice, kaval and tenor saxophone (2013).116 

– Tolga Yayalar (b. 1973), studied in Boston and Harvard, currently based in 
Ankara: Lucia di Ombre (2005), material based on Byzantine modes, including 
microtones; Lachrymea (2013) for kemençe and microtonal guitar. 

– Evrim Demirel (b. 1977), composer and jazz pianist based in Istanbul: Zeybek (a 
folk dance) for wind instruments and percussion (2004); Saz Semaisi No. 1 for  
 

                                                                                          
114 http://ozkanmanav.com/ (accessed October 13, 2016). 
115 CD Fazıl Say: Dervish in Manhattan (2000): Fazıl Say & Kudsi Ergüner Quartett (piano, 

ney, bass, drums). http://fazilsay.com (accessed December 4, 2012), CD Fazil Say: Istanbul 
Senfonisi, Ak Müzik 2010. 

116 www.onurturkmen.info (accessed December 4, 2012) 
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clarinet, violin, piano (2004); “Ottoman Miniatures” for orchestra (2004); “Saba 
in Istanbul” for setar, ud, cornet, viola da gamba, bendir, tombak (2005); Saz Se-
maisi No. 2 for E-flat clarinet, violin, cello, harp piano (2004); “Cross-Linked” 
for two violins, viola, two cellos, double bass, harp, three percussionists, bass 
clarinet, piano (2005); Makamsız for recorder, kanun, viola da gamba, cello, ma-
rimba, darbuka (2005); Fasıl No:1 for Turkish ensemble and orchestra (2010); 
Four Folksongs From Anatolia for traditional Turkish singer and ensemble 
(2010).117 

– Eray Altınbüken (b. 1975): Kumdakı kan (“Blood in the Sand”) for kemençe, 
guitar and cello (2003; Reigle & Whitehead 2008: xviii). 

– Taner Akyol (b. 1977), bağlama player and composer based in Berlin: Concerto 
for Baglama and Ensemble (2002)118; An die Liegengebliebenen for string trio, al-
to flute (or ney) and bağlama (2005); Hatırlamalar (“Memories”) for string quar-
tet and bağlama (2006); Taksim’de Üç Ağaç ve Çapulcular for bağlama and cham-
ber ensemble (2013); Children’s opera “Ali Baba und die 40 Räuber” (2011) 
using traditional material, including makams hicaz, karcıgar and kürdi, folk-
songs, bağlama, asma davul, zurna, kaval together with Western orchestra.119 

– Uğras Durmuş (b. 1978), composer who studied in the Netherlands, based in 
Istanbul: Imece for ney, kanun, kemençe, tanbur, percussion, clarinet, violin and 
cello (2008); Haliç’te (“At the Golden Horn”) compositions for kanun and piano 
(since 2011); Uzun Hava 1 for piano and clarinet (2009), Uzun Hava 2 for 
chamber ensemble (2016); Kaval for kanun, kaval and kuddüm, contemporary 
Western music on Ottoman-Turkish instruments (2013); Uyan ey Gözlerin for 
choir.120 

– Ataç Sezer (b. 1979): Peschrev (sic) for ney, e-bass and electronics (2008), Mirage 
for ney and E-piano (2013).121 

It is noteworthy that a number of these young Turkish composers spent at least 
some time abroad, and several of the mentioned compositions have been written 

                                                                                          
117 www.evrimdemirel.com (accessed 4 December 2012) 
118 www.tanerakyol.com (accessed 4 December 2012). 
119 Libretto: Cetin Ipekkaya & Marietta Rohrer-Ipekkaya, 2012; Yavus 2014: 122f. “Through the 

motivic relations, Akyol sometimes searches a way to integrate bağlama with the orchestral timbre. In 
this direction bağlama sometimes becomes a member of different groups and is put into interrelations. 
Such a section can be found in the first act and first scene between measures 64 and 75.. Here 
bağlama respectively plays in unison with piano, strings, marimba, and contrabass; or the bağlama 
part is supported by harp and piano. Thus in the eleven-measure section, bağlama and other instru-
ments create different orchestral timbres” (Yavus 2014: 164). CD Birds of Passage / Göcmen Kusla-
ri, Enja 2007; Newly composed folk songs arranged for chamber orchestra, including Ana-
tolian instruments (mainly the bağlama), but still remaining songs with main melodies; 
CD Maria Farantouri sings Taner Akyol, Enja 2010. 

120 www.ugrasdurmus.com. 
121 www.newmusicistanbul.com/composers/atac-sezer (accessed 26 January 2012); www.atac 

sezer.com (accessed 14 June 2017). 
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as commissions of European ensembles.122 Further non-Turkish composers based 
in Turkey should be mentioned, in particular Michael Ellinson and Stefan Pohlit. 

– Michael Paul Ellison (b.1969), after many years in Istanbul, he is now based in 
Bristol and co-director of Hezarfen Ensemble. Karşılama (2002) for kemençe, 
voice, kanun, ud, cello, mey, bendir; Elif (2003, revised 2016), for Turkish tradi-
tional voice, ud, kemençe, violin, bass clarinet, cello; “‘Turkish’ Concerto” 
(2008) for ney, kemençe, kanun, ud, bendir, cello and orchestra; “Say I am You-
Mevlâna” (2012), opera for three soloists, chorus, Turkish instruments and en-
semble; “Round Evcara” (2015) for kemençe and cello; Opera Deniz Küstü (“The 
Sea-Crossed Fisherman”, 2016), based on the novel of Yaşar Kemal, for orches-
tra including ney, kemençe and kanun.123 

– Stefan Pohlit (b. 1976), studied in Saarbrücken, Karlsruhe (Germany) and Is-
tanbul, based in Izmir: piš-raw for large orchestra (2006); “4 Experimental Ap-
proaches to Compositions from the Ottoman Court Repertoire” for lyric so-
prano and ten instrumentalists (2006) 

These ever mulitplying new compositions display a wide range of both aesthetic 
approaches and compositional techniques. Here only some general and prelimi-
nary remarks can be included. 

The most common cross-cultural approach for Western trained composers is 
the integration of traditional Turkish instruments into a basically Western en-
semble. The traditional instrument adds an exotic element, but sometimes also 
elements of Turkish music are integrated, including melodic embellishment, or 
scales reminiscent of makams or rhythms. Constellations of this kind – with a 
traditional instrument which essentially replaces a comparable Western instru-
ment inside a Western genre – do not provide serious musical or technical prob-
lems. The benefit, however, is limited to a new timbre and to what is mostly per-
ceived as a rise of traditional instruments into the canon of Western classical 
music. 

Especially attractive for musicians, composers and the audience is one of the 
largest forms, the concerto for orchestra and solo instrument. The earliest model 
for this approach is Hasan Ferid Alnar’s concerto for kanun (1951). A number of 
projects combine the bağlama with Western orchestra, mostly again with folklor-
istic harmonizations, as for example in Anadolu (Anatolia) for bağlama and or-

                                                                                          
122 e.g. Meliha Doğuduyal, Evrim Demirel, Uğraş Durmuş, Gökçe Altay and Selim Doğru in 

the Netherlands; Betin Güneş, Fazıl Say, Ataç Sezer, Ahmet Altınel, Füsün Köksal, Taner 
Akyol, İnci Yakar, Zeynep Gedizlioğlu in Germany, the Netherlands or France; Mehmet 
Can Özer in Switzerland; Kamran Ince, Hasan Uçarsu, Özkan Manav, Tolga Yaylar, Tay-
lan Cihan and Turgut Erçetin in the USA. Evrim Demirel for example wrote Telvin for 
Nieuw Ensemble, Ottoman Miniatures for orchestra and Four Folk Songs From Anatolia 
for Atlas Ensemble, Makamsiz for the Dutch Ziggurat Ensemble. 

123 Reagle & Whitehead 2008:xxff; https://ellisonotes.com/works/ accessed November 16, 
2016. 
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chestra by Sanar Yurdatapan, premiered in Köln 1986 (soloist: Orhan Temur, 
conductor: Betin Güneş), formally a suite-like sequence of Anatolian songs and 
dance melodies.124 Two years later in Cologne the Concertino for three bağlamas 
and Orchester (1988) was premiered. More recent are projects by the bağlama 
player Erdal Akkaya with the Duisburger Philharmonic and later the Kammer-
symphonie Berlin (2014), again arranged folk songs;125 the Remayisê Munzuri 
(2005) arranged by Gerhard Fischer-Münster in cooperation with Mikail Aslan; 
or Yavuz Bingöl’s Bin Yılın Ozanları “Karacaoglan” with chamber orchestra 
(2016), and similar projects by Cengiz Özkan with the CRR Senfoni Orkestrası 
(2016). Concertos in a contemporary Western musical language, based mainly on 
new musical material rather than on folk melodies include Carlo Dominiconi’s 
Concerto di Berlinbul for bağlama and chamber orchestra (1988, Yavus 2014: 122f), 
and the concertos for bağlama and orchestra composed by Taner Akyol (2002), 
Kemal Dinç (2013), and Sinem Altan (2013).126 Recently comparable concerti 
have been composed also for Ottoman-Turkish instruments and orchestra, for ud 
(Münir Nurettin Beken, 2005), kanun (Turgay Erdener, 2015; Ahmet Baran, 
2015), ney (Fazıl Say, 2012), two kemençes (Münir Nurettin Beken, 2017), kanun, 
ud, percussion and orchestra (Enver Yalçın Özdıker, 2017) and çenk / harp (Hasan 
Uçarsu, 2007/08). It is noteworthy that this recent interest in solo concertos is 
not limited to Turkey, as several of concertos for traditional instruments have 
been composed in many Middle Eastern countries, including: 

– Iraq: Concert for ud and Orchestra by Rahim Alhaj; 
– Lebanon: Concerto for ud and Orchestra (2002) by Marcel Khalife (b. 1950); 

Concerto for kanun & Orchestra (2012) by Marcel Khalife (b. 1950); 
– Israel: Concerto for ud and Orchestra by Michale Wolpe (b. 1960); Concerto 

for kanun and Orchestra by Nabil Azzam 
– Egypt: two concerti for ud and orchestra by Atia Sharara (1922-2014), and 

Ammar El Sherei (1948-2012), one for nay and Orchestra by Atia Sharara;127 
– Greece: Kyriakos Kalaitzidis: Concerto for ud and Orchestra 2015; Concerto 

for Orchestra and Traditional Clarinet by Theodoros Antoniou; 
– Armenia: two concertos for kanun and Orchestra (1954, 1987) by Khachatur 

Avetisyan (1926–1996);128 
– Azerbaijan: Concerto for ud and Orchestra and Concerto for kamancha and 

Orchestra by Haji Khanmammadov (1918-2005) 

                                                                                          
124 MC Melike Demirağ / Şanar Yurdatapan: Istanbul’da olmak / Anadolu, Ada, 1989. 
125 MC Arif Sağ Trio: Concerto for Bağlama (ASM, 1998).  
126 Sinem Altan: Concert for Baglama and Orchestra. „Beni baglama – don’t bind me“, Berlin: Ries 

& Erler 2013. 
127 I owe most of this data to Kyriakos Kalaitzidis, recordings of most concerts might be 

found on youtube. 
128 CD Karine Hovhannisyan: Classical Music for the Armenian Kanun, Traditional Crossroads 

2007 
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Ilyas Mirzayev (b. 1961), Azerbaijani composer and jazz musician, based in Tur-
key, has composed his symphony “Sufi” in cooperation with the ney player Ercan 
Irmak, similarly his Concerto for ney (2002) (which in its harmonized version 
quotes an ayin of Ismail Dede Efendi [1782–1846] and a saz semai from Tanburi 
Cemil Bey [1873–1916]); further, his Dede Efendi Gülnihal for flute and Orchestra 
(2000).129 For the Turkish Tekfen Filarmoni Orkestrası Mirzayev further wrote the 
Triple Concerto for kanun, ud, and ney (2016) as well as the Karadeniz Rapsodi for 
Tulum and Orchestra (2012). 

In smaller ensembles elements of traditional music inevitably become more 
audible, and hence most composers try to blend timbre, scales (sometimes even 
different intonations) and rhythms. In Taner Akyol’s Hatıralamalar for string 
quartet and bağlama, Akyol adapted the traditional melodic pattern of the bağla-
ma for strings without quoting any traditional melody. In trios or duos it be-
comes impossible to give the ensemble a clear characterization of either Western 
or Turkish tradition. The duo for piano and kanun by Esra Berkman (kanun) & 
Nazlı Işıldak (piano, initially Ayça Daştan) for example is balanced between both 
worlds.130 Most pieces try to use playing techniques and timbres common to 
both instruments (as for example arpeggi). 

Another musical approach is it to detach traditional musical elements and 
combine them anew in an abstract soundscape. Lir ve Ateş for string quartet, pi-
ano and bağlama by Kemal Dinç consists of three movements, with extensive 
improvisations for piano or bağlama inserted between. The first movement be-
gins with quiet bağlama and plucked piano tones. Later intensifying three-tone 
motives emerge, which build a soundscape rather than clear melodies. Gradually 
the melody broadens, changing the makam repeatedly, in between short resorts 
to a zeybek or an alevi semah. More and more the string quartet attracts the audi-
ence’s attention, supported by the piano. Some lighter parts again turn to expres-
sions of pain. Towards the end the sound weave intensifies and eventually ends 
in tutti. Kemal Dinç’s music is abstract, with no melodies, no clear harmonic 
language but rather constantly changing makams. The musical form is often hard 
to detect. Short, amorphous and minimalistic motifs determine the music, imita-
tions are passed from one instrument to another, building dense, rhythmically 
and dynamically intensifying weaves. Repeatedly the music seems to stop and 
the intense weaves are detached by broad, calm fields of sound. In particular 
with respect to the bağlama, every now and then remnants of folk music are au-
dible, in melodies, in the playing technique and in particular in asymmetric 
rhythms. Whenever an Anatolian element seems to be present, however, Dinç 

                                                                                          
129 CD Sefika Kutluer: Mevlana Rumi. Gallo 2008. 
130 Their repertoire includues Tolga Zafer Özdemir (b. 1975): Kesitler (2010); Enis Günüş (b. 

1982): Arrangement of the piece, Başına Bağlamış Astar; Ugraş Durmuş Haliç’te 1 and 2 
(“At the Golden Horn”) for kanun and piano (2011; 2016). CD Esra Berkman & Nazlı Işıl-
dak, Uyanış. Haçatur Avetisyan. Kalan 2013. 
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alienates the playing technique and rhythm, modulates, changes motifs, creating 
confusing soundscapes. A similar focus on timbre and sound characterizes 
Dinç’s solo pieces for bağlama, Denemeler (“Essay”, 2012, see figure 17) 

Again asymmetric rhythm seems to be the only remaining Anatolian element 
in this music, except for some short alienated melodic quotes (e.g. in Ay ve Mavi 
Tilki / “The Moon and the Blue Fox”) or in remnants of makam saba at the end 
of Denemeler I. Titles such as Mezxana (a name for Diyarbakır used by Armenians 
and Kurds) or the dedication of Ay ve Mavi Tilki to the region of Dersim, are 
more homages to personal inspiration rather than quotes of regional styles. The 
music is strangely emotional and disjointed; there are only a few distinguishable 
melodies. In place of these, the motion diminishes and gives way to short amor-
phous repetitions in changing variants before fading out. Some pieces are heavily 
dominated by abstract noise, but later move into quick, rhythmic transitions. 
Most often, the same pitches are played on different strings and positions, pro-
ducing a rich fabric of texture and sound in which melodic passages flow and 
blend. Particulary in the case of the bağlama, one unavoidably expects a return to 
the drone and hence to the initial mode, and the rejection of such musical secu-
rity creates a sense of emptiness and loneliness in Dinc’s music. 

The general use of Anatolian rhythms has already has been mentioned several 
times, for instance in the framework of world music. Also many Western-Turkish 
composers prefered this approach to musical hybridity or identity markers, be-
ginning with the early Turkish folklorists to recent composers such as Fazıl Say. 
Ottoman forms have also been adapted for contemporary music, as for example 
by Stefan Pohlit in Ikaros (2006) and “Der zerrissene Orpheus” (“The Torn Or-
pheus”; 2006/2015) or by Demirel (Saz Semaisi No 1 & 2). 

The integration of the Turkish concept of melody, however, is much more 
challenging. One approach is the free addition of the taksim by adding a (tonal or 
not) acompaniment to a monophone taksim-like melody. During his education 
in Paris in the 1930s, the young Ulvi Cemil Erkin wrote an “Improvisation” (for 
violin and piano). Similarly Hasan Ferid Alnar in 1935 (see figure 18) and much 
later Ertugrul O Firat. The Ney Taksim in Yalçın Tura’s cantata Sey Galib’e Saygı 
(1972-75) is already less tonal and much nearer to an Ottoman-Turkish taksim, 
while just a soft drone on the strings is added for accompaniment.131 

In other cases taksim is perceived purely as an inspiration for free compositions. 
Mugam Sayagi by the Azerbaijan composer, Franghiz Ali-Zadeh (b. 1947)132 is  
a meditation on long held tones rather than a traditional makam realisation. 
Sparse, amorphous melodies rise from low to higher pitch levels, forming layers  

                                                                                          
131 CD Ayangil Türk Müziği Orkestra ve Korosu, Galib’e Saygı, Türkiye İş Bankası, 1999. 
132 Born in Baku, Azerbaijan Ali-Zadeh studied piano and composition in Baku. 1993-96 she 

served as director of the choir of the municipal opera in Mersin, later as teacher for piano 
and music theory in the same city. Since 1999 she has been based in Germany.  
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Figure 17: Kemal Dinç: Denemeler II (Dinç 2012: 29) 
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Figure 18: Hasan Ferid Alnar: Improvisation (1935) 

of movable drones and extremely slow melodies. The title of Onur Türkmen’s (b. 
1972) piece, Hat for kemençe and Western chamber ensemble (2011, commissioned 
by kemençe player Nermin Kaygusuz) is derived from calligraphy (Turkish: hat), 
and literally means line. “Yet, composing a piece of music within the hat concept is all 
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about revealing a ‘line’ of makams penetrating and merging into each other,” Türkmen 
wrote about this composition. “No quotations are used in hat but only ambiguous 
remnants through makams and yet its melodic associations.” In fact partly free taksim-
like kemençe solos are interrupted by other instruments, mostly at the same pitches 
adding different timbres, hence creating soundscapes of the melodies resting, as 
coloring a lost and unreal taksim by means of contemporary timbre and dissonant 
composition. 

The general rule for the integration of microtone, hence the Ottoman-Turkish 
pitch system, into polyphonic music is that tempered pitches needs to be avoi-
ded (also in the accompanying instruments) in case a near but non-tempered 
pitch is performed (for example by a traditional instrument). 

Evrim Demirel: 

For example let’s say we have the uşşak koma – la si-with-koma do re mi fa sol – you 
should not touch this si note in this part, no si at all. All harmonies before and after 
need to be adjusted accordingly. 

A remarkable musical approach to this problem is Bölüm 6 (“Sixth Movement”) 
for piano by Özkan Manav (b. 1967), part of a series of independent composi-
tions for piano. In dreamlike passages the piano repeatedly leaves the temperate 
pitch system and changes to makam such as neva, segah and hüzzam. Necessarily 
some notes of the piano (b, d#, f#) have to be retuned in advance. In most cases 
these unusual, retuned notes are touched individually, softly and very carefully, 
as though the music itself is not sure of these notes. The composition is dedi-
cated to the memory of the late Ottoman composer Hacı Ârif Bey (1831–1885). 

Another way to avoid the problems of different pitch systems is it to separate 
the different musical languages into different sections. The Project Medcezir (“Ti-
des,” 2008) by Selim Doğru (b. 1971, based in the Netherlands) follows this stra-
tegy. The Axyz Ensemble performed new compositions by Çağlayan Yıldız, 
Gökçe Altay, Oğuz Büyükberber and Selim Doğru, each alternating with tradi-
tional music played by Kemal Dinç (bağlama), Murat Tokaç (tanbur), Erkan Oğur 
(kopuz, voice) and Fahrettin Yarkın (percussion). 

The project Turquoise of the Nederlands Blazers Ensemble (2006) confronted new 
compositions for orchestra by Kamran Ince with Kurdish songs such as Ahmedo 
or Kece Kurdan performed by the Kurdish singer Aynur Doğan, which were main-
ly accompanied only by percussion, or monophonic small orchestra sounds 
(Dewo dewo). In Hasan Uçarsu’s concerto Davetsiz Misafirler the soloist switches 
from movement to movement between Western and Ottoman harp (çeng). In 
particular the parts of the çeng are only sparseley accompanied by the orchestra in 
order to avoid clashes of the Ottoman-Turkish and the Western intonation (Poh-
lit 2011: 193f). Marc Sinan (b. 1976) in his last three large compositions even 
visually separates traditional Turkish and Western music, though they continue 
to interact. In Hasretim–Journey to Anatolia (2013) most of the Turkish sounds are 
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provided by video recording. The attached film depicts impressions from a jour-
ney along the Black Sea Coast, with recordings of regional folk music. The Dres-
den Symphony Orchestra together with some traditional musicians – Güç Başar 
Gülle (ud), Ömer Can Satır (kaval), Onur Şentürk (kemençe), Erdem Şimşek (bağ-
lama) – on the other hand perform live newly composed music.133 A subsequent 
project entitled Dede Korkut, realized again with the Dresden Symphony Orches-
tra in 2015, focused on Central Asian music, including musicians from Central 
Asia; Aghet by Marc Sinan, Zeynep Gedizlioğlu, Helmut Oehring, and the Ar-
menian composer Vache Sharafyan, is dedicated to the Armenian composer, 
singer and musicologist Gomitas.134 

In Variations on Dertli Kaval for piano, viola and violin (commissioned by the 
pianist Birsen Ulucan in 2019) the composer İnci Yakar (b. 1981) explicitly com-
posed a transition from a traditional folksong, the Turkish folksong Dertli Kaval 
(“Painful Flute”), from the Bulgarian region of Deliorman, where the pianist Bir-
sen Ulucan grew up, to contemporary music. The piece begins with an old re-
cording of Ulucan’s grandfather singing the song. After about one minute a viola 
takes the melody, later a simple counterpoint is added to the violin. Beginning 
with the third stanza the piano frames the melody with free atonal soundfields. 
The melody gets more and more abstract, more expressive and dissonant, the 
texture turns to a free composition of timbre.135 

The development of New Music in the West further expanded the alternative 
ways to compose timbre or soundscapes, which are much easier to combine with 
modal melodies than with polyphonic or harmonic music. Here, both musical 
traditions are structured separately, that is, a soundscape of contemporary West-
ern music functions as background for a Turkish melody. 

Pure sound collages are the technically and aesthetically least complicated ex-
pression of this trend. Mehmet Can Özer’s piece Siyah Kalem Dansı (“Dance of 
the Black Pen”) for bağlama and live electronics (2007) for example uses alienated 
bağlama recordings within abstract soundscapes. In another piece (In the Arctic 
Cave, 2006) it is piano and ney instead, though ultimately the choice of instru-
ment does not make too great a difference.136 Anadolu’dan Dört Halk Türküsü 

                                                                                          
133 In an earlier CD (Marc Sinan & Julia Hülsman: Fasıl, ECM 2009) only the album title and 

the title of the first piece, Peshrev, is reminiscent of Ottoman music, not the music itself, 
which is jazz and new Western music. CD/DVD Hasretim, ECM 2013. http://www. 
marcsinan.com. 

134 For the political discussion on this project see http://www.spiegel.de/kultur/gesellschaft/ 
streit-um-dresdner-musikprojekt-die-tuerkei-hat-laengst-eine-grenze-ueberschritten-a-1089 

 177.html 
135 CD Salon Romantique Turque, Özcan, Birsen und Ayşen Ulucan, Regensburg: Spektral, 

2009. Also in a later composition Inci Yakar included a traditional folk song, Ağlama /  
Don’t cry (2009) by Aşık Daimi (1932 – 1982).  

136 CD Mehmet Can Özer, Siyah Kalem Dance, AK Müzik 2009; Mehmet Can Özer: Diction-
ary of War (2003; Reagle & Whitehead 2008:259; CD). 
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(“Four Folk Songs from Anatolia”) by Evrim Demirel was originaly written in 
2004 for the Atlas Ensemble as a suite for Western voice and cross-cultural 
chamber ensemble. The composition is based on traditional songs from different 
Turkish regions: Yağmur Yağar from Kütahya, Yayla Yollarından Yürüyüp Gelir from 
Burdur, Ferayidir Gızın Adı from Muğla and Batum from Sinop. The composition 
begins with a free soundscape from which the melody emerges (bar 32, see figure 
19). 

In 2010 Evrim Demirel revised his former composition for Birsen Ulucan, 
changing its instrumentation and replacing the Western singer with the Turkish 
art music singer Özer Özel. While the earlier version was clearly Western music – 
although including strong elements of Turkish music – it became a hardly classi-
fiable intercultural art music ranging equally over several traditions. Together 
with the traditional Ottoman-Turkish singing technique by Özer Özel the Turk-
ish pitch system now became clearly audible, sometimes in tension with the 
Western tempered intonation. The main instrument has become the piano, used 
here in the unfamiliar function as a bridge between Turkish and Western music: 
in dense polyphonic duos with the kanun the piano transports Western contem-
porary tonality into the environment of Turkish music. Later the piano returns to 
a more Western musical structure. In particular the second and the fourth songs 
are almost piano songs, somewhat reminiscent of arrangements from the “Turk-
ish Five” in the 1930s and ‘40s. Jazz elements in the piano however, for instance 
the rich syncopation, reveal the jazz experience of the composer. Towards the 
end of the piece the piano becomes more and more percussive and playful – 
however still creating free atonality. The other instruments, both Western and 
Turkish, provide a rich variety of musical colours. Here melodies are hardly used, 
the composition is made up mainly of sound and timbre. The central and recur-
ring element is the piano with its differing textures. Only the traditional song 
melodies remain unchanged and clearly perceptible, and are never reduced to an 
exotic quotation. All other musical elements are constantly in transition. It is 
this dense and colourful musical space which allows so many different musics to 
melt together. The third song, for instance begins with a kind of taksim played on 
the kemençe before the musical background of free atonality, and leading to a 
free, clearly Anatolian melody.137 

 

                                                                                          
137 In his Symphony of Dialogue (commissioned by the Nederlands Fonds voor Podiumkunsten) 

Demirel similarly combined an orchestra with Muslim, Jewish and Christian singing tradi-
tions. Promotion-DVD with the Symfonnieorkest De Philharmonie, conducted by Daan 
Admiral, soloists Selma Harkink, Halil Necipoğlu, Ken Gould 2010. 
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Figure 19: Evrim Demirel: Anadolu’dan Dört Halk Türküleri, 2010 Version. 
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Conclusion 

Throughout the entire twentieth century and into the beginning of the twenty-
first, almost all musicians in Turkey have made some attempt to develop a kind 
of synthesis of what they perceived as different musical worlds, that is the hori-
zontal music of the Middle East and the vertical music of the West. As a result 
Turkey in general did not become part of the “Western music world,” rather art 
music in Turkey has become radically individualized and diverse. Today, musical 
instruments, ensembles and arrangements exist in unprecedented and inextrica-
ble diversity. There are no standards of performance practice to stabilise musical 
life, rather almost every concert and every CD presents a new type of ensemble, 
performing a new repertoire with new arrangements. The amount of available in-
strument types, their practical use (construction, playing techniques, repertoires) 
and their combination into ensembles have expanded dramatically, with an ac-
celerating development over the past two decades. While the harmonic language 
in general remained surprisingly limited, melodies compared to other musical 
elements still dominate Turkish art music. Only a few Turkish musicians and 
composers have completely given up composing and performing monophone 
melodies in favour of polyphony or compositions of timbre. 

Today, traditional Turkish music is often performed on instruments or by en-
sembles which were either adapted from non-Turkish (in particular European) 
traditions, e.g. choir, piano, guitar, orchestra, new mixed ensembles; or devel-
oped, changed or sometimes entirely re-invented instruments of more or less Ot-
toman-Turkish-Anatolian tradition. Parallel to the augmenting of musical styles, 
the repertoire of most Turkish musicians expanded to an unprecedented degree, 
including pieces of both Turkish folk and art music, as well as historical Euro-
pean art music (of a range of periods and styles) and sometimes also other music 
traditions. For several well-known Turkish songs (art and folk) a great number of 
contemporary arrangements have been made, ranging from traditional perform-
ance and historical reconstruction, to jazz, arabesk, rock and contemporary West-
ern music. 

As part of these extensive developments the numerous styles of Anatolian folk 
music and Ottoman-Turkish art music have moved substantially closer to each 
other, in particular in terms of performance practice. In addition, elements of 
Western music or popular music are also often intermingled. Today, a large field 
of “Turkish music” exists, reaching from light popular interpretations by mixed 
ensembles, solo instruments such as piano or guitar, and orchestras to sophisti-
cated, highly individual interpretations of an again mixed repertoire of tradi-
tional music. Today the use of hybrid ensembles and instruments forms a central 
characteristic of almost all Turkish music. While the idea of musical traditions, 
such as folk music, Ottoman-Turkish art music, regional Anatolian styles, tekke 
style or others, is still imagined as existing by the audience as well as for most 
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musicians, in fact all of these traditions have disintegrated to a large extent. In-
stead Turkish musicians today tend to develop individual musical projects, for 
which they draw upon an unprecedentedly large range of instruments, playing 
techniques, ensemble types, musical genres and repertoires. 

The pace of development of instruments, arrangements and ensembles has led to 
serious challenges for Turkish musicians. In order to be able to play in as many 
individual musical projects as possible, a musician is expected to master both a 
wide range of musical and technical skills and instruments, and to be flexible in 
his or her ability for different musical styles and aesthetics. 

Studio musicians need to be able to play their instrument in tune with instruments in 
several different tuning systems: Western equal tempered (common in pop productions 
featuring synthesizers or electric guitars), Orta-Anadolu halk [Central Anatolian folk mu-
sic], Osman sanat [Ottoman art music], and other less formalized regional traditions. 
[…] Consequently, studio musicians bring a large instrument inventory to a tracking 
session. Eyüp Hamis brings over 100 neys and kavals, while Ertan Tekin has at least 40 
ney/duduk/balaban instruments, many optimized for contemporary studio contexts. (Ba-
tes 2008: 197) 

In addition to the challenging training in their main instrument and musical sty-
le, contemporary traditional musicians are expected to have at least a basic 
knowledge in and experience with other musical traditions in Turkey, that is folk 
music, Ottoman-Turkish art music, as well as Western music and its harmonic 
language, jazz and sometimes even contemporary Western music. The main 
problem for younger composers is to find traditional musicians who are able to 
play their individual music, in terms of playing technique and notation reading, 
and who are in addition open to experimental or sometimes atonal music. The 
60 year old concerto for kanun by Alnar has only ever been performed by three 
soloists to date, that is Rûhi Ayangil, Tahir Aydoğdu and Halil Altınköprü.138 In 
addition the French kanun player, Julien Jâlal Eddine Weiss must be mentioned, 
as well as Esra Berkman, who played arrangements and new compositions for 
kanun and piano and performed in the Istanbul Contemporary Music Ensemble. 
There is no comparably large number of cross-cultural experienced musicians for 
any other traditional Turkish instrument. For the ney, in almost all related pro-
jects, ney players Burcu Karadağ or Kudsi Ergüner are involved. On tanbur for 
new Western and jazz music, Özer Özel is the sole active musician (in particular 
in the Evrim Demirel Ensemble), and in numerous cross-cultural ensembles and 
projects Murat Aydemir is present. Violinist Cihat Aşkın was already mentioned, 
while the sisters Neva Özgen (kemençe) and Yelda Özgen Öztürk (Cello) are ac-
tive in many music projects from Greek to Western music. For kemençe in particu-
lar Derya Türkan and Nermin Kaygusuz are active in several cross-cultural music 

                                                                                          
138 Ayhan Sarı, “Geleneksel Türk Müziginde ile ‘kanun’, ‘bağlama’, ‘ney’ Koncertoları”, in: 

Musîki Dergisi, www.musikidergisi.net/?p=2122 (accessed December 1, 2012) 
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projects. Even more extreme in its restricted range of competent artists is the 
situation concerning Turkish folk instruments. New cross-cultural music for bağ-
lama has mainly been performed by just a few players, including Kemal Dinç, 
Taner Akyol and Erdem Şimşek in Istanbul. Outstanding of course is the kopuz 
and fretless guitar player Erkan Oğur. From 2015-2020, the Istanbul-based He-
zarfen Ensemble is conducting a large project entitled Beyond East and West (fi-
nanced by the European Research Council) including seminars and workshops 
with traditional musicians, with the long-term goal of integrating Turkish tradi-
tional instruments and voices into contemporary music. 

In today’s musical life in Turkey hence, musicians are actually in a much 
stronger position than composers, who, more than ever in history, strongly de-
pend on the former. Many new compositions are directly composed by commis-
sions of musicians, due to personal contacts, or by the members of individual 
ensembles or projects themselves. Even stronger than the role of composers is 
that of arrangers–though in general they remain unknown; most often musicians 
arrange music just for themselves. 

To summarize concisely, we might state that new post-traditional Turkish mu-
sic today is comprised of individually arranged monophonic melodies, with so-
phisticated timbres, possibly including harmony, contemporary composition 
techniques, traditional embellishments or (traditional, jazz-like or free) improvi-
sations, arranged for cross-culturally experienced and highly individual musi-
cians, mostly personally known by the composer or the arranger. 
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V The Failing Struggle for Standards 

The Impact of Kemalism 

On first sight it seems to be surprising that the Republic of Turkey, with its au-
thoritarian administration, offered musicians the freedom to expand the stylistic 
range of Turkish music almost infinitely. Actually in its early years, the new Re-
public of Turkey even articulated an exceptionaly explicit vision of how its music 
should sound: a combination of national “Turkish folk music” arranged in the 
musical language of the West. President Mustafa Kemal Atatürk saw music as an 
important part of his vision for Turkey, and on several occasions explained his 
ideas of “Turkish music,” culminating in his often quoted speech on November 
1, 1934 before the Grand National Assembly.1 Over the decades, numerous Turk-
ish intellectuals, musicologists, historians and musicians have described and ana-
lyzed Mustafa Kemal’s personal approach towards music, together with the mu-
sical reforms (müzik inkılâbı) of the 1930s and ‘40s, while cultural politics (in 
particular those concerning music) after the 1950s have hardly been analyzed at 
all.2 Relying mainly on the leading theorist of Turkish nationalism, Ziya Gökalp 
(1876-1924), Atatürk saw Ottoman music as non-national (gayrimillî), rooted in 
Byzantine music, and influenced by Arabic and Iranian music. Anatolian folk 
music on the other hand, according to Gökalp (and Mustafa Kemal) was per-
ceived as a central aspect of “Turkish culture.” 

Consequently, the Republic of Turkey perpetuated and enforced the support 
for Western classical music already granted by the later Ottoman Sultans, now 
with the aim of becoming a full member of the Western musical world. The gen-
eral overestimation of the potential for this musical transformation was ex-
presssed most clearly by Ahmet Adnan Saygun, who compared the discarding of 

                                                                                          
1 The most quoted passage of this speech reads as follows: “Friends! I know how you desire the 

youth of the nation to be accomplished in all the fine arts. This is being done. But, in my opinion, first 
and foremost to be carried forward among them is Turkish Music. The measure of change in a nation 
is her acceptance and comprehension of the change in music. The music that we have been listening to 
is far from having worth to imbue pride. We must know this in all our being. It is necessary to collect 
sublime folk idioms – sayings that depict national affections, and embroider them according to the ge-
neral principles of music as soon as possible. Only then may Turkish National Music rise, and take its 
place within Universal Music.” (Yarman 2007: 135). 

2 Akkaş 2015; Öztürk 2015; Akkaş 2015; Ayaz 2014; Deniz 2015: 30ff; Bartsch 2012; Erol 
2012; O’Connell 1996; 2000; 2005; 187-92; Üngör 2011: 31; Yarman 2010; Paçacı 1999; 
Kahramankaptan 1998, 39f; Tekelioğlu 1996; Stokes 1992: 25ff; Refiğ 1991; Ataman 1991; 
Aksoy 1985; 1989; Behar 1987b: 93ff; Markoff 1986; Say 1985, “Atatürk ve Müzik”, Say 
1991: 115-118; Aksoy 1985; Zimmermann-Kalyoncu 1985: 15, 157; Ali 1983: 1531; Say-
gun 1981.  
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Arabic letters from the Turkish alphabet to tempering the traditional intervals.3 
The government invited Western experts such as Paul Hindemith, Ernst Praeto-
rius, Max Reinhardt and Carl Ebert to help establish and nurture a Western mu-
sic life in Turkey; from the 1930s institutions for music education including mu-
sic academies and the “People’s Houses” (Halkevleri) were founded; scholarships 
for musical education abroad were granted (Kahramankaptan 1998); state and 
municipal ensembles, orchestras, chamber music ensembles, solists, choirs and 
operas were supported, and, from 1926, Western musical education was intro-
duced in schools.4 As a result, today, the general knowledge of Western musical 
instruments, ensembles, aesthetics, harmony and notation has become common 
in Turkey. Until recently, this state support for Western music was never seriously 
challenged or reduced, nor even politically controlled. However, the official sup-
port of Western music never included all musical styles, only the music of the 
late Baroque, Classic and Romantic periods. Hence neither earlier music (such as 
music of the Renaissance or the Middle Ages), nor contemporary music (as 
composed from the early twentieth century on) were included.5 With the excep-
tion of teaching positions for some Turkish composers at state or municipal mu-
sic academies, still today, contemporary music hardly receives financial support 
by the state. Most concerts with contemporary Western music in Istanbul take 
place in private concert halls (such as Borusan Müzik Evi or Akbank Sanat), with 
the only exception of the MIAM, which is attached to the state conservatory of 
the ITÜ. 

To a lesser degree, Turkish folk music also benefited from Kemalism, even 
though being laden with a strong Turkish nationalism and under strict political 
control. As mentioned in chapter III, Kemalism deeply influenced the percep-
tion of history in Turkey, in particular via the nationalistic theory of an “origin” 
of a “Turkish music.” The political aim of Kemalist cultural policies was the crea-
tion of a homogeneous Turkish culture, rather than the support of an aestheti-
cally convincing music.6 Already the former Committee of Union and Progress 
(CUP) even tried to influence the structure of the Anatolian population through 
demographic engineering, culminating in the genocide of the Anatolian Armeni-
ans in 1915 (Üngör 2011; Dündar 2008). “The genesis of the Young Turk educational 
philosophy was rooted in Ziya Gökalp’s belief that reshaping society was necessary and de-
sirable.” (Üngör 2011: 172) The Kemalist state in particular discriminated and 

                                                                                          
3 Ahmet Adnan Saygun, “Yeni Türk Musikisi”, Eser Dergisi, Ankara, Nisan 1948: 17, quoted 

after Paçacı 1999: 23. 
4 Ayas 2014; Ada & Ince 2009; Katoğlu 2009: 25-79; Özeke 2003; Akdemir 1991; Zimmer-

mann-Kalyoncu 1984:	20-63; Oransay 1983; Hindemith 1935/1983; Ali 1983; Pack 1977; 
Okyay 1973:16ff.  

5 With the exception of some few eastern European composers such as Bartók or Stravinsky. 
6 Similar effords to standardize regional culture were conducted in many new national states 

all over Asia and Africa, for example in Indonesia after its independence in 1945 / 49, cf. 
Mack 2004. 
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prohibited non-Turkish folk music, attempting to educate non-Turks towards 
Turkishness (Üngör 2011: 170ff). “A major component of Kemalist cultural policies in 
the East was music. Şükrü Kaya [Director of the Settlement of Tribes and Migrants during 
World War I, 1927-37 Minister of Interior] had proudly declared that ‘music is an element 
of national upbringing’.” (Üngör 2011: 198 ) As a consequence, research on folk 
music, in particular the collection of folk tunes, gained strong official support, 
both in order to construct and strengthen the idea of a homogenous Turkish folk 
music, and at the same time with the practical objective of creating a repertoire 
of national Turkish music.7 New institutions would implement the education in 
Western and Turkish music, including the “Turkish Hearths” (Türk Ocaklar), the 
“Association for the Knowledge on the Turkish People” (Türk Halk Bilgisi Derne-
gi), and, from 1932 the “People’s Houses” (Halkevleri, similarly köy odaları and köy 
enstitüleri). In 1931 a first âşık festival took place in Sivas, another one followed 
in 1938 in Bayburt. Later famous âşıks were invited to concerts and to teach in 
People’s Houses (halkevleri) nationwide. 

The main aesthetic idea of Kemalist culture politics was the combination of 
folk music with Western classical music (Katoğlu 2009: 68ff). In his influencial 
book, “The Principles of Turkism” (1923), Ziya Gökalp proposed: 

If we collect these [folk music melodies] and harmonize them in the western manner, we shall have 
both a national and a European music. [...] This, essentially, is the Turkist program in the field of 
music; the rest is up to our national musicians. (Gökalp 1923/1968: 99) 

In fact, as seen in the previous chapter, over the entire twentieth century and 
through to the beginning of the twenty first century, almost all musicians in Tur-
key tried to develop some kind of synthesis at least for some time. How exactly 
this musical synthesis should be achieved and how it should sound was left to 
the musicians, reflecting an underestimation on the part of the state as to the 
almost endless possibles musical approaches. While the music of composers such 
as Saygun or Erkin was probably closer to Mustafa Kemal’s vision, many other 
musicians developed completely different and unexpected forms of music. In 
addition it should be reminded that neither Gökalp nor Mustafa Kemal initiated 
this search for synthesis, which already began in the mid-nineteenth century, 
with its prehistory going back to European travelers of the eighteenth and nine-
teenth century (Ayas 2014: 105). 

Musical restrictions, on the other hand, during the first years of the Turkish 
Republic mainly affected Ottoman-Turkish and religious music, as for example 
through the closure of the Sufi lodges in 1925 and of the Turkish department of 
the Conservatory Istanbul one year later. In 1926, the Ministry of Education re-
leased a directive to all schools prohibiting alaturca music. In 1934/35, several 
private music associations dispersed and state support for Ottoman-Turkish mu-
sic all but ceased. 
                                                                                          
7 For folk music researchers in Turkey cf. Emnalar 1998: 747-930. 
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However, even during this period of the most intense Kemalist efforts, the state 
never succeded in gaining control over the entire national music life, but rather 
only over state institutions. The development of a public music life since the later 
nineteenth century (as described in chapter II), with the introduction of public 
concerts, public institutions for education (private associations and schools, mu-
nicipal and later state convervatories) had resulted in an increase in the number 
and influence of actors within Turkey’s musical scene. The growing importance of 
media including notation (since the early nineteenth century), the printing of no-
tation (since 1876), books on music, method teaching books, newspapers, journals, 
and since around 1900, 78rpm discs records, opened up a public music life, mainly 
outside the influence of the state. During the founding years of the Republic, pri-
vate musicians and scholars such as Yekta, Arel and Ezgi published the most im-
portant editions of notations (at the Conservatory Istanbul), and wrote fundamen-
tal theoretical writings, intending to standardize issues such as intervals, notation, 
usul and makam. Sadeddin Nüzhet Ergun (1942) similarly inventorized the reli-
gious repertoire. At the commercial record and gazino market in the 1930s and 
‘40s, for the first time female singers of classical Ottoman-Turkish songs such as 
Safiye Ayla, Perihan Altındağ-Sözeri and Hamiyet Yüceses became succesful. Car-
rying on the tradition of musical gatherings of the late Ottoman period, members 
of the Ottomanist elite regularly hosted private musical gatherings. In his biogra-
phy, the singer and composer of Turkish classical music, Alâeddin Yavas ̧ca, stresses 
the educational importance of these gatherings and provides detailed descriptions 
of some of those he participated in, together with a list of the major regular gather-
ings which took place in Istanbul.8 Apart from music, which was the central focus 
of these events, the participants entertained themselves with poetry readings and 
discussions on history and aesthetics. Furthermore, the building of musical in-
struments always remained a private buisiness (with the single later exception of 
the influencial Department for Music Technology at the State Conservatory for 
Turkish music of the ITÜ, which was established in 1979). Consequently, as seen in 
the previous chapter, no standards emerged in this field, not even for the short-
necked variant of the bağlama, which is now popular almost nationwide. 

The strict Kemalist music policy continued only for less than twenty years. 
From the 1940s and ‘50s, Kemalist cultural politics became less consistent, and 
in particular the efforts to educate the people towards “Turkish culture” de-
creased. Some reforms were completely withdrawn, for example the Turcification 
of the ezan (McPherson 2011: 5; Kusi´c 1996: 168f) 

Around 1940 a radical change concerning Turkish folk music started. While until then 
Turkish folk music was perceived only as raw material, which needed to be polypho-
nized with Western techniqus, it was now seen as an art, which was to be spread among 
the masses. (Bartsch 2012: 54) 

                                                                                          
8 Şen 2001: 37–39, 51, 353; Ayas 2014: 309ff; Poulos 2011; Erguner 2000. 
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From 1938, the central instrument for the political influence on Turkish music 
was Radio Ankara, which from 1938-1949 was the only radio station in Turkey 
(except for a short attempt to revive Radio Istanbul in 1943-44).9 Until at least 
the 1940s, only a few radio sets were available in Turkey, and radio programs 
broadcast in Istanbul and Ankara could only be received in some limited parts of 
Anatolia.10 Even by 1964, only 36.8 percent of the country could receive broad-
casts from the now several Turkish radio stations (Bartsch 2012: 75). 

With the commissioning of Radio Ankara in 1939, the situation of folk music 
changed. Although the radio played mainly Western popular and classical music, 
other programs presented Turkish music, mostly played live. Here, local folk mu-
sicians (mahalli sanatçı), including for example Osman Pehlivan (1847-1942), Hi-
sarlı Ahmet (1908-1984), Muharrem Ertaş (1913-1984) or Sadi Yaver Ataman 
(1906-1994), were presented to a growing audience. In 1940, Mesut Cemil began 
to perform Ottoman-Turkish songs at Radio Ankara with his “Choir for Histori-
cal Turkish Music” (see chapter IV). In a new program called “Songs of the Ho-
meland” (Yurttan Sesler) from 1941, on this choir sung folk songs (Bartsch 2012: 
131ff), and in the program “We learn a Folk Song” (Bir Halk Türküsü Öğreniyoruz) 
folklorist Muzaffer Sarısözen explicitely introduced regional folk songs to a na-
tional audience.11 In 1947, Sarısözen founded his own folk music choir at Radio 
Ankara, called Yurttan Sesler, which soon found followers in Istanbul and Izmir. 
In these years a number of musicians worked at the radio, either as regular staff 
(in 1943 for example, 64 musicians just for Turkish music) or as guest musi-
cians.12 Musicians were selected by entrance exams, and educated further 
through a number of compulsory lectures, including classical Turkish music, folk 
music, music theory, voice care (ses sağlığı), ear training (kulak terbiyesi), Turkish 
and text reading (Türkçe ve metin okuma).13 “Folk musician” became a serious pro-
fession, and in the following decades the technical and artistic level of folk music 
rose. The development of Radio Ankara and Istanbul and later TRT created a na-
tionwide standardization of regional traditions, in particular concerning the 
choir and orchestra performances of both folk and Ottoman-Turkish Music. 

Simaltaneously the strong rejection of Ottoman music weakened. In 1940 the 
municipal Istanbul Music Academy, revived its ensembles for Ottoman-Turkish 

                                                                                          
9 Bartsch 2012: 71. In addition several radio stations from neighboring countries gained 

some popularity in Turkey (Bartsch 2012: 76). 
10 For this reason the ban of Ottoman-Turkish music on Turkish radio from 2 November 

1934 – 6 September 1935 did not have any serious impact. In 1935 only 6.082 radio re-
ceivers were registered in Turkey, 3,244 of which were in Istanbul (Kocabaşıoğlu 1980:55; 
Bartsch 2012: 77ff). In the same year Radio Istanbul broadcast only 270 minutes daily, Ra-
dio Ankara only 90 minutes (Kocabaşıoğlu 1980: 58). Tekelioğlu 2001: 114; Yarman 2010: 
1. I am obliged to Elif Damla Yavuz for bringing this point to my attention. 

11 Paçacı 1999: 124; Yılmaz 1996; Şenel 1995; Sarısözen 1952. 
12 Kütükçü 2012; Aksoy 2009; Bartsch 2012: 95ff. 
13 Bartsch 2012: 100; Aksoy 2002: 332–333; Kozanoğlu 1988: 22. 
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music (icra heyeti), which then gave regular concerts, some of which were broadcast 
over the radio. In 1943 the Turkish department of this music academy re-opened, 
directed by Arel.14 Beginning in the 1950s a general atmosphere of cultural liber-
alisation commenced, leading to the admission of political parties, elections, and a 
return of the visibility of Islam. “In 1950 the state-forced music revolution in fact ended” 
(Bartsch 2012: 41). Already in 1947 religious education had been re-introduced 
into schools and in 1949 an Islamic-theological faculty was founded in Ankara. Al-
though the nationalistic incrimination of Ottoman-Turkish music continued dur-
ing the 1950s, the newly founded Radio Istanbul included Ottoman-Turkish music 
in its program. In 1962, divan müzik already comprised 26 percent of the pro-
gramming of Radio Ankara, folk music only nine percent, Western light music 25 
percent, and Western classical music 14 percent (Kocabaşıoğlu 1980: 392). In 1953 
in Konya the first Mevlevi festival was held. As already mentioned, the notation ar-
chive of TRT became a central resource for both folk and Ottoman-Turkish mu-
sic.15 

The period from 1950-1970, except for a short time after the military coup in 1960, 
might be characterized as a kind of “soft politic” or “politic without politics” period, in 
which in cultural policy an understanding of laissez faire became effective, and in which 
some practices of the first quarter of the Republic ended. (Ada 2009: 90) 

It was also in these years that folk music was included in school music books for 
the first time, whereas school education had previously been focused on Western 
music. The “People’s Houses,” on the other hand, the main institution for Ke-
malist cultural education, were closed in 1950. 

While during the first decades of the Republic, cultural and musical politics 
were dominated by the idea of education, from the 1970s the dominant theme 
was the protection of music. In 1970, after the military coup, within a cabinet of 
technocrats, Talat Sait Halman became the first culture minister of the Republic. 
The following years wittnessed a number of important changes in Turkey’s music 
life. In 1976 the state, mainly following the aesthetic ideas of Arel, founded the 
first state choir for “Classical Turkish Music,” as well as the first conservatory for 
Turkish music, offering study programs for both Turkish “classical” and folk mu-
sic. Politically influential was the (music) historian Yılmaz Öztuna, at that time 
member of the Adalet Partisi of Prime Minister Süleyman Demirel (Akdoğu 1990: 
21ff). On the other hand, in 1973, the private “Foundation of Culture and Arts” 
IKSV, for the first time initiated the annual Istanbul Festival. A number of pro-
fessional associations in the field of Turkish music were also founded during the 
following years.16 

                                                                                          
14 Aksoy 1985: 1211-1236; Ali 1983: 1531-1534; Oransay 1973. 
15 The fourth edition of TRT’s repertoire catalogue of classical Turkish music in 1983 already 

included 10,000 compositions (Kip 1983). 
16 MESAM (Türkiye Musiki Eseri Sahipleri Meslek Birliği); MSG (Musiki Eseri Sahipleri Grubu 

Meslek Birliği; MÜYOR-BIR (Müzik Yorumcular� Meslek Birliği); MÜZIKBIR (Baglantılı 
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After the 1980s coup, state control of music was further reduced (Yazıcıoğlu 
2010: 241), however, with the important exception of an even stricter nationalis-
tic control of folk music (Stokes 1992: 65f). All non-Turkish music was excluded, 
in particular Kurdish music, but also arabesk music from state institutions and 
media. 

The censorship was double edged. While some members of the [TRT] commission con-
trolled the lyrics, others monitored the music. You could not use phrases reminiscent of 
Greek themes. You could not use the saz and piano together. You could never use bou-
zouki, balalaika or cümbüş. They were totally forbidden. (Yurdatapan 2016:24) 

The main targets were politically left-wing lyrics and non-Turkish songs. In particu-
lar Kurdish music had been barred from public media such as radio and later TRT 
already earlier, while Turkish language Kurdish singers, including Malatyalı Fahri 
Kayan (1918–1969) and Diyarbakır’lı Celâl Gülses (died 1959) became famous. 
Later Kurdish arabesk singers such as Müslüm Gürses, Mahsun Kırmızıgül, Emrah 
and Ibrahim Tatlises were similarly successful. Only the emergence of audio cas-
settes in the late 1960s, enabled private local amateur reseachers to record music 
and the oral history of ethnic minorities.17 The constitution of 1982, written by 
the military government of the September 12, 1980 coup, officially banned the 
Kurdish language and many Kurdish musicians were imprisioned. In the following 
years the Turkish government again tried to assimilate Kurdish culture by force, 
many Kurds even destroyed cassettes with recordings of Kurdish music in fear of 
reprisals by security forces.18 The strict ban was lifted only in 1991. 

In 1983, culture was addressed by the Ministry of Culture and Tourism (minis-
ter then Ilhan Evliyaoğlu), whose approach prioritised economics over either po-
litical ideology or culture as a value in its own right.19 “This last period [1980-
2000] is marked by globalization and the parallel privatization of the culture industry.” 
(Ince 2011: 194) The state monopoly on radio and TV ended in the 1990s, open-
ing a period of neo-capitalist freedom which lasted until around 2013, when the 
APK returned to a model of greater state control of public and private media. 
Not only the state, but also municipalities became active in sponsoring culture. 
“Today, in big cities like Istanbul, Izmir, Bursa and Kocaeli, the municipalities exist on the 
supply side of the cultural arena with investment in libraries, and in cultural, artistic and 
youth cultures.” (Ince 2011: 195) Today, a number of ensembles for both Otto-
man-Turkish music and Turkish folk music are directly attached to (and financed 

                                                                                                                                                                                                                          

Hak Sahibi Fonogram Yapımcıları Meslek Birliği); MÜ-YAP (Mü-Yap Baglantılı Hak Sahibi Fo-
nogram Yapımcıları Meslek Birliği); MÜYA-BiR (Baglantili Hak Sahibi Fonogram Yapımcıları 
Meslek Birliği) Council of Europe 2013: 136f. 

17 For private regional researchers see for example: for the Teke region Erkan 2014: 13-45; for 
Trabzon: Şenel 1994: 112ff, 2009a; and for Dersim (Tunceli): Greve & Şahin 2017. 

18 Hemlink 2016: 203ff; During this period only some Kurdish recordings circulated (e.g. by 
Şakiro, Hûseynê Farê, Ayşe Şan, Meryem Xan, Îsa Perwarî), also some localy known deng-
bejs and other singers (Yücel 2009). 

19 From 1991-2003 again a Ministry for Culture existed. 
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by) the Ministry of Tourism and Culture. In addition the Ministry and munici-
palities sponsor concert venues, and (to a smaller extent) the production of CDs 
and books.20 Compared to other European countries, however, the financial re-
sources which the Turkish government allocates to culture are relatively low: In 
2010, the budget of the Ministry for Culture was 690 million Euros, the equiva-
lent of 10 Euros per person. At the same time Greece (already in a deep financial 
crisis) spent 32 Euros per person; Russia, 30 Euros, Germany, 101 Euros and 
France, 197 Euros (Radikal, 18 April, 2011). 

Looking back to the Kemalist music reforms, we might conclude that in spite of 
serious political efforts, at the end of the twentieth century no clearly definable 
“Turkish Music” style had come into being, rather music in Turkey had become 
radically individualized and diverse. Even Western Turkish music, in particular 
after the Second World War, was only rarely performed outside of Turkey and 
most Turkish composers remained internationally unknown. In a period when in 
Europe and America new avant-garde music styles emerged, most Western Turk-
ish composers continued to write tonal and folklore music. Instead of contribut-
ing to the integration of Turkey into the Western world, Turkish Western folklore 
music became an indicator of its cultural isolation. 

The reason for this failure of the Kemalist vision of music are of course com-
plex and cannot be discussed here in detail. In general, however, one can hardly 
escape the assessment that the early Kemalist state largely overestimated its po-
tential impact on music, musicians and music life. Its approach to music was too 
ideological, too abstract, and insufficiently based on knowledge of music and 
music life to allow any of its intended changes to become reality. Furthermore, 
the ongoing influence of nationalist and “westernizing” ideologies (as for exam-
ple in the AEU system or the nationalist notion of “Turkish folk music,” – see 
below) ultimately impeded any potentially more flexible or pragmatic responses 
to developing global influences. 

An obvious indicator of the general uncertainity in contemporary music life in 
Turkey, a consequence of Kemalist ideology, is the confusing categorisation of 
music together with its terminology, beginning with the term for “music” itself. 
“Music” might be expressed by the Ottoman (originally greek) mûsikî, or by the 
newer word müzik of French origin; in earlier writings (mainly by Gültekin Oran-

                                                                                          
20 The sub-structure of the Ministry of Tourism and Culture includes general directorates of 

Fine Arts, State Turkish Sufi Music Community, State Historical Turkish Music Commu-
nity, State Modern Dance Community, State Modern Folk Music Community, State Poly-
phonic Music Chorus, State Folk Dance, Ankara Turkish World Music Community, State 
Turkish World Dance and Music Community, Presidential Symphony Orchestra, State 
Symphony Orchestra (six orchestras), State Classical Turkish Music Chorus (eight choirs), 
State Folk Music Chorus (five choirs), State Turkish Music Community, State Turkish Mu-
sic Research and Practice Community. Affiliated is further the General Directorate of State 
Opera and Ballet. Council of Europe 2013: 122ff. 
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say) the much less comon küğ is used, said to be of old Turkish origin. The back-
ground to this situation are the radical language reforms implemented from 1932 
by the Society for Research on the Turkish Language (Türk Dili Tetkik Cemiyeti), 
which aimed to replace Arabic and Persian words and gramatical structures with 
“pure Turkish” ones.21 Already in 1928 Arabic scripture had been replaced by the 
Latin alphabet. From 1941 new dictionaries were published, which introduced 
further neologisms and attempted to standardize the new Turkish language. A 
musical dictionary compiled with the participation of Ahmed Adnan Saygun in 
1954, was not very influencial,22 though around the same time the use of lan-
guage for school education seems to have been standardized (Levand 1972: 462, 
468). Non-Turkish languages spoken in Turkey, on the other hand, such as Ara-
bic, Kurdish, Armenian or Laz were widely surpressed, and Kurdish after 1980 
even forbidden. 

As part of these reforms the language used to describe music also changed. 
The Arabic-Ottoman term, îqâ’ (rhythm), for example, still used in the early no-
tation editions of the Istanbul conservatory, was completely replaced by the simi-
larly Arabic-Ottoman word, usûl; the word pest for lower octaves was replaced by 
the Turkish kaba. In particular when referring to Western music, a great number 
of terms of mainly French origin entered into the Turkish language (Steuerwald 
1963: 124), and even in traditional Turkish music several terms were adapted 
from Western music (e.g. form, teori), and often used in parallel to Ottoman terms 
or neologisms. Later, some of these foreign words again became turkified, for ex-
ample akompanye (accompany) to eşlik; düo (duo) to ikileme; triole to üçleme; inter-
pret to yorum; period to dönem (Gedikli 1987: 9ff). 

Around the early 1950s the official reformation of the Turkish language came to 
an end. While the goal of creating a pure Turkish failed, despite considerable ef-
forts by the Turkish state, the reforms created a deep divide between contemporary 
musicians and listeners, and the (even late-) Ottoman writings on music. The ac-
cess of Turkish readers to literature on Ottoman music had been impeded for dec-
ades, which also explains the widespread interest in the editions of Ottoman 
sources since the 1990s, as described in chapter III. Even the language of books on 
the early Republican period (including for example the seminal books of Suphi 
Ezgi) today appears antiquated and difficult to understand. Ottoman Turkish in 
the Republic of Turkey became a difficult language written in an unusual script. 

As a result, there are at least two or three terms in use for any component of 
Turkish music theory today, which regulary causes confusion. Parts of şarkı might 
be called zemin or ayrıltak; nakarat or kavuştak; meyan or coştak; composed ma-
kams either mürekkeb or birleşik makam; the entrance tone of a given makam either 
giriş or iptada; melodic developments of makams either çıkıcı or sâit and inici or 
                                                                                          
21 Steuerwald 1963; Korkmaz 1974; Levend 1972: 355. 
22 Steuerwald 1963: 38f. Türk Dil Kurumu (ed.): Terim Anketleri: Müzik, Ankara 1954 (Tansuğ 

1991). 
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nazi respectively. In Özkan’s theory book (1984/2003) even the table of contents 
includes several different terms, for example the third chapter “şed (transposition = 
Göçürüm).” In addition, here, the words modülasyon, geç or makam değiştirme might 
be used. However, as this last example demonstrates, issues of language some-
times obscure theoretical differences. In fact, changing a makam within a compo-
sition or a taksim is not the same as a modulation in classic-romantic – hence 
harmonic – Western music; and transposition again is something different. Of 
course, further, all theoretical concepts changed significantly over the time. 

Cantemir’s treatise does not possess a single term to describe any form of “modulation” 
other than “transposition” (şedd). Modern Turkish music uses the term geçki (from geç = 
to pass) for “modulation,” but this seems to be of twentieth century origin. [...] Modula-
tion had a different role in the seventeenth century from the role it holds in the reper-
toire and practice of 19th-20th centuriy, i.e. “modern” Turkish music. The repertoire of 
modern Turkish music features modulation of a variety of types in all but the simplest 
compositions [...] In addition [Turkish music] uses fleeting modulations and single-note 
alterations very frequently. Sometimes variant versions of the same item may introduce 
these smaller modulations, and today choral directors and radio musicians commonly 
introduce them where they feel they might enhance the written score from which they 
are playing. (Feldman1993: 15f). 

The diverse terms mentioned above may thus refer to different issues within a 
complex musical field, ranging from “modulation” to “transposition,” “altera-
tion” of single tones, or short extensions or changes of makams. In Ezgis theory, 
moreover the scales of several makams are explained as transpositions (göçürülmüş 
makam; şed makam) of so-called “basic” makams, as for example nihavend as buse-
lik on g; acemaşiran as çargâh on f; mahur as çargâh on g. 

Even more problematic is the terminology for Anatolian folk music. Until at 
least the mid-twentieth century no standard terminology existed in the villages, 
with regional differences combinging with a variety of Anatolian dialects and 
languages to resist standardization. Together with the growing collection of folk 
songs and the rise of folk music, this field’s inclusion in general music education 
made the need for clear terminology urgent. The numerous sizes and forms of 
long-necked lute types in Anatolia, for example, used to be referred to by specific 
names, as for example cura, çöğür, bağlama, tambura, divan, balta sazı, bulgar(î), 
ikitelli, üçtelli, ırızva or thembur.23 Today the word bağlama is widely used as a gen-
eral term for all types, while specifications of the different types and sizes are still 
not standardized (Terzi 2017). In many cases the attemps at terminological stan-
dardization of folk music simaltaneously implied their Turkification. None of 
the most well-known dictionaries for Turkish folk music even mention the Kurd-
ish words for the poet-singers, dengbêj or for their songs (kılam).24 

                                                                                          
23 Duygulu 2014: 66ff; Gazimihal 1975; Picken 1975: 209f. 
24 Duygulu 2014; Özbek (1998) 2014; Önaldı 1977; Gazimihal 1961. 
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Serious ideological and terminological problems also impede the description of 
musical styles. Even for clearly definable musical styles, no concensus exists on 
their ascribed vocabulary. About half a dozen terms (more or less in use) today 
describe the music tradition of, say, Itrî or Dede Efendi, each with differing his-
torical or ideological implications: geleneksel Türk müziği (“traditional Turkish mu-
sic”), sanat müziği (“art music”), türk sanat müziği (“Turkish art music”), geleneksel 
Türk sanat müziği (“ Traditional Turkish art music”), divan müziği (music of the di-
van poetry), “saray müziği” or “enderûn müziği” (“court music”), Osmanlı müziği (Ot-
toman music), “Osmanlı / Türk müziği” (“Ottoman/Turkish music”), “edvâr müziği” 
(“makam theory book music”), “makam müziği”, or “klasik Türk müziği” (“classical 
Turkish music”) (Sahin 2009: 21). Unfortunatly none of these terms is completely 
convincing, rather each of them is problematic in its own way. The term “Turkish 
music” for example, employed before the twentieth century mainly by European 
writers, became widespread in Turkish publications beginning with Rauf Yekta’s 
pioneering article in the Encyclopédie Lavignac (1922), up to Öztuna’s Encyclopedia 
of Turkish Music (1976/90) and in many recent Turkish books on music. However, 
the term potentially excludes ethnically non-Turkish musicians (or at least puts 
them on the periphery). Morover, one might doubt in general if political, linguis-
tic or ethnic categories – such as the term “Turkish” – necessarily meet with musi-
cological categories. Comparable difficulties are encountered for example, with 
the similarly political term, “Kurdish music.” Due to the great lack of musicologi-
cal research in this field, we do not know if a musical stylistic area, comparable to 
the ethnic or linguistic borders of Kurdishness (and possibly other westiranian 
languages), exists.25 Together with the rise of historical approaches, further doubts 
arose concerning the use of the term “Turkish music” for music before the foun-
dation of the “Turkish” Republic in 1923, reminiscent of the different, even pejo-
rative use of the term “Turkish” before the Republic’s establishment. The poten-
tially historically more appropriate term “Ottoman music,” however, also implies 
problematic geographic and historic limitations. The music of all Ottoman terri-
tories, (including most of todays Arabic countries as well as the Balkans) in no 
way comprise a musical unit. In addition, a music history defined by the political-

                                                                                          
25 Kurdish folk dances and epic singers show similarities over different regions. In addition, 

however, several regional or religious froms of song and recitation exist. The music of, say, 
Hakkâri, differs significantly from that in eastern Dersim or Northern Iran (as far as we know 
today). Similar musical phenomena might be referred to differently in different regions (Alli-
son 2001: 114ff), while elsewhere similar terms might carry different meanings. Kilam /  
kılam / kalâm for example is a term for the songs of the dengbêj, the Zaza songs in Dersim (of-
ten with instrumental accompaniment) or the religious hymns of the Ahl-e Haqq in Iran. 
Again, insufficient research impedes clear statements on stylistic boarders. Just as many Kurds 
speak neighbored languages such as Turkish, Persian or Arabic, for many folk songs versions 
in more than one laguage are known, while it is impossible to prove one given version or 
even language as primary. In cities such as Diyarbakır, Mardin, Elazığ, Urfa in Turkey, Erbil 
and Sulaimaniye in Iraq, or Mahabad and Sanandaj in Iran, music is deeply influenced by 
neighbor music styles, melodies, instruments or performance practice anyway. 
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historical Ottoman period would set a frame from the fourteenth until the early 
twentieth century. Here, the question requires clarification, as to whether a politi-
cal caesura such as the establishment or the collapse of an empire necessarily also 
implies a break in music history. 

Terms implying social definitions, such as “Ottoman / Turkish court music” 
present new problems. As Cem Behar repeatedly underlined, the music in ques-
tion was not only performed at the Ottoman court, but often also in numerous 
urban sites including dervish lodges, and houses of the upper but also of the 
lower social stratas. The term “Classical Turkish Music” (Klâsik türk müziği; re-
cently sometimes also “classical Ottoman music”26), which became widespread 
after the late 1970s, obviously implys a comparison with, or rather the claim of 
equal value to the “classical” music of the West. Today, “Classical Turkish Music” 
is mostly understood as a nomination of a particular performance practice, that 
is by large choirs and orchestras. 

If even the terminology of a historical and musically clearly definable style is in 
confusion, no consensus can be expected concerning the nomination of musical 
substyles, not to speak of the overwhelming musical plurality of the present. Un-
der the impact of Kemalist ideology in particular, the term “Turkish folk music” 
(Türk halk müziği), its scope and limits over decades was one of the most politi-
cally sensitive issues in Turkey. In the late ninteenth century, both European and 
Ottoman intellectuals and musicians supposed the existence of two cultural and 
hence musical worlds, that is alaturka (şark) and alafranga (garp). This division in-
cluded multiple elements of culture and lifestyle, for example, styles of dress, eat-
ing habits, beliefs, behaviours and of course music (O’Connell 2000; 2005). The 
term Alafranga, that is “occidental” way, introduced already during the Tanzimat 
period around 1850, hence encompased Western arts, life style, operetta, kanto, 
later tango and march music. Both supposed musical worlds were often compared 
with each other, and the idea of a musical synthesis was discussed and practiced.27 
Within this setting, towards the end of the ninteenth century, the idea emerged 
that Anatolian folk music would be the “true” Turkish music, as opposed to Ot-
toman art music. The field of alaturka hence divided into two subfields, defined 
by nationalist ascriptions rather than by musical criteria.28 During the early Re-
public, Ottoman music even became a symbol for reaction, seen as being “for-
eign” to the “Turkish people.” Several scholars, such as Yekta, Ezgi and Arel tried 
to decribe Ottoman music as being similarly “Turkish” music. The most elaborate 
ideological defence of Ottoman-Turkish music was Sâdettin Arel’s article series, 
“To whom belongs Turkish music” (Türk Musikisi Kimindir).29 Arel’s idea, that 
Turkish folk and art music would share the same “Turkish roots,” though con-

                                                                                          
26 E.g. CD Emirgan Ensemble: Klasik Osmanlı Müziği, Kalan1995. 
27 Behar 1987b: 87; Aksoy 1985. 
28 Balkılıç 2009; Şenel (ed.) 2000; Öztürkmen 1998; Behar 1987:	93ff; Aksoy 1985; 1989: 2. 
29 1939/1940 (1969); Ayas 2015: 329-344; Behar 1987. 
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stantly challenged and discussed, has generally remained dominant until today. 
Contemporary scholars, such as Okan Murat Özkan and Cenk Güray even reject 
terms such as “Turkish folk music” and “Turkish classical music,” and prefer an 
approach of “integrated traditional music.”30 In his recent Ph.D. thesis, Okan Mu-
rat Özkan (2014), for the first time tried to prove this approach by extended and 
detailed musical analysis. In general, however, while musicological research on 
musical styles and stylistic differences based on musical analysis is a widely ne-
glected field in Turkey, the debate over styles was (and still is) dominated by ide-
ology. This sensitive and ideological discussion even affects the terminology and 
general approach of music theory. Since no research on folk music was ever prac-
ticed before the early twentieth century, early Turkish folk music researchers were 
forced to develop a terminology anew, and hence adapted the concepts and ter-
minology of either Western musicology or Ottoman music theory. In Anatolian 
villages, a terminology for the melodic or rhythmic structure of its music, for ex-
ample, hardly existed. Gazimihal in his book “Usûls of Turkish Folk Music” (Türk 
Halk Musikisi Usûlleri, 1929 / 1962), used the Ottoman term usul (the term for a 
complex system of form and rhythms in Ottoman music) also for Anatolian 
rhythm, while his categorisation of “usul” as basic, mixed and combined meters 
(1. Ana usûller ve üçerli şekilleri, 2. Birleşik usûller. 3. Karma usûller) substantially dif-
fered from the Ottoman concept, hence underlining the difference between Turk-
ish folk music and Ottoman music, which in his time was still viewed with dis-
crimination.31 However, what would have made more sense? The adaption of 
Western concepts and terms, as for example “rhythm,” “meter,” “bar” or “beat” 
would imply even more different concepts. Similar discussion exists concerning 
the pitch system or the concept of makam. As a pendant of makam, the concept 
of ayak (literary “foot,” a term of folk poetry) was developed in the 1950s by 
Arseven and Yönetken.32 A generally accepted canon for concepts and terms for 
Turkish folk music still does not exist. 

The question of musical styles and substyles raises similarly ideologically sensi-
tive issues. In fact, “folk music” between Thrakia and the Caucasia includes a 
great number of musical (sub) styles, sometimes in close contact with the music 
of neighboring areas outside of Turkey. Turkish zeybek and Greek zeibekiko are in-
terconnected, as are Kurdish folk dances and dengbêj in, say, Hakkarı and Kurdish 
Iran. Many genres of Anatolian folk music could be compared with traditions 

                                                                                          
30 Öztürk 2014; Şahin 2009: 22f. 
31 Terzi 2015; Öztürk 2015: 182; Gazimihal 1961: 215-244. Similar classifications of “folk” 

rhythms”: İlerici 1981: 253: Küçük [minor] usûller (2, 3, 4, 5, 6/8, 9/8, 12/8, 7, 8, 9, 10); 
Büyük [major] usûller (11 and more); Arseven 1957: basic meters (2, 3, 4); mixed meters: 
(6/8, 9/8, 12/8); additive meters: (5, 7, 9,10); Sarısözen 1962: Ana [basic] usûller: (2,3,4 and 
6/8, 9/8, 12/8); Birleşik [compound/additive] usûller: (5,6,7,8,9); Karma [mixed] usûller: (10 
and more). 

32 Niyazi Yılmaz (1996); for example müstezat ayağı = rast makamı; garip ayağı = hicaz makamı 
usw. Emnalar 1998: 548ff.; Markoff 2001: 84ff.; Stokes 1992: 50ff.; Akdoğu 1994. 
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outside of Turkey, for example in the Balkans, Armenia, Iran, and as far as Central 
Asia. Over decades, Kemalist politics attempted to construct the concept of a 
homogenous “Turkish folk music,” and all claims of regional or even ethnic dif-
ferences were perceived as cultural separatism. As an attempt to moderate the ob-
vious regional differences, in particular for the long-necked lutes, today a standard 
of “regional styles” (yöresel tavırlar), implying patterns of melodic ornamentations, 
plectrum movements, and in particular left-hand movements and rhythms is 
widely established as a regular part of teaching programs.33 Well-known tavırs in-
clude that of the Aegians, Thrakia, Ankara, Kırşehir, Yozgat, Konya, Kayseri, 
Silifke, Teke, Azerbaijan, and songs and ritual dances of Alevism (deyiş and semah). 
However, little research has been conducted to prove or describe these styles. 

Patently made-up is tavır, having recently come into existence. An example of this is 
‘Karadeniz tezenesi,’ the Black Sea plectrum pattern. This simply consists of adding a çift-
leme (doubling) to any aksak rhythm. It is agreed by all, and particulary by bağlama play-
ers in Trabzon and the Eastern Black Sea lowland, that no such thing exists, even though 
is has been granted the status of tavir by Yener’s recent bağlama method (1987)... (Stokes 
1992: 78f) 

Most musicological publications on regional music styles define the scope of 
their research along provincial borders, for example music in Muş, music in 
Trabzon, music in Gaziantep or music in Elazığ. Without any discussion of the 
limits of musical styles, they hence rely completely on political or administrative 
borders. Only few scholars have seriously tried to analyse commonalities or dif-
ferences between substyles, an approach which could replace the ongoing ideo-
logical debate. The widespread lack of a source-based historical perspective on 
folk music, not to speak of the general exclusion of Armenian music before 1915 
as a possible factor, further complicates the situation. As a result of the dearth of 
research due to the influence of Kemalism, the ideologically crucial question of 
whether “Turkish folk music” and “Turkish art music” are part of one music style 
or two, cannot be answered scientifically. On the one hand, obviously no clear 
musical border divides urban music in Istanbul or Izmir from the regions sur-
rounding them. Music of the Aegean area, and even urban music from Elazığ or 
Urfa in south-east Anatolia, obviously share strong structural similarities with 
“Ottoman art music.” On the other hand, instruments such as the bağlama are 
used exclusively in Anatolian music (though by far not everywhere), and it has 
never been able to perform the subtle intonations of Ottoman-Turkish music. 
Historically a possible division of folk and urban music again is even more diffi-
cult to describe, as for example in the repertoire of Ali Ufukî (Feldman 2015). To 
conclude, from a purely musicological point of view, the concept of “Turkish 
folk music” is simply an ideological construct, which needs to be replaced by a 
much more detailed raster of musical styles and traditions. 

                                                                                          
33 Aksoy 1989: 1; Stokes 1992: 50ff, 76ff; CD Coskun Gülâ, Kalan, 1999. 
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To summarise, if even for the wide field of more or less “traditional” music 
(including “Ottoman-Turkish art music,” and “Turkish folk music”) an appropri-
ate terminology is widely missing, the plethora of individual music as described 
in chapter IV is completely beyond the scope of contemporary musical termi-
nology. Kemalism is one causative factor in the extreme expansion of musical 
(sub) styles, while its ideology simultanesouly seriously impeded the perception 
and understanding of music. 

On the other hand, as has been underlined before, most developments leading 
to the recent disintegration of musical traditions had already begun before the 
foundation of the Republic of Turkey. A general explanation hence has to go 
back further in history. 

Education and Transmission 

Within a larger historical framework, a crucial element in the development of mu-
sic from the ninteenth until the early twenty first century, is the slow but ongoing 
decline of the meşk, resulting in a fundamental change in musical transmission and 
education. Since at least the early seventeenth century both the repertoire and its 
performance practice was transmitted exclusively by meşk, hence under the strict 
control of music masters (Behar 2012). Music theory books (edvâr) described 
pitches, makam and usûls, but never intended to teach the music itself. 

Of course music history and theory can be learned from books (edvâr). But this theory 
on its own is useless. Music first of all is action, since its reality does not exist in writings 
or in theory but in meşk and in performance. Evidently music is practice, it is perform-
ance; it is not only imagination or thought. The practice of music, however, can only 
and is only to be found in meşk. (Behar 2012: 35) 

In contrast to the teaching of calligraphy for example, which often was done by 
exchange of assignments without personal contact, the interaction of music pupil 
and master was always both direct and physical (Behar 2012: 16). This direct 
contact implied a strict control of the correct performance of transmitted pieces, 
in addition to the transmission of the piece itself. In fact, both were inseparable 
and mutually connected. In Ottoman times compositions could only remain or 
even become famous if their composers managed to transmit them to other mu-
sicians, hence by performance in the meşk. To become a good musician without 
strong memory was simply impossible, similarly to compose without performing 
the new composition (Behar 2012: 63). The relationship of apprentice and mas-
ter continued over months or even years – the learning of long and complex 
works alone might have taken weeks or even months (Behar 2012: 37). In addi-
tion to the transmission of compositions and their performance style, meşk in-
cluded regular conversations (sohbet) on aesthetics, ethics, religion, and all aspects 
of music (Senay 2015b). A separate curriculum of, for example, vocal techniques 
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or music history, as far as we know, was never practiced. Theoretical issues such 
as makam and usul were integral parts of the transmission of the repertoire, and 
not taught theoretically or with the help of written material (again, as far as we 
know today). Meşk was practiced widely in the urban context, while we know 
much less about teaching and the transmission of music in the countryside.34 We 
can assume that teaching there was probably less organized, and more signifi-
cantly, without the formalized beating of usul. 

The emergence of new media in the nineteenth century, that is Hamparsum, 
Greek and Western staff notation for practical use,35 printed books (the earliest 
known printed anthology of song lyrics was Biblios Kaloumeni Evterpi printed in 
Galata in the 1830s, the first in Turkish the mecmûa of Haşim Beys 1852/53; Be-
har 2012: 43), and eventually the print of staff notation from 1876 on, intially af-
fected only slowly the structure of music transmission. Later, the printing of no-
tation grew both in quantity and scope, making more and more music available, 
even without the need for meşk lessons with a personal teacher. Ismail Hakkı Bey 
(1866-1927) was the first musician who used staff notation both for education 
and for his own composition in a systematic way (Behar 1987: 44). In addition, 
around the beginning of the twentieth century, printed self-teaching books facili-
tated new approaches to music education.36 In his treatise, “The Notation 
Teacher” (Nota Muallimi) published in 1883, Notacı Hacı Emin Efendi propa-
gated the practical advantages of staff notation: 

In our country the science of music is taught in two ways, one of which being alaturka, 
hence the memorisation of the names of notes and düm tek, the other being European 
notation. If a person who is enthusiastic about learning the science of music via the Turk-
ish method starts his education in his youth with a talented music teacher and engages in 
it to the utmost, he/she can acquire considerable amount of knowledge about it. How-
ever, a student who starts his/her education in the alafranga way, thus with notation, can 
within some months acquire the notes and the beats of the usûl by reading notations. 
Within a few years he/she will learn which notes the makams of peşrevs, semaî and şarkıs 
he/she performs are built upon, and how the notation of a şarkı he/she had listen to has 
to be arranged. In the end he/she will learn the science of music perfectly.”37 

 

                                                                                          
34 On of the few exceptions is Kalyoncu & Özata 2012, a case study on instrumental teach-

ing in Bolu. For the education of aşık cf. Artun 2014. 
35 Olley 2017; Ayangil 2008; 2010; Khalil 2009; O’Connell 2010 
36 Alimdar 2016: 436; 326ff; Ayangil 2010:44ff; Paçacı 2010; early teaching books include Ali 

Salâhi Bey, Hocasız Ud Ögrenmek Usûlu, 1910; Mu’allim Ismâ’îl Hakkı Bey, Usûlât, Solfej, 
Makâmât ve Ilâveli Nota Dersleri, Istanbul 1925; Tanburi Cemil Bey, Rehber-i Musıki, Con-
stantinople 1903; Mehmet Zati, Nazariat-i Musıki ve Talim-i Kiraat-ı Musıki, Istanbul c. 
1905; Hasan Tahsin, Gülzar-i Musıki, Istanbul 1903/04; Kazim Zu, Musikî Istilâhatı, Istan-
bul 1894 (Ankara 1964). Behar 2012: 40; Greve 1995: 127f; Kalender 1978; Oransay 1973: 
1501f; Borrel 1928: 520. 

37 Paçacı 2015: 156ff; 2010: 116f; Erol 2003; Behar 2012: 79. 
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On the other hand, until the twentieth century, a strong and continuing opposi-
tion rejected notation as the “enemy of the science of music” (fenn-i musiki düs-
mani; Behar 2012: 18), accusing notation of reducing memory and the sence for 
usûl. 

The introduction of notation for folk music began much later than for Otto-
man-Turkish art music, that is in the early twentieth century, and the transforma-
tion to a written music culture is still in progress. However, the enlargement of 
the available repertoire due to the introduction of new media is even more obvi-
ous in the case of Anatolian folk music. While before the introduction of nota-
tion and sound recordings, musicians could learn songs other than their own ei-
ther from a teacher (if there was one accessible), or from fellow musicians; today, 
thousands of pieces are available in the archive of TRT, whose copies widely cir-
culate in digital forms). As mentioned before, TRT tried to control this repertoire 
by allowing only a strict selection of songs determined by committees according 
to political, literary-linguistic and musical criteria (Birdoğan 1992; Stokes 1992: 
65f). The growing role of MC, CD and the internet, however, reduced the mo-
nopoly of TRT and hence the effectiveness of the control. 

The growing importance of notation further created a closer relationship be-
tween music theory and musical practice, as elements such as pitch system and 
rhythm are necessarily and inseparately implicit in notation. In the later nin-
teenth century, some leading Mevlevi in Istanbul were interested in music the-
ory, that is Hüseyin Fahreddin Dede (1854-1911), Atâullah Dede (1842-1910) 
and Celâleddin Efendi (1848-1907). Their pupils Rauf Yekta, Suphi Ezgi, Sâded-
din Arel and Ahmed Avni Konuk later became dominant in Turkish music the-
ory of the early twentieth century. Between 1913 and 1920 Yekta, Ezgi and Arel 
Artikel published articles on music theory in several journals including Şehbal, 
Millî and Tetebbular Mecmuası, while after 1923 the physician, Sâlih Murad Uz-
dilek replaced Yekta. This later group published their theoretical writings begin-
ning in the 1930s. The seminal works of Rauf Yekta (1914) and Suphi Ezgis 
(1933-53) might be perceived as a phase of codification and (at least attempted) 
standardization of Ottoman-Turkish music. 

The rationalization, theorization and subsequent standardization of traditional Otto-
man/Turkish music was a vast enterprise, initiated towards the end of the last century by 
Rauf Yekta Bey (1871-1935), and brought to fruition in the 1940s and 50s by two of his 
colleagues and contemporary composers and musicologists: Hüseyin Sadettin Arel 
(1880-1955) and Dr. Subhi Zühtü Ezgi (1869-1962). Pitch, scale, intervals and makams 
were standardized and adapted to western staff notation. Rhythmic patterns (usûls) mu-
sical genres and pieces were classified and systematized. (Behar 2001: 97) 

The pitch system and notation developed by Arel, Ezgi and Uzdilek (generally 
known as the Arel-Ezgi-Uzdilek system, AEU) includes 24 unequal intervals per 
octave, the whole tone (8:9, 204 cent) is divided into nine intervals of equal size, 
the so called koma of almost 23 cent (Arel 1991; Uzdilek 1944). Only five positions 
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out of these nine are in fact used: koma (23 cent), bakiye (90 cent), küçük mücennep 
(114 cent), büyük mücennep (180 cent) and tanini (204 cent). In line with Ottoman 
music theory and practice, notations of the nineteenth century and similarly the 
notation system of Rauf Yekta, used the scale of makam rast as a general scale, 
which means that accidentals were needed for all pitches outside of rast. 38 For al-
most half a century, from 1875-1928, notation print progressed with only the two 
accidentals of staff notation (# and b), although in practice, Ottoman music had 
many more intervals. The exact intonation was simply deduced from the makam. 
Arel and Ezgi radically changed this notation system, taking the Western diatonic 
C major scale as general scale, which they claimed to be based on makam çargâh, 
although the traditional makam of this name had a completely different interval 
structure. The main impact of this change concerns the note placed on the middle 
line of the notation system, which would be segâh or (in AEU) the slightly higher 
tone bûselik, which is equivalent to the Western b flat. Since in Ottoman-Turkish 
music segâh is much more frequent than bûselik, the older system made more musi-
cal sense. However, as a consequence, the interval below the middle staff line 
would be smaller than the one above it. Similar inconsistencies, however, already 
exist within Western music notation, where for example (with a G clef) the interval 
between the middle staff lines and its higher intervening space is only a minor sec-
ond, while the one below the middle staff line is a major second. In Yekta’s system, 
however, the b would indicate different intervals, depending if it is placed before 
segâh or before any other tone. The AEU system further introduced additional ac-
cidentals, shaped in the model of Western accidentals, in order to make all pitches 
clearly readable, independent from the makam. These new accidentals, however, 
still contained the potential for misunderstandings. The Western # and b flat, here, 
look more “conventional” – as looking similar to Western use – than the new ones, 
while in musical practice no such preference exists. 

Contemporary standard notations of folk tunes use, in addition to the West-
ern accidentals, two more accidentals, that is b² / #², indicating tones low-
ered / raised by two komas. Again practical intonation in Anatolian might differ 
regionally. In most lectures for bağlama, the teachers prefer solmization syllables 
(do, re, mi, fa, so, la, si, do), and the singing of melodies on their respective 
solfege syllables are a regular part of folk music education. 

The main problem with all attempts at notation, however, is even deeper. The 
intonation of certain tones within some makams changes according to the melodic 
environment. According to Banu Şenay, the well-known ney-Player Salih Bilgin (b. 
1960), himself a student of Niyazi Sayın (b. 1927), explained during his meşk: 

                                                                                          
38 Say 1985 ”Türk Müziği Yazıları”, p. 934. The ground tones of the most popular fifteen 

makams are on the general scale of rast: D – yegah (yegah, sultani yegah, şedaraban); E – yegah 
(hüseyni-aşiran, suzidil); F – acemaşiran (acemaşiran); F# – ırak (ırak, eviç); G – rast (rast, mahur, 
nikriz, nihavend); A – dugah (uşşak husseyni nevâ, hicaz, bûselik, kurdi, saba, beyati, isfahan); B – 
segâh (segâh, hüzzam). 
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We need to think of pitches as zones (bölge). The pitch dik kürdi, for example, has its own 
territory. (…) If we take Turkish music as a music of relationship (münasebet musikisi), the 
essential thing we need to grasp is each pitch’s relationship to another. The secret of 
learning this music lies in understanding those relationships. (…) Music theory calls that 
distance ‘interval’ (aralık). But if we think of that distance as ‘interval’, we will never be-
come free from the rules of theory. If we treat that distance as relationship, then we might 
be able to search for those spiritual relationships between sounds.” (Senay 2015b: 532) 

These details of intonation are frequent issues of discussion among musicians. 
The perceptive listener to Turkish classical music will often observe discrepancies, both 
small and large, in the performance of the ‘same’ pitch – whether by two different musi-
cians, or by the same musician at two different points in time. Intonation is often a per-
sonal matter of opinion. Two outstanding musicians performing together can continu-
ously play the pitch Puselik (h) so out of tune with each other as to cause discomfort. 
(Signell 1977: 44) 

In some makams hence pitches outside of Arel’s system are used (for example in 
uşşak or sabâ)39, some of them do not even carry a name. Salih Bilgin empha-
sized the importance of “pitch sensibility “ (perde hassasiyeti), that is, 

the ability to hear/discern and articulate correctly the pitches and intervals in a certain 
melodic line. (…) Although there are twenty-four tones in an octave, in the playing of a 
makam there may be many more. These intervals and pitch inflections are not captured 
in the notation system; they are learned through listening and performing. (Senay 
2015b: 532). 

This problem of correct intonation and the theoretical number and sizes of in-
tervals is further problematic in a historical perspective, as mentioned in chapter 
III.40 Today, a general consensus exists that the Arel-Ezgi-Uzdilek (AEU) interval 
and notations system, in fact standard in Turkish music, fits neither the musical 
practice nor to theoretical calculations, and urgently needs to be reformed. Over 
the twentieth century several scholars proposed alternative pitch and notation 
systems, though no new consensus was reached.41 Turkish music theorists today 
do not even agree on the number of intervals for Turkish music (17, 24, 29, 30, 
41, or 53; Ayangil 2010:54f; Yarman 2007). Some attempts to measure the into-
nation have not coalesced into a final result, but rather demonstrated the com-
plexity of intonation and the lack of standards.42 In July 2011, the music acad-
emy of the ITÜ decided to use the new notation developed by Nail Yavusoğlu 
(2008; 2013), however, a general consensus among musicians on this decision 
again does not exist. 
                                                                                          
39 Signell 1977: 37ff; Oransay 1973: 1498. 
40 Feldman 1996: 217-18. In fact, intonation at the time of Cantemir might have been nearer 

to the practice in contemporary Iran than to Turkey (Feldman 1996). Only the French-
Syrian kanun player Weiss has tried to perform Cantemir according to this historic intona-
tion (Pohlit 2011: 44ff). 

41 Oransay 1959; Karadeniz 1965/ 1984 (based on Abdülkadir Töre (1873–1946)); Zeren 
1978, Tura 1988; recently Yarman 2007. 

42 Signells 1977: 153-159; Bozkurt, Yarman, Karaosmanoğlu & Akkoç 2009. 
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In addition to the alterations in the basic scale and the additional accidentals, 
the absolute pitch of the notation also changed. While Yekta defined dugâh as 
Western d, dügâh was later interpreted as a = 440 Hz. In musical practice, how-
ever, pitches change according to tuning systems and the range of the singer. 
“Since there is no akord in which everybody is at home, transposition is a necessary and 
normal part of musical practice.“ (Stubbs 1994: 90) And again, even worse is the 
situation of absolute and relative pitches in Turkish folk music. While in actual 
performance of professional ensembles the absolute pitch might change, and it is 
far from fixed in village performances, in contemporary Turkish notation prac-
tice, all folk tunes are notated with a finalis on a (=la). This issue of transposing 
notation together with proposals for its reformation have been discussed inten-
sively among Turkish musicians, with little consensus reached. 

Another central issue for music theory in Ottoman times and in the early 
twentieth century, is the desription of makams. Ezgi constructed makams focus-
ing on their scale, as constructed by tetrachords and pentachords. His system in-
cludes thirteen basic makams (basıt makam), compound (mürekkep) and trans-
posed makams (sed). In addition, every makam is characterized by its melodic 
behavior (range / tessitura), its hierachy of tones (at least tonic, and güclü), its me-
lodic direction (seyir), its melodic gestures, phrases (çeşni), modulations to other 
makams, and often its intonation of certain tones. Again, a standardization has 
not been achieved, and actually would be far from musical reality. 

Within the tradition I have seen practiced by my teacher, the character of a single ma-
kam is manifest in great variety. Most musicians would agree that the concept of makam 
is defined by a structure and a progression, though the particulars of the precise struc-
ture and seyir is a matter open to much debate. (Stubbs 1994, 124f) 

Over the twentieth and early twenty first centuries, a number of encompassing 
descriptions of makams have been published, which include theoretical descrip-
tions, but often even more extended notations of composition, which relate their 
approach to the traditional concept of mes ̧k.43 Today, makam is at least partly 
learned as music theory and on the basis of written (and printed) theoretical ex-
planations, and not, as before, as part of a repertoire. 

The formal institutionalization of music education in Turkey began in the Sec-
ond Constitutional era in 1908, when a general liberalization made the founda-
tion of private music associations and schools possible (Musikî-i Osmanî, Dârü’l 
Mûsikî Osmani, a few years later Darüt-talim-i Musiki, Şark Musiki Cemiyeti, Gülşen-
i Musiki Mektebi and Darülfeyz-i Musiki). Most of these cemiyetis offered music les-
sons in the form of mes ̧k, organised concerts, some even published printed nota-

                                                                                          
43 Aksoy 2000; Yekta (1922), Ezgi (1933-53), Arel (1991 (1943-48), Karadeniz 1983 (begun 

1965), Özkan 1984, Kutluğ 2000 (8 vol), Aydemir 2010, Ederer 2011 and Yavuzoğlu 2011. 
Printed books on music theory, including Ezgi (1933-53), Karadeniz (1965/1984), Özkan 
(1984/ 2000) untill Yahya Kaçar (2012). 
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tion (Dârü’t Tâlim-i Mûsikî).44 In particular public conservatories then gradually 
introduced Western models of music education.45 In 1914 the theater academy 
Darü’l Bedâyi was founded with a music department, which in 1917 became 
Darü’l Elhân, the first conservatory in Turkey with programs for both Western 
and Turkish music.46 In parallel, a conservatory was founded in Ankara, which 
offered study programs in Western music. In other Turkish cities, music acad-
emies or departments for educating music teachers were founded later. After 
1973 conservatories became integral parts of universities. In 2015, there were 39 
state conservatories in Turkey.47 

The “School for Music Teachers” (Musiki Muallim Mektebi, 1924), “Istanbul Municipal 
Conservatory” (Istanbul Belediye Konservatuarı, 1925), Gazi Terbiye (1928), the “Ankara 
Conservatory” (1936), “Izmir Conservatory” (1954) and the “State Conservatory for 
Turkish Music” (Türk Musikisi Devlet Konservatuarı, 1975) were considered as important 
milestones in terms of the institutionalization of musical life. Thus in Turkey, one single 
type of education based on Western lines, but two types of conservatories were estab-
lished: conservatories for Western music and those for Turkish music respectively. More-
over, even Turkish music conservatories had basic programs, which were equipped with 
a structure and functions that imitated Western musical conservatories and adopted the 
latter as role models. A remarkable number of the programs were based on Western mu-
sical education. In fact, Western ideology founded a hegemonic and hierarchical model 
and this model was appropriated politically by everyone. (Öztürk 2015: 184) 

Among musicians of Ottoman-Turkish music, however, meşk continued to be prac-
ticed. Traditional performers, including for example Alâeddin Yavaşça (b. 1927) 
and Bekir Sıdkı Sezgin (1936-96) organised meşk outside the conservatory educa-
tion (Behar 2012: 189). From 1939 on, Radio Ankara offered regular lessons for 
professional musicians working there, both in folk and Ottoman-Turkish music, 
the latter mainly in form of meşk. Teachers included Muzaffer Sarısözen for folk 
music; and for Ottoman-Turkish music in 1966 for example, Cüneyd Orhon, 
Alâeddin Yavaşça, Cevdet Çağlar, Ercüment Berker, Hakkı Derman, Münir Nuret-
tin Selçuk, Necdet Yaşar, Nevzat Atlığ, Niyazi Sayın and Şefik Gürmeriç (Aksoy 
2009: 179; Beken 1989: 128). Even many teaching books, including those for ud 
by Mutlu Torun (1996) or for ney by Süleyman Erguner (1986/2002), stress the im-
portance of a personal teacher in addition to written material (Behar 2012: 186). 

In the case of Ottoman-Turkish art music, the incorporation of recordings in 
the learning process is documented almost as early as the emergence of the Turk-
ish recording industry, from around the first quarter of the twentieth century un-
til today.48 While some musicians (mainly in the post World War II era) created 

                                                                                          
44 Alimdar 2016: 422ff; Behar 1998: 140–142; 2012: 174; Ergin 1977: 1053ff; Oransay 1973. 
45 Akkoç 2015, Ayangil 2008: 403; Poulos 2011; Behar 2012. 
46 Alimdar 2016: 422; Kolukırık 2015; Akçay 1993: 20; Aksoy 1985: 1235; Özalp 1984: 81-

87; Ergin 1977: 1271-1280; 1309-1320; Oransay 1973; Sürelsan 1971. 
47 http://muzikegitimcileri.net/universite/konserve.html, accessed January 26, 2017. 
48 Behar 2012: 191; Poulos 2011: 9; Bates 2011: 44. 
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transcriptions of recorded taksims —especially those of Tanburi Cemil Bey (d. 
1916)— most serious musicians learned many of these taksims by repeatedly lis-
tening to the original recording, rather than from transcriptions. 

The today most important conservatory for Ottoman-Turkish and folk music 
is the State Conservatory for Turkish Music, (attached to the ITÜ), which opened 
in 1975. Its seven principal departments include basic knowledge for music tea-
chers (temel bilim), musicology, composition, instrument making, vocal educa-
tion, music instruments, and folk dance. Since their foundation, similar conser-
vatories for Turkish music struggle with the challenge to integrate traditional 
approaches of teaching into an institution and didactic concepts imported for 
the West. Conservatories, in general, separate the holistic traditional education 
into disciplines such as instrumental playing techniques, voice training, music 
theory, repertoire, music history etc. 

The education of professional folk musicians within a music academy even 
had to be developed anew, as an institutionalized education for folk music never 
existed before. Still today, no consesus exists on approach and methods, and 
hardly any academic didactic on the education for bağlama exists (Özdek 2016; 
Akdag 2017). Even more unclear is the education for singers of folk music. In 
particular since the 1990s numerous teaching books for bağlama have been pub-
lished, most of which have a similar structure: Following a short introduction 
into (an adapted) staff notation system, the main part of the book includes nota-
tions of compositions, in between some advice on playing technique and tavır. A 
developed didactic methodology is only rarely attempted, most books directly 
mirror the personal teaching style of experienced teachers. Today an experienced 
bağlama-player is expected to be familiar with a large number of tunings, styles 
and tavırs on different types of lutes (bağlama, cura, bass bağlama etc); and have 
the ability to improvise introductions in different regional styles. Most profes-
sional musicians are excellent prima vista performers, though the aesthetic value 
of knowing a large repertoire by heart is still high. In addition to the already 
challenging education in their main instrument and musical style, contemporary 
traditional musicians are expected to have at least basic knowledge of other mu-
sical traditions in Turkey, that is folk music or art music respectively, as well as 
Western music and its harmonic language, jazz and sometimes even contempo-
rary Western music. At ITÜ, students of Turkish music have to also attend com-
pulsory lessons in piano, harmony and counterpoint over their years of study. In 
addition to traditional instruments, the music academy of the ITÜ also offers 
lecture for Turkish music students in chello, viola, violine, clarinet and double 
bass. 

In addition to formal music academies, contemporary lessons in traditional 
Turkish music are offered by numerous education centres of the Greater Istanbul 
Council and local municipalities, private associations or teaching centres (der-
shane), and furthermore by numerous teaching books, CD, DVD or VCD with 
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teaching programs, or in online lectures.49 Several non-Turkish musicologists, re-
ported their personal experience of lessons in Turkish music, in most cases an 
individual combination of mes ̧k, notation and other materials and methods.50 
O’Connell for example describes a lesson of vocal performance with Dr. Alâed-
din Yavasca in the early 1990s: 

When teaching a semi-classical song (şarkı), Dr. Yavasca first performed the whole piece 
without interruption from a musical score, often using his own transcription of the pie-
ce and sometimes being accompanied by a student on the plucked zither (kanun). Sub-
dividing the song into discrete poetic units (in this instance: zemin, nakarat, meyan and 
nakarat), he asked all the students to perform after him each section of the work using 
the Turkish system of solfège (solfej). The whole procedure was then repeated with meter 
(usûl), students beating the rhythmic cycle on their knees (usûl vurmak). When this op-
eration was accomplished to his satisfaction and when he had clarified significant points 
concerning tuning and accuracy, he introduced the song text (güfte). Here, he translated 
words not used in modern Turkish and pointed out potential difficulties with regard to 
pronunciations. Puncuating the lesson with musical insights, literary comments and his-
torical anecdotes, he finally asked the students (both individually and collectively) to 
perform the whole piece by integrating the melody and the text following the didactic 
sequence outlined above. (O’Connell 2010: 23) 

It is noteworthy that in Turkish musicology a wide range of related issues has 
only recently begun to be researched, for example the perception and reception 
of music, music psychology, sociology of music, and possibly most important: 
the didactic of music.51 

Today it is impossible to become a master musician solely via traditonal meşk 
(Behar 2012: 183). Meanwhile the complete repertoire of Ottoman-Turkish music 
is available in written form, composers even write down new works directly. Ho-
wever, it is still important for musicians to perform from memory rather than 
from notations. The state choir of the Presidency for example, has a repertoire of 
about 3000 pieces, mainly known by heart. On the other hand all singers are ex-
perienced sight readers of notations. Similarly good folk musicians are still re-
vered acording to their large repertoires which they know by heart. Many con-
temporary musicians play from digitilised notation as stored in tablet computers, 
which again expands the available notations. 

 

                                                                                          
49 Senay 2015b: 527f; 2014: 407; Stokes 1992: S:43ff. 
50 For example Klaser’s (2001: 62ff) description of “learning the makam” with Yusuf Ömürlü 

at Kubbealtı Müzik Akademisi. 
51 Musicology is still a new field in Turkey. The first institute for musicology was founded by 

Gültekin Oransay (1930-1989) at the Ege Üniversitesi in Izmir in 1976, followed by insti-
tutes at Mimar Sinan State Conservatory (1983), İTÜ, Ankara State Conservatory of Ha-
cetepe University (1986). In 2000s already 20 departments for musicology existed all over 
Turkey (Çolakoğlu Sarı 2015: 6). Introductions into the field in Turkish include Kara-
hasanoğlu & Yavuz 2016; Kaplan 2005; Özer 2002; 1997; Uslu 2006. 
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This loss of the primacy of performance (as in the meşk) to written notation 
and some decades later to audio recordings, resonates what Walter Benjamin de-
scribed in 1935 in his famous essay, “The Work of Art in the Age of Mechanical 
Reproduction” (Das Kunstwerk im Zeitalter seiner technischen Reproduzierbarkeit), as 
the loss of the “presence in time and space,” the loss of “authenticity” or “aura” 
of works of art, hence the loss of their unique aesthetic authority. As described in 
chapter III, the decline of meşk and the growing importance of written sources 
changed the notion of music of the past, and historical notations could become 
objects of the present. The self-evident inbeddedness of contemporary music in 
music of the past hence has almost been lost in modern Turkey, or at least 
changed its character to become “music history.” 

Main reason for the recent individualization of musical traditions, then, is the 
loss of aesthetic control by experienced music masters as a consequence of the 
decline of meşk. Meşk densely controlled both the repertoire and its performance 
together, its standardizing power obviously was much stronger than later that of 
notation, which only saved the composition, but not its realisation, interpreta-
tion and aesthetics. Printed notation and even more audio recordings hence be-
came accessible and amenable to all kind of musical interpretation. 

Conclusion 

This book began with impressions of the music life in Istanbul in 2010, with its 
amazing diversity of musical practices. Istanbul today is a global music city whe-
re numerous individual, more or less professional musicians live and work, most 
of them internationally well-connected. Abundant music projects are dommi-
nated by elements of numerous musical traditions, while these music traditions 
as discrete units have widely disintegrated. This Turkish music life today is hence 
characterized by an advanced process of individualization. This development is 
the result of both global and national factors. 

1. The emergence of new media, such as notation, printed books and the tech-
nology of audio recordings, led from the early ninteenth century to a slow and 
still ongoing decline of the meşk, the traditional system of music transmission 
and education. This development had a deep impact on musical aesthetics, mu-
sic theory, didactics, the musical repertoire, and the notion of the musical past. 
Musicians today do not necessarily perceive themselves as part of one music tra-
dition, that is a direct and personal heritage, characterized by the control of rep-
ertoire and musical quality, which does not ask for personal decisions or innova-
tion. The strict control of muscial transmission by music masters has weakened, 
while the available repertoire enlarged substantially to include every music which 
can be bought, copied or uploaded in any form of notation or sound recording. 
Today, music of the past has become an object of personal interpretation. 
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The adaption of notation further influenced music theory, which also had to 
reflect upon appropriate forms and uses of this new technique. Until today the 
numerous inconsistencies in the Western staff notations adapted for Ottoman-
Turkish music are a much discussed issue in Turkey, without no general consen-
sus beyond a deep dissatisfaction with the Arel-Ezgi-Uzdilek system of notation 
and intonation, which nevertheless still forms the (almost) only standard in Turk-
ish music today. Except for the issue of notation, however, Turkish music theory 
continued to be written mainly within the Ottoman tradition of reflection and 
calculation of intervals, tone system, makam descriptions and (to a minor degree) 
usul and metric. Hardly any theorist has addressed aesthetics or musical-technical 
issues related to contemporary music. Kemal İlerici was the only theorist who at-
tempted to develop an adaption of polyphony / harmony for traditional Turkish 
music. Similarly no specific method for instrumentation or arrangement has 
been written, almost nothing on musical form and no theory of composition. 

As a didactic method, until today, meşk has not been completely replaced by 
Western models of music education, though music academies regularly offer se-
parate lectures in issues such as instrument / vocal technique, music theory, mu-
sic history etc., instead of the traditional holistic teaching. In most cases various 
combinations of meşk and Western approaches, including lectures or written tea-
ching materials are practiced. Even more complicated is the search for an appro-
priate teaching methodology for folk music, where prior to the early Republic 
hardly any standard of education ever existed. It is noteworthy, that within the 
field of Turkish musicology, which in general has developed impressively over 
the last decades, issues such as psychology of music and moreover didactics of 
music have hardly been scientifically researched. 

Globalisation, closer international relations, increased feasability of travel and 
the emergence of an international Turkish diaspora, all contributed to enlarge the 
scope of Turkish musical life and at the same time the range of available music 
styles. Emigration from the Ottoman Empire to America and Europe, hence out 
of the Islamic world, began in the later nineteenth century. Until the mid-
twentieth century migration in Turkey mainly influenced Western Turkish music. 
But over the last twenty-plus years historical neighbors such as Iran, countries, 
which were in the past part of the Ottoman Empire such as Greece or Bulgaria; 
and finally countries, such as Armenia and Israel, founded partially by former 
Ottoman minorities, intensified their musical interactions with Turkey. 

In general, migration, international mobility, as well as the growing global 
mediascape expanded the available individual experiences and available musical 
styles to an unprecedented degree. In particular so-called world music led to the 
emergence of a plethora of individual musicians and ensembles, among them 
also many who performed (among others) more or less Turkish music. Since the 
late 1980s the market for all kinds of traditional music in Europe and America 
grew: Islamic music; rhythmical and instrumental music; cross-cultural encoun-
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ters of Indian, Flamenco and many other music traditions with Turkish musi-
cians; early European music in dialogue with Middle Eastern traditions; and 
contemporary Western music integrating elements of traditional Turkish music. 

Both the repertoire of “Turkish music” and musical practice, including ar-
rangement, instrumentation and harmonisation developed what might be called 
“Turkish music” or “traditional music in Turkey” to an unprecedented level. 

2. In addition to these global changes, which more or less affected all music cul-
tures worldwide, local and national factors in Turkey also influenced music and 
music life. Most important was the deep influence of Kemalist ideology and cul-
tural politics. Probably more than any other state in the world, the Kemalist Re-
public of Turkey, at least during its first two decades, used great force to attempt 
to realize an explicit vision of its music and music life. While this vision of a na-
tional Turkish music, to be created by the arrangment of folk music within West-
ern musical structures did not become reality, state policies still had a great im-
pact in their strong support of Western music, which led to a well-established 
and rich Western music life in Turkey, numerous good composers, performers 
and compositions. 

As another consequence of Kemalism, the political and aesthetic value of 
Anatolian folk music substantially increased. New institutions such as the radio, 
later TRT, music academies and numerous performance ensembles established 
folk music in Turkey as both popular and artistic music. The main problem in 
Kemalist music policy was its focus on nationalistic ideology, which largely do-
minated over concrete knowledge of music, and led to a naïve overestimation of 
the political influence on music. The foundation of conservatories and the im-
plementation of music eduction in schools did not replace traditional meşk, but 
only added further didactic methodologies, hence fostering diverse, mostly hy-
brid didactic approaches. Hardly any scientific reflection has dealt with transi-
tions or combinations of the diverse didactic methodologies. Even more under-
estimated was the potential range of musical syntheses between Turkish and 
Western music traditions, which led to immense musical diversity. Kemalist ide-
ology further influenced terminology and the notion of music styles, for exam-
ple the artifical separation of “Turkish art music” and “Turkish folk music.” 

The impact of numerous individual Turkish musicians, composers or scholars, 
too often ignored or underestimated as a factor, must also be taken into account. 
Persons such as Tanburi Cemil Bey, Rauf Yekta Bey, Hüseyin Saddetin Arel, Mü-
nir Nurettin Selçuk, Ahmet Adnan Saygun, Muzaffer Sarısözen, Nevzat Atlığ, 
Zeki Müren, Kudsi Erguner, Erkan Oğur, Arif Sağ, Fikret Karakaya or Derya Tür-
kan (just to mention a few) in one way or another influenced Turkish music me-
rely through their own musical and intellectual personality. Private spheres in 
many diverse fields preserved music, where the state tried to control or even 
prohibit it, including music of the Mevlevi, the Ottoman court tradition, Kurd-
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ish music, Armenian music, or numerous local folk traditions, hence constantly 
propelling the musical field to be larger and broader. 

On the whole, Kemalism never achieved its aim of the complete control of 
the field of music, and instead of a clearly perceivable style of “Turkish music” a 
strong individualisation of music took place, with the emergence of individual 
musicians, individual music pieces, individual life experiences, identities and ap-
proaches to music, individual musical projects, individual CDs and concerts, 
even individual concepts of music theory, conferences or research projects. Whi-
le the available repertoire constantly grew, both internationally and nationwide, 
and similarly the plurality of musical practices, the position of composers weak-
ened compared to musicians and arrangeurs. During the last twenty-plus years, 
most music projects repeatedly rearranged “traditional” melodies in new combi-
nations and arrangements of a growing variety of musical instruments. 

Today, Kemalist ideology has widely lost its force; during the AKP period 
(hence over the last 15 years), more and more Kemalist ideas have been ques-
tioned. Recently many Western Turkish musicians and composers have included 
traditional music (of some sort) without any ideological scruples and fear of rais-
ing suspicions of reactionary tendencies. The result is no return to Ottoman mu-
sic, but rather a further hybridization and individualization. 

Both global and the local developments in Turkey have therefore led to a growth 
in available cultural and musical experiences, musical repertoire and musical 
practices. This last chapter has described, as a complementary factor, the story of 
numerous healthy and fruitful failures in standardization. Despite strong efforts 
by the Turkish state, its institutions such as conservatories and the TRT, the 
forces of Turkish nationalism, but also those of numerous individual theorists, 
musicians, and musicologists, almost all aspects of traditional music and music 
life including performance practice, repertoire, musical education and transmis-
sion, and even the field of music theory have diversified to endless individual 
approaches. As an obvious – and pleasant – conclusion to this last chapter we 
might say, that musical creativity is obviously difficult to control. 

* 

In contrast to historians, who are free to decide rationally on the time frame for 
their research, cultural / music anthropologists, writing on the (wider) present, 
have firm ground only concerning the beginning of the period of their research. 
Its end necessarily remains open: The time frame simply ends at the very mo-
ment when the author lays down his pen. It is tempting to estimate a future mo-
re convincing end of the studied time frame. The internationalisation of Turkish 
music, as part of a general globalisation, has developed continuously since at 
least the early nineteenth century, and even the process of individualization will 
most probably continue. These developments, which have been decribed in this 
book, did not began with Mustafa Kemal Atatürk, and most probably will not 
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end with Recep Tayyip Erdoğan. At least in the field of music, Kemalism sought 
too much, which some eighty years later, resulted in a kind of aesthetic chaos. 
The starting point for a possible future music politic of the “New Turkey” is hen-
ce even more complex and confusing than that of the Republic of Turkey. For 
musicians, composers and arangeurs the contemporary quietly chaotic situation 
has opened almost endless space for creativity towards the end of Kemalist Tur-
key. If we accept globalisation as being the more important factor than Kemal-
ism, we might for the long term, expect a continuation of the process of indi-
vidualisation, whatever form “New Turkey” will take. 
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